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DB Regio wins Franconia and South Thuringia concession


May 5, 2020


Written by


Keith Fender


BAVARIAN Railway Company (BEG) has awarded DB Regio the Franconia and South Thuringia contract to operate 5.7 million train-km


annually to connect Nuremberg and Bamberg with Würzburg, Saalfeld, Sonneberg and Erfurt.


Locomotive-powered double-deck trains will be replaced by new Siemens EMUs.


Keith Fender


The concession includes 5.1 million train-km within Bavaria, with the remaining 0.6 million train-km in Thüringen. The new contract, which


incentivies the operator to maximise revenue while BEG takes on the energy and sta� cost risk, will begin in December 2023 and run until


December 2035.


The new contract maintains and expands existing services on the Nuremberg – Bamberg – Würzburg, Bamberg – Lichtenfels – Saalfeld, and


Lichtenfels – Coburg – Sonneberg routes. A half hourly frequency will be introduced between Nuremberg and Bamberg to cope with rising


passenger numbers, which increased by 50% over the last decade.


Regional serves will also be introduced along the full Ebenfurth – Erfurt high-speed line for the �rst time, with �ve train pairs planned daily


from Nuremberg via Coburg to Erfurt. The number of regional trains using the Ebenfurth – Coburg high-speed line will also increase from four


train pairs to eleven, with an expected journey time of 32 minutes.
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DB will order a new �eet of 190km/h partly double-deck Desiro HC EMUs from Siemens to operate the services. The four-car and six-car trains


will seat approximately 395 and 635 passengers respectively, and will be equipped with ETCS.


These trains will replace the existing Bombardier Talent 2 EMU �eet, which does not have the required capacity, along with two sets of double-


deck coaches hauled by leased Railpool Vectron locomotives currently used for services using the Ebenfurth – Coburg high-speed line.


The Bavarian government will provide usage guarantees to underpin the �nancing of the new trains.


For detailed information on rail tenders from around the world, subscribe to IRJ Pro.
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Many countries are taking into consideration the
construction of new high speed rail lines. The Eu-
ropean Commission explicitly deems the expan-
sion of high speed rail as a priority within the
trans-European networks, allocating an important
part of the community funds for its development
with the declared aim of increasing the market
share of rail transport. 


High speed rail generates social benefits, which
stem from time savings, increase in reliability,
comfort and safety, as well as from the reduction
of congestion and accidents in alternative modes.
Another benefit of investing in the construction
of new lines is the capacity released in the con-
ventional network, when the latter itself can be
used for freight transport. 


The question is not whether users and other pos-
sible beneficiaries of high speed rail would vote
in favor of constructing a new line. The question
is whether they would be willing to pay (regard -
less of what they actually pay) for its social
costs. The answer to this question varies widely
depending on the particular characteristics of the


project. An exhaustive review of the economic li-
terature shows that the research effort dedicat ed
to the economic analysis of investing in high spe-
ed railways is insignificant when compared with
the economic importance of such technol ogy and
its public financing within the transport plans
and budgets of member states and the European
Commission. 


The aim of this report is to contribute to the
economic analysis of new high speed rail invest -
ment projects requiring public funds. The eco-
nomic evaluation of projects can help govern-
ments to obtain a clearer view of the expected
net benefits of different lines of action, as it at-
tempts to identify the projects which really
deserve the sacrifice of other social needs com-
peting for the same public funds. We analyze
the circumstances under which society may ben -
efit from investing in high speed rail, and
when it is sensible to delay the investment de-
cision. The high speed rail network may be
built gradually, adding new lines once the eco-
nomic evaluation of projects shows a positive
social profitability.


La construcción de líneas ferroviarias de alta ve-
locidad es una opción que está siendo considera-
da por muchos países en el mundo. La Comisión
Europea considera que la expansión de la red de
alta velocidad es una prioridad dentro de las re-
des transeuropeas, destinando una importante
cantidad de fondos comunitarios para su desarro-
llo con el objetivo explícito de aumentar la cuota
de mercado del ferrocarril.


La alta velocidad genera beneficios sociales pro-
cedentes de ahorros de tiempo, mejoras en la fia-
bilidad, confort y seguridad del servicio de trans-
porte; y de la reducción de la congestión y los
accidentes en los modos alternativos de transporte.
Liberar capacidad en la red convencional, que
puede utilizarse para el transporte de mercancías,
es también un beneficio adicional de la inversión
en la construcción de nuevas líneas.
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La cuestión no es si los usuarios y otros potencia-
les beneficiarios votarían a favor de la construc-
ción de nuevas líneas de alta velocidad. La cues-
tión relevante es si estarían dispuestos a pagar
(con independencia de lo que paguen) los costes
sociales de su puesta en funcionamiento. La res-
puesta a esta pregunta varía ampliamente depen-
diendo de las circunstancias concretas del pro-
yecto. Una exhaustiva revisión de la literatura
económica muestra que el análisis económico de
las inversiones en alta velocidad es insignifican-
te comparado con el papel concedido a esta tec-
nología dentro de los planes de transporte de mu-
chos países miembros y de la propia Comisión
Europea, y más aún si tenemos en cuenta la fi-
nanciación pública destinada a los mismos.


Este informe pretende contribuir al análisis
económico de los proyectos de inversión en alta
velocidad ferroviaria. La evaluación económica
de proyectos puede ayudar a los gobiernos a
formarse una idea más precisa sobre los bene-
ficios esperados de distintas líneas de actua-
ción que absorben dinero público para resolver
un mismo problema de transporte. En este in-
forme tratamos de determinar las circunstan-
cias en las que la inversión en alta velocidad es
socialmente deseable y en que otras la socie-
dad gana posponiendo la inversión. La red de
alta velocidad puede construirse gradualmente,
añadiendo nuevas líneas una vez que la evalua-
ción económica muestra una rentabilidad so-
cial positiva.
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The allocation of public resources to the expan-
sion of the high speed rail network is a signifi-
cant element of transport policy in many coun-
tries all over the world. This includes both the
construction of new lines and the upgrading of
part of the conventional network, so that trains
can run at speeds of more than 200 km per hour.
The demand for the new rail transport alternative
comes from deviated traffic from conventional
trains, air and road transport, and also from gen-
erated traffic, thanks to the combination of time
savings, increased comfort and more price choic-
es associated to this new transport option.


The European Union has explicitly considered
the expansion of high speed rail as a priority
within the trans-European networks, assigning an
important part of Community funds for its devel-
opment, with the declared aim of changing the
modal split to the benefit of railways. This revi-
talization of railways strategy, as announced by
the European Commission, reflects the relevance
that this transport mode is gaining in Europe in a
context of increased worries about congestion
and traffic accidents in roads, the delays and dis-
comfort associated with air traffic, as well as the
negative environmental impacts of these modes.


Although the construction and operation of high
speed rail lines imply significant environmental
costs (land, noise, barrier effects, visual intru-
sion and global warming) the train still retains a
good environmental image, though the actual en-
vironmental balance depends on the volume of
traffic and its composition.


The interest of the European Commission in high
speed rail is shared by most member state gov-


ernments, and, obviously, by the industrial lobbies
that supply rolling stock and other rail inputs, as
well as by users, who generally enjoy its speed,
comfort and price—three elements responsible
for the dramatic recovery of the railway’s market
share over medium distances.


If users, governments, industries and the Euro-
pean Commission support such a technological op-
tion for passenger travel, we could be in a situation
that economists call Paretian improvement, char-
acterized by the existence of winners, indifferent
agents and the inexistence of losers. Neverthe-
less, the price that users pay for high speed rail
infrastructure and services in many routes is far
from covering construction, maintenance and in-
frastructure operation costs. That means taxpay-
ers must contribute financially to the support of
these projects. So there are in fact losers, as in
all public policies and investment projects.


The question is not whether users and other pos-
sible beneficiaries of high speed rail would vote
in favor of the construction of high speed lines.
The question is whether they would be willing to
pay (independently of what they actually pay)
their social costs. The answer to this question
varies widely depending on the local characteris-
tics of the project: routes, crossed urban zones,
required bridges and tunnels, volume of demand,
per capita income, and the level of capacity use
in competing modes.


Social benefits of high speed rail mainly accrue
from users’ time savings and the willingness to
pay of generated traffic. To these benefits we
should add those that users experience thanks to
the reduction of congestion and accidents in al-
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ternative modes. The benefits obtained from the
release of capacity in the conventional network
should also be added.


The conventional economic evaluation of projects
requires the identification of the benefits and
costs during the life of the project. And once these
have been quantified, the next step is to calculate
their net value. When benefits are higher than
costs, the investment is probably socially worthy,
although even with a positive net present value,
there may be other alternative projects providing a
higher social benefit.


What happens when the flow of expected net
benefits is lower than the investment costs of the
project under evaluation? Or, in more intuitive
terms: what happens when the society is willing
to pay a price for a high speed rail line which is
inferior to its cost? The answer is clear: reject the
project.


In the debate in favor of large infrastructure in-
vestment projects, there is a recurrent argument
which defends the existence of economic bene-
fits greater than those described above. It also
suggests that the exclusion of these unaccounted
benefits would make the high speed rail line ap-
pear less profitable than it really is. The identifi-
cation and magnitude of these wider economic
benefits are difficult to determine, and it may
well be that, due to this fact, promoters and
politicians who support high speed lines mention
them frequently when debating the convenience
of building new lines.


The indirect economic benefits are located in
markets other than those directly affected by the
project, or the primary markets. No one doubts
the existence of secondary effects. A city that is
connected to a high speed network may expe -
rience an economic expansion and an increase in
its land value. Unemployment may be reduced as
a consequence of the activity generated thanks to
the construction of the rail line and the genera-
tion of economic activity.


However there are also some other effects to ac-
count for. Someone has to pay for the higher
price of the land; and although there are net ben-
efits, the analyst has to be careful not to count


pure rent transfers as net benefits, or to see the
increase in land value as something additional to
time savings and other primary benefits. Regard-
ing employment, we ought not to confuse inputs
with outputs. If there is unemployment, the price
of labor will be reduced in the evaluation to re-
flect its opportunity cost. Adding it again on the
benefit side would lead to double counting.


Before adding the secondary benefits, it is impor-
tant to distinguish the creation of a new activity
from one that emerges from a simple relocation
of an already existing economic activity. In gen-
eral, the analysis of indirect economic effects is
more complicated than it may seem at first
glance. Moreover not all of them are positive
while many others reflect already accounted-for
benefits of the primary market.


Even assuming that all the benefits of high speed
rail were adequately measured and compared to its
costs, promoters will frequently argue that these
large infrastructure initiatives (mega-projects) will
have more important, long-term effects on society
than direct economic benefits. Although very dif-
ficult to predict, these effects are usually related
to the regional development benefits of investing
in infrastructure. Nevertheless, thanks to the ef-
forts of new economic geography researchers, we
know that the effects of infrastructure on the lo-
cation of economic activity are ambiguous at
times: occasionally reinforcing the central region
and making the periphery worse off.


Investment in building HSR lines and the associ-
ated rolling stock to operate them is very expen-
sive, and their indivisibility and irreversibility in-
crease the cost of errors. Constructing new lines
with an optimistic demand bias translates into a
waste of taxpayer money, because this mode of
transport is being developed in Europe within the
public sector, without private participation and
with revenues far from covering total costs.


What do economists say about the opportunity of
investing in high speed networks in Europe? An
exhaustive revision of the specific economic liter -
ature shows that the research effort devoted to
the economic analysis of investing in high speed
railways is almost insignificant considering the
economic significance of this technology within
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the transport plans of member states and the Eu-
ropean Commission, and its share in the state
budgets of many countries.


The aim of this report is to contribute to the eco-
nomic analysis of new high speed rail investment
projects that are waiting for public funds. The
economic evaluation of projects can help govern-
ments to obtain a clearer view of the expected
net benefits of different lines of action, and iden-
tify the projects which really deserve the sacri -
fice of other social needs competing for the same
public funds.


Constructing a new high speed rail line may re-
duce congestion and accidents in road and air
transport over medium distances, where the train
competes with the private vehicle and the air-
lines. If the volume of demand is high enough,
the project may be socially profitable. In addi-
tion, when a high speed line is linked to a net-
work, it multiplies its connectivity, making new
origins and destinations accessible. This factor
and the release of capacity in the conventional
rail network or in congested airports increase the
probability of a positive net present value.


Deciding to reject (or delay) the construction of a
high speed rail line is not necessarily a position
against progress. If the best information avail-
able ex ante proves that there are other transport
options with a higher net social benefit, the most
appropriate decision is to select such options
and not the larger, more costly or newest technol-
ogy.


The social pressure for the construction of high
speed lines is not only explained by its known
benefits but also by an institutional design that
favors the construction of projects without having
to pay for them directly. Incentives today lean to-
wards the approval of mega-projects, which a
country or a region, without supranational or
state funds respectively, would not have under-
taken on its own.


The research papers published in this report be-
gin with the construction of a database from in-
complete and disperse information on high speed
lines all over the world. The report contains an
analysis of the construction costs, maintenance,
and exploitation of the lines in service or under
construction, and it examines the demand data
available. The economic evaluation of investment
in high speed rail under different circumstance
shows the conditions required for a minimum lev-
el of social profitability.


The texts included here have a common feature,
which is the attempt to answer the question that
motivated this research project: when is the in-
vestment in high speed rail profitable from a so-
cial perspective? The answer, as in so many as-
pects of economy, is not black and white. It
depends on the local conditions where the new
line is to be built and the expected volume of de-
mand. Choosing an investment option without
comparing it with relevant alternatives is, at best,
contrary to good economic practice. The primary
function of high speed railways is to solve a
transport problem, and their advantage over oth-
er feasible alternatives has to be demonstrated
on a case-by-case basis.
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1 Although the definition of HSR services will be discussed
in section 1.2, the list includes Japan, South Korea,
China, Taiwan, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal, 


Belgium, Netherlands, Norway, United Kingdom, Swe-
den, Denmark, and the United States.


1.1 INTRODUCTION


High Speed Railways (HSR) is currently regarded
as one of the most significant technological
breakthroughs in passenger transportation devel-
oped in the second half of the 20th century. At
the beginning of 2008, there were about 10,000
kilometers of new high speed lines in operation
around the world and, in total (including upgrad-
ed conventional tracks), more than 20,000 kilo-
meters of the worldwide rail network was devoted
to providing high speed services to passengers
willing to pay for lower travel time and quality im-
provement in rail transport.


For the last 40 years in Japan alone, where the
concept of bullet train was born in 1964, 100
million passenger-trips are carried out per year. In
Europe, traffic figures average 50 million passen-
ger-trips per year, although they have been steadi-
ly growing since 1981 by an annual percentage
rate of 2.6. Nowadays, there are high speed rail
services in more than 15 countries,1 and the net-
work is still growing at a very fast pace in many
others: it is expected to reach 25,000 kilometers
of new lines by 2020 (UIC 2005a).


However building, maintaining and operating HSR
lines is expensive; it involves a significant amount
of sunk costs and may substantially compromise
both the transport policy of a country and the de-
velopment of its transport sector for decades. For
these reasons, it deserves a closer look, well be-


yond the technological hype and the demand fig-
ures. The main objective of this chapter is to dis-
cuss some characteristics of the HSR services from
an economic viewpoint, while simultaneously de-
veloping an empirical framework that should help
us to understand, in more detail, the cost and de-
mand sides of this transport alternative. This un-
derstanding is especially useful for future projects,
since it will lead to a better analysis of the expect-
ed construction and operating costs, and of the
number of passengers to be transported under dif-
ferent economic and geographic conditions.


Such understanding is particularly relevant be-
cause the economic magnitude of HSR invest-
ments and the described prospects for network
expansion are not in accordance with the research
efforts reported in the economic literature. The
economic appraisal of particular corridors is lim-
ited to some existing and projected lines (see De
Rus and Inglada 1993, 1997; Levinson et al.
1997; Atkins 2003; Coto-Millan and Inglada
2004; and De Rus and Roman 2005). General as-
sessments are relatively scarce (Nash 1991; Vick-
erman 1997; Martin 1997; SDG 2004; De Rus
and Nombela 2007; and De Rus y Nash, 2007);
and many other papers were devoted to assess the
regional and other indirect effects of HSR (Bon-
nafous 1987; Vickerman 1995; Blum, Haynes
and Karlsson 1997; Plassard 1994, Haynes
1997, and Preston and Wall 2007).


Since most of the previous empirical assess-
ments were based on individual country case
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2 The analysis carried out in this chapter and, in particu-
lar, the list of HSR projects are based on public infor-
mation mainly provided by the International Union of
Railways (see UIC 2006), and some of the rail compa-
nies currently operating HSR services.


3 Information on the demand side (disaggregated traffic
figures and prices) is still incomplete and constitutes
the major drawback of our dataset.


4 The only comparable database built with a similar pur-
pose is The World Bank Railway Database (available at 


www.worldbank.org/transport/rail/rdb.htm). However our
data specifically focus on HSR projects, not on the over-
all performance of rail operators worldwide.


5 This Directive aims to ease the circulation of high speed
trains through the various train networks of the European
Union. Member States are asked to harmonize their high
speed rail systems in order to create an interoperable Eu-
ropean network (European Commission 1996).


6 The average commercial speed in several (supposedly)
high speed services over the densest areas in North Eu-


studies, we will adopt an international compara-
tive perspective. We assembled a database com-
prising all existing HSR projects around the
world at the beginning of 2006.2 It includes in-
formation about the technical characteristics
and building costs of each project—even for
those still at planning or construction stage,
when available—plus detailed information re-
garding operating and maintenance costs of in-
frastructure and services for the lines already in
operation. A special section devoted to the exter-
nal costs of HSR is included, as well as data re-
garding traffic, capacity and tariffs on selected
corridors.3


Our database includes information on 166 proj-
ects in 20 countries; 40 (24%) are projects al-
ready in operation, whereas 41 are currently un-
der construction and 85 are still at planning
stage, some of which pending further approval
and/or funding. The projects in operation and
construction have a total length of 16,400 kilo-
meters, although some of them will not be fin-
ished before 2015.4


The statistical analysis and data comparisons ob-
tained from such a large number of projects will
allow us to address several questions about HSR
around the world. The first one (section 1.2) is
related to the economic definition of HSR. In
section 1.3, we try to find out (on average) the
cost of building a kilometer of (new) high speed
line, and to identify the reasons why this cost dif-
fers across projects. Section 1.4 is devoted to ex-
tract, from actual data, some of the main charac-
teristics of operating and maintenance costs of
HSR lines in the world, whereas in section 1.5,
we discuss the extended idea of HSR being the
means of transport with the lowest external cost.
Section 1.6 studies how the demand path for
high speed services evolves around the world,


and it tries to look for a pattern to predict how
long it will keep on growing in Europe at the pres-
ent rate. Finally, section 1.7 contains the gener-
al conclusions.


1.2 TOWARDS AN ECONOMIC DEFINITION 


OF HIGH SPEED RAILWAYS


For many years it has been customary in the rail
industry to consider high speed just as a techni-
cal concept related to the maximum speed trains
could reach when running on particular track
segments. In fact, the European Council Direc-
tive 96/48 specifically established that high
speed infrastructure comprised three different
types of lines:5


— purposely built high speed lines equipped for
speeds generally equal to or greater than 250
km/h,


— upgraded conventional lines, equipped for
speeds of the order of 200 km/h, and


— other upgraded conventional lines, which have
special features as a result of topographical or
land-planning constraints, on which the speed
must be adapted to each case.


In theory, these technical definitions are broad
enough to encompass the entire rail infrastruc-
ture capable of providing high speed services. In
practice, however, speed has not always been the
best indicator, since commercial speed in many
services is often limited due to, for example,
proximity to densely urbanized areas (to ease the
impact of noise and minimize the risk of acci-
dents), or the existence of viaducts or tunnels
(where speed must be reduced to 160-180 km/h
for safety reasons).6
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rope is often below the average speed of some conven-
tional lines, running between distant stops through
sparsely populated plain areas. New maximum speed
tests have been recently (2007) announced by the TGV
in France (www.sncf.com/news), but its commercial use
may be restricted.


7 In recent years a new technology, based on magnetic levi-


tation (maglev) trains that can reach up to 500 km/h,
has been implemented in a limited number of projects
(e.g. Shanghai). In spite of sharing the adjective high
speed, the services provided by these trains are based
on completely different principles—closer to air trans-
port than to railways—and will not be considered in this
chapter.


Although HSR shares the same basic engineering
principles with conventional railways—both are
based on the fact that rails provide a very smooth
and hard surface on which the wheels of the
trains may roll with a minimum of friction and
energy consumption—they also have technical
differences. For example, from an operational
point of view, their signalling systems are com-
pletely different: whereas traffic on conventional
tracks is still controlled by external (electronic)
signals together with automated signalling sys-
tems, the communication between a running
HSR train and the different blocks of tracks is
usually fully in-cab integrated, which eliminates
the need for drivers to see lineside signals.


Similarly, the electrification differ: whereas most
new high speed lines require at least 25,000
volts to achieve enough power, conventional lines
may operate at lower voltages. Additional techni-
cal dissimilarities, regarding the characteristics
of the rolling stock and the exploitation of servic-
es, also exist.7


All these differences suggest that, more than the
speed factor, what actually plays a more relevant
role in the economic definition of high speed
services are both the relationship of HSR with ex-
isting conventional services, and the way in
which the use of infrastructure is organized. As
summarized in graph 1.1, four different exploita-
tion models can be identified:


1) The exclusive exploitation model is character-
ized by a complete separation between high
speed and conventional services, each one with
its own infrastructure. This is the model the
Japanese Shinkansen has been adopting since
1964, mostly due to the fact that the existing
conventional lines (built in narrow gauge, 1.067
m) had reached their capacity limits, and it was
decided that the new high speed lines would be
designed and built in standard gauge (1.435 m).
One of the major advantages of this model is that
market organization of both HSR and convention-
al services are fully independent, something that
later proved to be a valuable asset, when the
public operator (Japan National Railways, JNR)
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Graph 1.1 HSR models according to the relationship with conventional services
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8 There are a few exceptions. Some Shinkansen lines can-
not handle the highest speeds. This is because some
rails remain narrow gauge to allow sharing with conven-
tional trains, reducing land requirement and cost. In ad-
dition, in the congested surroundings of Tokyo and Osa-
ka, the Shinkansen must slow down to allow other trains
to keep their schedules and must wait for slower trains
until they can be overtaken (Hood, 2006).


9 The wheels in TALGO trains are mounted in pairs 


between, rather than underneath, the individual coach-
es. They are not joined by an axle and, thus, the trains
can lightly switch between different gauge tracks.


10 Note that for each intermediate stop, the dotted lines
would jump to the right for a distance proportional to
the time spent at the stop. In multiple track lines or in
stations with multiple platforms, faster trains could over-
take slower ones.


went bankrupt, and integrated rail services and
infrastructures had to be privatized.8


2) In the mixed high speed model, high speed
trains run either on specifically built new lines or
on upgraded segments of conventional lines. This
corresponds to the French model, whose TGV
(Train à Grande Vitesse) has been operating since
1981, mostly on new tracks, but also on re-elec-
trified tracks of conventional lines in areas where
the duplication was impractical. This reduces
building costs, which is one of the main advan-
tages of this model.


3) The mixed conventional model, where some
conventional trains run on high speed lines, was
adopted by Spain’s AVE (Alta Velocidad Españo-
la). As in Japan, most of the Spanish conven-
tional network was built in narrow gauge, where-
as the rest of the European network used the
standard gauge. To facilitate the interoperability
of international services, a specific adaptive
technology for rolling stock was developed in
1942—i.e., the TALGO trains—to enable it to
use, at higher than normal speed, the specific
HSR infrastructure (built in standard gauge).9


The main advantages of this model are the sav-
ing of rolling stock acquisition and maintenance
costs, and the flexibility for providing intermedi-
ate high speed services on certain routes.


4) Finally the fully mixed model allows for the
maximum flexibility, since this is the case where
both high speed and conventional services can
run (at their corresponding speeds) on each type
of infrastructure. This is the case of German in-
tercity trains (ICE) and the Rome-Florence line in
Italy, where high speed trains occasionally use
upgraded conventional lines, and freight services
use the spare capacity of high speed lines during
the night. The price for this wider use of the in-


frastructure is the significant increase in mainte-
nance costs.


The reasons why each of these models will deter-
mine in a different way the provision of HSR serv-
ices depend on traffic management restrictions,
which can be better understood with the help of
graph 1.2.


On the vertical axis, we have represented the dis-
tance (250 km) between origin (O) and destina-
tion (D) rail stations, whereas the horizontal axis
reflects the travel time (in hours). The inclined
dotted lines represent potential time slots for
(non-stop) trains running from O to D.10 Note that
the slope of the slots and the horizontal separa-
tion between each pair of them depend on the av-
erage commercial speed authorized for the O-D
line (according to its technical configuration,
gradient, number of curves, viaducts, etc.) How-
ever, the actual usage of these slots is mainly de-
termined by the type of service provided to pas-
sengers. For example, high speed services (at
250 km/h) cover the distance between O and D
in just one hour, whereas a conventional train
would need 2.5 hours.
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Graph 1.2 Time slots in railways and the provision of HSR
services
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For this reason the network exploitation models
in graph 1.1 now become crucial. The exclusive
exploitation and the mixed high speed models,
for example, allow a more intensive usage of HSR
infrastructure, whereas the other models must
take into account that (with the exception of mul-
tiple-track sections of the line) slower trains oc-
cupy a larger number of slots during more time
and reduce the possibilities for providing HSR
services. In graph 1.2, at least four high speed
trains are stopped due to the operation of a sin-
gle conventional train. Since trains of significant-
ly different speeds cause massive decreases of
line capacity, mixed-traffic lines are usually re-
served for high speed passenger trains during
daytime, while freight trains operate at night. In
some cases, nighttime high speed trains are even
diverted to lower speed lines in favor of freight
traffic.


Since choosing a particular exploitation model is
a decision affected by the comparison of the
costs of building (and maintaining) new infra-
structure versus the costs of upgrading (and
maintaining) the conventional network, the defi-
nition of HSR immediately becomes not only a
technical question but also a (very relevant) eco-
nomic one. Three additional factors contribute to
the definition of HSR in economic terms:


— The first one is the specificity of the rolling
stock, whose technical characteristics must be
adapted to the special features of high speed.
HSR trainsets are designed to run without lo-
comotives (both extremes of a train can func-
tion as the initial one), with minimal oscilla-
tions even on curves with elevated radial
velocity, and without the need of tilting to
compensate for the centrifugal push. The ac-
quisition, operating and maintenance costs of
this rolling stock represent a huge long-run in-
vestment for companies (often over 20 years),
and critically determine the provision of high
speed services.


— The second one is the public support enjoyed
by most HSR undertakings, particularly in Eu-
rope where national governments have already
compromised significant amounts of funds in
the development of their high speed networks
during the next decades. At the supranational
level (European Commission 2001) there ex-


ists an explicit strategy for «revitalizing the
railways» as a «means for shifting the balance
between modes of transport against the cur-
rent dominance of the road». This is justified
in terms of the lower external costs of rail
transport (particularly, HSR) when compared
to road transport with respect to congestion,
safety, and pollution.


— The third reason lies on the demand side for
HSR services. Railways operators in many coun-
tries have widely acknowledged their high
speed divisions as one of the key factors in the
survival of their passenger rail services. In fact,
HSR has been started to be publicized—partic-
ularly in France and Spain—as a different mode
of transport, as a system with its own right that
encompasses both a dedicated infrastructure
with an increasingly more specialized and tech-
nologically advanced rolling stock. It brings
with it an improvement over traditional rail
transport (clock-face timetables, sophisticated
information and reservation systems, catering,
on board and station information technology
services) and, in general, an overall increase in
the added value for the passenger.


All these elements—infrastructure building costs,
operating and maintenance costs, external costs
and demand—will be analyzed in the remaining
sections of this chapter.


1.3 THE COSTS OF BUILDING HSR 


INFRASTRUCTURE


Building new HSR infrastructure requires a spe-
cific design aimed at the elimination of all those
technical restrictions that may limit the commer-
cial speed below 250-300 km/h. These basically
include roadway level crossings, frequent stops
or sharp curves unfitted for higher speeds; how-
ever, in some cases, new signalling mechanisms
and more powerful electrification systems may be
needed, as well as junctions and exclusive track-
ways in order not to share the right-of-way with
freight or slower passenger trains, when the infra-
structure is jointly exploited (see the models in
graph 1.1).


Such common design features, however, are not
an indication of similarly in HSR construction.
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11 In most projects the superstructure costs often include
building standard stations and auxiliary depots which
alone, according to their architectonic characteristics
cannot be considered singular projects. In some cases,
stations are singular buildings with an architectonic de-
sign and associated costs far beyond the mini-


mum required for operating purposes. The allocation of
these costs to the HSR line is arbitrary to say the least.
There also are other minor elements (supervision, qual-
ity control, etc.) in each project that may represent be-
tween 1-5% of the total investment.


Just the opposite; the comparison of construction
costs between different HSR projects is difficult
since each technical solution to implement these
features not only differs widely (depending on to-
pography and geography), but also evolves over-
time.


According to UIC (2005b), building new HSR in-
frastructure involves three major types of costs:


— Planning and land costs, including feasibility
studies (both technical and economic), tech-
nical design, land acquisition and other costs
(such as legal and administrative fees, licens-
es, permits, etc.) These costs may be substan-
tial in some projects (particularly, when costly
land expropriations are needed), but they of-
ten represent a sunk component of between 5-
10% of the total investment amount.


— Infrastructure building costs including all
those costs related to terrain preparation and
platform building. The amount varies widely
across projects depending on the characteris-
tics of the terrain, but usually represents be-
tween 10-25% of the total investment in new
rail infrastructure. In some cases, the need of
singular solutions (such as viaducts, bridges or
tunnels) to geographic obstacles may easily
double this amount (up to 40-50%, in more
technically difficult projects).


— Superstructure costs include rail specific ele-
ments such as guideways (tracks) and sidings
along the line, signalling systems, catenaries
and electrification mechanisms, communica-
tions and safety installations, etc. Individually
considered, each of these elements usually
represents between 5-10% of the total invest-
ment.11


Although these three major types of costs are
present in all projects, their variability is largely
conditioned again by the relationship between
the infrastructures to be built in each case and
the pre-existing one. Attending to this criterion,


at least five types of HSR projects can be distin-
guished (UIC, 2005b):


— Large corridors isolated from other HS lines,
such as the Madrid-Seville AVE;


— Network integrated large corridors, such as
Paris-Lille integrated with Paris-Lyon and the
French high speed network;


— Smaller extensions or complements of existing
corridors, such as Madrid-Toledo or Lyon-Va-
lence, both developed to serve nearby medi-
um-size cities;


— Large singular projects, such as the Eurotun-
nel, the Grand Belt or the bridge over the
Messina Strait; and


— Smaller projects complementing the conven-
tional network, including high speed lines that
connect airport with nearby cities, or the im-
provements in conventional infrastructure to
accommodate higher speed services, as in
Germany or Italy.


Our database of 166 HSR projects around the
world includes information about all these five
types of projects. However, in the comparison of
building costs, we only considered 45 projects.
We excluded both the large singular projects
and the smaller projects complementing the
conventional network, due to their specific con-
struction characteristics. Projects whose finan-
cial information was incomplete and all those
that are still at planning stage, even when in-
vestment information was available, were ex-
cluded. The reason for the latter exclusion is
that, at such stage, deviation over planned
costs is often substantial, as pointed out in the
literature about it (see Flyvbjerg, Skamris, and
Buhl 2004, for example).


Graph 1.3 summarizes the average cost per kilo-
meter of building HSR infrastructure found in
our database. The values are expressed in euro
million (2005) and include the infrastructure
and superstructure costs, but not the planning
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12 This is qualitatively consistent with the comparison per-
formed by SDG (2004), although the costs included in
UIC (2005b) are different. Several individual projects
reported in SDG (2004)—such as the HSL Zuid (Nether-
lands) and the Channel Tunnel rail link—have construc-
tion costs per km in the range of €50-70 million.


13 The only exception in graph 1.3 is Italy. This is because
the lines under construction are mostly placed in the
north of the country, more densely populated.


and land costs. Overall, the construction cost
per kilometer in the sample of 45 projects varies
between 6 and 45 million (with an average val-
ue of 17.5 million). When the analysis is re-
stricted to projects in operation (24 projects) the
range varies between 9 and 39 million (with a
mean value of 18 million). With the exception of
China, building HSR in Asia seems more expen-
sive than in Europe, according to the data from
Japan, Taiwan and South Korea, although the
costs of these two latter countries include some
items corresponding to upgrading conventional
tracks.12


In Europe, there are two groups of countries:
France and Spain have slightly lower building
costs than Germany, Italy and Belgium. This is
explained not only by the similar geography and
existence of the less populated areas outside the
major urban centers, but also by construction
procedures. In France, for example, the cost of
construction is minimized by adopting steeper
grades rather than building tunnels and viaducts.
Because the TGV lines are dedicated to passen-
gers (the exclusive exploitation model of graph
1.1), grades of 3.5%, rather than the previous
maximum of 1-1.5% for mixed traffic, are used.
Although the land acquired to build straighter


lines is more expensive, this is compensated by a
reduction in line construction as well as operat-
ing and maintenance costs. In the other Euro-
pean countries high speed rail is more expensive
because it is built over more densely populated
areas, without those economies of space.


Finally, with respect to the projects currently
under construction (21 projects, some of them
due to finish by 2007), one can  observe that,
in most cases, they are in line with the build-
ing costs of projects in operation.13 It is inter-
esting to note that there is no evidence of
economies of experience, particularly in Japan
and France, the countries with a longer history
of HSR projects, though the new projects are
not homogeneous enough to make relevant
comparisons.


In Japan, the cost per kilometer (excluding land
costs) in the Tokyo-Osaka Shinkansen (started in
1964) was relatively low (€5.4 million in 2005
values), but in all the projects carried out during
the following years, this figure was tripled or
quadrupled. In France, each kilometer built for
the TGV Sud-Est between Paris and Lyon, inau-
gurated in 1981, required an investment of
€4.7 million (in construction costs), whereas the
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Graph 1.3 Average cost per kilometer of new
HSR infrastructure


Notes: S = Lines in Service; C= Lines under Construc-
tion (2006)


Source: HSR Database. Elaborated from UIC (2005b).
Data excludes planning and land costs
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14 This section deals only with the private costs faced by
the infrastructure management agencies and HSR oper-
ators. Section 1.5 is devoted to the discussion of some
of the external costs associated with HSR.


15 In countries where infrastructure is separately managed, ac-
cess charges may represent an additional operating cost for
operators, but they are mere transfer of funds, when consi -
dered from the perspective of the HSR system as a whole. 


For an analysis of the different options to introduce compe-
tition through vertical unbundling while maintaining vertical
integration, see Gómez-Ibáñez and De Rus (2006).


16 Note, however, that data comparability may be limited
by other technical factors, very difficult to homogenize,
such as required reliability index, the inspection inter-
vals, track geometry, average load, etc., which may dif-
fer across countries and specific lines.


cost per kilometer of the TGV Méditerranée, in-
augurated in 2001 was €12.9 million. These
differences—due to intrinsic characteristics of
each project—call once more for a cautious use
of the comparison figures obtained in this and
other papers.


1.4 THE COSTS OF OPERATING HSR 


SERVICES


Once the infrastructure is built, the operation of
HSR services involves two types of costs: those re-
lated to the exploitation and maintenance of the
infrastructure itself, and those related to the pro-
vision of transport services using that infrastruc-
ture. The different degrees of vertical integration
existing between the infrastructure provider and
the carrier that supplies HSR services are not dis-
cussed here.14 In Europe, Council Directive
91/440 set out the objective of unbundling infra-
structure from operations by either full separation
or, at least, the creation of different organizations
or units (with separate accounts) within a holding
company. Outside Europe, many countries have
still opted for the full vertical integration model,
where all the HSR operating costs are controlled
and managed by a single entity.15


1.4.1 INFRASTRUCTURE OPERATING COSTS


This category includes the costs of labor, energy and
other material consumed by maintenance and day-
to-day operations of the guideways, terminals, sta-
tions, energy supplying and signalling systems, as
well as traffic management and safety systems.
Some of these costs are fixed and depend on opera-
tions routinely performed in accordance with techni-
cal and safety standards. In other cases, as in track
maintenance, the cost is affected by the traffic in-
tensity; similarly, the cost of maintaining electric
traction installations and catenaries is subjected to
the number of trains running on the infrastructure.
According to the UIC statistics (UIC, 2006), the pro-
portions of the cost of labor within each kind of
maintenance costs are: 55% for maintenance of
electric traction installations, 45% for maintenance
of tracks, and 50% for maintenance of equipment.


The database provides more detailed information
for five European countries (Belgium, France,
Italy, the Netherlands and Spain), where we are
able to disaggregate the infrastructure mainte-
nance costs for a new HSR line into five cate-
gories: maintenance of tracks, electrification
costs, signalling costs, telecommunications and
other costs, as shown in table 1.1.16
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TABLE 1.1: Cost of HSR infrastructures maintenance by country


Belgium France Italy Spain


Km, of single track 142 2,638 492 949


Maintenance of track 13,841 43.7% 19,140 67.3% 5,941 46.0% 13,531 40.4%


Electrification 2,576 8.1% 4,210 14.8% 2,455 19.0% 2,986 8.9%


Signalling 3,248 10.3% 5,070 17.8% 4,522 35.0% 8,654 25.9%


Telecommunications 1,197 3.8% 0 0 0 0 5,637 16.8%


Other costs 10,821 34.2% 0 0 0 0 2,65 7.9%


Total maintenance cost 31,683 100% 28,420 100% 12,919 100% 33,457 100%


Note: Costs are expressed in 2002 euros per kilometer of single track.


Source: Elaborated from UIC (2005b).







17 We do not have detailed information on this item in our
database. However, in some projects it can be estimated 


at around 10% of the passenger revenue.


In general, in all cases the maintenance of infra-
structure and tracks represent between 40-67%
of total maintenance costs (both in high speed
and conventional network), whereas the sig-
nalling costs vary between 10-35% in HSR, and
between 15-45% in conventional lines. The rela-
tive weight of the electrification costs is almost
the same in both networks.


In table 1.1 the cost of maintaining a high speed
rail line ranges from 28,000 to 33,000 euros
(2000) per kilometer of single track. Taking
30,000 euros as a representative value, the cost
of HSR infrastructure maintenance of a 500-km
HSR line would reach 30 million euros per year.


1.4.2. ROLLING STOCK AND TRAIN 


OPERATING COSTS


The operating costs of HSR services can be di-
vided into four main categories: shunting and
train operations (mainly labor costs), mainte-
nance of rolling stock and equipment, energy,
and sales and administration. This final cost
item varies across rail operators depending on
their expected traffic level, since it mainly in-
cludes the labor costs for ticket sales and for


providing information at the railroad stations.17


The other three components vary widely across
projects depending on the specific technology
used by the trains.
In the case of Europe, almost every country has
developed its own technological specificities,
suited to solve their specific transportation prob-
lems. In terms of types of trains employed to pro-
vide HSR services, France uses the TGV Réseau
and the Thalys (for international services with
Belgium, Netherlands and Germany), and in
1996, it introduced the TGV duplex, with double
capacity. In Italy, the ETR-500 and the ETR-480
are used, whereas in Spain HSR services are pro-
vided by the AVE model. Finally, in Germany
there are five different types: ICE-1, ICE-2, ICE-
3, ICE-3 Polycourant and ICE-T.


Each of these train models has different techni-
cal characteristics—in terms of length, composi-
tion, mass, weight, power, traction, tilting fea-
tures, etc.—but table 1.2 itemizes only those
related to capacity and speed, and it gives an es-
timate of the acquisition cost per seat. Apart
from the type of train, shunting (or track-switch-
ing) costs depend on the distance between the
depot and the stations as well as the average pe-
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Source: HSR Database. (*) THALYS is used in France, Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany.


TABLE 1.2: HSR technology in Europe: types of train


Country Type of train
First year 
of service


Seats
Average 


distance (km)
Seats-km 


(thousands)
Maximum 


speed (km/h)


Estimated 
acquisition cost 


(€  / seat)


France


TGV Réseau 1992 377 495,000 186,615 300 / 320 33,000


TGV Duplex 1997 510 525,000 267,750 300 / 320 —


Thalys (*) 1996 377 445,000 167,765 300 / 320 —


Germany


ICE-1 1990 627 500,000 313,500 280 65,000


ICE-2 1996 368 400,000 147,200 280 —


ICE-3 2001 415 420,000 174,300 330 —


ICE 3 Polyc. 2001 404 420,000 169,680 330 —


ICE-T 1999 357 360,000 128,520 230 —


Italy
ETR 500 1996 590 360,000 212,400 300 37,000


ETR 480 1997 480 288,000 138,240 250 42,300


Spain AVE 1992 329 470,000 154,630 300 —







18 For example, in France, train servicing and driving for
the South-East TGV and the Atlantic TGV require two
train companions per trainset and one driver per train 


(which may include one or two trainsets). In other coun-
tries, this configuration is different.


riod of time trainsets stay at the depot. The re-
maining train operations include train servicing,
driving, and safety and their costs consist almost
exclusively of labor costs. Their amount varies
across countries depending on the operational
procedures used by the rail operator.18


According to the information included in our data-
base, table 1.3 compares the operating and main-
tenance costs per seat and per seat-km and year of
all the train types described in table 1.2. On aver-
age, the cost per seat is around €53,000. Besides
the comparison of costs between countries, the
figures expressed in euros per seat-km allow the
calculation of the train operating and maintenance
cost per passenger. For a HSR line of 500 km and
assuming a load factor of 100 percent, the aver-
age train operating and maintenance cost per pas-
senger range from 41.3 euros (2000) for the TGV
duplex to 93 euros (2000) for the German ICE-2.


Finally, the energy costs can be estimated from
the average consumption of energy required per
kilometer, which is a technical characteristic of
each trainset. According to Levinson et al. (1997),


energy consumption per passenger varies with the
speed and increases rapidly when the speed is
over 300 km/h; however, the price of energy at its
source, and the way in which it is billed to the op-
erator, may be relevant. In our database the ener-
gy consumption of HSR is 5% lower in France
than in Germany, not only because of its cheaper
(nuclear) source, but also because it is directly
acquired by the rail operator instead of being in-
cluded in the infrastructure canon, as in other
countries. When the rail operator can negotiate its
energy contracts, it finds more incentives to
achieve higher energy savings.


1.5 THE EXTERNAL COSTS OF HSR


The environmental costs of high speed rail are
not negligible. Both the construction of high
speed infrastructure and the operation of servic-
es produce environmental costs in terms of land
take, barrier effects, visual intrusion, noise, air
pollution and contribution to global warming. Un-
fortunately, the information on these items pro-
vided by our database of HSR projects is very
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Source: HSR Database. Data in 2002 values.


TABLE 1.3: Comparison of operating and maintenance cost by HSR technology
(euros)


Country Type of train


Operating costs Maintenance costs


Per train 
(million)


Per seat Per seat-km
Per train 
(million)


Per seat Per seat-km


France


TGV Réseau 17.0 45,902 0.0927 1.6 4,244 0.008


TGV Duplex 20.8 40,784 0.0776 1.6 3,137 0.005


Thalys 24.8 65,782 0.1478 1.9 5,039 0.011


Germany


ICE-1 38.9 62,041 0.1240 3.1 4,944 0.009


ICE-2 26.0 70,652 0.1766 1.4 3,804 0.009


ICE-3 17.9 43,132 0.1026 1.6 3,855 0.009


ICE 3 Polyc. 20.4 50,495 0.1212 1.7 4,207 0.010


ICE-T 15.5 43,417 0.1206 1.8 5,052 0.014


Italy
ETR 500 34.1 57,796 0.1605 4.0 6,779 0.018


ETR 480 21.1 43,958 0.1526 3.2 6,666 0.023


Spain AVE 23.7 72,036 0.1532 2.9 8,814 0.018







19 To the best of our knowledge, there are no specific stud-
ies relating the extensive use of nuclear power to pro-
duce electricity for the rail system (between 30-90% of 


total electricity production in Japan, France and Ger-
many) and the environmental impacts of such source.


fragmented. For this reason, this section will rely
on other sources in order to briefly discuss the
most relevant stylized facts regarding the exter-
nal costs of HSR.


The key question regarding environmental costs
is the comparison with other modes. As long as
price does not equal to marginal social costs in
other transport modes, the deviation of traffic
from air and road to rail increases efficiency if
high speed rail has lower external effects.


With regard to pollution, the quantity of polluting
gases generated to power a high speed train for a
given trip will depend on both the amount of en-
ergy consumed and the air pollution from the
electricity plant generated to produce such ener-
gy. Due to the potentially high diversity of primary
energy sources used in each country, it appears to
be relatively complex to make comparisons about
HSR air pollution emissions.


It is generally acknowledged, however, that when
compared to competing alternatives, such as the
private car or the airplane, HSR is a much less
pollutant transport mode. According to IN-
FRAS/IWW (2000), the primary energy consumed
by high speed railways in liters of gasoline per
100 passengers-km was 2.5 (whereas by car and
plane were 6 and 7 simultaneously). Similarly,
the amount of carbon dioxide emissions per 100
passengers-km was 17 tonnes for airplanes and
14 tonnes for private cars, due to the use of de-
rivatives of crude oil. For HSR the figure was just
4 tonnes.19


In the case of noise, the modal comparison is
less brilliant although still very favorable to HSR.
Railways noise is mostly conditioned by the tech-
nology in use but, in general, high speed trains
generate noise as wheel-rail noise, panto-
graph/overhead noise and aerodynamic noise. It
is a short time event, proportional to speed,
which burdens during the time when a train pass-
es. This noise is usually measured in dB(A) scale
(decibels). The values obtained from measure-


ments of noise level of different high speed train
technologies ranged from 80 to 90 dB(A), which
are disturbing enough, particularly in urban ar-
eas. Levinson et al. (1997) argue that in order to
maintain the (tolerable) 55dB(A) background
noise level at 280 km/h, a 150 meter corridor
would be required.


This final distance is important because it has
been generally omitted in the traditional com-
parisons of land occupancy between HSR and,
for example, a highway, which tend to underesti-
mate the values for railways. As a consequence,
general complaints about the noise of TGVs
passing near towns and villages in France have
led to the construction of acoustic fencing along
large sections of tracks to reduce the distur-
bance to residents.


With respect to safety, any comparison of accident
statistics for the different transport modes imme-
diately confirms that HSR is—together with air
transport—the safest mode in terms of passenger
fatalities per billion passenger-kilometers. This is
so because high speed rail systems are designed to
reduce the possibility of accidents. Routes are en-
tirely grade-separated and have other built-in safe-
ty features. The safety costs are thus capitalized
into higher construction and maintenance costs,
rather than being realized in accidents.


Finally, the same idea applies to other external
costs, such as alteration of landscapes and visu-
al intrusion. These costs are seldom considered
separately since they are always included with
the items related to terrain movement and prepa-
ration. Nonetheless it is quite unlikely that, even
with a proper accounting of these costs, the fa-
vorable position of HSR with respect to external
costs could be reversed. This is a case-by-case
issue, and the final balance depends on the val-
ue of the geographical area affected.


The first environmental protests against the build-
ing of a high speed line in France took place in May
1990 during the planning stages of the TGV
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20 As mentioned before, the demand information con-
tained in our HSR projects database is very aggregated,
and the details on the tariffs are fragmented. The analy-
sis in this section takes into account these restrictions.


21 Compared to an average growth below 1-3% on conven-
tional lines during the same period.


22 For example, on the London-Paris corridor the HSR Eu-
rostar has 70% of the rail/air traffic.


Méditerranée. Protesters blocked a viaduct to com-
plain against the planned route of the line, arguing
that a new line was unnecessary, would serve main-
ly business travellers, and that trains could use ex-
isting tracks. Similarly, the Lyon-Turin line, which is
to connect the TGV to the Italian TAV network, has
been the subject of demonstrations in Italy. Similar
concerns have arisen in recent years in the United
States and the United Kingdom, where most HSR
projects have not been completed yet.


Table 1.4 shows a comparison of the marginal ex-
ternal costs between competing modes in two Eu-
ropean corridors. The marginal costs include acci-
dents, noise, air pollution, climate change, urban
effects and upstream/downstream effects, but not
congestion or scarce capacity. High speed rails
between Paris and Brussels have less than a quar-
ter of the external cost of car or air. The higher
load factors mean that high speed rail performs
no worse on this corridor than conventional rail on
the much longer Paris-Vienna corridor; on longer
distances the advantage over air  decreases since
most of the environmental cost of air transport is
incurred at take-offs and landings (chapter 3).


1.6 HSR DEMAND: EVOLUTION 


AND PERSPECTIVES


Since the earliest projects started their commercial
operation in the 1970s, high speed rail has been
presented as a success story in terms of demand and
revenues. It has been particularly viewed in many
countries as a key factor for the revival of railways


passenger traffic, a declining business that had lost
its momentum due to the fierce competition of road
and air transport. In France or Spain, for example,
high speed divisions are the only business units
within the rail companies that can recover their op-
erating costs (although not the infrastructure ones).


The demand figures for HSR are indisputable.20 Un-
til 2005, the pioneering Japanese Shinkansen lines
accumulated more than 150 billion of passenger-km
transported; in Korea, the high speed lines inaugurat-
ed in 2004 beat domestic air travel in just two years,
gaining more than 40 million passengers per year.


With respect to Europe, it reached a record of 76
billion of passenger-km in 2005. During the 1994-
2004 period, traffic evolution experienced an aver-
age annual growth of 15.6%, with two-digit figures
in the initial years and a slight slowdown in more re-
cent years.21 In addition to  other demand driving
forces, namely prices, quality and income, this
growth has been strongly dependent on the progress
in building new HSR infrastructure. This rapid
growth has enabled HSR to account for about 40%
of the total passenger market over medium dis-
tances, with spectacular gains on some corridors.22


Table 1.5 describes in more detail the evolution
of HSR traffic in Europe during the 1994-2004
period in terms of passenger-km. It can be ob-
served that the largest share of traffic corresponds
to the TGV in France, which represented initially
70% of all European services (currently, 55%).
French HSR traffic has been growing more inten-
sively in the Paris junction (TGV Intersecteur) that
connects TGV Nord with TGV Sud-Est. The other
corridors, particularly the older ones, have experi-
enced a less impressive demand growth.


Such result suggests the possible existence of a
sort of maturity effect common to other products
and services. HSR demand starts growing at a
very fast pace, stealing a lot of market share from
competing modes and possibly inducing new trav-
ellers into the corridor. But after a few years,
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TABLE 1.4: External costs of car, rail and air 
(euros/1,000 passenger-km)


Paris-Vienna Paris-Brussels


Car 40.2 43.6


Rail 11.7 10.4


Air 28.7 47.5


Source: INFRAS/IWW (2000).







when the services are well established and run-
ning at schedule, demand growth rate declines.


The data in table 1.5 cannot be interpreted in
terms of expected annual demand growth for new
HSR lines as long as the growth rate showed in
the table correspond to a network that expanded
during the 1994-2004 period. The data provides
aggregate information of demand trends.


Comparing the evolution of aggregated traffic in
Asia and Europe (graph 1.4), the hypothesis of de-
clining growth rates seems to be confirmed. HSR
services in Japan started operations in 1965 and
enjoyed a sustained traffic growth for the following
20 years (the trend is represented by a dotted
line). During this period it gained around 100 bil-
lion passenger-km. However in the next 20-year
interval (from 1984 to 2004), accumulated de-
mand growth halved, and only 50 billion addition-
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TABLE 1.5: Evolution of high speed rail traffic in Europe (1994–2004)


France Germany Italy Spain Others Europe


Pass-km
(bn.)


Growth 
rate (%)


Pass-km
(bn.)


Growth 
rate (%)


Pass-km
(bn.)


Growth 
rate (%)


Pass-km
(bn.)


Growth 
rate (%)


Pass-km
(bn.)


Growth 
rate (%)


Pass-km
(bn.)


Growth 
rate (%)


1994 21.9 — 8.2 — 0.8 — 0.9 — 0.3 — 32.1 —


1995 21.4 –2.3 8.7 6.1 1.1 37.5 1.2 33.3 0.4 33.3 32.8 2.2


1996 24.8 15.9 8.9 2.3 1.3 18.2 1.3 8.3 1.4 250.0 37.7 14.9


1997 27.2 9.7 9.3 4.5 2.4 84.6 1.5 15.4 2 42.9 42.4 12.5


1998 30.6 12.5 10.2 9.7 3.6 50.0 1.5 0.0 2.7 35.0 48.6 14.6


1999 32.2 5.2 11.6 13.7 4.4 22.2 1.7 13.3 2.8 3.7 52.7 8.4


2000 34.7 7.8 13.9 19.8 5.1 15.9 2.2 29.4 3.5 25.0 59.4 12.7


2001 37.4 7.8 15.5 11.5 6.8 33.3 2.4 9.1 3.8 8.6 65.9 10.9


2002 39.9 6.7 15.3 –1.3 7.1 4.4 2.5 4.2 4 5.3 68.8 4.4


2003 39.6 –0.8 17.5 14.4 7.4 4.7 2.5 0.0 4.1 2.5 71.1 3.4


2004 41.5 4.9 19.6 12.0 7.9 6.6 2.8 9.9 4.1 0.0 75.9 6.8


Source: HSR Database. Elaborated based on UIC (2005b) and companies’ information.


Graph 1.4: Evolution of accumulated traffic: Asia vs. Europe


Source: HSR Database. Elaborated based on UIC (2005b) and companies’ information.
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al passenger-km used the Shinkansen. By compar-
ison, most European HSR projects are still in their
first 20-year period, and therefore it is natural to
expect high growth rates (as confirmed by graph
1.4) at least until the high speed transport mar-
kets start to mature as in Japan.


1.7 CONCLUSIONS


This chapter should be viewed as an attempt to
empirically identify some of the economic char-
acteristics of high speed rail services, by con-
structing and analyzing an exhaustive database
that comprises the relevant technical and eco-
nomic information from all existing HSR projects
in the world: 166 HSR projects from 20 coun-
tries; 40 (24%) are projects already in operation,
whereas 41 are currently under construction, and
85 are still in the planning stage, some of which
pending further approval and/or funding.


With this information at hand, the chapter starts by
discussing the economic definition of high speed
rail, showing that it is not speed but rather the net-
work exploitation model what really determines this
concept. Our next step consists in providing what
could be considered a representative cost of build-
ing high speed infrastructure, taking into account
both cost composition and the technical features of
each. Although there is still a wide range of values,
overall, the construction cost per kilometer (exclud-
ing planning and land costs) varies between 6 and
45 million of euros (in 2005). When the analysis is
restricted to projects in operation (24 projects), the
cost varies between 9-39 million.


To obtain an empirically-based approach to the
true costs of high speed rail, a similar analysis is
carried out regarding operating and maintenance
costs of infrastructure (by country) and services
(by type of train). The results vary again across
projects ranging from 28 to 33 thousand euros (in
2000) per kilometer of single track. Excluding
some extreme cases, the average cost of HSR in-
frastructure maintenance of a 500-km HSR line
equals 30 million euros per year.


With respect to social costs, since the available
information from the projects in our database is
limited, we rely on other sources. HSR compares


well with other transport modes in terms of some
external costs such as pollution and the contribu-
tion to global warming, but the balance depends
heavily on load factors and the primary energy
source. In the case of noise, the modal compari-
son also favors the HSR but is highly dependent
on the proportion of urban areas crossed by the
HSR line.


HSR appears to be the safest mode in terms of
passenger fatalities per billion passenger-kilome-
ters. Some of the reduction in accident costs is
internalized in higher construction and mainte-
nance costs.


HSR also produces barrier effects, alteration of
landscapes and visual intrusion. Some of these
costs are mitigated and internalized in the con-
struction costs, but the final effects is a case-by-
case issue, and the final balance will depend on
the value of the geographical area affected.


Finally we briefly discuss current demand of HSR
in aggregated terms and try to draw some patterns
about its future evolution, particularly within Eu-
rope. Our hypothesis is that the spectacular
growth experienced by HSR services during its
initial years later declines, as the market is more
and more mature. At least this has been the evo-
lution of the Shinkansen in Japan.


In sum, the main objective of this chaper is to ex-
plain the characteristics of the HSR technology
from an economic viewpoint, providing some in-
formation on the cost and demand sides of this
transport alternative. This understanding will be
particularly useful for future projects since it will
lead to a better analysis of the expected con-
struction and operating costs, and of the number
of passengers to be transported under different
economic and geographic conditions.
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1 Some rail operators use internal departments for design- ing their rolling stock; others prefer contracting out.


2.1. INTRODUCTION


What is the (approximate) total cost of building,
maintaining and operating a new high speed rail
(HSR) line? Trying to answer this question is the
main objective of this chapter. To address it, we
will make an extensive use of the companion
chapter 1, where a database containing informa-
tion about 166 actual HSR projects in 20 coun-
tries is analysed in detail. This database provides
a rough guide about the typical cost structure of
any HSR project and suggests tentative estimates
for some representative unit values of those costs.
This information, together with some additional
values gathered from other sources (Levinson et
al. 1997; Atkins 2003; SDG 2004, De Rus and
Nombela 2007), allow us to perform a simple
simulation exercise capable not only of providing
an answer to the initial question, but also of offer-
ing insights on the relevance of some elements in
determining the total costs of a HSR line.


The cost structure of a HSR project can be gener-
ally divided into two major categories: costs asso-
ciated with infrastructure and costs associated
with rolling stock. Infrastructure costs include all
the investment in construction and maintenance
of the guideways (tracks), the sidings along the
line, the terminals and stations at the ends of the
line and along the line respectively, the energy
supplying and signalling systems, train control
and traffic management systems, related equip-
ment, etc. Construction costs are incurred prior to
starting commercial operations (except in the
case of line extensions or upgrades of the existing


network). Maintenance costs are related to the
overhauling of infrastructure and include labor
costs, materials, spare parts, etc. They occur pe-
riodically, according to planned schedules related
to the depreciation of assets. In general, all infra-
structure costs can be considered as fixed, in the
sense that they mostly depend on the overall size
of the infrastructure (line length, number of sta-
tions, etc.) instead of on traffic figures.


Rolling stock costs can be divided into three main
subcategories: acquisition, operation and mainte-
nance. With regard to the first one, the price of
HSR trainsets is determined by its technical spec-
ifications, one of whose main factors is the capac-
ity (number of seats). However, there are other is-
sues that affect the final price, such as the
contractual relationship between the manufactur-
er and the rail operator,1 the delivery and payment
conditions, the specific internal configuration de-
manded by the operator, etc. With respect to the
operating costs, these mainly include the costs of
labor (personnel) and energy consumed by the
trains, as well as train formation (if it is neces-
sary), in-train passenger services (food, drinks,
etc.) and others, such as insurance costs. All these
costs usually depend on the number of trains
(fleet) operated on a particular line, which in turn,
is indirectly determined by the demand. Since the
technical requirements (for example, crew mem-
bers) of trains may differ according to their size,
sometimes it is preferable to estimate these costs
as dependent on the number of seats or seats-km.
In the case of the cost of maintaining rolling stock
(including again labor, materials and spare parts),
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it is also indirectly affected by the demand
(through the fleet size), but mainly by the train us-
age, which can be approximated by the total dis-
tance covered every year by each train.


There are other costs involved in a HSR project.
For example, planning costs are associated with
the technical and economic feasibility studies
carried out before construction. These (fixed)
costs, as well as those associated with the legal
preparation of the land (expropriation or acquisi-
tion to current landowners), can be somehow in-
cluded in the construction cost category. On the
other hand, there are some operating costs (gen-
eral administration, marketing, internal training,
etc.) that are fixed and cannot be easily assigned
either to infrastructure or operations. In most
projects these costs represent only a minimal
fraction of the operating costs and, therefore,
can be globally treated. Finally, it is important to
mention here that we will not address the issue
of external costs to answer the initial question
posed in this chapter. The reason is that, even in
the case that one could reach accurate estimates
of these costs, the distribution of their burden
over the agents involved in a HSR project is not
always clear. This is not the case of the infra-
structure and rolling stock costs, which can be
both safely attributed to the project.


Although the cost structure of most HSR under-
takings corresponds to the one we have just de-
scribed, it is also true that the exact value of
each cost category varies largely across projects
in accordance to their specific characteristics.
For this reason, this chapter proposes a general
approach, based on a simulation exercise in
which, departing from several justifiable parame-
ter values (reference case), we calculate (the net
present value of) the total costs of a simple HSR
line (disaggregated into the described infrastruc-
ture and rolling stock costs categories). Then, by
changing the values of the initial parameters, ce-
teris paribus, we can perform comparative stat-
ics, which provide us with useful insights on the
overall validity of our exercise. The information
found in the database of chapter 1 is the corner-
stone of this model.


The use of simulation techniques in applied eco-
nomics has been often criticized as excessively


naïve. Although we acknowledge this criticism, the
simulation exercise performed in this chapter will
always try to remain as close as possible to reality,
minimizing the number of simplifying assump-
tions while simultaneously keeping the numbers
manageable. At the same time, the information
provided in chapter 1 will be treated with caution,
taking into account the observed differences
across projects and countries. Whenever possible,
we will distinguish between best, medium and
worst alternative scenarios, and when in doubt, we
will opt for the most cost-favorable option, so that
our final estimates can be seen in each case as a
lower bound to the actual cost of HSR.


Other papers on HSR use simulation techniques,
either to make estimates about their social prof-
itability (see chapter 3, for example) or to study
counterfactuals that are not currently happening
but could take place in a near future (as in chap-
ter 4, or Ivaldi and Vibes 2005, regarding inter-
modal competition). They all share a basic eco-
nomic model with simplifying assumptions where
data from different sources is plugged into in or-
der to get the simulation results.


After this introduction, the structure of the chap-
ter is as follows. Section 2.2 describes the most
relevant features of the project (the construction
and the 40-year operation of a single HSR line
connecting two cities without intermediate stops)
and its most significant operating characteris-
tics. Section 2.3 describes demand projections
and how supply is calculated accordingly. In sec-
tion 2.4 the infrastructure and rolling stock costs
are simulated under several assumptions on de-
mand, train capacity, speed, and line length,
while simultaneously three alternative scenarios
are considered (best, medium, and worst) for the
estimates of the unit costs. Finally section 2.5 is
devoted to a complete discussion of the results
and their implications.


2.2 PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS


2.2.1 OVERVIEW AND TIMELINE


Consider that a new high speed line is going to be
built to connect two similar-sized cities, City O







2 Note that, as mentioned in section 2.1, this is a cost-re-
ducing assumption that favors the project. A more diffi-
cult topography would imply longer construction and
planning period and, subsequently, higher costs.


3 We will also consider that, on average, the same number 


of kilometers is built every year. In practice, however,
projects evolve at different speeds, depending on the
technical limitations, the delivery of materials and the
official termination dates of each stage.


(origin) and City D (destination), separated by a
distance of 500 kilometers. Most of the infra-
structure and rolling stock used in this project
will be completely new (it is not an upgrade of an
existing conventional line), although the existing
passenger terminals in both cities will require
only minor refurbishment.


The time needed for the planning and technical
design of a HSR line varies largely across proj-
ects, depending on their specific legal and ad-
ministrative arrangements. In some projects, with
favorable legislation, efficient contracting proce-
dures and adequate political pressure, it can take
less than one year, whereas in other cases—par-
ticularly when legal conflicts arise on land occu-
pation or there are other issues of public con-
cern—the planning period may be delayed up to
20 years (Flyvbjerg, Skamris, and Buhl 2004).


Once the required technical and economic stud-
ies have been carried out, the actual deployment
of the infrastructure and other side works is
mainly conditioned by the characteristics of the
terrain. In our simulation exercise, we will make
the simplifying assumption that most of the area
covered by the line is flat countryside, with only
few difficult segments (either mountains or den-
sity and continuously urbanized areas) which
may require viaducts and/or tunnels.2 For that


reason, and assuming that the planning and de-
sign stage is done with the maximum celerity, we
will consider that total construction period (de-
noted as Tc) is 5 years.3 Once built, the line starts
commercial operations immediately and operates
during 35 consecutive years, so that the project
total duration is T = 40 years (from t = 0 to T),
as depicted in graph 2.1.


Setting T = 40 is a decision that responds to the
estimated evolution of the HSR technology. While
a shorter period would seem rather uneconomical
(most of the infrastructure costs would be hardly
recovered), a much longer period would be unre-
alistic since the HSR technology is advancing so
fast that in a few decades it is quite likely that the
current equipment will be obsolete. In the real
world, only a few Japanese Shinkansen lines
(started in 1964) have enjoyed such a large lifes-
pan so far, but during this period they have been
largely improved at least twice (Hood 2006).


Finally, note that the construction (and plan-
ning) period involves much more than track
building. It requires the design and building of
depots, maintenance and other sites, as well as
hiring and training of personnel, testing of mate-
rial, and many other preparation issues. In our
project, we will assume that all these tasks are
adequately performed in time, that no major de-
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Graph 2.1: Project timeline: construction and operation period
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4 In chapter 1 we argue that speed is not just a technical
concept, but also an economic one, since it is related to
the infrastructure exploitation model chosen by the rail
operator.


5 For example, when there are punctuality commitments.
In the Madrid-Seville line, in Spain, commercial speed 


is around 210 km per hour, but it can be increased on
certain services to reduce delays.


6 Whereas this final assumption is discussable (since tech-
nology improvements are likely), it is related to the simpli-
fying assumption (see section 2.3.2) that the fleet is ho-
mogeneous and technology does not change until T=40.


lays occur and that the line is ready for commer-
cial use at Tc.


2.2.2 OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS


There are two closely related operational character-
istics of the line—the average speed of the trains
running over it and the total distance covered by
them—that are very relevant from the point of view
of construction and operation, and thus deserve a
closer look. In addition, the ratio between line
length and speed determines the travel time, which
is a key factor in attracting demand.


• SPEED


Obviously speed is a crucial piece in the charac-
terization of a high speed line. However, the tech-
nical definition of speed is not unique4 since
there are several related terms whose economic
implications have to be separately considered.
First of all there is the maximum track speed, a
technical parameter mainly related to infrastruc-
ture that, in the design stage, determines the ra-
dius of the curves and the gradient of the slopes.
The ability of a train to trace closed curves with-
out derailments or to climb steep mountains or
hills is inversely related to its speed. For that rea-
son, a HSR line faces tougher construction re-
strictions and may require a longer length the
higher the maximum track speed of the project.


A second concept is the maximum operating
speed, which is related to the technical charac-
teristics of the trains and the way in which these
are operated. This operating speed evolves with
the technology and generally increases over time,
only constrained by the maximum track speed.
For example, in its early stages, the Shinkansen
system’s main line was hardly capable of speeds
of up to 220 km per hour. But in its latest spec-
ifications, these bullet trains have earned their
name by reaching speeds close to 600 km per
hour (Hood 2006). Today, most European HSR


services operate with trains capable of maximum
speeds in the range of 280-300 km per hour.


Under normal operating conditions, and depend-
ing on the incidence of delays and the character-
istics of the terrain, HSR services are usually pro-
vided at average operating speeds of 20-25 km
per hour below their maximum operating speed,
which is the optimal technical speed in relation
to which the useful life of the rolling stock is cal-
culated and the recommended maintenance
plans are designed by the manu facturers.


The final (and most widely used) speed concept
is the (average) commercial speed, which is
simply calculated by dividing the total travel
time over the line length. It should be noted
that this is not only a technical concept (deter-
mined by the operating and track speeds), but
an economic one as well: travel time is not only
affected by technical considerations, but also
by other (non-technical) elements, such as the
commercial schedule, the number of intermedi-
ate stops, the quality assured to customers,5


etc. In our simulation exercise we will use a
commercial speed (s) of 250 km per hour and
consider that it will not change during the oper-
ating lifespan of the project.6


• LENGTH


HSR projects are very diverse across the world,
and their lengths vary accordingly. Most coun-
tries start with single point-to-point lines that are
later expanded by adding new corridors or by
connecting the existing ones to larger networks.
A typical example is the Madrid-Seville AVE (471
km), which—apart from smaller legs (such as La
Sagra-Toledo, 22 km)—has been recently ex-
panded with the Madrid-Lleida line (481 km)
and other upcoming ones, all departing from
Madrid (De Rus and Román 2005). The same
centralized structure corresponds to the French
TGV, which started with the Paris-Lyon line (417
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7 Again, these are cost-reducing assumptions, since the
existence of demand asymmetries would increase the 


capacity needed on peak periods, which would not be
used in off-peak ones.


km) that was later continued (Paris-Marseille,
750 km) and connected to the high speed net-
work (TGV North, TGV Atlantic, etc.).


From the point of view of our simulation exercise,
we have chosen a standard distance of 500 km be-
tween cities O and D by taking into account that
with a commercial speed of 250 km per hour trav-
el time would be approximately of 2 hours. This is
compatible with the results in chapter 4 regarding
the intermodal competitiveness of HSR services.
They find that rail market share quickly decreases
when travel time is below 1 hour (when road trans-
port is much more attractive to passengers) and
over 3 hours (since it would imply a distance that
could be covered faster travelling by plane). In any
case, since the length of the HSR line is a key vari-
able that determines to a great extent the infra-
structure costs, we will test alternative length as-
sumptions in our simulation exercise.


2.3 DEMAND AND SUPPLY


2.3.1 DEMAND ESTIMATION 


AND DISTRIBUTION


From a microeconomic point of view, individual
travel demand within the O-D corridor is an en-
dogenous variable that depends on the relative
generalized cost faced by the passengers on each
alternative transport mode. From a broader per-
spective, aggregate demand depends on macro-
economic (such as the population density or the
distribution of personal income) or cultural fac-
tors (traditions and history associated to rail trav-


el) related to that corridor. For these reasons, and
assuming that the relevance of intermodal com-
petition in our corridor is minimal, annual traffic
estimates can be simply calculated by projecting
a reasonable initial figure along the operating pe-
riod of the project.


Chapter 1 shows that the initial demand figures are
quite different across countries. They are usually
large in Japan and Korea (where the high speed
lines inaugurated in 2004 gained more than 40
million passengers in two years) and exhibit a
more timid start in Europe (between 1.5 and 5
million passengers in the first year, depending on
the line). In general, chapter 3 proves that the low-
est initial demand value for a 500-km HSR to be so-
cially profitable is around 6-7 million passenger-
trips. For simulation purposes we choose the
slightly more conservative figure of 5 million pas-
sengers per year (Q5, that is, starting at t = 5), and
consider that only in very densely populated corri-
dors larger figures (10, 20 million) will make
sense.


A final but relevant simplifying assumption relat-
ed to the demand is the fact that we consider that
it is completely symmetrically distributed in three
dimensions: between cities O and D, along the
day (no peak-off/peak periods within the day), and
along the year (no peak seasons within the year).7


With respect to the annual growth rates, reflect-
ing the maturity effect also detected in chap-
ter 4, we can consider that there is an expansion
period (say, the first 5 years of operation) where
the initial demand grows at a larger rate (g1 = 5%
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TABLE 2.1: Traffic projections with alternative initial demand assumptions


Annual demand initial assumption
One-way traffic estimate (passengers per day)


Initial year (t = 5) After 20 years (t = 25) After 35 years (t = 40)


Q5 = 2,500,000 pass. 3,425 6,942 10,815


Q5 = 5,000,000 pass. 6,849 13,884 21,630


Q5 = 10,000,000 pass. 13,699 27,767 43,261


Q5 = 20,000,000 pass. 27,397 55,535 86,521







8 Daily traffic estimates are simply calculated by dividing
annual demand between 365 days and between 2, since 


the O-D traffic is symmetric.


from t = 6 to 11), while growing at a lower rate
(g2 = 3%) afterwards.


With all these values, and departing from four al-
ternative initial annual demand estimates (2.5,
5, 10 and 20 million, respectively), table 2.1
shows the resulting one-way traffic projections
(in terms of passengers per day) at three differ-
ent points: the start of the operating period, 20
years later, and at the end of the project life-
time.8 The variability is large; for example, if the
initial demand is 2.5 million passengers per year,
at t = 40 it would imply a daily (one-way) traffic
of 10,815 passengers; for 20 million, the corre-
sponding value would be eight times larger
(86,521).


These differences would be even worse if, alter-
natively, the projections were made ignoring the
maturity effect, that is, under the assumption
that the demand grows at the same rate from t = 5
to t = 40 (that is, g1 = g2 = 5%). Graph 2.2 shows
the corresponding (faster-growing) projections,
where the final daily demands at t = 40 would


range from 18,890 (starting with 2.5 million
passengers per year) to 151,124 (starting with
20 million). Since these figures seem less realis-
tic, our simulation exercise will be based on the
projections depicted in table 2.1.


2.3.2. SUPPLY PARAMETERS: TRAIN 


CAPACITY AND FREQUENCY


If demand is measured as the daily number of
(one-way) passengers, the corresponding defini-
tion of supply is the number of seats offered
everyday from O to D (or vice versa). Then, train
capacity and frequency become the key factors
that determine the supply of HSR services in our
O-D corridor.


• TRAIN CAPACITY


The capacity (number of seats) of a train de-
signed for HSR services depends on both the tech-
nical specifications envisaged by the manufac-
turer and the specific internal configuration agreed
with the prospective buyer. Nowadays most train
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Graph 2.2 One-way traffic projections (under faster growth assumption)


Note: Vertical axis measures the number of passengers per day. Demand grows at 5% (t = 6-40).
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9 It is unclear the net effect on costs associated to dropping
this assumption. On one hand, with higher-capacity trains,
the total number of trains needed is reduced; but, on the
other hand, their operating and maintenance costs could
be larger, particularly if they are more intensively used.


10 As a quick reference, table 2.2 provides a summary of the
parameter values for the reference case.


11 This is a low value when compared to the real world. It
corresponds to an initial demand of 5,000,000 passen-
gers per year. In subsequent years, when the demand
grows, the frequency (Ft) would also increase, reaching
more reasonable values of one service every 15 or less
minutes.


models can be easily adapted to project-specific
needs (legal requirements, cultural differences,
passenger density, intensity of use, etc.), and
their costs vary accordingly. In general three size
groups can be identified in the existing manufac-
turers catalogues: low-capacity trains (between
200-250 seats), medium-capacity trains (be-
tween 300-400 seats) and high capacity trains
(more than 500 seats). The first group includes,
for example, the ALARIS and TALGO units in
Spain; the second group includes most models of
the French TGV (including the THALYS), the
Spanish AVE and some German ICE trains, while
the TGV duplex and most Japanese units are in
the last group. For our simulation exercise we as-
sume an average value of q– = 330 seats.


As mentioned above, there is a relevant simplify-
ing assumption made here: we shall consider that
all trains in the fleet are exactly equal, and that
they all operate in single composition. We ac-
knowledge it is one of our less realistic assump-
tions since in the real world, when demand grows
over time the operator may respond by incorpo-
rating higher-capacity trains or by operating the
existing ones in double composition, thus dupli-
cating its supply. Despite its weakness, the as-
sumption is necessary to keep the supply calcu-
lations simple.9


• FREQUENCY


There are several alternative methods to calcu-
late the number of seats (and, given their capac-
ity, the number of trains) that the operator should
provide to service the daily demand. Our calcula-
tions of the number of daily services and their
frequency (defined as the number of services per
hour) will be based on an average load factor of
75% (l), which gives us the basic relationship be-
tween supply and demand that will be main-
tained throughout the exercise.


In the real world, most existing HSR services are
characterized by relatively high load factors (well
above 70%), or at least larger than other equiva-
lent rail services. This is explained by the fact
that HSR lines are specifically designed for pas-
senger traffic in dense traffic corridors, with min-
imal intermediate stops, and a marketing focus
centered on the travel time and price. In our par-
ticular example—a direct service between O-D
with a very regular and symmetric demand—the
load factor must be large by definition. However
note that a load factor close to 100%, for exam-
ple, is impractical because it would imply that all
trains would be always fully booked, and some
travellers could not use them.


Apart from our assumption of l =75%, a few oth-
er values are needed. In particular, we will use
the average commercial speed of s = 250 km per
hour (which yields a travel time of 2 hours per di-
rection), and the train average capacity of
q– = 330 seats (which implies that the effective
occupation is q–e = 0.75 · 330 = 248 seats). In
addition we consider that there is a boarding and
train preparation time before each service of 15
minutes (0.25 hours) and that trains operate 18
hours a day (from 06:00 to 24:00).10


Using these values and departing from our pro-
jections of the (one-way) daily demand (denoted
by qt), the total number of daily services per di-
rection is obtained from the ratio qt/q


–
e. The fre-


quency (F) is then given by:


(qt /q
–


e)Ft = ———— ,
18


in terms of number of services per hour. For ex-
ample, for the reference case, if q5= 6,849 pas-
sengers, F5= 1.54 services per hour, which in
turn implies a service every 39 minutes.11
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12 This factor is quite firm-specific, and it is associated
with the risk of failing to provide services vs. the cost of
acquiring, operating and maintaining an over-sized fleet. 


The range of values found in the real world varies from
1.25 to 1.6, depending on the corridor.
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Since the demand is symmetric, and total travel
time of a return trip (including boarding times) is
4h 30’ (x = 4.5 hours), the (minimum) number of
trains (of capacity q–, at speed s, and with a load
factor of 75%) needed daily in the O-D corridor 


x
would be given by the ratio ——— , that is 


1 / Ft


qt
x ——— .


18q–e


In order to face unforeseeable contingencies (de-
lays, external damages, breakdowns, etc.) this
minimum number is multiplied by an (exoge-
nous) contingency factor, which we will set in
1.5.12 Thus, the supply (in terms of the number
of trains) would be finally given by:


qtRSt = (1.5) · x ——— ,
18q–e


where RSt stands for rolling stock needed at t.


Graph 2.3 illustrates the supply calculations
results and their evolution under alternative
train capacity assumptions. Note that, for ex-
ample, for the reference case (with q– = 330
seats) our HSR service would start its opera-
tions with 11 trains, but in t = 40 the figure
would be 33 due to the increase in the project-
ed demand. With q– = 400 and q– = 500 the cor-
responding initial values would be 9 and 7,
whereas the final ones would be 28 and 22, re-
spectively. These figures fit reasonably well
with international standards, which sets the
number of trains used for lines in the range of
300-500 km (although with intermediate stops
and shorter legs) between 30 and 80 (around
10-15 trains per 100 km of HSR line).


In practice, actual rolling stock provision in HSR
lines around the world is directly affected by sev-
eral project-specific parameters such as the aver-
age commercial speed or the specific technology
used in each case. Other elements, such as the
seasonality of demand or the existence of peak
periods, were ruled out from this exercise.


Graph 2.3 Number of trains needed under alternative capacity assumptions
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With respect to the first one, total travel time is
reduced when average commercial speed is in-
creased and vice versa, thus affecting the supply
calculations. Graph 2.4 illustrates these effects
by recalculating the number of trains needed un-
der different speed assumptions. Obviously, the
figures in the reference case (250 km/h) are the
same as those in graph 2.3 with q– = 330. How-
ever, note that if speed is reduced to an average
of 200 km/h (not an unrealistic assumption,
nowadays) the number of trains needed at t = 40
would jump to 41; on the other hand, increasing


the speed to 300 km/h would imply that 28
trains (only five less than in the reference case)
would be needed.


Finally, graph 2.5 shows the strong dependence
of the supply calculations with respect to the de-
mand projections. It shows the number of trains
needed every year under alternative values for
initial annual demand (as in table 2.1). Note, for
example, that departing from 2.5 million passen-
gers per year, we will only need 6 trains in the
first year (and 17 at t = 40). But if the initial de-
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Graph 2.4 Number of trains needed under alternative speed assumptions
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Graph 2.5 Number of trains needed under alternative initial annual demand assumptions
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mand were 20 million, then the figures would be
42 and 142. Therefore a wrong demand projec-
tion could be more relevant for supply calcula-
tions than changes in train capacity or in average
speed.


2.4. METHODOLOGY OF COST 


CALCULATIONS


2.4.1. OBJECTIVES


The main objective of this chapter is to provide
an estimate of the total cost of building, operat-
ing and maintaining a HSR with technical char-
acteristics and the supply and demand condi-
tions described in the previous section. In order
to provide a quick reference to our reference
case, table 2.2 summarizes the main parameter
values considered in our analysis.


Although all these values can be individually mod-
ified upwards or downwards—ceteris paribus—to
illustrate their particular effect on our costs re-
sults, we will restrict our comparative statics ex-
ercises only to changes in the initial demand, the
train capacity, the commercial speed, and the
line length since these four factors summarize
the most salient economic characteristics of any
HSR line.


As described in section 2.1, cost calculations
will be categorized into two main groups: infra-
structure costs and rolling stock costs, respec-
tively denoted as IC and RSC. Thus, formally, the
total cost (TC) of our HSR project (evaluated at
t = 0) is just given by the net present value:


T ICt + RSCt
TC = R —————— . (2.1)


t=1 (1 + i)t


We now describe the components of each of
these costs, and how each of them was calculat-
ed in our particular example.


2.4.2. INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS


Infrastructure costs (IC) can be grouped into con-
struction costs (ICC) and maintenance costs
(ICM). Both of them are relatively independent on
the volume of the traffic and instead can be cal-
culated as dependent on the line length (L), just
by multiplying the number of kilometers by an av-
erage unit cost (denoted as c and m, respective-
ly). Construction costs spread out over the con-
struction period whereas the maintenance takes
place during the operating period (see graph
2.1). Formally, the infrastructure costs can be
denoted as


To (c · L)(1 + t)
ICt = ICt


C + ICt
M = R ——————— + 


t=1 (1 + i)t


(2.2)
T m · L


+ R ———— ,
t=To+1 (1 + i)t


where we have additionally assumed that con-
struction costs also include a surcharge (t =
10%) to take into account planning costs.


The actual values of the average costs per km (c,
m) were estimated from the values found in
chapter 1 database of actual HSR projects. In
particular, to err on the side of precaution, we did
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TABLE 2.2: The reference case: main parameter values


Line length (L) = 500 km Train capacity (q–) =330 seats


Project timeline: t = 0 to t = 40 (T) Load factor (l) = 75%


Construction period (Tc) = 5 years Operating hours (daily) = 18 hours


Operation period (T – Tc) = 35 years Average commercial speed (s) = 250 km/h


Initial annual demand (Q5) = 5 mill. passengers Boarding time (between services) =15 minutes


Growth rate 1 (g1) = 5% (from t = 6 to 11) Train contingency factor = 50%


Growth rate 2 (g2) = 3% (from t = 12 to 40)







13 Note that it is equivalent to implicitly assume a probability distribution where the three cases are equally likely.


not considered just one value, but three: the low-
est unit cost in the database (named, the best
scenario), the highest unit cost in the database
(the worst scenario) and the average value in the
database (the medium scenario).13


Table 2.3 summarizes the results from these
calculations for the reference case (where the
line length is 500 km). The lowest construction
(maintenance) cost per km is 9 million euros
(12,919 euros, respectively), whereas the high-
est is 39 million and 71,650, respectively.
Note in table 2.4 that total infrastructure costs
are fixed costs that evolve linearly with the
length of the corridor: for the largest case (650
km) construction costs might reach a peak of
€5,517 million per year in the worst scenario.


A final element to take into account in the previ-
ous calculations is the residual value of the infra-
structure at t = 40. This amount—once discount-


ed to t = 0—reduces the total cost of the infra-
structure. In general, since there are different as-
sets (tracks, buildings, etc.), with different use-
ful lives and depreciation rates, it is quite
difficult to provide an accurate value of this
residual value. To simplify calculations, we will
just assume that it will be equal to 30% of the
total construction cost for each particular sce-
nario. Thus for the reference case in the best sce-
nario with a total building costs of €990 x 5
years = €4,950 million, the residual value at t =
40 is €1,485 million. The corresponding resid-
ual values for the medium and worst scenarios
will be €2,700 and €5,850 million, respectively.


2.4.3. ROLLING STOCK COSTS


Rolling stock costs (RSC) can be grouped into
three categories: acquisition (RSCA), operation
(RSCO) and maintenance (RSCM) of the trains
needed to run the services. With respect to the
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TABLE 2.3: Infrastructure costs per year 
(reference case)


Construction Maintenance


Period t = 1 to t = 5 t = 6 to t = 40


Line length (km) 500 500


Unit value (€  per km)


Best scenario 9,000,000 12,919


Medium scenario 18,000,000 35,624


Worst scenario 39,000,000 71,650


Planning cost (%) 10% —


Total value (€  per year)


Best scenario 990,000,000 6,459,500


Medium scenario 1,980,000,000 17,812,000


Worst scenario 4,290,000,000 35,825,000


TABLE 2.4: Annual infrastructure costs under different line lengths
(euros)


L= 250 km L= 500 km L= 650 km


Building Maintenance Building Maintenance Building Maintenance


Best scenario 495,000,000 3,229,750 990,000,000 6,459,500 1,287,000,000 8,397,350


Medium scenario 990,000,000 8,906,000 1,980,000,000 17,812,000 2,574,000,000 23,155,660


Worst scenario 2,145,000,000 17,912,500 4,290,000,000 35,825,000 5,577,000,000 46,572,500







acquisition costs they are simply calculated by
multiplying the number of trains bought every
year (RSt – RSt-1) by the unit cost per seat (a) and
their average capacity (q–), so that their NPV is


T (RSt – RSt–1) · a · q–
RSCA = R ——————————— . (2.3)


t=1 (1 + i)t


In practice, the process of contracting, designing,
building, delivering and testing new rolling stock
usually lasts several years; in our example, we will
make the assumption that—since demand projec-
tions are known well in advance—rolling stock is
delivered just-in-time. This implies, for example,
according to our supply calculations, that 11
trains start to operate at t = 5 in the reference
case. At t = 6, since RS6 = 11, no new train is
bought; however, at t = 7 an additional unit is ac-
quired (since RS7 = 12), and so on.


Another simplifying assumption is related to the
useful life of the rolling stock. We will consider
that, under adequate maintenance, each trainset is
economically usable for at least 40 years (which
corresponds to the average useful life in the indus-
try nowadays). For this reason, no technical re-


newals or replacements are needed and all the new
acquisitions are related to the growth in demand.


With respect to the effective cost calculations,
the database in the companion chapter 1 pro-
vides three alternative acquisition unit costs in
terms of euros per seat, which again we label as
best scenario (lowest value = €30,000 per seat),
medium scenario (average value = €50,000 per
seat), and worst scenario (highest value =
€65,000 per seat). Graph 2.6 summarizes the
evolution of total acquisition costs from t = 0 to
t = 40 for the reference case (330 seats per
train) under the three alternative scenarios.


Obviously, the peak at t = 5 corresponds to the ini-
tial acquisition of rolling stock to start operations;
afterwards, there are minor periodical acquisitions.
This pattern is mimicked in graph 2.7, where we
intended to test the potential existence of cost
economies associated with train size. When the ca-
pacity of the trains increase so does their acquisi-
tion cost, but fewer trains are needed. Although the
periodicity of the renewals can be changed (for ex-
ample, a new train is added every three years in-
stead of every two years), these two opposing effect
tend to cancel each other out, thus reducing the
possibility of economies of vehicle size.14
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14 Wei and Hansen (2005) discuss this idea for the case of
aircrafts. Their results also suggest that there are no 


large cost reductions associated with larger vehicle
sizes.


Graph 2.6 Acquisition costs per year under alternative scenarios (€  million)
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15 Note, for example, that a rolling stock unit bought at t = 40 has a residual value of 40/40 (that is, 100%).
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Note that in the previous figures we have just
considered the gross acquisition cost. If we as-
sume that the average useful life of each rolling
stock unit is 40 years, and that its value is re-
duced 1/40 every year (linear depreciation), at t
= 40 there will be some residual values that—
once discounted to t = 0—should be reduced
from the acquisition costs. These residual values
depend on the year each particular unit is
bought. For example, in the reference case, the
residual value at t = 40 of the 11 trainset units
acquired at t = 5 will be 5/40 of their acquisition
cost; the additional unit bought at t = 7 will be
worth 7/40 of its initial cost, and so on.15 By
adding the residual values of all the units bought
from t = 5 to t = 40 we finally get the total resid-
ual values (at t = 40) of the rolling stock under
each possible scenario: in the best one, it will be
€149,242,500; in the medium scenario,
€248,737,500, and in the worst scenario
€323,358,750.


On the other hand, the operation and mainte-
nance costs of the rolling stock are heavily de-
pendent on the volume of traffic along the line
which, indirectly, can be measured through the
number of trains. In the case of the operation
costs (RSO), its main determinants are labor and


energy. The number of technical crew members
per train depends on its technical specifications
and is usually set in transport regulations. On the
contrary, there are no minimum standards on
cabin attendants and auxiliary personnel, and
their number depends on the level of service of-
fered to passengers. Energy consumption is cal-
culated in accordance with the technical specifi-
cation of the rolling stock.
For these reasons, in our simulation exercise, we
used the expression:


T ro · RSt · q–
RSCO = R —————— , (2.4)


t=5 (1 + i)t


where ro is the annual unit operation cost per seat
(and the average train capacity). Once more, the
actual value of ro is obtained from the database in
chapter 1, which provides us with three alternative
estimates: best scenario (ro = €40,000 per seat),
medium scenario (ro = €53,000 per seat), and
worst scenario (ro = €65,000 per seat). The evolu-
tion of total operation costs from t = 0 to t = 40
for the reference case is given in graph 2.8.
Interestingly, when the train size is increased (up
to 400 and 500 seats), there are no clear cost
advantages, as illustrated in graph 2.9 (drawn for


Graph 2.7 Acquisition costs per year under alternative train capacities (€  million)
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the medium scenario only). In some years it is
cheaper to operate larger sized trains, whereas in
other years it is too expensive. It is important to
recall here our simplifying assumption that all
trains are equal in size, which is somehow unre-
alistic.


Finally, the maintenance costs of the rolling
stock are not only related to traffic (measured
through the number of trains) but also to train in-


tensity usage. Thus a better estimate of the NPV
of this cost would be given by


T rm · Dt · RStRSCM = R —————— , (2.5)
t=5 (1 + i)t


where rm is the unit maintenance cost per train and
kilometer, and Dt is the average distance travelled by
each train.16 According to chapter 1, rm can be esti-
mated around €2/km for trains running around 0.5


Graph 2.8 Operation costs per year under alternative scenarios (€  million)
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16 This average distance was calculated dividing the total
distance covered by all trains every year (number of 


total annual services multiplied by line length) between
the number of trains.


Graph 2.9 Operation costs per year under alternative train capacities (€  million)
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million kilometers per year. For chapter 1, our refer-
ence case, this value yields a total maintenance cost
of 20,202,020 euros at t = 5 and 63,798,448 eu-
ros at t = 40. Note that, as depicted in graph 2.10,
larger-size trains are cheaper to maintain, since the
average distance they travel is lower.


2.5 CONCLUSIONS


By collecting together all the formulae and calcu-
lations in the previous sections, our estimate of
the total cost (at t = 0) of building, operating and
maintaining a HSR line would be obtained from
the expression (2.1):


T ICt
C + ICt


M + RSCt
A


TC = R ——————————— +
t=1 (1 + i)t


(2.6)
RSCt


O + RSCt
M


+ ——————— ,
(1 + i)t


that is,


To (c · L)(1 + t) T m · L
TC = R ——————— + R ———— + 


t=1 (1 + i)t
t=Tc+1 (1 + i)t


T (RSt – RSt–1) · a · q– T ro ·RSt · q–
+ R —————————— + R ————— + 


t=1 (1 + i)t
t=5 (1 + i)t


T rm · Dt · RSt+ R ——————— . (2.7)
t=5 (1 + i)t


Although it just provides a lower bound to the ac-
tual cost, this expression summarizes the critical
factors that must be taken into account when an-
alyzing the costs of HSR lines. These include the
line length (L), the number of trains needed to
respond to the demand (RS), train capacity (q–),
average distance (D) and the corresponding unit
costs (c, m, a, ro, rm).


Table 2.5 summarizes the numerical estimates of
this total cost considering a discount rate (i) of
5% under alternative assumptions on initial de-
mand, train capacity, commercial speed and line
length. We also considered three scenarios re-
garding the unit costs obtained from the data-
base in chapter 1: the all-the-best scenario al-
ways uses the lowest value of the unit costs in
each case; the all-the-medium scenario always
uses the average value of the unit costs in each
case; and the all-the-worst scenario always uses
the highest value of the unit costs in each case.
The implicit assumption behind these com-
pound-scenarios is that there exists a perfect
positive correlation between all the unit costs: if
a country has a large construction cost, then its
operating cost will be also large, and vice versa.
In practice, this is not always the case since in
several projects it is observed that the correlation
could be even negative.
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Graph 2.10 Maintenance costs per year under alternative train capacities (€  million)
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According to table 2.5, the total cost of a 40-year
HSR project lies between €7.7 and €23.7 billion
in the reference case, depending on the scenario
(best and worse, respectively). On average the
NPV is 13.0 billion, which implies an average es-


timate of €25-30 million per kilometer. Table 2.5
also shows that when the initial demand is halved
with respect to the reference case (that is, only
2.5 million passengers per year), the total cost is
reduced (on average) just by a 20%, but if de-
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TABLE 2.5 Total costs (at t=0) of a HSR line under alternative assumptions 
(euros)


All the best scenario All the medium scenario All the worst scenario


Initial demand assumptions


2,500,000 pass. 6,000,067,777 10,785,250,118 21,065,618,421


5,000,000 pass. 7,730,285,037 13,029,676,448 23,777,416,675


10,000,000 pass. 11,187,484,570 17,513,729,139 29,194,942,065


20,000,000 pass. 18,108,860,949 26,491,173,260 40,041,479,687


Train capacity assumptions


330 seats 7,730,285,037 13,029,676,448 23,777,416675


400 seats 7,648,681,646 12,945,753,435 23,691,415,005


500 seats 7,626,652,900 12,940,793,841 23,701,794,35


Commercial speed assumptions


200 km/h 8,390,219,242 13,913,020,245 24,863,968,621


250 km/h 7,730,285,037 13,029,676,448 23,777,416,675


300 km/h 7,277,305,302 12,423,499,186 23,031,845,523


Line length assumptions


250 km 4,080,508,403 6,803,021,727 12,243,154,507


500 km 7,730,285,037 13,029,676,448 23,777,416,675


650 km 9,909,604,536 16,751,534,490 30,680,581,170


Note: Results in bold correspond to the reference case.


Graph 2.11a NPV cost distribution depending on initial demand
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mand is duplicated (10 million passengers) total
cost can increase up to 31%. Similarly, it is inter-
esting to note that neither the increase in train ca-
pacity nor the commercial speed have a large im-
pact reducing the total costs of the project. Their


effects on the supply tend to cancel out. On the
contrary, changes in the length of the line are crit-
ical: shorter (larger) lines are dramatically cheap-
er (more expensive) to build and operate when
compared to the reference case.
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Graph 2.11b NPV cost distribution depending on commercial speed
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Graph 2.11c NPV cost distribution depending on train capacity
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This final result is explained by the fact that
most of the costs of the projects are fixed. This is
confirmed in graphs 2.11a to 2.11d, where the
NPV cost distribution between fixed and variable
costs (under different assumptions) is displayed.


Javier Campos
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Graph 2.11d NPV cost distribution depending on line length
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3.1 INTRODUCTION


By High Speed Rail (HSR) we normally mean rail
technologies capable of speeds of the order of
300km/h on new dedicated track. Such systems
offer journey times that are more competitive
with other modes (and particularly air) than tra-
ditional train services, and very high capacity.
But their capital cost is also high. The proposals
of the European Commission for the Trans Euro-
pean Transport Network (TEN-T) envisage expen-
diture of 600 billion euros, of which 250 billion
euros is for priority projects, and a large part of
this expenditure is for high speed rail. Thus it is
extremely important to have a robust appraisal
methodology for these huge investments. It is
not clear that this has been the case of the Trans
European Networks. Individual projects are sug-
gested by, and appraised by, member state gov-
ernments, even though they are applying for the
European Commission for assistance with fund-
ing. Research for the European Commission has
appraised the TEN-T network as a whole, but has
not appraised the individual elements of the pro-
gram to ensure that they are all worthwhile (TML
2005).


The aim of this chapter is to consider the
methodology for the appraisal of high speed rail
proposals, and to produce some indication of the
circumstances in which such proposals might be
worthwhile. In the next section, we present an
overview of the principal costs and benefits
which need to be taken into account in a HSR ap-
praisal. Then we illustrate the process for two
particular contrasting examples: the study of
HSR proposals in Great Britain, and an ex post
evaluation of the Madrid-Seville line in Spain. In


section 3.4, we formulate a model to incorporate
the principal parameters influencing the out-
come of an appraisal and in section 3.5, we use
this model to draw conclusions on the circum-
stances in which high speed rail may be justified.


3.2 OVERVIEW OF COSTS AND BENEFITS


3.2.1 OPTIONS TO CONSIDER


Appraisal requires comparison of a base case
with a series of do-something alternatives. It is
necessary to be clear what the base case is, and
to ensure that a realistic range of options is ex-
amined. A base case that literally assumes a do-
nothing situation may be very unfavorable, par-
ticularly in the face of growing traffic; on the
other hand the base case should not be padded
out with unnecessary investments. In general the
base case should be a do-minimum option, and
other likely investments should be examined as
alternative do-something options. These alterna-
tives should be compared on an incremental ba-
sis to see whether the additional cost of moving
to a more expensive option is justified.


In the case of high speed rail, the base case
should therefore include such investment as it is
necessary to keep the existing service running,
and consideration should be given to how to deal
with any exogenous growth in traffic. This might
mean investing in additional rolling stock or re-
vising fares structures and levels. More major
changes should be considered as do-something
alternatives. These might include upgrading ex-
isting infrastructure, purchase of a fleet of new
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tilting trains, or indeed construction of addition-
al road or airport capacity. There will also be op-
tions regarding high speed rail—how far to ex-
tend the new line, to which alternative points to
run the new trains, what service frequency and
pricing policy to adopt. It is essential to examine
sufficient alternatives to be confident that the
best alternative is identified.


It is also necessary to consider the timing of in-
vestment. High speed rail might turn out to have
the highest net present value, but if the demand
for HSR and the other benefits from it are fore-
cast to grow over time, then it might still be bet-
ter to postpone the investment.


3.2.2 COSTS


HSR involves construction of new lines, stations
etc., and purchase of new rolling stock, and ad-
ditional train operating costs and externalities
(mainly land take, visual intrusion, noise, air pol-
lution, and global warming effects). Because the
fixed cost of new infrastructure per kilometer is
very high but creates very large capacity (assum-
ing 12 trains per hour with 700 passengers per
train give 8,400 passengers per hour), high
speed rail systems are generally more economic
the higher the traffic using the system. It follows
that the strongest case for high speed rail is
where traffic volumes are high. The traffic on the
new system can be boosted if it is possible to
construct a network such that passengers travel-
ling between a number of city pairs use at least
part of the same route with services, then
branching off on to different high speed or con-
ventional lines. Costs may also be reduced if the
approach to city centers may be made on existing
alignments. Traffic density may also be boosted
by sharing the new capacity with freight traffic,
but the infrastructure requirements for freight
traffic are so different from high speed passenger
that this adds to costs; in what follows we as-
sume the HSR is built for passenger traffic alone.


Both construction of rail infrastructure and the
operation of high speed trains lead to environ-
mental costs in terms of land take, visual intru-
sion, noise, air pollution, and contribution to
global warming. The first three of these impacts


are likely to be much stronger where trains go
through heavily populated areas. Since high
speed trains are invariably electrically powered,
air pollution and global warming impacts depend
on the primary fuel used to generate the electric-
ity; in countries with extensive hydro or nuclear
electricity, these impacts will be negligible, whereas
where coal, oil and gas are used they will be more
significant, as will other forms of air pollution.


An estimate of the energy consumption of high
speed rail in comparison with other modes is
shown in table 3.1 (CE Delft 2003). Whilst HSR
may involve twice the energy consumption per
seat km of an average train, it may be substan-
tially offset by higher load factors (the French
TGV operates with an average load factor of 67%,
whereas for conventional trains load factors are
typically no more than an average of 40-45%.
The reason for the difference is that the limited
number of stops of the TGV makes it possible to
enforce compulsory seat reservation and yield
management techniques to a greater extent than
on trains which also handle significant numbers
of short distance passengers.) High speed rail
clearly gives a substantial saving in energy over
air, but the advantage over car, which arises be-
cause high speed rail typically operates at a high-
er load factor than car, is more marginal.


What matters in assessing the overall environmen-
tal impact of the HSR is not only the load factor
but also the source of the traffic. For traffic di-
verted from conventional rail, the environmental
impact is likely to be somewhat worse, whilst for
totally generated trips the impact is obviously
worse. (However, to the extent that generated
trips are mainly trips taking advantage of low off-
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TABLE 3.1: Energy consumption
(MJ/Seat Km)


Gasoline car on highway 0.47


Diesel car on highway 0.34


Passenger aircraft on 500 km flight 1.80


Intercity Train 0.22


High Speed Train 0.53


Note: Based on CE Delft (2003) Appendix A. Graphs for car are based on new cars in
2000 and assume 5 seats per car.


Source: CE Delft (2003).







peak fares to fill empty seats, reducing generated
traffic may simply lead to lower load factors and
no improvement in environmental performance.)
For trips diverted from car, and especially air, the
impact is likely to be an improvement (particular-
ly with respect to energy consumption and green-
house gases in the case of air). The benefits HSR
brings from reduced externalities on other modes
are considered further in the next section.


3.2.3 BENEFITS


The principal benefits from HSR are:


— time savings;
— additional capacity;
— reduced externalities from other modes;
— generated traffic; and
— wider economic benefits.


Each of these elements will be discussed in turn.


Compared to a conventional train running at
160 km/h, a high speed train will save some 35
minutes on a journey of 450 km (SDG 2004).
Where the existing infrastructure is of poorer
quality or is congested, the time savings may be
substantially greater. When it comes to valuation,
time savings are generally split into business,
commuter and leisure. There is extensive re-
search on the valuation of time savings; the cur-
rent valuations used in rail schemes in Britain
are as shown in table 3.2. The high value for
business time is based on the fact that much
business travel takes place during working hours
and directly reduces labor productivity, although
questions have been raised on whether the full
business value of time should be applied in this
case on two grounds:


— many long distance business trips start and
end outside normal working hours; and


— when travelling by train it is possible to work
on the way (Hensher 1977).


However, research has shown that firms are will-
ing to pay the sort of rate deduced from current
valuations even under such circumstances, pre-
sumably because of the benefits they perceive in


shortening long working days and having staff less
tired (Marks, Fowkes, and Nash 1986).


The most recent review of evidence on values of time
undertaken for the British government (ITS 2003),
and which led to the adoption of the values shown in
table 3.2, gave careful consideration to what was
likely to happen to the value of time over time. The
advice given by the British Department for Transport
is that working time values, which are based on the
wage rate, should rise in proportion to GDP, whilst
non-working time values have an elasticity of 0.8 to
GDP. Thus long term growth of values of time is as-
sumed to be in the range of 1.5-2% per annum.


Additional capacity is obviously only of value if
demand is exceeding the capacity of the existing
route. But in those circumstances, additional ca-
pacity may be of value not just in allowing for
growth between the cities served by the high
speed line, but also by relieving existing lines of
traffic for other types of service, such as subur-
ban passenger or freight. Where the effect is to
allow rail to carry traffic, which would otherwise
use other modes, the benefits may be quantified
as the net user benefits plus net reduction in ex-
ternalities minus the net cost of the change of
mode. There is also clear evidence (Gibson,
Cooper, and Bell 2002) that running rail infra-
structure less close to capacity benefits reliabili-
ty; it may also lead to less overcrowding on
trains. Both of these features are highly valued
by rail travellers and especially business trav-
ellers (Wardman 2001). It should be noted that
capacity constraints also make the alternative of
upgrading existing infrastructure more problem-
atic; for instance, running higher speed tilting
trains on infrastructure shared with slower traffic
may not be feasible.


Typically a substantial proportion, but not all, of
the new traffic attracted to rail will be diverted
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Source: DfT: WEBTAG Unit 3.5.6 (www.webtag.org)


TABLE 3.2: Value of time savings for rail passengers in the UK


Standard Valuations (£ per hour, 2002 market prices)


Leisure 4.46


Commuting 5.04


Business 39.96







from other modes—mainly car and air (British
studies, such as Atkins 2003, suggest that this
may be of the order of 50%, with the remainder
being totally new trips). To the extent that infra-
structure charging on these modes does not cover
the marginal social cost of the traffic concerned,
there will be benefits from such diversion. Esti-
mation of these benefits requires valuation of
marginal costs of congestion, noise, air pollution,
global warming, and external costs of accidents
and their comparison with taxes and charges.


INFRAS/IWW (2000) provides estimates of mar-
ginal external cost per passenger km for two Eu-
ropean corridors, including accidents and envi-
ronmental cost but excluding congestion. These
are reproduced in table 3.3, and show the high
speed rail between Paris and Brussels to have
less than a quarter of the external cost of car or
air. Higher load factors mean that HSR´s per-
formance on such corridor is no worse than that
of conventional rail on the (much longer) Paris-
Viena corridor. On longer distances, the advan-
tage over air diminishes since most of the envi-
ronmental costs of air transport are incurred
during take-offs and landings.


In the case of air, the absence of fuel tax means
that there is normally no charge for environmen-
tal externalities, although this is crudely allowed
for in some countries (including Britain) by a de-
parture tax. (Value added tax [VAT] at the stan-
dard rate should not be seen as an externality
charge since it does not influence relative prices,
except when charged on some modes and not
others; in some cases in Europe VAT is charged
on domestic rail and air fares, in some on rail but
not air and in others on neither).


The other key issue for air is charging for slots at
congested airports. The allocation of slots by
grandfather rights and charging structures, based
on average costs of running the airport (or less
where there are subsidies), mean that charges
may not reflect congestion costs imposed on oth-
er planes, the opportunity cost of slots or the
costs of expanding capacity. A further benefit of
high speed rail may therefore be the release of
capacity at airports for use by other, typically
longer distance flights. Regarding accidents,
there has never yet been a fatality on a purpose-
built HSR, and the record of conventional rail is
much better than car, though not bus or particu-
larly air (Evans 2003).


Generated traffic leads directly to benefits to
users, which are generally valued at half the ben-
efit to existing users according to the rule of a
half. But there has been much debate as to
whether these generated trips reflect wider eco-
nomic benefits that are not captured in a tradi-
tional cost benefit analysis. Leisure trips may
benefit the destination by bringing in tourist
spending; commuter and business trips reflect ex-
pansion or relocation of jobs or homes or addition-
al economic activity.


The debate on these issues centers on whether
these changes really are additional economic ac-
tivity or whether such activity is simple relocat-
ed. In a perfectly competitive economy with no
involuntary unemployment, theory tells us that
there would be no net benefit. In practice, there
are reasons why there may be additional benefits.
Firstly, if the investment relocates jobs to de-
pressed areas, it may reduce involuntary unem-
ployment. The experience of Lille, which has
been regenerated by its location at the crossroads
of high speed lines between Paris, Brussels and
London is often cited as an example. High speed
rail tends to favor central locations, so if the aim
is to regenerate major cities then it may be ben-
eficial. However, if the depressed areas are at the
periphery, this is the opposite of what is desired.
High speed rail may also allow for expanded mar-
ket areas and the exploitation of economies of
scale, reducing the impact of imperfect competi-
tion, and encouraging the location of jobs in ma-
jor urban centers where there are external bene-
fits of agglomeration (Graham 2005). Any such
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TABLE 3.3: External costs
(euros/1,000 pass-km)


Paris-Vienna Paris-Brussels


Car 40.2 43.6


Rail 11.7 10.4


Air 28.7 47.5


Note: The measured externalities include accidents, noise, air pollution, climate
change, urban effects, and upstream/downstream effects, but not congestion or
scarce capacity.


Source: INFRAS/IWW (2000).







impacts are most likely to be found in the case of
service industries (Bonnafous 1987).


Chapter 5 concludes that HSR may have addi-
tional benefits for the above-mentioned reasons,
but that the effects are very variable and difficult
to predict. They are likely to be much less impor-
tant than the direct transport benefits of HSR;
typically they will also apply to alternative trans-
port infrastructure investments, so that whilst
they improve the case for transport investment as
a whole, they do not necessarily benefit HSR
against other modes.


Another key factor influencing the outcome of an
appraisal is the choice of discount rate. Low dis-
count rates favor capital intensive investments such
as HSR. Practice varies substantially within the Eu-
ropean Union. In Britain the current practice is to
discount at a pure time preference rate of discount
of 3.5%, reducing to 3% after 30 years, but to al-
low for capital shortages by requiring a benefit/cost
ratio of at least 1.5 and preferring projects where it
is at least 2. DG Regio recommends a 5% social dis-
count rate. Given that HSR is very capital intensive


and has a long life with growing benefits over time,
a low discount rate will favor investment in HSR.


3.3 EMPIRICAL EXAMPLES


In this section we will examine two empirical
case studies, in radically different circumstances
and with widely differing results. Firstly we look
at a study of a new North-South high speed rail
line in Britain, undertaken for the Strategic Rail
Authority by a consortium led by the consultants
W.S. Atkins (SRA). Then we look at a study of the
actual Madrid-Seville line.


3.3.1 BRITISH HSR PROPOSALS


The Atkins study took place in a context of rapid
growth in rail passenger and freight traffic in re-
cent years (graph 3.1), leading to severe over-
crowding on both long distance passenger servic-
es and London commuter services, and a lack of
capacity for further growth in freight. Thus a ma-
jor objective of the scheme was to relieve exist-
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Graph 3.1 Rail Passenger and Freight Volumes (1979 to 2004/05)


Note: The Hatfield accident in October 2000 led to severe speed restrictions being imposed which temporarily halted traffic growth.


Source: Transport Trends, 2002 Edition. Departmant for Transport and National Rail Trends, SRA.
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ing routes, as well as provide faster more compet-
itive services between the major cities. This
rather general remit led to the need to generate
and study a wide range of options. Altogether
some fourteen options were studied in depth, the
main issues being whether to have a single route
north from London which might split further
north to serve cities up the east and west sides of
the country, or to have two separate routes, and
how far north to go. The obvious starting point
would be a new route from London to the heavily
populated West Midlands. The further north the
line was extended, the less heavily used the new
sections would be, but this effect might be offset
by the fact that these extensions attract addition-
al traffic on to the core part of the network. It is
a characteristic of Britain geographically that a
single line could serve the major cities of Lon-
don, Birmingham, Leeds, Newcastle, Edinburgh,
and Glasgow, whilst a conventional or high speed
branch would serve Manchester.


It was forecast that the new line, if built to its ex-
tremities, would attract nearly 50 million passen-
ger trips per year in 2015, although most of
these would only use part of the route. This high
figure reflects the high population density of
Britain, and the large number of origin-destina-
tion pairs that the line would serve. Of these
around two thirds would be diverted from existing
rail routes, and the remainder split almost equal-
ly between diversion from other modes and new-
ly generated trips. Most of the forecast diversion
occurred from car—the forecast of diversion from
air was surprisingly low given the experience of
the impact of HSR on air traffic elsewhere.


The original appraisals were undertaken with a life
of 30 years and a discount rate of 6%; the British
government has subsequently modified its prac-
tice to have a life of 60 years and a discount rate
of 3.5%. Despite the simultaneous introduction of
a big allowance for optimism bias in the estimates
of costs (67% in the case of capital costs plus a
25% program bias), the result is a substantially
higher ratio of benefits to costs in subsequent ap-
praisals. Results of the appraisal of two options
are shown in table 3.4. Option 1 (minimum invest-
ment) is the line from London to the West Mid-
lands, which is the obvious first phase of any high
speed rail program in Great Britain, and it is seen


to be well justified in its own right. But option 8
(maximum investment), the extension through
Manchester on the West Coast route and right
through Scotland via the East Coast, is also shown
to be justified, with an incremental benefit-cost
ratio representing good value for money. It is obvi-
ously important, however, to examine the issue of
timing and phasing. The study showed that, if fea-
sible, immediate construction of the whole line
was the best option.


A number of other factors have added to the case
since the original appraisal. Firstly is the failure to
upgrade the East Coast Main Line, an investment
that was assumed to be part of the base case in the
study. Whilst this should certainly still be consid-
ered as an option, given the delays and cost over-
runs with the upgrading of the parallel West Coast
route compared to the more satisfactory experience
in the construction of the wholly new high speed
line to the Channel Tunnel, it is less likely to be fa-
vored now. At the same time, the government has
announced its intention of introducing nationwide
road pricing within the next ten years, adding to the
forecast high speed rail traffic.


Although net revenue more or less covers operat-
ing costs for both options, the capital cost can
only be justified by non-financial benefits and re-
leased capacity. A breakdown of the composition
of costs and benefits for option 1 is given in
table 3.5. Some 78% of benefits take the form of
time savings and reduced overcrowding with
19% due to increased net revenue and only 3%
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TABLE 3.4: Appraisal of options 1 and 8
(£bn, present value)


Option 1 Option 8


Net revenue 4.9 20.6


Non-financial benefits 22.7 64.4


Released capacity 2.0 4.8


Total benefits 29.6 89.8


Capital costs 8.6 27.7


Net operating costs 5.7 16.3


Total costs 14.4 44.0


NPV 15.3 45.7


B/C 2.07 2.04


Source: Atkins (2003) Summary report, Addendum, table 2.1 with transcription errors
corrected.







1 See De Rus and Inglada (1993, 1997).
2 Price discounts of up to 30% (Madrid-Seville) and 50%


(Madrid-Ciudad Real) were introduced to compensate the 


reduction in demand after EXPO closure (in October,
1992). These discounts contributed to higher load fac-
tors.


taking the form of reduced road congestion and
accidents. The value of the released capacity was
not included in this analysis, but adds some 7%
to the overall benefits.


On balance it was thought that the non-quanti-
fied environmental benefits were slight. It is an
interesting question whether more of the user
benefits could be captured as revenue by more
sophisticated yield management techniques than
the simple fare structure model. Such yield man-
agement methods are already in use on other
high speed services, including Eurostar services
between London, Paris, and Brussels. They might
also boost benefits by increasing diversion from
air; in the study this was found to be rather small
on the assumption that rail fares would on aver-
age exceed those by air for traffic between Lon-
don and Scotland.


In summary, then, this study of Britain found a
strong case for high speed rail, based on the high
patronage that could be attracted by a single line


linking most of the major conurbations of Britain,
in the context of growing demand leading to se-
vere overcrowding and shortages of capacity on
the existing infrastructure. In the following sec-
tion we look at a contrasting situation—that of
Spain.


3.3.2 THE SPANISH EXPERIENCE1


The construction of the first high speed line in
Spain was carried out between 1987 and 1993.
The Madrid-Seville line started its operations in
April 1992, with a demand highly influenced by
the Universal Exhibition held in Seville in 1992
(EXPO) and with the pricing policy applied by
RENFE. The Madrid-Seville corridor includes sev-
eral routes2 (commuting, long-distance and serv-
ices provided to other destinations using high-
speed infrastructure but with Talgo technology).


High speed train is the transport option with the
lowest generalized cost in this corridor, but not
the fastest mode. Air transport has the lowest
travel time in the Madrid-Seville corridor, after
accounting for access and waiting times. The ad-
vantage of the HSR with respect to air transport
appears when tariffs of both modes are com-
pared. These differences in the generalized costs
have induced changes in the modal split to the
benefit of HSR. Diverted traffic comes mainly
from conventional train and air transport.


Regarding the impact of the Madrid-Seville HSR
on other transport operators, the main effects
which must be considered are those on air trans-
port (Iberia and airports), on conventional rail-
ways, and on road transport. For air transport be-
tween Madrid and Seville, the introduction of the
HSR induced a demand downshift of 50%, di-
minishing the load factor and flight frequency.
The Seville airport suffered a reduction of 25%
in its use, as Madrid-Seville represented 50% of
airport traffic. Given the investments which were
carried out in the airport of Seville to accommo-
date the peak of demand induced by the exhibi-
tion EXPO-92, and more recent investment at
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TABLE 3.5: Cost benefit analysis results, option 1
(% of Total Benefits or Costs)


Benefits – Revenue


HSR Revenue 64%


Classic rail revenue –45%


Net rail revenue 19%


Benefits – Users


Journey time/reduced overcrowding 76%


Accidents 2%


Total User Benefits 78%


Benefits – Non-users


Journey time/veh operating costs 3%


Total Non-User Benefits 3%


Present Value Benefits 100%


Costs


Capital 69%


HSR operating 41%


Classic operating –9%


Present Value Costs 100%


Source: Atkins (2003) unpublished full report.







Barajas airport in Madrid, it is unlikely that this
diversion will significantly reduce congestion al-
though it will certainly reduce pollution from air
transport.


For conventional railway transport, RENFE was
also affected by the introduction of the new prod-
uct. The Madrid-Seville, Madrid-Malaga and
Madrid-Cordoba links were amongst the main
twenty lines of the company. Conventional trains
have lost the major part of their traffic in this cor-
ridor; therefore an efficient solution might be to
consider the closure of the conventional infra-
structure. However, the impossibility of carrying
goods on the new infrastructure makes this sce-
nario unfeasible.


HSR long distance services and bus transport are
hardly substitutes at current prices. In commuter
services, and taking into account the low prices
introduced by RENFE, bus operators are certain-
ly affected by HSR.


Given the demand volumes in this corridor, the
main benefits obtained from the investment in
high speed rail are derived from time savings ob-
tained when users shift from slower transport
modes, and gains from generated traffic. It has
also been argued that one of the key benefits of
HSR was the increase of land value in Ciudad
Real. Nevertheless, this benefit is a consequence
of the improvement in accessibility to this city,
which is already accounted for in the reduction of
travel time between Madrid and Ciudad Real. To
include this effect in the analysis would lead to
double counting.


To evaluate the economic effects of HSR, it is re-
quired first to have an estimation of the demand
for the period which is going to be considered for
the analysis. To obtain this estimate, surveys car-
ried out by RENFE in the Madrid-Seville corridor
were consulted, and real data of HSR for the pe-
riod 1992–1994 and four months in 1995 were
used. Additional information was supplied by
Iberia, RENFE, and bus companies operating in
the corridor. The main components of the de-
mand (generated and diverted traffic) were ob-
tained for each market segment (commuters,
long distance and Talgo) and each transport
mode.


The evolution of demand for the 30-year project
life (40 years in the sensitivity analysis) is esti-
mated assuming that the Spanish GDP will grow
from 1997 onwards at a rate of 2.5%, the elas-
ticity of demand with respect to GDP is assumed
to be 1.25, and that HSR fares will not be re-
duced below average variable costs.


Using this demand estimation, the social prof-
itability of the HSR was estimated. Benefits of
the HSR are obtained from 1992 onwards, after
the starting of the service. Costs and benefit
present values are discounted with a 6% social
discount rate.


The HSR costs have a fixed component (infra-
structure), semi-fixed (trains) and variable (oper-
ating costs). In this evaluation it is considered
that prices (net of tax) of the infrastructure,
trains and operating costs measure opportunity
costs except in the case of labor. HSR infrastruc-
ture was built between 1987 and 1992, its costs
(including taxes) was 500 billion pesetas at
1996 currency value. HSR benefits are mainly
obtained from time savings and generated traffic.


Benefits and costs of the first HSR line in Spain
are summarized in Table 3.6. The NPV is –258 bil-
lion pesetas at 1987 prices, using a social dis-
count rate of 6%. Table 3.5 shows the sensitivity
of results to different assumptions: life of the proj-
ect (40 years); shadow pricing of labor; increase of
25% in generalized costs of car, train and bus;
and GDP growing at a 3% rate. These changes do
not affect the main findings of this evaluation.


A simple financial analysis of the project shows a
NPV of –314 billion pesetas in 1987, which in-
dicates that an economic evaluation of HSR, con-
sidering all social costs and benefits, reveals an
18% improvement on its performance. As table
3.5 shows, the main source of benefits of the
HSR is generated traffic (44% of the total bene-
fits of the project).


Benefits of diverted traffic are not limited to time
savings (22.5% of total benefits). The reduction
in operating cost in other transport modes is also
important. The shift to HSR of journeys by car
forms 8.9% of the total benefits; cost savings
from railway and air transport yield benefits of
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9.4 and 9.6% respectively. The savings in bus
operator costs are not significant. Benefits from
the reduction in congestion and accidents are
only 4.6% of the benefits.


It has been argued that the linking of the Span-
ish high speed rail with the European HSR net-
work would improve, in a significant way, the so-
cial profitability of the project. However, journey
times in HSR from Seville (and even Madrid) to
many European cities are too long to challenge
the comparative advantage of air transport in
long-distance journeys.


Construction costs for HSR in Spain are typically
much lower than in Britain due to reduced popu-
lation density. But the key reason for the poor
performance of the Madrid-Seville line is the low
traffic volume, which has only recently reached


5 million passengers p.a. more than 10 years af-
ter opening. The recognition that traffic volumes
are the key to the case for HSR leads us to exam-
ine the issue of breakeven traffic volumes in
more depth in the next section.


3.4 BREAKEVEN TRAFFIC VOLUMES


3.4.1 THE MODEL


In this section we outline a simple model de-
signed to give a rough idea of the breakeven traf-
fic volume for HSR and go on to apply it to see
how this volume varies with circumstances.


Let us consider the case of a project consisting of
the construction and operation of a new high
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TABLE 3.6: Benefits of Madrid-Seville high speed train
(millions of 1987 pesetas)


Social benefit
of HSR*


GDP growth rate
(3%)


Project life (40
years)


Shadow prices for
labour


Increase of 25% in 
generalized costs 


of car, train and bus


Costs


Infrastructure –237,761 –237,761 –237,761 –200,575 –237,761


Residual value 17,636 18,546 5,816 17,636 17,636


Trains –58,128 –61,003 –61,700 –58,128 –58,128


Maintenance –41,410 –41,410 –45,022 –41,410 –41,410


Operation –135,265 –140,575 –155,216 –135,265 –135,265


Time savings derivated traffic


Conventional train 37,665 39,950 44,852 37,665 55,119


Car 4,617 4,898 5,469 4,617 9,779


Bus 1,958 2,079 2,321 1,958 2,867


Air transport 0 0 0 0 0


Generated traffic costs savings 86,718 92,080 102,951 86,718 92,703


Conventional train 18,505 19,629 21,906 18,505 18,505


Air transport 19,020 20,157 22,460 19,020 19,020


Bus 1,680 1,783 1,990 1,680 1,680


Car operating costs 17,412 18,471 20,618 17,412 17,412


Congestion 4,896 6,284 7,486 4,896 4,896


Accidents 4,128 4,363 4,867 4,128 4,128


Net present value of HSR –258,329 –252,509 –259,533 –221,143 –228,819


* Project life (30 years), GDP growth (2.5%), social discount rate (6%).







3 We drop this assumption later.
4 The HSR can be vertically integrated or separated. All


high speed rail lines in the world currently operate as
vertically integrated firms. Vertical unbundling is one of
the key elements of EU railway policy, and proposals are
under consideration to allow open access for new entrants
into the international rail passenger market.


5 We ignore here environmental impacts, such as land-


take, barrier effect, noise, and visual intrusion, which
should also be accounted for on the cost side of HSR,
as well as on the benefit side when HSR is a substitute
of a highway or an airport.


6 We are not maximizing welfare but obtaining a change
in welfare when the government decides to build a new
high speed railway line.


speed railway line. This project has a life of T
years. The construction firm builds the rail infra-
structure and superstructure, and the operator
buys the rolling stock during some initial period,
which will be considered as the year of reference
(t = 0) and thereafter when it requires replace-
ment. From t = 0 to t = T, the railway operator
charges a regulated fare and each year receives Q
users, assumed to be constant during the life of
the project.3


Investment costs (construction and the present
value of rolling stock), expressed as opportunity
costs, are equal to I, evaluated in constant terms
of year t = 0. During the life of the project, the op-
erator4 incurs some annual costs of maintaining
and operating the rail track, stations, signalling
and other fixed plants, and the operating costs of
labor and energy consumed in train operation.
Some maintenance costs (track, stations, rolling
stock) are fixed (Ct(t)) and thus invariable to the
level of traffic Q, and others are demand related,
depending on the number of users (Cq(Q)). All
costs are computed at opportunity costs.


Investment in HSR consist of building a new line
and operating high speed rolling stock which re-
duces the time component of the generalized cost
for all passengers switching from the convention-
al mode to the new mode and, thus, affecting oth-
er secondary markets, whose products or services
are complements or substitutes of the HSR serv-
ice, including those users who continue using the
conventional mode,5 road users, for example, be-
cause congestion is eased. This investment gen-
erates some net benefits in the primary market,
and some indirect benefits in secondary markets.


Total costs of the project are:


I + y
0


T (Ct + Cq(Q))e–rt dt  , (3.1)


where:


I: investment costs;


Ct: annual fixed maintenance and operating cost;


Cq(Q): annual maintenance and operating cost
variable with Q;


T: project life;


r: social discount rate.


The introduction of a HSR line means a discrete
reduction of the generalized cost of travel. Given
that HSR is an indivisible investment, the
change in social surplus is the following:6


ΔW = y
0


T y
g1


g
0 Q(g)e–rtdgdt + y


0


T [p–(Q1 – Q0) –


– Ct – Cq(Q1) + CC(Q0)]e
–rtdt – I + (3.2)


N


+ R y
0


T Si(qi1 – qi0)e
–rtdt  ,


i=1


where:


go: generalized cost without the HSR project;


g1: generalized cost with the HSR project;


p–: regulated fare;


Q0: demand without the HSR project;


Q1: demand with the HSR project (includes di-
verted and generated traffic);


Ct: annual fixed maintenance and operating cost;


Cq(Q): annual maintenance and operating cost
variable with Q;


CC(Q): annual avoidable cost of the conventional
mode;
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7 This is especially relevant for freight transport. The
British Department of Transport suggests an additional
6% of net benefits in UK due to the expansion of de-
mand in monopolistic sectors which benefit from trans-


port reduction projects (see Department of Environ-
ment, Transport and the Regions 1999).


8 These constitute net benefits which are yet to be meas-
ured in the primary market.


I: infrastructure construction costs;


N: other markets in the economy;


Si: excess of benefits over costs of a unit change
in qi;


qi0: level of activity in market i without the project;


qi1: level of activity in market i with the project;


T: project life;


r: social discount rate.


Expression (3.2) shows how the introduction of
the HSR line affects transport users and produc-
ers in the primary markets, with annual benefits
measured by the definite integral between the
initial generalized cost (g0) and the new one (g1),
once the HSR line is introduced. Producer sur-
plus can be measured through annual revenue
and avoidable cost changes. Then, HSR invest-
ment cost (I) has to be deducted from the dis-
counted flows of these benefits.


The demand function for transport Q(g) is a de-
rived demand, and one should be careful when
adding the indirect effects of the reduction in
travel time in competitive markets, where firms
use transport as an input to avoid double count-
ing (see Jara-Díaz 1986); so, we will limit our at-
tention to secondary markets, where products and
services are related to the primary market through
complementarity or substitutability links, or in
the case of monopolistic firms using the HSR
service as an input.


The third line of expression (3.2) accounts for indi-
rect or secondary benefits. There are N secondary
markets in the economy, which may have their lev-
el of demand affected by the new project. The
change in the level of activity in these secondary
markets would affect the NPV of the project as long
as there is an excess of benefits over costs of a unit


change of q, represented by Si which could be pos-
itive or negative (Harberger 1972; Mohring 1976).


Therefore the justification of adding indirect ef-
fects to HSR primary benefits not only requires
that other markets are affected (qi1 – qi0 ≠ 0) but
the change in the level of activity in these mar-
kets has to have a positive sign when Si > 0, and
negative when Si < 0. In the case of Si = 0, the
change in the secondary market can be ignored.
It is worth noticing that the significance of the
indirect effects in expression (3.2) depends on
the existence of distortions in the economy. Ex-
ternalities, taxes, subsidies, unemployment, and
the existence of market power create additional
sources of benefits (and costs) in secondary mar-
kets. The importance of these indirect effects is
an empirical matter,7 which depends on the mag-
nitude and sign of the distortions and the cross-
effects in secondary markets due to the reduction
in transport costs.8


3.4.2 SIMPLIFYING THE MODEL


HSR technology can be characterized as a faster
transport mode than conventional railway and
road transport, and a more convenient alternative
than air for certain distances. Although the eco-
nomic evaluation of a particular project requires
disaggregate information on passengers shifting
from other modes and generated traffic, it is pos-
sible to simplify the problem working with some
assumptions.


The main purpose of these assumptions is to con-
centrate on the HSR benefits derived from time
savings and generated demand, leaving aside the
benefits from the provision of additional rail ca-
pacity and from the net reduction of accidents,
congestion and environmental impacts due to di-
version from road and air modes, which are more
sensitive to the local conditions of each corridor.
The idea is to make the basic model workable
with real data, concentrating efforts on the un-
controversial effects of HSR investment in order
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1 1 – e–rT


9 ————— > 1 , —————— > 1 when r > i
1 – e–(r–i)T 1 – e–(r–i)T


and 0 < T < ∞. Both expressions tend to 1 when T → ∞.


10 Willingness to pay for the difference in comfort is anoth-
er source of benefit, though the empirical evidence is
scarce.


to establish some basis for the rational discussion
on the economic desirability of this investment.


The assumptions are the following: indirect ef-
fects (positive and negative) cancel out in the ag-
gregate; the net reduction in externalities is neg-
ligible; first year net benefits grow at a constant
annual rate during the project life; producer sur-
pluses do not change in alternative modes; mar-
ket prices are equal to opportunity costs; and
there are no benefits to users other than time
savings and willingness to pay for generated
trips. The condition to be satisfied for a positive
NPV can then be expressed as follows:


y
0


T [B(Q) – Cq(Q)]e–(r–i)t dt –
(3.3)


– y
0


T Ct e–rt > I   ,


where:


B(Q): annual social benefits of the project;


Cq(Q): annual maintenance and operating cost
variable with Q;


Ct: annual fixed maintenance and operating cost;


I: investment costs;


T: life of the project;


r: social discount rate;


i: annual growth of benefits and costs which de-
pends on Q.


Assuming r > i, and solving expression (3.3), for
the project to be socially desirable, the following
condition is obtained:


B(Q) – Cq(Q)
—————— (1 – e–(r–i)T) –


r – i


(3.4)


Ct
– —— (1 – e–rT) > I   .


r


Dividing by I and rearranging terms:


B(Q) – Cq(Q) r – i
——————— > —————— +


I 1 – e–(r–i)T


(3.5)


Ct r – i 1 – e–rT


+ —— ——— —————— .
I r 1 – e–(r–i)T


The economic interpretation of expression
(3.5) is quite intuitive assuming that the proj-
ect life is very long (T tends to infinity). In this
case, the net benefits of the first year (annual
benefits minus variable costs depending on Q)
expressed as a proportion of the investment
costs should be higher than the social discount
rate minus the growth rate of net benefits plus
a proportion (r – i / r) of fixed annual mainte-
nance costs. In the case of a finite project life,
the only change is a more demanding bench-
mark for profitability.9


According to expression (3.5), the economic re-
turn of a HSR is higher: the larger is the first year
net benefit, which depends on the initial de-
mand; the lower are investment, maintenance
and operating costs; the lower is r and the high-
er is i; the higher is the share of annual fixed
costs (Ct) in first year total annual costs (Cq + Ct);
and the longer is the project life.


The social profitability of HSR infrastructure de-
pends crucially on the net benefit of the first year
of the project. When externalities and indirect ef-
fects are not significant, first year annual bene-
fits come mainly from time savings and benefits
from generated traffic,10 net of variable costs.
These net benefits depend on the volume of de-
mand to be served, the time savings on the line
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with respect to existing modes and the average
user’s value of time.


Note that, as commented above, it is important
not just to check that the net present value of the
project is positive, but also that the timing is ap-
propriate. Where benefits grow over time the op-
timal timing is given by the point at which the
first year rate of return first exceeds the rate of
discount. This test corresponds to applying equa-
tion (3.5) but i = 0.


The growth rate (i) in expression (3.5) affects
benefits and demand related costs in the same
way. This is an ad hoc assumption only justified
by the lack of better evidence. Another possi-
bility is to introduce a separate variable to ac-
count for changes in the value of time over time
and labor costs. This would require choosing
different growth rates for other cost categories
which are not expected to vary proportionally
with income.


Given the assumptions outlined above, B(Q) –
Cq(Q) in equation (3.5) can be expressed as the
change in users’ surplus (diverted and generated)
and the producer surplus:


1
— (g0 – g1)(Q0 + Q1) + p1Q1 –
2 (3.6)


– p0Q0 – Cq + CC ,


where:


g0: generalized cost without HSR;


g1: generalized cost with HSR;


p0: price of the conventional mode;


p1: price of the HSR;


Q0: first year diverted demand to HSR;


Q1: first year total demand (diverted and generat-
ed) with HSR;


Cq: annual maintenance and operating cost vari-
able with Q;


CC: annual variable cost of the conventional
mode.


By definition, the generalized cost is g = p + vt.
The change is in the total value of time saved by
the average passenger; therefore, (3.6) can be
expressed as the sum of the total value of time
saved by the diverted demand, plus the willing-
ness to pay of generated trips, plus the net
change in resource cost:


1
vΔtQ0 + —(p0 + vt0 – p1 – vt1)ΔQ +


2 (3.7)
+ p1ΔQ + Cc – Cq .


Rearranging and multiplying and dividing by Q0:


1 ΔQ
vΔtQ0 + Cc + —(vΔtQ0 + ΔpQ0) —— + 


2
ΔQ


Q0 (3.8)
+ p1Q0 —— – Cq .


Q0


Since the conventional mode breaks even (as as-
sumed), and costs are fully avoidable when traffic
diverts to HSR, then Cc = p0q0 and p1Q0 = Cc +
|Δp|Q0; therefore, (3.8) is equivalent to:


1 1
vΔtQ0 + Cc + (—vΔtQ0 + Cc + —ΔpQ0 + 


2 2 (3.9)


ΔQ
+ |Δp|Q0) —— – Cq .


Q0


ΔQ
Simplifying and letting a represent the ratio ——:


Q0


1
vΔtQ0 + Cc + (—vΔtQ0 + Cc +


2 (3.10)
1


+ —|Δp|Q0)a – Cq .
2


Considering that vΔt is always greater than Δp
(otherwise the number of passengers would not
increase), (3.10) can be finally approximated by:


[vΔtQ0 + CC](1 + a) – Cq , (3.11)
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11 There is also evidence of a systematic bias in the estima-
tion of costs and demand in large infrastructure projects.
Flyvbjerg, Skamris, and Buhl (2004) found that 90% of 


projects have cost overruns. Overruns are general in
space and constant for the past 70 years.


where:


v: average value of time;


Δt: average time saving;


Q0: first year diverted demand to HSR;


CC: annual variable cost of the conventional
mode;


a: proportion of generated passengers with the
project with respect to Q0.


For (3.11) be equivalent to (3.10) it is required
that vΔt = |Δp| and, therefore, (3.11) overesti-
mates the benefit from generated traffic by the
difference vΔt – |Δp| which, if significant, would
bias the evaluation in favor of the project.


Substituting (3.11) back in (3.5) and rearranging
it, it is straightforward to figure out the minimum
value of Q0 , which would be necessary for a pos-
itive NPV:


1 r – i
Q0 > ————— [ ——————I + Cq +


vΔt(1 + a) 1 – e–(r – i)T


(3.12)
r – i 1 – e–rT


+ Ct ——— —————— – CC (1 + a)] .
r 1 – e–(r – i)T


3.4.3 DEMAND THRESHOLDS FOR SOCIAL 


PROFITABILITY


We have limited information concerning the actu-
al values of key parameters in (12). Having a
HSR line in operation requires incurring some
fixed (and partially sunk) costs: the investment
costs in infrastructure, which consists of tracks
and sidings along the line, buildings and techni-
cal equipment for terminals and stations, line
signalling, traffic management and control sys-
tem. These components need maintenance and
operation (energy, materials and labor) and a


reservation system; and although these costs are
in some way dependent on the volume of traffic,
they cannot be completely avoided when demand
is lower than expected, and therefore they are
considered fixed in this chapter.


Besides dedicated infrastructure, investment in
high speed rolling stock is required, as well as
maintenance and operating costs such as energy
and labor expenses needed for having these
trains in operation. These costs are demand-re-
lated but they could be partially considered as
fixed in the short term. In this chapter, we will
consider all these costs as variable, i.e., related
to the level of demand.


It is not easy to obtain cost values for HSR proj-
ects because the range of variation is wide, and
costs vary according to local conditions: density of
crossed urban areas, number of tunnels, bridges,
and so forth. We worked with a range of typical
cost values in standard circumstances (based on
the HSR in operation in Europe), and used differ-
ent values of time, from several European studies
in the recent past. Then, we applied a sensitivity
test using the most favorable assumptions regard-
ing key parameters.


Data on infrastructure construction costs shows
how the cost per kilometer varies from €12 mil-
lion per kilometer in Spain to 32 in Germany and
over 45 in the Netherlands (Department of Envi-
ronment, Transport and the Regions 2004). In
spite of the difficulties associated to the limited
evidence concerning cost data, it is possible to
work within certain realistic ranges for standard
projects.11 Table 3.7 shows the actual costs for a
standard 500-km HSR (see Barrón de Angoiti
2004).


The lower value of construction costs in table 3.7
is representative of the line Madrid-Seville (Spain)
or the TGV Atlantique (France); the highest value
would reflect the construction costs of lines like
Naples-Rome and Florence-Turin (Italy); in the
middle lie the TGV Méditerenée (France) and the
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12 These figures underline the importance of the chosen
base case in cost-benefit analysis.


13 Cost savings in conventional modes were found to be 


one third of Ct+Cq in the Madrid-Seville evaluation (De
Rus and Inglada 1997).


14 See European Commission (1997).


ICE Frankfurt-Cologne (Germany), which is closer
to the upper limit.


One key parameter is the expected average
time saving per passenger (Δt). SDG (2004)
provides some evidence from case studies on
HSR development, transport markets and ap-
praisal processes in the UK and six other coun-
tries. The base case is a conventional rail serv-
ice with an operating speed of 130 km/h
(representative of many main lines in Europe).
For distances in the range of 350-400 km, a
typical HSR yields 45-50 minutes savings.
When conventional trains run at 100 km/h, po-
tential time savings are one hour or more. On
the other hand, if the conventional train’s oper-
ating speed is 160 km/h, time saving is 35
minutes over a distance of 450 km.12


These average values imply that all passengers
travel the whole length of the line. Given the exis-
tence of intermediate stations along the line and
different trip lengths, these values overestimate
the actual time savings. Moreover diverted traffic
also comes from road and air transport. Time sav-
ings are lower when passengers divert from air
transport, though higher when passengers shift
from road transport. In this chapter we assume
that the average time saving per passenger goes


from half an hour to an hour and a half, which
probably includes any potential case in Europe.


Other key parameters are the value of time and
the social discount rate. We use average values of
time ranging from 15 to 30 euros. For the sake of
robustness, the maximum value chosen is above
the state-of-the-art values (see, for example,
Nellthorp et al. 2001). This range includes differ-
ent possibilities of trip purposes and initial trans-
port mode combinations, and the possibility of an
extra willingness to pay for quality not included in
the reported values of time. Avoidable costs in the
conventional mode (CC) are initially assumed to
be a half of (Ct+Cq) in the high speed train.13 The
social discount rate is 5% in real terms, as recom-
mended by the European Commission for the
evaluation of infrastructure projects.14


Expression (3.12) allows the estimation of de-
mand thresholds changing the average time sav-
ings, the value of time and other relevant param-
eters. Graphs 3.2a to 3.2d represent isoquants
for particular values of Q that allow a NPV equal
to zero. These values correspond to a 500-km
line, an optimal distance for a HSR project. Any
isoquant shows the level of demand required for
a positive NPV for different vΔt and investment
costs (including rolling stock), under alternative
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TABLE 3.7: Estimated costs of a 500-km HSR line in Europe (2004)


Cost per unit (€ thousand) Units Total cost (€ million)


Capital costs


Infrastructure construction* (Km) 12,000-40,000 500 6,000-20,000


Rolling stock (Trains) 15,000 40 600.0


Running costs (p.a.)


Infrastructure maintenance (Km) 65 500 32.5


Rolling stock maintenance (Trains) 900 40 36.0


Energy (Trains) 892 40 35.7


Labor (Employees) 36 550 19.8


* Terminal value = 50% of the investment in infrastructure.


Source: UIC.
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scenarios for generated traffic and annual growth
of net benefits.


The isoquants can be interpreted in different
ways, but one interesting approach is to check
which minimum levels of demand are required
for a particular range of expected values of in-
vestment (rolling stock included) and expected
total value of time savings per average passenger.
The isoquants in graphs 3.2a to 3.2d show that
for a 500-km line, even in the best cases of low
investment costs, high annual growth of net ben-
efits and a high proportion of generated passen-
gers, it is difficult to find a case for a HSR invest-
ment below a first year demand of at least 6
million passengers; in terms of optimal timing,
such investment should not be undertaken until
traffic has grown to somewhat more than that.


Tables 3.8 and 3.9 show a sensitivity test for first
year demand thresholds leading to an NPV = 0.
Investment costs per kilometer are 12, 20, 30,
and 40 million euros. The average benefit per
passenger is 20, 30, and 45 euros. The percent-
ages of generated demand relative to diverted de-
mand are 20, 30, 40, and 50. Annual growth of
net benefits is 2, 3, and 4%. The social discount
rates are 5 and 3% alternatively. These tables re-


inforce the fact that we only find a case for HSR
at a total demand below 6 million passengers
p.a. in circumstances where low construction
costs and a low discount rate are combined with
high values of time savings per passenger. With
high construction costs but otherwise favorable
circumstances, a total first year demand of at
least 9 million trips p.a. is needed; in unfavor-
able circumstances, the requirement may be
considerably more than that.


As we stress throughout this chapter, the esti-
mated demand thresholds are obtained assuming
that benefits come from time savings of diverted
traffic from competing modes. When the provi-
sion of new rail capacity is needed, and there is
significant congestion in roads and airports, ad-
ditional benefits of HSR investment will reduce
the required first year demand for a positive NPV.
The construction of new HSR lines increases ca-
pacity for both passengers and freight, both by
providing the new infrastructure itself and by re-
leasing capacity in existing routes. In the British
case study, these benefits appear to have ac-
counted for around 10% of the benefits, which
will be equivalent to adding 10% to the level of
demand, so the change they bring is not dramat-
ic. In those cases where serious bottlenecks


Note: Qd: diverted demand; Qt: total demand Qt=Qd(1+a); a: proportion of generated traffic; i: annual growth of net benefits; v: average value of time; Δt: average
time saving per passenger.
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Graph 3.2a First year demand required for NPV = 0 (a = 0.2 i = 3%).
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Graph 3.2b First year demand required for NPV = 0 (a = 0.2 i = 4%).
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Graph 3.2c First year demand required for NPV = 0 (a = 0.4 i = 3%).
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Graph 3.2d First year demand required for NPV = 0 (a = 0.4 i = 4%).
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TABLE 3.8: First year demand thresholds for NPV=0
(r=5% T=40 Ct=32.5 Cq=91.5 Cc=62)


Qt


a


20% 30% 40% 50%


i


2% 3% 4% 2% 3% 4% 2% 3% 4% 2% 3% 4%


I


12


vΔt


20 14.9 12.8 10.8 14.6 12.5 10.5 14.3 12.2 10.2 14.0 11.8 9.9


30 10.0 8.5 7.2 9.8 8.3 7.0 9.5 8.1 6.8 9.3 7.9 6.6


45 6.6 5.7 4.8 6.5 5.5 4.7 6.4 5.4 4.5 6.2 5.3 4.4


20


20 23.5 20.0 16.9 23.2 19.7 16.6 22.9 19.4 16.3 22.6 19.1 15.9


30 15.7 13.4 11.2 15.5 13.2 11.0 15.3 12.9 10.8 15.1 12.7 10.6


45 10.5 8.9 7.5 10.3 8.8 7.4 10.2 8.6 7.2 10.0 8.5 7.1


30


20 34.3 29.1 24.5 33.9 28.8 24.1 33.6 28.5 23.8 33.3 28.2 23.5


30 22.8 19.4 16.3 22.6 19.2 16.1 22.4 19.0 15.9 22.2 18.8 15.7


45 15.2 12.9 10.9 15.1 12.8 10.7 15.0 12.7 10.6 14.8 12.5 10.5


40


20 45.0 38.2 32.0 44.7 37.9 31.7 44.4 37.6 31.4 44.1 37.3 31.1


30 30.0 25.5 21.4 29.8 25.3 21.2 29.6 25.0 20.9 29.4 24.8 20.7


45 20.0 17.0 14.2 19.9 16.8 14.1 19.7 16.7 14.0 19.6 16.6 13.8


Qt: total demand (millions of passenger-trips) a: proportion of generated traffic


i: annual growth rate of net benefits v: average value of time (€/hour)


Δt: average time saving per passenger (hours) I: investment cost per kilometer (construction + NPV of rolling stock, € million)


r: interest rate T: life of the project (years)


Ct: annual fixed maintenance and operating costs (€ million) Cq: annual maintenance and operating cost variable with Q (€ million)


Cc: annual variable cost of the conventional mode (€ million) Cc=1/2(Ct+Cq)







make it very difficult to introduce upgraded ser -
vices on existing routes, the case for HSR invest-
ment is stronger. The case will also be stronger in
circumstances where high speed rail provides
major environmental benefits or indirect econom-
ic benefits.


3.5 CONCLUSIONS


The case for building new High Speed Rail (HSR)
infrastructure depends on its capacity to generate
social benefits which compensate for the con-
struction, maintenance and operation costs. Deci-
sions to invest in this technology have not always
been based on sound economic analysis. A mix of
arguments, besides time savings—strategic con-
siderations, environmental effects, regional devel-
opment, and so forth—has often been used with
inadequate evidence to support them.


Whether HSR investment is socially profitable
depends on the local conditions, which deter-
mine the magnitude of costs, demand levels and
external benefits such as reduced congestion or
pollution from other modes. Given the costs, the
expected net social benefit of the investment in
HSR relies heavily on the number of users and its
composition (diverted and generated passengers)
and the degree of congestion in the corridor af-
fected by the investment. HSR projects require a
high volume of demand with enough economic
value to compensate for the high cost involved in
providing capacity and maintaining the line. It is
not only that the number of passengers must be
large, a high willingness-to-pay for the new facil-
ity is required: many users who obtain high ben-
efits when switching to HSR or making more jour-
neys.


HSR investment does not only save time but also
increases capacity for passengers as well as for
freight, both by providing capacity itself and by
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TABLE 3.9: First year demand thresholds for NPV=0
(r=3% T=40 Ct=32.5 Cq=91.5 Cc=62)


Qt


a


20% 30% 40% 50%


i


2% 3% 4% 2% 3% 4% 2% 3% 4% 2% 3% 4%


I


12


vΔt


20 11.1 10.0 7.7 10.8 9.7 7.4 10.5 9.4 7.1 10.2 9.1 6.8


30 7.4 6.7 5.1 7.2 6.4 4.9 7.0 6.2 4.7 6.8 6.0 4.5


45 4.9 4.4 3.4 4.8 4.3 3.3 4.7 4.2 3.2 4.5 4.0 3.0


20


20 17.2 15.0 11.8 16.9 14.7 11.5 16.5 14.4 11.2 16.2 14.1 10.9


30 11.4 10.0 7.9 11.2 9.8 7.7 11.0 9.6 7.4 10.8 9.4 7.2


45 7.6 6.7 5.2 7.5 6.5 5.1 7.4 6.4 5.0 7.2 6.2 4.8


30


20 24.8 21.2 16.9 24.4 20.9 16.6 24.1 20.6 16.3 23.8 20.3 15.9


30 16.5 14.2 11.2 16.3 13.9 11.0 16.1 13.7 10.8 15.9 13.5 10.6


45 11.0 9.4 7.5 10.9 9.3 7.4 10.7 9.2 7.2 10.6 9.0 7.1


40


20 32.3 27.5 22.0 32.0 27.2 21.6 31.7 26.9 21.3 31.4 26.6 21.0


30 21.6 18.3 14.6 21.4 18.1 14.4 21.1 17.9 14.2 20.9 17.7 14.0


45 14.4 12.2 9.8 14.2 12.1 9.6 14.1 11.9 9.5 14.0 11.8 9.3


Qt: total demand (millions of passenger-trips) a: proportion of generated traffic


i: annual growth rate of net benefits v: average value of time (€/hour)


Δt: average time saving per passenger (hours) I: investment cost per kilometer (construction + NPV of rolling stock, € million)


r: interest rate T: life of the project (years)


Ct: annual fixed maintenance and operating costs (€ million) Cq: annual maintenance and operating cost variable with Q (€ million)


Cc: annual variable cost of the conventional mode (€ million) Cc=1/2(Ct+Cq)







releasing capacity on existing routes. In those
routes characterized by serious bottlenecks, the
opportunity to upgrade the existing services is a
factor which may well increase the added value
of HSR.


We explored under what conditions net welfare
gains can be expected from new HSR projects. In
this chapter, we use some simplifying assump-
tions with the aim of obtaining a benchmark: the
minimum level of demand from which a positive
social net present value could be expected when
new capacity does not provide additional benefits
beyond time savings from diverted and generated
demand.


It appears that only under exceptional circum-
stances (a combination of low construction costs
plus high time savings, perhaps because the ex-
isting rail infrastructure and services on compet-
ing modes are very poor) could a new HSR line be
justified with a level of patronage below 6 million
passengers per annum on opening; with more
typical construction costs and time savings a fig-
ure more like 9 million passengers per annum is
needed.


Judging from the British example, allowing for
the release of capacity on existing lines may only
reduce this figure by some 10%; allowing for op-
timal timing may increase it. Of course in a net-
work, individual links may be justified with lower
levels of demand, provided that the increase in
traffic density on the network as a whole pro-
duces an equivalent additional traffic volume.


Also the demand thresholds reported in this
chapter assume benefits grow in the same order
as GDP. Where there is both underlying growth in
demand and growth in the value of time savings,
it may understate benefit growth. Significant en-
vironmental or indirect economic benefits would
also strengthen the case, but it appears that—
when allowance is made for the increased envi-
ronmental costs of trips diverting from conven-
tional rail—net environmental benefits may be
somewhat marginal, whilst indirect economic
benefits are both highly variable and uncertain.


Our results suggest that, given typical rail de-
mand volumes in Europe, investment in HSR in-
frastructure on a single corridor can rarely be jus-
tified on the basis of time savings and the net
willingness to pay of generated traffic alone. In-
stead the investment could be justified by a com-
bination of factors: the need to bypass bottleneck
sections, the existence of network benefits aris-
ing from serving a variety of traffic flows with a
single link, and the presence of congestion or en-
vironmental problems in competing transport
modes. These are indeed features of much of the
French and German high speed networks and of
proposals for Britain but are less likely to be
found in countries with lower population density
away from the core of Europe.


Ginés de Rus
University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria


Chris Nash
University of Leeds
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1 These are well-known results in transport demand litera-
ture involving modal choice. An extensive and specific 


survey of intermodal demand modelling related to high
speed rail can be found in chapter 3 of COST318 (1998).


4.1 INTRODUCTION


From the point of view of the transport system as
a whole, High Speed Rail (HSR) may act as a
substitute or as a complement of other transport
modes. It acts as a competitor when provides al-
ternative transport services in the same point-to-
point market already served by air companies,
(private or public) road transport, maritime ser -
vices (such as in the Channel Tunnel) or even
conventional rail services. On the other hand,
HSR complements other modes when it en-
hances intermodal transport at interchange in-
frastructure (airports, ports, bus stations), be-
having as a feeder/receiver for/from transfer
markets (at regional or urban levels) not covered
by HSR. However although both roles become
crucial when evaluating the overall economic
impact of this technology, a larger part of the ex-
isting literature has generally focused on the
competitive edge of HSR (Pavaux 1991).


On any given city-pair corridor, most of the rela-
tive advantage of high speed rail services is tradi-
tionally attributed to its lower travel time, which
favors direct journeys over medium distances,
whereas larger journeys tend to be dominated by
air transport, and shorter ones are mostly carried
out by road or conventional rail. When the journey
involves more than one mode, the choice of HSR
critically depends on its integration within the
overall transport system.1 However, as pointed out
in SDG (2004), «the exact range of journeys over
which high speed rail is competitive (…) clearly


varies depending on assumptions about time re-
quired for station and airport access, check in,
etc.» As a consequence, it may be deduced that
the market advantage of HSR and, presumably, its
effects on other transport modes also varies with
all the components of the generalized cost for
passengers (the relative price of transport, the
quality and reliability of other modes, and the in-
tegration of HSR within the transport system)
which are particular to specific routes.


The empirical evidence accumulated after more
than 30 years of operation of high speed lines
(25 years in Europe) should suffice to provide a
complete analysis of the true determinant of the
intermodal effects of HSR. However, apart from
some seminal contributions (e.g., Nash 1991),
the published experiences that have attempted
to provide an integrated framework to explain the
intermodal effects of HSR are relatively scarce
(as compared to what might be expected), most-
ly due to two main reasons: firstly, operators and
governments are mostly interested in the ex-ante
research to justify these expensive schemes but
seem to lose interest in the evaluation of the
project once it has been constructed, and sec-
ondly, the research findings are often commer-
cially confidential, particularly in Europe, since
it is expected that national rail markets will be
open to competition in the near future.


Although this gap has been filled during the last
years, the recent empirical literature analyzing
intermodal effects of HSR is dominated by the
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papers by López-Pita (2001a, 2001b), López-
Pita and Robusté (2003, 2005) and López-Pita
et al. (2006), which provide a detailed technical
study of the impact of high speed rail on other
modes in terms of market shares for the most rel-
evant corridors. Janic (1993, 2003) compares
the operational performance of HSR and air passen-
ger transport across several countries, insisting
on their substitute vs. complement roles. Levin-
son et al. (1997) analyze the San Francisco-Los
Angeles corridor providing costs estimates for a
potential high speed service. At the European
level, the most comprehensive official document
so far is the COST318 (1998) study, which dis-
cusses several case studies on the interaction be-
tween high speed and air passenger transport.
Park and Ha (2006) analyze the Korean case,
whereas González-Savignat (2004) is one of the
few papers that specifically focuses on the com-
petition between HSR and private transport.
More recent works have modelled the relation-
ship between HSR on one hand, and traditional
or low-cost airlines on the other, as in Friebel and
Niffka (2005) for Germany, Ivaldi and Vibes
(2005), Crisalli et al. (2007) or Adler, Nash, and
Pels (2007). Still, the most data-extensive study
on this issue was carried out by the UIC (2003),
analyzing the influence of low-cost air companies
and long-distance coaches on the demand of
passenger rail services in several European corri-
dors. Finally, Martín and Nombela (2007) pro-
vide intermodal share estimations for Spain in
the 2010-horizon.


The objective of this chapter is to contribute to
this growing literature by providing a formal ap-
proach that could clarify some of the determi-
nants that explain the intermodal effects of HSR.
For that reason, our contribution is twofold. First,
after this introduction, we summarize some of
the most relevant empirical findings related to
the intermodal effects of HSR worldwide, discuss
the substitute/complement role of high speed
and analyze, through examples from the existing
routes, the current situation in several countries.
Then, in section 4.3, we provide a theoretical
model that could be viewed as a methodological
approach to be used for carrying out this sort of
intermodal analysis. The model proceeds as fol-
lows: in a first step, as in Ivaldi and Vibes
(2005), travellers choose a transport mode and


an operator to travel on a route between an origin
and a destination, which is modelled as a market
with differentiated services competing against
each other. Second, on the supply side, we en-
dogenize the costs of the transport operators,
thus accounting for the various competitive
pressures impinging on their activity, depending
on the type of route they operate. Section 4.4
explains how this model could be solved and em-
pirically implemented, the data requirements
and the limitations it could face. Section 4.5
proposes a simulation exercise where operators’
own-price demand elasticities as well as margin-
al costs and margins are evaluated. We show
how this exercise can be implemented with very
little data, and we suggest that, on the very spe-
cific route we consider as example (the Paris-
Amsterdam line), and when compared with oth-
er competing transport modes, HSR faces the
less elastic demand curve and enjoys the high-
est price-cost margins. Section 4.6 is finally de-
voted to conclusions.


4.2 INTERMODAL EFFECTS OF HSR: 


A SUMMARY OF EMPIRICAL FINDINGS


When choosing among alternative transport
modes, rational passengers make their deci-
sions by comparing the generalized cost of
each mode. This cost includes not only the fare
and other monetary costs, but also total travel
time, and many other factors related to the per-
ceived quality of the service (such as reliabili-
ty, comfort, amenities, safety, etc.) (see Quinet
and Vickermann 2004). From a broader per-
spective, and when the journey involves more
than one mode, integration within the overall
transport system may also affect the perceived
quality of each mode, and thus, the modal
choice. Rail terminals, for example, are often
well located in terms of accessibility to city
centers and densely populated areas, whereas
airports tend to be on the outskirts of cities,
with worse accessibility. Rail is also in a
stronger position when serving large conurba-
tions, and demand levels are sufficiently high
to warrant frequent services.
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2 We do not include here the (much faster) magnetic lev-
itation technology (maglev), since its commercial use is
still very limited.


3 For private car, graph 4.1 was drawn assuming an aver-
age speed of 110 km per hour on an intercity highway
plus 30 minutes (2x15) of urban traffic congestion. For 


rail (both conventional and high speed), it assumes to-
tal scheduled time plus 30 minutes of access time. In
the case of air transport, total travel time was consid-
ered as 3 hours regardless of distance since flying
time variations for short distances are minimal.


4.2.1 THE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 


OF HSR: THE EFFECT OF TRAVEL TIME


All these characteristics are particularly relevant
for analyzing the intermodal effects of high speed
rail services, where most existing comparisons
just relate market share to speed and distance.
SDG (2004) states for example that «(...) for
journeys of less than about 150 km, high speed
rail offers little advantage over conventional rail
and may, depending on the location of stations,
be less convenient for most passengers; for jour-
neys of approximately 150-400 km, rail is faster
than air travel even if there is no high speed line,
and HSR will instead serve to make that advan-
tage more robust; for journeys of more than 400
km, high speed is necessary for rail to become
the fastest mode and thereby make significant
mode switches realistic; and for journeys of more
than about 800 km, even with dedicated high
speed infrastructure available for the entire
route, air travel is faster.»


However, as reckoned in several case studies (for
example, Yao and Morikawa 2003), these dis-


tances are not absolute and may vary slightly
across corridors and along time. In 1964, the
Tokaido Express Rail (Shinkansen) was operated
as the first high speed train in Japan. In its ear-
ly stages, the Shinkansen system’s main line was
capable of speeds of up to 220 km per hour and
did not offer much advantage over air transport.
But in its latest specifications, the Shinkansen
was the first high speed train to reach the speed
of 591 km per hour,2 and thus become a very at-
tractive alternative even for shorter routes. For
example, in the Tokyo-Nagoya corridor (366 km),
air services have been highly reduced, as total
travel time, including airport dwelling time,
might be approximately 2h 30min by air, and
slightly more than 1 hour by train.


In general, as represented in graph 4.1, the
time-distance relationship just reflects the rela-
tive speed of each mode and the range of dis-
tances over which each one implies a lower gen-
eralized cost for the passenger. Only when the
comparison refers to a standardized intercity
door-to-door journey,3 and total travel time is
considered (including access and waiting time),
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Graph 4.1 The modal competitive advantage of HSR


Source: Adapted from Sellnick (2006).







4 Other factors, such as network configuration, conges-
tion, etc. may affect the relative generalized costs (see 


De Rus, Campos, and Nombela 2003).


it can be safely said that HSR has a competitive
advantage (the shaded area) only for medium
distance journeys, in the range of 100-500 km,
depending on the corridor.4 In general, it is very
difficult for air transport services to compete ef-
fectively in the short-haul transport market
against other modes. In the 500 km-plus long-
haul transport market, however, most air trans-
port services can successfully compete with high
speed rail.


Travel time is indeed the key factor explaining rail
vs. air modal share in most existing studies that
have empirically examined the intermodal effects
of high speed rail. Table 4.1 summarizes some of
the most recent findings showing that, in general,
where the high speed train offers a journey time
of three hours or less, it captures at least 60% of
the combined rail and air market. Conversely, this
share goes down very sharply as journey time in-
creases beyond three hours.


In all the corridors in the table, the effect of to-
tal journey time on rail share closely follows the
pattern drawn in graph 4.1, although perhaps the
Brussels-London route might be expected to
achieve a higher share and the Paris-Amsterdam
route a lower share. The strength of air competi-
tion on the first route and the weakness of that
same competition in the second one may explain
these results. It is also noticeable that rail has
captured virtually the entire market on the Paris-
Brussels route and, in fact, there is very little air
activity between these two airports.


Table 4.1 shows that rail market share is not al-
ways a linear function of absolute travel time.
Other studies have focused instead in travel time
differences with respect to air competitors. This
approach is particularly useful for analyzing the
impact of HSR over different passenger seg-
ments. In COST318 (1998) it is stated, for exam-
ple, that «business travellers will hardly consider
the rail alternative over medium distances if it
cannot accommodate the trip in a single day when
air can.» This requires a round trip journey time
of less than six hours and a minimal difference in


access and waiting times. In France, where rail
has become very competitive with air in many
HSR corridors, the public operator SNCF official-
ly aims at attracting around half of the business
passenger market. On average, in 2002-2005, it
consolidated a market share (with respect to air)
of 19% in «professional trips» plus 7% in «other
private trips, not leisure» (Bernard 2006).


From the point of view of airlines, they reckon
that the adverse impact of HSR services is initial-
ly severe and often increases during the following
2-5 years. For example, COST318 (1998) asserts
that the introduction of the AVE between Madrid
and Seville (471 km) in 1992 reduced in six
months the number of weekly flights from 71 to
40, and the airlines lost more than 20% of mar-
ket share in one year. The Paris-Lyon south-east
route (450 km) was opened in 1981 as the very
first route of the TGV, and immediately had a sig-
nificant intermodal impact. By 1997, once other
high speed routes had been also introduced, air -
lines’ share in domestic passenger transport mar-
kets had decreased by almost half, from 30% to
16%, especially in medium distance routes (as
predicted in graph 4.1). In some longer routes the
impact after three years of HSR services was also
significant: in the Paris-Marseille corridor (700
km), the air transport share dropped from 45-55%
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TABLE 4.1: Travel time and rail market share on selected
corridors


Corridor (km) Year Travel time Rail share (*)


Tokyo-Osaka (515) 2005 2h 30min 81%


Tokyo-Okayama (643) 2005 3h 16min 57%


Tokyo-Hiroshima (814) 2005 3h 51min 47%


Tokyo-Fukuoka (1069) 2005 4h 59min 9%


Paris-London (257) 2005 2h 40min 66%


Paris-Amsterdam (514) 2004 4h 10min 45%


Brussels-London (204) 2005 2h 20min 60%


Paris-Geneva (339) 2003 3h 30min 35%


Paris-Brussels (183) 2006 1h 25min 100%


* Rail market share was calculated with respect to the combined air-rail market.


Source: Adapted from López-Pita et al. (2006).







to 35-45%, and in the Paris-Nice route (900 km)
it fell from 55-65% to figures around 50-60%.


In the longer run, it has been argued that this re-
trenchment by the airlines, as well as having en-
vironmental and congestion benefits at airports,
will tend to reinforce the rail demand effect.
Wilken (2000) points out that in France the in-
troduction of HSR caused a sharp reduction in
the number of regional flights, and there was also
a movement towards smaller planes. In the two
years after HSR introduction in the Paris-Lyon
corridor, the change in aircraft movements be-
tween their airports was only 0.53% per year,
compared to a 9.3% increase per year between
Paris and Bordeaux, which at the time had no
high speed services.


Another example corresponds to the Paris-London
corridor, where trains are winning the competition
against aircrafts. By August 2004, the HSR had
captured 68% of this market (Givoni 2005), al-
though the airlines continued to offer about 60
flights a day between Heathrow and Charles de
Gaulle airports. In general, although the airlines
are likely to lose from this competition, they will
not exit the market if such routes are important at
the network level and are used to feed traffic into
the more profitable (mainly long-haul) routes.
Other alternative will be the low-cost and charter
flights segments, which can possibly compete
more advantageously with HSR.


With respect to the effects of the introduction of
HSR on road and conventional rail market shares,
the comparable evidence across countries is more
limited due to the lack of accurate passenger trav-
el statistics of road users. In general, as showed
by table 4.2, the impact of high speed trains on
conventional services in Europe, after a decade of
intermodal competition, was almost definitive: on
average their share fell below 4%, partly because
many of them were just suppressed on overlap-
ping corridors, and partly because most of them
were used only by low-income passengers that
could not afford or were not willing to pay for a
seat on HSR services. The change in the road
market share was less impressive but significant
in all three examples depicted in the table. As in
the case of air transport, it was heavily dependent
on the amount of travel time reduction, as gener-


ally predicted by several empirical studies (see
González-Savignat 2004, for example).


Finally in Japan and Korea, a large part of the
HSR share in many corridors was stolen from
road transport. Yao and Morikawa (2003) sug-
gest that the increase in speed and frequencies
in HSR services during the last decade has led
to a reduction of at least 10% in the number of
bus travellers nationwide for distances below
500 km. Park and Ha (2006) reports a reduc-
tion of 18-25% in express bus services two
years after the introduction of HSR between
Seoul and the cities of Deagu and Busan. In
both countries the impact of high speed trains
on air travel was also relevant, but not as large
as in Europe.


4.2.2 THE COMPETITIVE PRESSURE 


OF OTHER MODES: 


THE EFFECT OF PRICES


Although HSR competitive position against other
modes is basically determined by travel time, it is
also affected by other components of the general-
ized cost, which together define the attractive-
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TABLE 4.2: Modal market share before and after HSR
(selected routes)


Paris-Lyon Before HSR (1980) After HSR (1997)


Road 29% 21%


Rail 40% 3%


HSR 0% 70%


Air 31% 6%


Madrid-Seville Before HSR (1991) After HSR (2002)


Road 44% 30%


Rail 16% 1%


HSR 0% 61%


Air 40% 8%


Hamburg-Frankfurt Before HSR (1985) After HSR (2000)


Road 57% 45%


Rail 23% 3%


HSR 0% 48%


Air 10% 4%


* Road combines bus and private car passenger transport; Rail is conventional rail.


Source: Adapted from Gallois (2005) and López-Pita et al. (2006).







ness and availability of a rail service in compari-
son to a rival air service on a particular corridor.


In most European countries, high speed rail ser -
vices are publicized not only in terms of attrac-
tive fares, but also in terms of higher reliability
(even with punctuality compromises) and greater
comfort (on-board amenities, distance between
seats, etc.). Table 4.3 shows, for example, that
the ratio of airfares over railfares for comparable
tariffs over selected corridors always favored the
rail, which is on average almost 50% cheaper.


The emergence of low-cost airlines in Europe
during the last five years was initially seen as a
serious threat to the price advantage of rail ser -
vices, particularly in the leisure market. Howev-
er, according to an empirical study carried out by
the UIC (2003), most of the risk is limited to
conventional rail services, whereas competition
with HSR services is restricted to a few corridors
in France and Germany. This latter result was re-
cently confirmed by Friebel and Niffka, (2005),
who also point out that most of the low-cost air-
lines’ market share is stolen from conventional
airlines. Furthermore, some rail companies have
learned to react to this menace by launching
their own low-cost services, with fewer on-board
services and a greater focus on the price.


With respect to frequency, its increase has been
long identified as one of the best strategies of
railroads against alternative transport modes. In
most cases, the control of infrastructure and
overall traffic planning by the railways allows
them (in contrast to most airlines in airports) to
adapt their schedules more easily to changing
demand conditions. Leboeuf (2006) says that,
under no congestion conditions, high speed


trains are apt to be operated like shuttles. In
Japan, for example, the timetable on main lines
is based on departures every 4 to 12 minutes
from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m. In most European HSR
corridors there are more than 25 services per
day, an advantage rarely matched by air com-
petitors due to airport capacity limits and air
traffic congestion.


4.2.3 THE GROWING ROLE OF HSR 


AS A COMPLEMENT TO OTHER 


TRANSPORT MODES


Although this is a topic that is just emerging in
the literature and, so far, has not been formally
considered in detail, a final element that could
determine the effects of HSR on other transport
modes is the degree of intermodality it allows. As
pointed out by López-Pita and Robusté (2003),
the collaboration between the railways and the
plane with respect to airport access goes back to
the 1950s with the establishment of rail links to
facilitate travel by this mode of transport to air-
ports. But the idea of complementarity between
air services and high speed trains at airports is
much more recent, dating back to 1985, when
the French government decided to build the In-
terconnection high speed line linking the TGV-
South-East, TGV-Atlantic, and TGV-North lines in
the Paris suburbs since it was also intended to
serve Charles de Gaulle airport. This first high
speed station entered commercial service in No-
vember 1994.


From the viewpoint of users, HSR and air trans-
port services are complementary if the combina-
tion instead of a single transport mode is pre-
ferred for travelling between two cities. From
the viewpoint of transport operators, HSR is a
complement to air transport if it replaces short-
haul feeder flights connecting into and out of
long-haul flights by using feeder trains accord-
ing to a compatible (balanced) timetable. Gen-
erally, the literature identifies three types of
complementary networks, if commercially vi-
able, that may exist:


1) HSR may partially replace air transport in col-
lecting and distributing passenger flows be-
tween a hub airport and particular spokes. One
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TABLE 4.3: Airfares vs. HSR fares on selected European
corridors


Ratio: Airfare / Railfare
Business


(First class)
Non-business


(Second class)


Paris-Marseille 1.77 2.63


Madrid-Seville 1.29 1.81


Frankfurt-Hamburg 1.43 2.17


Rome-Milan 2.32 2.00


Source: Adapted from López-Pita and Robusté (2005) and Leboeuf (2006).







such example is Frankfurt airport, where many
short-haul domestic air transport services have
been replaced by equivalent HSR services (see
Grimme 2006).


2) More generally, HSR may completely substi-
tute air transport by providing feeder services
between a hub and spokes, while air transport
exclusively connects hub airports to each oth-
er. One example could take place is the con-
nection between Paris and Rome by air services,
which would be fed by HSR instead of short-
haul air transport services (Givoni and Banis-
ter 2006).


3) Air transport services may connect hub air-
ports with spokes while HSR provides exclu-
sive surface connections between hub airports
themselves. One example of this case is the al-
ready-mentioned HSR line connecting Paris
Charles de Gaulle airport and Lyon airport,
which is partially fed by air passengers.


Although the figures are promising (4% of pas-
sengers at Paris-Roissy airport currently arrive or
depart by means of high speed trains, according
to López-Pita 2006), the arrival of high speed to
some European airports has just begun to devel-
op intermodality in the transport system. An im-
proved connection of airports to the rail network
and a better operational integration between rail-
roads and airlines are still required around the
world. For this reason, in the model developed in


the next sections we will mainly focus on the role
of HSR as a competing transport mode.


4.3 EXPLAINING THE INTERMODAL 


EFFECTS OF HSR: A THEORETICAL 


APPROACH


According to the empirical evidence analyzed in
previous sections, the intermodal effects of HSR
depend, from the point of view of passengers, on
the relative generalized cost for each mode, a
term which includes not only the fares, but also
the travel time and other elements related to the
overall quality of the service. In this section, we
depart from the literature on differentiated prod-
ucts to propose a model that describes the pas-
senger’s modal and operator choice, the firms’
price and cost decisions, and the overall equilib-
rium in a market where intermodal competition
plays a disciplinary role on rivals.


4.3.1 TRAVELLERS’ MODAL CHOICE


We develop here a model of demand for transport
services that accounts for the type of transport
mode as well as the type of operator offering the
service. Different transport services are seen as
differentiated products offered by operators com-
peting in an oligopolistic market, which is usual-
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Graph 4.2 The traveller’s decision among alternative transport modes
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ly a route between two cities. According to what
was described in previous sections, transport
services are differentiated in several dimensions
composing the generalized price, which includes:
(1) travel time, (2) fare, and (3) various quality
variables such as the comfort and amenability,
onboard services and extras, ease of interconnec-
tion, service on board, whether the service is di-
rect or not, etc.


The chain of decisions made by a representative
traveller at the moment of choosing a transport
operator is presented in graph 4.2. First the indi-
vidual chooses among the set of transportation
modes, which includes air transportation, high
speed rail, private car, or an alternative decision.
Note that the alternative decision may be to trav-
el with conventional rail or not to travel at all. In
a second step, the traveller may choose a specif-
ic operator inside a transportation mode. The air
transportation set includes traditional airline op-
erators as well as low-cost airlines.


This particular decision tree, standard in trans-
port demand literature since McFadden (1975),
suits perfectly to our integrated approach to the
intermodal effects of HSR transport. Depending
on which route is considered, we could as well
consider an additional decision node inside the
airline transportation set, where travellers choose
between traditional and low-cost airlines, and
then choose the type of operator they want to
travel with. This may be potentially relevant on
routes where the share of business travellers is
high, as these passengers are particularly sensi-
tive to the quality of service offered on board.
Since considering a three-step decision proce-
dure would complicate significantly the exposi-
tion, and since its relevance is strongly depen-
dant on the type of data available, we leave this
possibility for further research.


Our theoretical analysis departs from a precise
definition of the utility of the transport user. It is
inspired by the literature on differentiated prod-
ucts and oligopolistic markets. In particular, the
specification closely follows the exposition of the
nested logit model in Berry (1994), and the inter-
modal competition model of Ivaldi and Vibes
(2005). The key elements of the travellers’ utility
are the characteristics of the transport services


they choose as well as the travellers’ preferences.
All characteristics and preferences are assumed
to be observed by the participants in the market
but are not necessarily observed by an external
analyst. The researcher only observes the market
outcomes of prices and quantities sold by each
firm, as well as other service characteristics.


We group the transport decisions j into G + 1 ex-
haustive and mutually exclusive sets, where
g = 0, 1,…, G. Thus a decision consists in trav-
elling from origin to destination for instance with
a particular low-cost carrier, while a transport set
would be for instance air transportation. The out-
side decision, j = 0, is assumed to be the only
member of group 0. The utility of traveller i for
transport service j depends on the characteristics
of the service and the traveller’s. We can denote
this utility as


U(xj, pj, pj, gig, fij ) . (4.1)


The variables in the utility function are as fol-
lows: xj and pj denote, respectively, observed and
unobserved (by the researcher) service character-
istics. Observed characteristics include those de-
scribed above (i.e., travel time and quality vari-
ables); unobserved ones are those that may be
specific to one particular operator, and that can-
not be systematically measured or observed; pj is
the vector of prices; gig and fij are random vari-
ables reflecting individual i’s deviation from the
mean valuation; the term gig is traveller’s i utility,
common to all services belonging to group g,
whereas the term fij is traveller’s i’s utility, spe-
cific to transport service j.


For ease in exposition, we assume that the utili-
ty in (4.1) can be rewritten linearly as


uij = dj + gig + (1 – v)fij    , (4.2)


where the first term, dj, is the mean valuation for
service j, common to all travellers. It depends on
the price of service j, pj, its observed character-
istics, xj, and its unobserved characteristics, pj:


dj = xjb – apj + pj   . (4.3)
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Note that a and b are parameters to be estimated.
A third parameter to estimate, 0 ≤ v ≤ 1, deserves
additional explanations. It measures the correla-
tion of the travellers’ utility across transport ser -
vices belonging to the same group. If v = 1, there
is perfect correlation of preferences for services
belonging to the same group. In this case, prod-
ucts are perceived as perfect substitutes. As v de-
creases, the correlation of preferences for services
within the same group decreases. If v = 0, there
is no correlation of preferences; travellers are
equally likely to switch to services in a different
group as to services in the same group in response
to a price increase. Thus this framework allows
modelling correlation between groups of similar
services in a simple way.


Each traveller chooses the service j that maxi-
mizes his/her utility. In particular, a traveller
chooses a travel alternative j from group g only if
uij > uij' , ∀ j ' = j. If we assume that the expres-
sion gig + (1 – v)fij follows an extreme value distri-
bution, we can write the market share of service
j inside the total group g as


sj/g = exp(dj /(1 – v))/Dg   , (4.4)


where Dg can be written as


Dg = R exp (dj /(1 – v)) , (4.5)
jdGg


Similarly the probability of choosing one of the
group g services is


Dg
1–v


sg = ————— . (4.6)


RDg
1–v


g


Hence we can write the absolute market share of
service j as


exp (dj /(1 – v))
sj = sj/gsg = ———————— . (4.7)


Dg
v RDg


1–v


g


Assuming that the mean utility of the outside
travel decision is 0, i.e., d0=0, and that this ser -


vice is the only member of group zero, i.e., D0 =1,
the market share of the outside travel service is
then


1
s0 = ———— . (4.8)


RDg
1–v


g


To make this model amenable to the data, a prac-
tical procedure suggested by Berry (1994) pro-
ceeds as follows: taking the logs of the market
shares sj and s0 as well as the group share sg in
(4.7), (4.8), and (4.6) respectively, and substi-
tuting, we obtain the following expression that
can be directly estimated:


ln (sj) – ln (s0) = xjb – apj + vlnsj/g + gj . (4.9)


An estimation of α, b, and v can be obtained us-
ing a simple linear regression of the difference in
log market shares on services characteristics and
the log of the within group share. Note that shares
can be obtained as sj = qj /q, and sj/g = qj /qg,
where qj is the demand of service j in the market,
while q denotes the total size of the market, and
qg is the size of the segment g. Note also that de-
mand can be measured directly as the number of
travellers, or the number of travellers-kilometers
carried. Finally note that the within group share,
sj/g is potentially endogenous, suggesting the
need for additional exogenous variables that are
correlated with the group share.


4.3.2 TRANSPORT OPERATORS’ PROFITS


Let us now turn to the supply side. Since we have
already seen how travellers make their optimal
travel decision, we need to define how transport
operators behave, that is, how they maximize
their profit to determine their optimal pricing
rule. We will thus obtain a simple economic rule
that ties transport fares to operators’ marginal
costs, depending on demand elasticity.


Before entering into these details, we need to in-
troduce the operators’ cost function. We will as-
sume that transport operators may face different
incentives to reduce operating costs, depending
on the degree of competition they face. Consider
for instance a route that is operated by a HSR op-
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5 The way we incorporate the technical inefficiency and
effort parameters allows the incentive-pricing dichoto-
my principle to hold (Laffont and Tirole 1993). This 


means that the same pricing formula applies whether
we assume strong or weak competitive pressures.


erator and several airlines (traditional and/or low-
cost). The HSR operator competes against group
g operators, while an airline of group g competes
at the same time against the HSR operator as
well as the other airlines. We therefore consider
that a transport operator is given higher incen-
tives to reduce operating costs and improve its
technology if more operators of the same type
(group) are present on the same route. This can
be accounted for through the structure of the
cost function.


4.3.2.1 The primal cost function


To produce a volume of service qj, firm j requires
quantities of labor, lj, materials, mj, and capital,
kj. Denote as wl, wm, and wk, the price of labor,
materials and capital, respectively. Also denote
by cj the observed operating cost of firm j. An im-
portant feature of our model is that the actual op-
erating cost may differ from the minimum oper-
ating cost. Inefficiency may prevent operators
from reaching the required output level qj at the
minimum cost, and this may result in upward
distorted costs. Firms can also undertake cost re-
ducing activities to counterbalance their ineffi-
ciency. They can engage in process research and
development; managers may spend time and ef-
fort in improving the location of inputs within the
network. They can as well attempt to find cheap-
er suppliers, bargain better procurement con-
tracts, subcontract non-essential activities, mon-
itor employees, solve potential conflicts, etc.
Whatever these cost reducing activities may be,
we will refer to them as effort. Denote by ij and
ej firm j’s inefficiency and effort levels, respec-
tively. Note that these two variables are unob-
servable.


Each operator faces a long-run cost function,
conditional on inefficiency and effort, of the
form:


Cj (qj, wj, zj | ej, ij, ~) , (4.10)


where zj is a vector of service characteristics that
affects operating costs, and ω is a vector of pa-
rameters to be estimated. Note that zj may in-
clude the vector xj, i.e., the service characteris-
tics affecting travellers’ demand may also affect
operating costs. In transport economics, the usu-
al variables used by econometricians to capture
the observable heterogeneity across operators’
costs include variables such as the size of the op-
erator’s network, and the average stage length. In
general, which variables will enter vectors xj and
zj depends on data availability. Note also that
while inefficiency ij is exogenous, cost reducing
effort ej is a choice variable for firm j, and will
therefore depend on the competitive pressures
impinging on the activity of the firm.


We describe now the firms’ pricing and effort de-
cisions. Before entering into the analysis, it is
worth reminding that the pricing structure itself
is independent of the nature of the competitive
pressures impinging on the activity of the firm.5


Thus although prices and effort are determined
simultaneously, the firms’ decisions will be pre-
sented separately, for ease of exposition.


4.3.2.2 Competitive pressure 
and cost reduction


This section focuses on the construction of the
structural cost function. We propose to account
for the competitive pressures impinging on the
operators’ incentives to reduce costs through the
cost function (4.10) that is conditional on ineffi-
ciency ij and the effort level ej. Deriving the equi-
librium level of effort and plugging it back into
the conditional cost function allows us to derive
a structural cost function that can be estimated.
The aim of this approach is twofold. First, we can
test whether the different transport operators are
involved in different cost reduction activities, de-
pending on which transport mode they operate,
as well as the degree of competitive pressure in-
side the particular market (route) they operate.
Second, accounting for these changes in incen-
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6 This assumption is justifiable given that what matters in
our analysis is the difference ej


C – ej
M. Note that we 


do not force ej
M to be positive when estimating it.


tives through the cost structure enables us to re-
duce the source of misspecification, and avoid
biases in the estimation of the technological pa-
rameters.


As mentioned before, a firm can exert effort ej to
reduce its operating cost cj. The cost reduction
activity induces an internal cost }(ej | n) where
n is a parameter to be estimated. Taking into
consideration the operating cost reduction and
the internal cost of effort, the operator sets the
optimal effort level ej that maximizes its profit.
Firm j’s profit is the difference between revenue
Rj = pj qj(·) and total cost cj (ej,.) + }(ej | n):


rj (xj, pj, wj, zj, H) = pjqj (xj, pj, pj, d) –
(4.11)


– cj (qj, wj, zj | ej, ij, ~) – }(ej | n)  ,


where H = (d, ~, n) is a vector of parameters to
be estimated, and z = (pj, ij, ej) is a vector of un-
observable (by the econometrician) variables to
be evaluated.


Each operator j determines the optimal effort lev-
el ej that maximizes its profit in (4.11). The first
order condition is:


∂cj (qj, wj, zj | ej, ij, ~)
– ——————————— = }l(ej | n)  , , (4.12)


∂e


which implies that the optimal effort level is at-
tained by equating the marginal cost reduction
and the marginal disutility of effort.


We now consider two competitive situations. First a
situation M which refers to a situation where an op-
erator is a monopolist inside its group g on a spe-
cific route. Second a situation C which refers to a
framework where more than one firm of the same
mode operate a given market. We expect firms to
provide higher effort levels under competitive pres-
sure, i.e., ej


C > ej
M. Note that, to be able to derive


and identify two different closed forms for the cost
function, we need to normalize ej


M = 0, and let ej
C


be determined by condition (4.12).6


Given these two effort levels, we can rewrite the
primal cost expression in (4.10) as


cj
R (qj, wj, zj | ej


R, ij, ~) , (4.13)


where R denotes the type of competitive regime,
that can be either M or C. Note that equation
(4.13) entails two different cost structures that
are conditional on the specific market studied.


4.3.2.3 Optimal pricing


Each transport operator in the market is sup-
posed to be a price setter. Each operator j deter-
mines the optimal price pj; that maximizes the
profit function:


rj (xj, pj, wj, zj, H) = pjqj (xj, pj, pj, d) –
(4.14)


– cj
R (qj, wj, zj | ej


R, ij, ~) – }(ej
R | n)  ,


where the associated first-order condition is


sj (xj, pj, pj, d)
pj = MCj


R – —————————— , (4.15)
∂sj (xj, pj, pj, d) / ∂pj


where MCj
R = ∂cj


R (qj, wj, zj | ej
R, ij, ~) / ∂qj is the


marginal cost conditional on the type of competi-
tive regime R.


Note that, from section 4.3.1, ∂sj(·)/∂pj =
– a∂sj(·)/∂dj, so the first-order condition (4.15)
can be rewritten as depending on ∂sj(·)/∂δj. Dif-
ferentiating sj in equation (4.7), we obtain


1
∂sj(·)/∂dj = ———sj [1 – vsj/g – (1 – v)sj] . (4.16)


1 – v


Hence, the pricing equation (4.15) is reinterpret-
ed as


1 – v
pj = MCj


R + —————————— . (4.17)
a(1 – vsj/g – (1 – v)sj)
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7 In particular, in order to solve for equation (4.12), plug
it into equation (4.10), and estimate equation (4.13) 


applying parametric techniques, we need a Cobb-Dou-
glas specification.


Interestingly, the margin set by the operator de-
pends on the correlation v of the travellers’ utili-
ty across transport services belonging to the
same transport group g. As emphasized before, if
v = 0, there is no correlation of preferences and
travellers are equally likely to switch to products
in a different group as to products in the same
group in response to a price increase. To set
prices, the operators care about the market share
sj, but do not care about the market share within
group sj/g.


As v increases, the market share within group be-
comes more important. When v = 1, operators
face perfect correlation of preferences for servic-
es belonging to the same group, i.e., different
transport services are perceived as perfect sub-
stitutes. In this case, prices are set equal margin-
al costs. Hence, altogether, prices, market
shares, and market shares within groups allow
identifying v. Note that, from equation (4.17),
the own-price elasticity of service j demand can
be computed as


1 v
hj = apj ( sj – ——— + ———sj/g ) , (4.18)


1 – v 1 – v


and, correspondingly, the cross price elasticities
are finally given by:


∂qj pk
hj,k = ——— —— = apksk ,


∂pk qj (4.19)
j ≠ k,  j ! g,  k g g ,


∂qj pk v sk/g
hj,k = —— —— = apksk (—— —— + 1),∂pk qj 1–v sk (4.20)


j ≠ k,  j, k ! g .


4.4 IMPLEMENTING THE MODEL: 


A METHOD TO MEASURE 


INTERMODAL EFFECTS


We propose now an empirical application of our
model. We first consider a Cobb-Douglas technol-
ogy for our cost function. Once the structural
cost form is obtained, our model is ready to be
estimated. We then comment on the estimation
procedure. We suggest that the three demands,
pricing, and cost equations should considered al-
together, and we propose an additional discus-
sion on the information that is required to identi-
fy the model. Finally, we comment on the data
that are needed for the analysis.


4.4.1 COBB-DOUGLAS TECHNOLOGY


We assume a Cobb-Douglas specification for the
cost function presented in (4.13). This specifica-
tion retains the main properties desirable for a
cost function, while remaining tractable. Alterna-
tive more flexible specifications, such as the
translog function, lead to cumbersome computa-
tions of the first order conditions when effort is
unobservable.7 The cost function is then speci-
fied as:


cj = ~0 wlj
~l wmj


~m wkj
~k qj


~q zj
~z


(4.21)
exp[ bL (ij – ej) + dj ] ,


where dj is an error term. We impose homogene-
ity of degree one in input prices, i.e., ~l + ~m + ~k


= 1. The reader should remember that ij and ej


are both unobservable. The inefficiency ij is
characterized by a density function ƒ(i) defined
over an interval [iL, +∞], where iL denotes the
most efficient transport operator. Second, the ef-
fort ej is defined as follows. It has the following
convex cost of effort function, with }(0) = 0,
}’(ej) > 0, and }”(ej) > 0:


}(ej) = exp(nej) – 1,  n > 0  . (4.22)
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Using the functional forms of operating costs
(4.21), the cost of effort (4.22), and the first or-
der condition for effort (4.12), we can express
the effort level for regime C. The first-order con-
dition that determines the effort level eC can now
be written as:


cj = n exp(nej)  . (4.23)


Substituting (4.21) in (4.23), we can solve for eC


as:


1
ej


C = ——— (~0 + ~qlnqj + ~llnwlj
+ 


1 + n (4.24)
+ ~mlnwmj


+ ~klnwkj
+ ~zlnzj + ij – lnn + dj) ,


while ej
M = 0 .


As suggested by the new theory of regulation, the
effort level of a firm increases with ij, i.e., a more
inefficient operator optimally exerts more effort
than a less inefficient operator, ∂²c/∂ij∂ej < 0.
Moreover operators provide less effort when effort
is more costly, i.e., when the cost reducing tech-
nology parameter n is larger. Substituting back
ej


C and ej
M into (4.21) allows us to obtain the fi-


nal forms to be estimated cC(·) and cM(·). We get:


lncj
C = c0 + ~lllnwlj


+ ~mllnwmj
+ ~kllnwkj


+
(4.25)


+ ~qllnqj + ~zllnzj + cij + djl ,


and


lncj
M = ln~0 + ~llnwlj


+ ~mlnwmj
+ ~klnwkj


+
(4.26)


+ ~qlnqj + ~zlnzj + ij + dj ,


where c = n/1 + n, c0 = ω0 + (1/1 + n)(lnn – ω0),
~l = c~, and dl = cd  .


It is interesting to note that lim ~l = ~, suggesting 
n"∞


that, as the cost of effort grows, the effort level
falls, and expression (4.25) converges to (4.26).
This implies that if effort is not properly identi-
fied, the estimates of the cost elasticities are bi-
ased. The cost function to be estimated is then:


lncj = yj
C(c0 + ~lllnwlj


+ ~mllnwmj
+ ~kllnwkj


+


+ ~qllnq + ~zllnzj + cij + djl) + 


+ yj
M(ln~0 + ~llnwlj


+ ~mlnwmj
+ ~klnwkj


+


+ ~qlnq + ~zllnzj + ij + dj) ,
(4.27)


where yj
C takes value 1 if the competitive regime


is of C type, and 0 otherwise, while yj
M takes val-


ue 1 if the competitive regime is of M type and 0
otherwise. In the course of the estimation, sever-
al vectors yj


C and yj
M will be assumed, depending


on which market (route) is considered, and there-
fore which competitive regime affects the cost re-
ducing activity of competitors. From equation
(4.27), one obtains immediately the marginal
costs MCj


R in equation (4.17).


4.4.2 ESTIMATION


The system to be estimated is made of the de-
mand equation (4.9), the pricing equation
(4.17), and the cost equation (4.27). The de-
mand parameters to be estimated are a, b, and v;
those from the cost equation are ~ and n. The
observed variables are demand qj, fares pj, serv-
ice characteristics xj affecting the mean valua-
tion, costs cj, input prices wj, and service charac-
teristics zj affecting costs. The econometric error
terms are the parameters pj, ij, and dj. Note that
ij is at the same time an error term and an inef-
ficiency parameter to be estimated.


Since prices pj and demand qj are potentially en-
dogenous, the system needs to be estimated with
instrumental variables techniques. The cost
function (4.27) includes a non-observable pa-
rameter, ij, which is, from the viewpoint of the
econometrician, an unobservable random vari-
able in the same sense as dj and pj. It plays a cen-
tral role in the analysis since it is at the same
time the parameter measuring operators’ ineffi-
ciency and the source of heterogeneity across
them. We assume that ij is characterized by a
Half-Normal density function ƒ(i) which needs to
be estimated. The main advantage of such frame-
work is its ease of exposition, which is important
for us, since, on the cost side, we are more con-
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8 For more details on these issues, the reader should re-
fer to Kumbhakar and Lovell (2000).


9 Several papers have attempted to overcome these limi-
tations by using calibrations and simulation procedures
(as in Ivaldi and Vibes 2005) or by using aggregated
models completed by demand predictions based on
gravity techniques (such as Martín and Nombela 2007)
or surveys (as in De Rus and Román 2006).


10 Full intermodal competition (among all the modes de-
picted in graph 4.2) is still rare, as pointed out by
López-Pita et al. (2006). In most domestic routes with-
in Europe, HSR have completely replaced conventional
trains, and low-cost competition only exists on selected
international destinations (such as Paris-Amsterdam).


cerned with the discussion around the cost re-
ducing activity of the operators than with exoge-
nous inefficiency. Note that, when estimating
this cost-function, one needs to compute the in-
tegral of the joint density function of ij and dj


over [0, +∞].8 Finally, note that the system is
identified and all parameters can be recovered,
given the homogeneity of degree 1 in input
prices.


4.4.3 THE REQUIRED DATA


We consider that transport operators may enter
and compete freely on any route of their choice.
Their pricing policies and cost reducing effort
may change from one route to another, depend-
ing on the competitive environment they face, as
well as other key variables as discussed in the
previous sections. As a result, the degree of com-
petition between different transport mode, or in-
side a specific transport mode may vary from one
route to another.


The relevant observation to conduct the empiri-
cal analysis should therefore be at the route lev-
el. Ideally, the econometrician should gather ob-
servations on several routes where both HSR and
airlines are present. The dataset may be a cross-
section or a panel. In case of a panel dataset, the
time unit should be the maximum period during
which transport fares proposed by all operators
competing on the same route, demand, and num-
ber of competitors are constant, i.e., the equilib-
rium is unchanged.


As specified above, the minimum information re-
quired to conduct the empirical analysis entails
observing on each route, and for each operator,
fares, demand, marginal costs, the time travel,
and at least one variable on the quality of the
service. As mentioned in section 4.1, these vari-


ables are usually difficult to obtain. While prices
for all operators can nowadays be observed on a
daily basis without much problem, difficulties
start at the moment of obtaining information on
demand. The econometrician may therefore have
to get the data from data directly from the oper-
ators, but making all the data coincide (same
route, same time period) is currently an almost
insuperable task.9


4.5 SIMULATION


The methodology proposed in this chapter serves
as an integrated approach that allows a full
analysis of the intermodal effects of HSR. To
complete it, we propose in this section a simple
simulation exercise on a specific city-pair route,
i.e., Paris-Amsterdam (514 kilometers) in order
to test the results of our economic model.10 We
focus on the pricing, own-price elasticity, and
cross-price elasticities expressions presented in
equations (4.17)-(4.20) respectively.


In spite of lacking detailed data on costs and
prices, this route is appropriate to our test since
various transport operators of different modes
compete over the distance. These operators are
Thalys (high speed rail), Vueling (low-cost air-
line), Air France and other companies (tradition-
al airlines), Eurolines (bus), and various conven-
tional rail operators. (SNCF in France, SNCB in
Belgium and NS in the Netherlands). We there-
fore define a group g1 of airlines which contains
two services j1 and j2 provided by low-cost and
traditional operators. Likewise, we define a sec-
ond group g2 of rail services which contains two
services j3 and j4 of HSR and conventional rail.
The bus operator is finally dropped since we only
have aggregate information at the road level
which does not allow us to disentangle private ve-
hicles from bus transportation activities.
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11 The available data are as follows: low-cost airline (Vueling):
price €50, sj = 0.3, and sj/g= 0.47. Traditional airlines (av-
erage values): price €90, sj = 0.34, and sj/g = 0.53. High
speed rail (Thalys): price €44, sj = 0.3, and sj/g = 0.97.
Conventional rail (average values for an international
travel combining three national operators): price €85, 


sj = 0.01, and sj/g = 0.03. Note that the market shares sug-
gest that all services are almost equally important in the
market.


12 See, for example, Goodwin (1992) or Oum, Waters, and
Yong. (1992).


We have gathered information on prices (average
fares in off-peak season for a one-way seat) and
modal market shares in the Paris-Amsterdam
route for 2005 for both airline and rail groups.11


The data enable us to evaluate prices, as well as
market shares sj and group market shares sj/g in
equations (4.17)-(4.20). We however have no in-
formation on marginal costs MCj, the demand
elasticity parameter a, or the parameter v that il-
lustrates the correlation of preferences inside a
transport mode. We need to simulate values for
both parameters a and v. Once this is done, we
are able to provide estimates of marginal costs
MCj, own price elasticities hj, cross price elastic-
ities hj/g and price-marginal costs margins (pj –
MCj)/pj for each of the four services j defined
above.


We consider that v takes values between 0.1 and
1. We can check ex-post which values of v are
more relevant in our context. Likewise, we need
values of a that stick as much as possible to the
reality. We use two sources of information: First,
Ivaldi and Vibes (2005) suggest that, on the
Cologne-Berlin route, a may be close to 0.02 for
business passengers and 0.032 for leisure trav-
ellers, respectively. Although these values may
change from one route to another, we consider
them appropriate for our study in the sense that
we test a wider range of possibilities, and inap-
propriate values will be rejected by our model
and our data, as will be shown in more detail be-
low. We therefore consider values between 0.02
and 0.04. As a second source, we can also verify
ex-post which of these values are relevant using
estimates of demand elasticity hj provided by
previous studies on transportation demand.12


The first set of results is presented in table 4.4.
Using the model developed in previous sections,
we compute values of own-price demand elastic-
ities, marginal costs, and price-cost margins for
each service j, depending on the values of a and
v. A higher a implies a more elastic demand


with respect to the own price. Likewise, a high-
er v entails a more elastic demand. These re-
sults are coherent with the economic intuition:
In particular, as v increases, the degree of sub-
stitution between two transport services of the
same group increases, and a price increase of
one of these services increases the willingness
of travellers to switch to the other service of the
same group. Second, marginal costs increase
and margins decrease with a and v. Again, this
result goes in line with the theory: Margins de-
crease if demand is more elastic or if competing
transport alternatives become more homoge-
nous. This provides a much general framework to
analyse the impact of intermodal competition
when HSR is involved.


It can be seen that no information is provided for
HSR when a < 0.3. The reason is that we obtain
negative marginal costs for these values of a,
suggesting that, on this particular route, values
of a ≥ 0.3 are certainly more relevant to describe
the intermodal competition between airlines and
HSR. A value of a close to 0.4 is probably the
most indicated. For this reason, we present a full
range of v between 0.1 and 1 in this case only.
Note that, in this case, demand elasticities for
airlines are quite high, and the correlation pa-
rameter v should be equal to, or lower than 0.5
in order to obtain elasticity values that remain
close to reality (see footnote 11). This in turn
suggests that low-cost and traditional air servic-
es on one hand, and high speed and convention-
al rail services on the other hand are far from be-
ing considered as homogenous services by the
travellers.


Several additional comments are worth empha-
sizing. Focusing now only on the airlines group,
our results suggest that low-cost airlines enjoy in
general price margins (marginal cost, respective-
ly) that are at least 50% higher (lower, respec-
tively) than the ones of traditional airlines. This
is not a surprising result since the literature on
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13 Recall that, after the introduction of Thalys TGV in the
Paris-Amsterdam route, conventional train services on this
route were dropped. For simulation purposes, we built 


a Paris-Amsterdam service by adding three different na-
tional services (Paris-Belgium border-Brussels-Dutch bor-
der-Amsterdam), which obviously results in a higher price.


airlines has shed light on this type of discrepan-
cies between low-cost and traditional airlines.
Second, and this is probably the most interesting
result, a comparison of airlines and high speed
rail suggests a clear advantage of the HSR in
terms of demand elasticities and margins. Note
indeed that the HSR demand elasticity is closer
to one than the one of low-cost or traditional air-
lines, suggesting that passengers of this particu-
lar mode are less sensitive to price fluctuations
than the ones travelling on airlines. Note more-


over that HSR enjoys very high margins. Alto-
gether, these two results may suggest that HSR
has room for the reimbursement of the costs of
infrastructure, although this result requires a
wider analysis across different routes. Finally
note that the results on conventional rail sug-
gest rather low margins and high demand elas-
ticities. These last results should, however, be
considered with caution since the price for con-
ventional services we use in the simulation is
unrealistically high.13
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TABLE 4.4: Intermodal competition effects: own-price elasticities, marginal costs, and price margin simulations


AIRLINES RAILWAYS


Low-cost Traditional HSR Conventional


a v h MC Margin h MC Margin h MC Margin h MC Margin


0.02


0.6 –1.49 16.5 0.67 –2.45 53.4 0.41 –4.15 64.5 0.24


0.7 –1.93 24.2 0.52 –3.16 61.5 0.32 –5.52 69.6 0.18


0.8 –2.82 32.3 0.35 –4.57 70.3 0.22 –8.26 74.7 0.12


0.9 –5.47 40.8 0.18 –8.80 79.7 0.11 –16.5 79.8 0.06


1.0 — 50.0 0.00 — 90.0 0.00 — 85.0 0.00


0.03


0.6 –2.24 27.7 0.44 –3.68 65.6 0.27 –0.98 — — –6.23 71.3 0.16


0.7 –2.90 32.8 0.34 –4.74 71.0 0.21 –1.02 1.00 0.97 –8.28 74.7 0.12


0.8 –4.23 38.2 0.24 –6.86 76.9 0.14 –1.09 3.79 0.91 –12.39 78.1 0.08


0.9 –8.20 43.9 0.12 –13.2 83.2 0.07 –1.30 10.3 0.76 –24.7 81.5 0.04


1.0 — 50.0 0.00 — 90.0 0.00 — 44.0 0.00 — 85.0 0.00


0.04


0.1 –1.51 17.0 0.65 –2.56 54.8 0.39 –1.23 8.46 0.80 –3.73 62.2 0.26


0.2 –1.66 19.9 0.60 –2.79 57.8 0.35 –1.24 8.69 0.80 –4.19 64.7 0.23


0.3 –1.85 23.0 0.53 –3.10 60.9 0.32 –1.25 8.97 0.79 –4.77 67.2 0.21


0.4 –2.10 26.3 0.47 –3.50 64.3 0.28 –1.26 9.35 0.78 –5.56 69.7 0.18


0.5 –2.46 29.6 0.40 –4.06 67.8 0.24 –1.28 9.86 0.77 –6.66 72.2 0.15


0.6 –2.99 33.3 0.33 –4.91 71.7 0.20 –1.31 10.6 0.76 –8.30 74.8 0.12


0.7 –3.87 37.1 0.26 –6.32 75.8 0.16 –1.36 11.7 0.73 –11.0 77.3 0.09


0.8 –5.64 41.1 0.18 –9.14 80.1 0.11 –1.46 13.8 0.68 –16.5 79.8 0.06


0.9 –10.9 45.4 0.09 –17.6 84.9 0.05 –1.74 18.7 0.57 –32.9 82.4 0.03


1.0 — 50.0 0.00 — 90.0 0.00 — 44.0 0.00 — 85.0 0.00


Note: The parameter a is related to demand elasticity, as in equation (4.3); v illustrates the correlation of preferences inside a transport mode. h represents the estimated cross
price elasticities. Marginal costs (MC) are given in Euros. Prices and market shares correspond to those in footnote 11.







Finally table 4.5 presents estimates of cross-
price demand elasticities for low-cost and tradi-
tional airlines, as well as HSR, when a = 0.04.
Again, we are confident that σ should be close to
0.5 or lower. The results suggest that the most
important price effects on demand are those of
the traditional airlines on the demand of HSR
(hHSR/T = 1.224), and those of the traditional air-
lines on the demand of low-cost airlines (hLC/T be-
tween 2 and 3 most probably). On the other
hand, a change of the price of HSR seems to
have a limited effect on the demand of low-cost
and traditional airlines. Hence it seems that the
most important substitution effects are those re-
alized by passengers usually travelling with tradi-
tional air companies. These travellers are more
sensitive to a change in the price of the service
of these companies. Passengers travelling by
HSR and low-cost airlines are less sensitive to
change in prices of their usual transport mode.
These results are in line with our estimates of
own-price demand elasticities presented in the
previous table.


Altogether these results suggest that our eco-
nomic model is quite relevant to describe the
strategic interaction between transport operators


of the same or different modes. Note that we
have not integrated the cost side of our analysis
in our simulation exercise. To test for the compe-
tition effect between several operators of the
same mode on cost reduction, we would need to
observe at least two different routes (or the same
route in two different points in time) with two dif-
ferent competitive structures. This was not possi-
ble in this study and should be accounted for in
future research.


4.6 CONCLUSIONS


Over the past decades, passenger transport mar-
kets have undergone important changes concern-
ing the modal distribution of the demand. The
dominant position that railways enjoyed during the
first half of the twentieth century has been quick-
ly eroded by the plane, for long distance trips, and
by the private vehicle, for shorter commuter dis-
tances. This has resulted in the loss of competi-
tiveness of the traditional railway in comparison to
other transport services, mainly originated by trav-
el times far superior to those of alternative modes.
In this context, high speed rail services (HSR)
have been developed since the 1980s in Japan
and Europe as a new transport mode, as a new op-
portunity for many railroad operators, as a new
technology capable of providing answers to the
transport system in terms of economic viability
and sustainability. In fact, HSR has already be-
come in many corridors the most convenient
modal choice for a large segment of travellers, who
face in these services a lower generalized cost.


The effects of HSR on other transport modes is
one of the key factors to account for when eval-
uating this apparent success. The interaction
between high speed rail and other modes may
take place in the form of competition and com-
plementarity. Both types are relevant although
the second one has attracted more attention so
far. Intermodal competition usually results in
substitution of operations between modes, driv-
en by their commercial viability, relative market
strength and different institutional and environ-
mental constraints. Alternatively, modal substi-
tution may also improve the internal efficiency
of each particular system (substitution through
competition) and may reduce, in the broadest
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TABLE 4.5: Simulation: cross-price elasticities
(a = 0.04)


v Low-cost airlines-HSR


hLC/HSR hHSR/LC


0.528 0.600


Traditional airlines-HSR


hT/HSR hHSR/T


0.528 1.224


Low-cost-Traditional airlines


hLC/T hT/LC


0.1 1.436 0.704


0.2 1.701 0.835


0.3 2.041 1.002


0.4 2.496 1.226


0.5 3.132 1.540


0.6 4.086 2.010


0.7 5.676 2.793


0.8 8.856 4.360


0.9 18.39 9.060


1 — —







sense, the systems’ cumulative burdens/emissions
on the environment (substitution through com-
plementarity).


Taking into account these two definitions, in this
chapter we have reviewed the existing empirical
evidence that quantifies the intermodal effects of
HSR. We have found, for example, that most
studies place the competitive advantage of high
speed trains in the range of 100-500 km, that
rail market share is closely related to time and
distance, and that the competitive pressure from
HSR on alternative transport modes affects their
efficiency and their operational strategies, as in
the case of low-cost airlines. In most cases, these
results were compiled from specific examples on
separate corridors carried out by different stud-
ies, and an integrated theoretical approach is sel-
dom provided.


To address this limitation, we built a general
framework to study the intermodal effects of
HSR. We developed a model of demand of trans-
port services that accounts for the type of mode
as well as the type of operator offering the ser -
vice. Transport services are seen as differentiat-
ed products offered by operators competing in an
oligopolistic market, a city-pair route, which is
modelled as a market with differentiated services
competing against each other in terms of gener-
alized costs. Competitors are traditional and low-
cost airline carriers, HSR operators, or private ve-
hicles. Intermodal effects are specifically
considered by assuming that the degree of inter-
modal competition affects each operators’ incen-
tive to reduce costs.


Provided that enough data on generalized costs
for each route can be collected, our model allows
the estimation of a system of demand, price and
cost equations by simple econometric proce-
dures. We can then explain each mode’s market
share as a function of the elements of general-


ized costs, the behavior of the transport operators
and the overall characteristics of the route. This
methodology has been put into practice through
an example on the Paris-Amsterdam route, one of
the few routes where full intermodal competition
between HSR, conventional rail and airlines (in-
cluding low-cost) do actually exist. Departing
from structural data from prices and current mar-
ket shares, we were able to simulate the behavior
of rail companies and airlines, and their impact
on each other through their respective own-price
and cross-price elasticities.


One of the most interesting results from these ex-
ercise is that air services and HSR services are
not necessarily perceived as homogenous servi -
ces by the travellers, thus creating scope for dif-
ferentiation among them. Furthermore, cross-
price demand elasticities are usually lower than
one. Looking at the interaction between HSR and
low-cost airlines, for example, we see that a 1%
increase in the price of HSR services (low-cost
airlines, respectively) entails a less than 1% in-
crease in the demand of low-cost airlines servi ces
(HSR, respectively), which restricts the possibil-
ities of price competition.


Although we believe that our model is quite in-
sightful to describe the strategic interaction be-
tween transport operators in terms of intermodal
competition attending to the specific features of
each mode, our empirical results should be fur-
ther explored with more corridors and better
datasets. Our chapter lays off the foundations of
a measurement procedure, but more research on
the intermodal impacts of HSR is still needed.


Javier Campos
University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria


Philippe Gagnepain
University Carlos III of Madrid and CEPR
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5.1 INTRODUCTION


Indirect impacts, especially on the improved
economic performance at a regional level, are
often used to justify additional benefits from
high speed rail (HSR) projects, sometimes even
to make the difference between a project which
is not justifiable on a strict user benefits basis
and viability. Regional authorities are especial-
ly vocal in using this argument in favor of proj-
ects, as for example in the development of the
Schéma Directeur TGV in France. Similar argu-
ments were heard in Italy or in the recent dis-
cussion for a new north-south line in the UK. In
Spain, indirect economic impacts and territori-
al balance were key political arguments also
used by different National Governments to
launch very ambitious HSR projects. For most
cities, HSR investments are great opportunities
to start major renewal projects, develop new ter-
tiary centers around new stations or even re-
move the negative impacts of pre-existing rail-
way lines. Even when regional authorities
understand that being connected to a HSR is
not an economic priority for them, short-term
real-estate business opportunities linked to ur-
ban renewal projects provide convincing evi-
dence. Since HSR is mainly financed by Na -
tional and European funds, it is politically
unavoidable that all regional authorities push in
favor of HSR.


The usual economic assumption is that, in the
short term, the time savings made by all trav-
ellers will result in a direct increase in productiv-
ity; and in the longer term the improvements in
accessibility, which the creation of a HSR link
makes, will enlarge market areas, increase the


implicit competitiveness and productivity of
firms in a newly connected region, and attract
new economic activities, more tourists or new
residents. These assumptions may lead to three
possible outcomes: an overestimation of poten-
tial demand which inflates predicted user bene-
fits; an overestimation of non-user or induced
benefits; and an assumption that all potential
non-user benefits accrue to one region, ignoring
any redistribution which the changing pattern of
accessibility brings about. The social and politi-
cal impact of being connected to a HSR tends to
lead to these overoptimistic assumptions.


More recent theories of the role of infrastructure
and transport improvements in regional develop-
ment have stressed the way that transport costs
(and hence accessibility) interact with other de-
terminants of economic development, particular-
ly scale economies and the size of market areas,
in an imperfectly competitive world. Improve-
ments in transport may, thus, benefit firms in
more developed core regions more than those in
less developed peripheral regions. Thus transport
improvements to (and within) core city regions
not only provide a direct benefit in terms of the
enhanced productivity of existing workers and an
increase in employment, but through agglomera-
tion effects they raise the productivity differen-
tial of the core city relative to the rest of the
economy. This reflects the positive relationship
between city size and productivity. Transport im-
provements may, thus, be as likely to lead to an
increase in regional disparities as they do to in-
creasing cohesion. This is not a universal or in-
evitable outcome; it will depend on the specific
situation of the region, the initial levels of acces-
sibility and the change in them and the existence
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1 This refers to what is now conventionally thought of as
HSR, operating on dedicated newly constructed track
with operating speeds of 250 km/h or above. The first
Japanese Shinkansen was introduced in 1964 with
speeds of around 200 km/h, speeds also achieved in 


both France and the UK by conventional trains on con-
ventional track.


2 It was estimated that the cost of the new Paris-Lyon TGV
would be about 40% of the cost of upgrading the clas-
sic route, even where this was feasible.


of other policy measures which may accompany
the transport improvement.


Most analyses tend to be about individual links of
HSR developments, or at most of what are in
most cases simple national networks. As the net-
works developed they begun, in both north-west
Europe and southern Europe, to form internation-
al HSR networks linked to other transportation
and communication networks. This poses new is-
sues for analysis and appraisal. In this chapter
we begin to address these issues by looking at
the evidence of the impacts on development the
emerging European HSR network has had.


We look in particular at evidence on the links be-
tween changes in accessibility and changes in re-
gional economic activity for a selection of regions,
which have benefited from the introduction of
HSR services. In doing so, we identify some of
the limitations of existing modelling approaches.
A particular focus is on the relationship between
HSR networks and regional and local transport
networks and the role of accompanying policies
towards economic development. We also identify
the way that some intermediate regions may suf-
fer from the introduction of HSR services, which
form a corridor through the region with little or no
benefit and often considerable costs.


The broad conclusion from the chapter is that
HSR can be an element in improving the eco-
nomic performance of regions, but there is no
guarantee that all the impacts on any one region
are positive in the long term, or that regions not
connected to HSR will suffer any evident eco-
nomic competitive disadvantage. This leads to
some suggestions for improvements to the tech-
niques of appraisal for HSR projects.


5.2 THE EMERGING EUROPEAN 


HSR NETWORK


High speed rail in Europe has had a 25 year pe-
riod of development from the inauguration of the
first French TGV service between Paris and Lyon
in September 1981.1 From slow beginnings na-
tional networks have emerged in France, Ger-
many, Italy, and Spain. An international network
bringing in Belgium, UK, and Netherlands to form
the so-called PBKAL (Paris-Brussels-Cologne-
Amsterdam-London) will be almost complete in
2007, and further international links are planned
or under construction to links the French network
to Germany (via TGV Est), Italy (via Lyon-Turin)
and Spain (via Perpignan-Barcelona).


This network (and the rationale for it) has
emerged a little haphazardly. The original lines in
France, Germany, and Italy were seen largely as a
means of overcoming bottlenecks on the original
classic rail network. Such bottlenecks limited ca-
pacity, caused conflicts between types of traffic
and imposed unpredictability. Increased speed
was in many respects an accidental by-product of
improved reliability. Constraints on improving ex-
isting, often highly curved and circuitous routes
through mountains or along river valleys led to
the often cheaper option of new construction.2


New construction could take more direct
routes—the rail distance between Paris and Lyon
was reduced by about 120 km or 20 percent—
and take advantage of more efficient new traction
and rolling stock to employ steeper gradients and
sharper curves (there are no tunnels on the more
than 400 km of TGV between Paris and Lyon).


Taking more direct routes could mean that tradi-
tional centers along the route were no longer
served. This applied to cities such as Dijon on
the TGV-Sud Est, and later similar problems
arose in connection with such towns as Orléans
(on TGV-Atlantique), Amiens (on TGV-Nord) and
Metz and Nancy (on TGV-Est). Attempts to use
the new lines to generate new access points to
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3 For more details, see chapter 2.


the high level networks through a range of sta-
tions such as Montchanin-Le Creusot in Bour-
gogne, TGV Picardie (between Amiens and St
Quentin) and TGV Lorraine have not thus far been
a success either in generating traffic or in provid-
ing a focus for economic development. On the
other hand TGV-Est is linking Reims more close-
ly into the high-level network, and the redevelop-
ment of Lyon-La Part Dieu and Lille-Euralille
shows how accompanying regeneration policies
can be effective. TGV Lorraine is also interesting
in that although as far as 27 km from Metz and
37 km from Nancy, it is relatively close to the re-
gional airport for these two cities. Furthermore
the use of a technology, which enables high
speed trains to travel at normal speeds on con-
ventional rail, enables connection-free services
to penetrate large parts of the rail network.


In Germany and Italy, where the lack of a domi-
nant metropolitan focus has led to a more diffuse
development of HSR to overcome bottlenecks
without creating a national network, this focus on
the major centers has been less strong until re-
cently. Thus the first German NBS (Neubau -
strecke) provided parallel routes over the links
between Göttingen and Würzburg and Mannheim
and Stuttgart avoiding particularly slow and cir-
cuitous routes. Similarly the first Italian links
sought to improve journey times on the core Mi-
lano-Bologna-Firenze-Roma route where again
the traditional route suffered from speed penal-
ties due to the topography. Second and third gen-
eration developments have led to a greater con-
centration on key intercity routes rather than
by-passing natural barriers, for example the
Frankfurt-Cologne line and improvements to lines
serving Berlin in Germany, and the eventual
moves to completing a T-shaped network in Italy
serving all the major cities. The emphasis in Ger-
many has now shifted to more detailed improve-
ments to the network in terms of smaller ABS
(Ausbaustrecke), that is, allowing higher speed.


The success of the early HSR developments in
generating traffic and in switching traffic from
both air and road led to an increasing desire for
regions not to be excluded from the emerging


network. The early projects carried sufficiently
large estimated rates of return on a financial ba-
sis to make them worthwhile; later projects would
increasingly rely on the need to identify a wider
social benefit to justify the use of public funds.
Moreover as a network began to emerge, it be-
came more difficult to identify a precise added
value for each new link as the network effects be-
came more complex.


Experience with the first HSR in France, TGV-
Sud Est, showed that for distances of around
400-450 km and a two-hour typical journal time,
HSR was not just competitive with air, it would
completely dominate the market. Even at the
600-800 km range, HSR could be highly com-
petitive given access times, frequencies and reli-
ability.3 HSR thus started to be seen not just as
a competitor to air for inter-regional journeys, but
as a complement for longer international and in-
ter-continental journeys. Thus interconnection of
the HSR network with airports became seen as a
core design feature. The French network serves
Paris Charles de Gaulle and Lyon St Exupéry
(Satolas) directly and a number of smaller region-
al airports by close proximity. The Frankfurt-
Cologne line serves both Frankfurt (Main) and
Cologne-Bonn airports. The Brussels-Amsterdam
line will serve Schiphol airport.


At a European level, the emergence of the con-
cept of trans-European networks (TENs) during
the 1990s led to the designation of a HSR net-
work independent of that for classic rail. As Tur-
ró (2000) explains, this was simply an amalga-
mation of the four main national networks
already referred to, but it went further in two
main areas: the designation of Northern and
Southern European HSR networks. The Northern
network is the star-shaped link of the PBKAL; the
Southern network provides links between the
Spanish, French and Italian networks. These
have been (or still are being) built on a link-by-
link basis with little or no regard for the overall
network effects, and the by-passing and redis-
tributive impacts are significant.
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4 Paris-London via Lille is a longer route than the direct
route from Paris via Amiens to the Channel Tunnel. The
latter is listed as a future project in the French Schéma 


Directeur, but it is likely to be some time before it be-
comes viable. The failure to serve Amiens remains a per-
sistent point of contention.


The major problems of the TENs are the duplica-
tion between networks, and the desire of cities
and regions to ensure they are connected to each
network—their perception is that it would be a
serious disadvantage for them not to be connect-
ed when other cities were. In fact the amount of
central EU funding for each TEN link is relative-
ly small, and although dedication can give rise to
eligibility for Structural and Cohesion Funds, na-
tional, regional and local governments (and the
private sector) have to find the bulk of the fi-
nance; and this can prove to be a long-term bur-
den on the public sector’s commitments.


Because the various HSR projects were in a rea-
sonably advanced state of planning, and because
the promotion of a new mode of transport, which
could provide a serious competitive challenge to
the environmentally less attractive road and air
modes (HSR competes with both), was an attrac-
tive proposition, HSR featured strongly in the ini-
tial list of priority projects determined at Essen
in 1994. The extension of the priority list to
around 30 projects following the Van Miert report
of 2003 reveals that there are now six HSR TEN
priority projects of which only three will have
been completed by 2007 (see table 5.1). Of
these the Lyon-Torino-Venezia project has been
broadened to include multiple uses; and arguably,
the West Coast Main Line in the UK is not a true
HSR project, as it involves upgrading rather than
new build and is for maximum speeds well below
300 km/h.


Table 5.1 clearly indicates that the priority TENs
are built on national links to later provide inter-
national networks. In some cases this is because
the international linkage underwrites the viabili-
ty of the national project and vice versa. For ex-
ample TGV Nord only makes full economic sense
in the context of Paris-Brussels and Paris-London
links. It would be difficult to justify each of these
lines in its own right without the domestic Paris-
Lille service and the ability to link Brussels-Lon-
don services on the same infrastructure.4 Some
similar issues arise in the routing of TGV-Est and


in the various elements of HSR South West. The
problem is that the intentional impact of HSR
has so far been much less dramatic in traffic gen-
eration terms than domestic HSR services. Eu-
rostar services between Paris-Brussels and Lon-
don have only reached about one-third of the
original forecast passenger numbers after more
than ten years of operation although the rail
share of the air plus rail market has reached more
than 70 percent.


That HSR has thus become a central plank in the
development of the European transport infra-
structure network is not in doubt. What remains
in doubt is the rationale for this. Four broad ob-
jectives can be identified:
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TABLE 5.1: HSR projects in Priority TENs


Projects or sections of projects
Date for start of
operation


A. Essen List Projects


PP2 High Speed Railway Paris-Brussels-
Cologne-Amsterdam London


2007


PP3 Southern TGV


– Madrid-Barcelona 2005


– Barcelona-Figueres-Perpignan 2008


– Madrid-Vitoria-Hendaya 2010


PP4 TGV Est


– Paris-Baudrecourt 2007


– Metz-Luxembourg 2007


– Saarbrücken-Mannheim 2007


PP6 Lyon-Torino-Trieste-Torino-Venezia 2010


PP14 West Coast Main Line (UK) 2007


B. New 2003 Projects


High Speed Railway, South-West


– Lisbon/Porto-Madrid 2011


– Perpignan-Montpellier 2015


– Montpellier-Nîmes 2010


– Irún-Dax (cross border) 2010


– Dax-Bordeaux 2020


– Bordeaux-Tours 2015


Source: European Commission (2003).







5 Although it is maintained by some that the search for
speed was gained at the expense of environmental 


sustainability (e.g. Whitelegg 1993).


— A pure transport objective in which HSR is
promoted as a less environmentally damaging
alternative to road and air;5


— A competitiveness objective in which HSR has
both direct impacts on productivity and indi-
rect impacts through agglomeration and scale;


— A cohesion objective in which transport infra-
structure investment impacts on accessibility
and contributes to the process of convergence;


— An industrial and technological objective to re-
inforce European companies in the rail sector.


The development of the EU rail network to 2020
is shown in map 5.A.1, and the estimates of the
level of investment to 2015 and further to 2030
in maps 5.A.2 and 5.A.3. From a European Union
perspective, the real difficulty is how to determine
the European added value from these networks,
both from the key cross-border elements and from
the key linkages between cities within member
states (Vickerman 2006). It is to these issues we
turn in the following part of this chapter.


5.3 DEFINING THE WIDER 


EFFECTS OF HSR


Although the primary motivation for the early HSR
lines was, as we discussed above, one of enhanc-
ing capacity, it was also clear that the step change
in speeds involved from the maximum of around
200 km/h, which had been achieved on some
classic lines (and even more so from the ruling
maximum on most of the network of 160 km/h) to
250 km/h and later to 300 km/h plus, was bound
to have a major impact on both rail’s competitive-
ness and on traffic generation. Greater speed im-
plied lower generalized costs of travel; and lower
costs implied a reduced impedance of distance,
which would raise accessibility and the economic
potential of the major centers served.


5.3.1 ACCESSIBILITY


The measurement of potential accessibility typi-
cally involves two elements: an activity function


which assesses the activities that are to be
reached, and an impedance function which rep-
resents the cost of reaching them. This can be
summarized in an equation of the form


Ai = RWj
a exp(–bcij) ,


j


which measures aggregate accessibility at i
based on the availability of activity a, at a series
of locations j, the cost of reaching each j being
given by cij. The b is a measure of the relative im-
pedance. The application of such a measure to
the European networks identifies a clear concen-
tric pattern for road and rail, less so for air (and
potentially for high speed rail). Map 5.A.4 shows
the estimated accessibility by rail at the level of
NUTS3 regions in 2001. Of course, taking each
individual mode separately may give a mislead-
ing impression of actual accessibility of a region;
for example accessibility is affected by major
barriers such as sea or mountain ranges which
may make land transport difficult but is compen-
sated by the availability of air transport. To over-
come this most measures of the impact of the de-
velopment of the TENs tends to use a measure of
aggregate multi-modal accessibility where the
relative usage of each mode is used to weight the
individual modal accessibilities as shown in map
5.A.5.


But such measures of accessibility need not only
further refinement to allow for access to the net-
work, which can be very variable (map 5.A.6),
but also more difficult factors to include on a Eu-
rope wide basis, such as variations in frequency
of service which may have a big impact on per-
ceived accessibility.


Early works on the impacts of HSR focused on
this impact on accessibility. Using conventional
gravity-based models, a series of studies demon-
strated how higher speeds would lead to very pro-
nounced changes in the time-space maps of Eu-
rope (e.g. Spiekermann and Wegener 1994;
Gutiérrez, González, and Gómez 1996; Gutiérrez
2001). Changes in accessibility, defined simply
in terms of time, are only a part of the impact.
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First there is the problem that although absolute
accessibility may improve, there are improve-
ments in accessibility to all nodes in the network
such that relative accessibility may not change
significantly. Vickerman, Spiekermann, and We-
gener (1999) demonstrate, using the same basic
data as Spiekermann and Wegener (1994) but
including access times to the new HSR networks
and allowing for the changes to all nodes, that
the new networks may reinforce the absolute
dominance of the major metropolitan centers. On
the other hand, Ulied (1997) demonstrates that
major HSR impacts (in terms of the relative in-
crease in markets available for daily business
round-trips) will be in small and medium-sized
cities in the center of Europe, where accessibili-
ty improvements are relatively larger than in large
metropolitan areas, especially those located far-
away from the geographic center of Europe.
Small and medium-sized cities in the center will
benefit from the interconnection of conventional
rail and HSR to large metropolitan, ports and air-
ports.


5.3.2. CONNECTIVITY


In the late eighties, Turró and Ulied developed
an alternative measure of accessibility called
«connectivity» (ICON). The measure aggregates
the generalized cost of access to the different
transportation networks from a given place, and
the utility these connections may provide, in
terms of effective services to most interesting
destinations. The underlying assumption is that
in territories with relatively dense transportation
networks, and with economic activities well in-
tegrated into global markets, accessibility gains
between origins, and destinations becomes less
relevant than accessibility to networks. Not sur-
prisingly, ICON results, when mapped clearly,
indicate those areas with higher increases in
relative accessibility as it is perceived by local
and regional authorities. But changes in relative
accessibility do not imply unambiguous
changes in competitiveness and economic per-
formance, a point to which we return in the fol-
lowing section.


5.3.3. THE IMPACTS OF ACCESSIBILITY 


CHANGE


Initial research into the impacts of the French
TGV lines focused on the relative impacts on
Paris and provincial cities. It suggests that al-
though such services led to a substantial growth
of traffic, the impact on the local economies of
the cities served was much less certain. Gener-
ally such services cannot be shown to have had
a major impact on the net redistribution of the
economic activity between Paris and provincial
cities, or on the overall rate of growth of these
cities.


The evidence includes studies of the TGV Sud
Est, Paris-Lyon, opened in 1981 (Plassard and
Cointet-Pinell 1986), the TGV Atlantique, in-
cluding a study of Nantes, opened in 1989
(Klein and Claisse 1997; Dornbusch 1997), and
early studies of the TGV Nord, including studies
of Lille and Valenciennes, opened in 1993 (SES
1998; Burmeister and Colletis-Wahl 1996). All
of these studies demonstrate a considerable
growth in traffic between Paris and each provin-
cial city since the opening of TGV. The impact on
business traffic is more mixed. In the case of
TGV Sud Est, there was a substantial growth; in
the case of TGV Atlantique as a whole, there was
a marginal reduction in business traffic, but the
period immediately after its opening coincided
with a serious recession.


The Paris-Lyon study showed a major impact on
the pattern of mobility, but with changes in both
directions. Essentially many businesses in both
locations modified their pattern of working lead-
ing to increases in travel in both directions.
There was no overall net impact on the
economies of the major cities, but there was a
general tendency towards the concentration of
economic activity towards these major cities from
the regional hinterland, especially in Bourgogne
and Rhônes-Alpes regions. This centralizing ef-
fect of high speed rail is now a well-established
impact.


In the case of TGV Atlantique, the development
of business traffic showed interesting contrasts.
Tours, at 240km (1h 10m) from Paris, showed a
significant reduction in business traffic of 24%
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in total and of 40% in rail trafficl between 1989
and 1993. Nantes, 380km (2h 05m) from Paris,
showed a total increase in business traffic be-
tween the two cities of 66%. In 1989, 73% of
the traffic originated in Nantes, but there was a
much larger increase in Paris-originated traffic
(+99%) compared with that originating in Nantes
(+55%). For Toulouse, 700km from Paris (5h
06m), the increase in total business traffic with
TGV was 21%, but this increase was totally de -
viated from air (+45%) whilst despite the gain in
time by rail of just over one hour, traffic fell by
58%. In this case however, most of the increase
in traffic was locally based (+35%) and Paris-
originated traffic actually fell by 5%. However,
much of the driving force behind these changes
was seen to be the business cycle rather than
changes in the supply price of transport. The key
factor here appears to be the differential impacts
on the city located around 2 hours from Paris;
those closer and further away did not benefit as
much. This is consistent with other evidence that
high speed rail has its major impact in the 2-3
hour journey-time band.


In Nantes there was considerable anticipation of
the coming of the TGV in the light of some of the
experiences of Lyon. This was mainly felt in prop-
erty development, and relatively little impact on
inward movement of enterprises was identified.
As in the case of Paris-Lyon, there was evidence
of a degree of internal reorganization within firms
to take advantage of changing transport costs for
business travel. Note that the stronger impact on
Paris-originated journeys is consistent with the
relative lack of development realized in Nantes.
Given the general economic situation at the time
of the introduction of the TGV, the impact on
tourist traffic was stronger than that on business
traffic, and this was reflected in a large increase
of tourist facilities (an increase of 43% in hotel
rooms in central Nantes, for example, between
1988 and 1993, although some retrenchment
was noted after 1993, and occupation did not
match expectations).


For TGV Nord the distances are too short to
probably make any major impact (Lille is just 1
hour from Paris). Nevertheless total traffic grew
substantially over the first three years of opera-
tion: 5% in the first year, 6% in the second


year, and 11% in the third year. Except in year
two, the growth was stronger for traffic originat-
ing in Nord Pas de Calais region. What is of in-
terest is that rail showed much stronger growth
in the latter market than for traffic originating
in the Paris region.


The Lille study suggested that about one-third of
all business travel was changed as a result of the
introduction of TGV (both outward from regional
based enterprises and inward by clients of such
enterprises). However, 90% of enterprises identi-
fied no impact of TGV on their overall activities.
As in the earlier studies, there was evidence of
some internal reorganization, described in this
study as a form of «spatial dualization». Some
considerable differences were noted between Lille
and Valenciennes: just as in the Paris-Lyon study,
there was some evidence of centralization of ac-
tivity towards Lille, the major regional center, at
the expense of the weaker one, Valenciennes.


The French studies demonstrate the critical im-
portance of time thresholds in the impact which
TGV services will have on the relationships be-
tween major centers. Thus the headline time of
two hours between Paris and Lyon was very sig-
nificant. This is particularly true in the diversion
of trips from air to rail, but it has also affected
the potential for the creation of new journeys re-
flecting new activity possibilities. A further issue
is that although much of the success of the TGV
in generating new traffic has been caused by pro-
viding services for locations close to the new infra-
structure, the economic spillover for these cen-
ters has not been as great as for the locations on
the main lines.


Not many studies have been made in Spain to as-
sess the regional development impact of HSR. In
the study conducted by the University of Ciudad
Real, results showed some local impacts in Ciu-
dad Real, and marginal impacts in other cities. In
the Madrid-Seville, Madrid-Barcelona-Perpignan,
and other lines, a double affect is expected: On
the one hand a relative substitution of air traffic
between major cities, and on the other, an in-
crease in the level of metropolitan integration of
small and medium size cities along the corridor.
In most cases, there are urban development proj-
ects around new HSR stations.
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5.4. ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF HSR


Recent theoretical work in new economic geogra-
phy provides us with a basis for a deeper under-
standing of the relationship between accessibili-
ty change and economic impacts. It focuses on
the interrelationship between transport costs,
market size, backward and forward linkages, and
scale economies (Fujita, Krugman, and Venables
1999). The essence of the approach is to recog-
nize that in imperfectly competitive markets for
transport-using activities, there will be no unam-
biguous predictable response to changes in
transport costs. This is equally true for the move-
ment of goods and people, particularly for the
latter where the movement is for business or
commuting purposes. Thus changes in user ben-
efits will not provide a complete measure of the
change in total economic benefit, as they will not
include these wider economic benefits (Jara-Díaz
1986). Wider economic benefits do not, however,
just constitute a simple add-on or multiplier ef-
fect to the user benefits (SACTRA 1999). More-
over the distribution of those benefits between
the affected regions is an empirical question.


5.4.1. DEFINING WIDER 


ECONOMIC BENEFITS


Wider economic benefits can be viewed in two
ways. On the one hand, they involve an increase
in total welfare which is greater than the meas-
ured increase in consumers’ surplus to users
through time savings, reductions in accident
rates, etc. And on the other, these benefits can
be seen as the increase in GDP which occurs as
a result of the changes in economic activity, de-
riving from the transport change. These represent
different ways of measuring benefits and typical-
ly give different numerical results. For example,
time savings accruing in the course of commut-
ing or leisure travel are welfare gains to the user,
but do not have a direct effect on GDP, unlike
time savings in the course of work. However
where such time savings lead to an overall gain in
productivity, because people can access more
productive jobs more easily, it will be recorded as
a change in GDP. For the economy as a whole,
the overall impact will be broadly similar, but the
ratio of total benefits to user benefits will differ.


There could also be important differences in the
impact on individual regions such that the wel-
fare gain accrues in one place but the GDP ben-
efits accrue in another. If improved transport in-
frastructure leads to greater concentration of
employment, it can have different relative im-
pacts on central and more peripheral regions.


Wider benefits are those which typically cannot
be recouped from users through charging, and
they arise in a number of ways: through impacts
on the labor market, through direct impacts on
productivity and competition in product markets,
and through changes in patterns of agglomera-
tion. In each of these cases, the main reasons for
wider benefits occurring are due to the absence
of a perfect competition. As Jara-Díaz (1986)
shows, where there is perfect competition in
transport-using markets, user benefits will be an
accurate and sufficient measure of the total ben-
efits from transport improvements.


We stress the importance of the labor market, be-
cause it has frequently been ignored in studies of
wider benefits. Labor market effects in imperfect-
ly competitive labor markets arise in three possi-
ble ways: changing participation rates, increased
working hours and moves to more productive jobs
(Department for Transport 2005). Improved trans-
port can enable access to jobs which would not
otherwise have been possible. If it enables work-
ers from employment-deficient regions to access
jobs in labor-deficient regions, there will be gains
to the workers, to employers, and to the public
sector, which gains tax revenue and faces lower
social security payments. Similarly if easier com-
muting encourages existing workers to work
longer hours, there will be potential gains to all
three groups, although it might seem more likely
that, in practice, workers would take the gains in
increased leisure rather than in increased work.
Possibly of greatest importance, however, is the
impact on productivity which arises thorough
workers being able to move more easily from less
productive to more productive jobs. HSR has the
important effect of creating a potential step-
change in the size of labor markets, not just for
daily commuting, but also for reinforcing the pos-
sibility of long-distance, weekly commuting where
the constraints of housing or personal circum-
stances prevent job-related migration.
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5.4.2. IMPERFECT COMPETITION 


AND WIDER BENEFITS


Jara-Díaz (1986) recognized that if the degree of
monopoly was different in the two regions con-
nected by a new infrastructure, there could be
differential effects. In an imperfectly competitive
world, there will be agglomeration forces which
enable firms, that have larger markets and enjoy
scale economies, to take more advantage of any
reduction in transport costs. Hence reductions in
transport costs can lead to more agglomeration
and to unequal impacts on regions connected by
the same infrastructure (Venables and Gasiorek
1999). However the nature of this approach is
that the impact of any particular reduction of
transport costs cannot be determined a priori. It
will depend on the initial level of transport costs,
the degree of agglomeration already present, the
size of each market, the extent of scale
economies, and on the backward and forward
linkages within that market (Fujita, Krugman,
and Venables 1999; Fujita and Thisse 2002).


The key factor is the extent of the mark-up over
marginal cost in the transport-using activities,
whether these are industries or labor markets. In
perfectly-competitive sectors, there is no mark-
up and, hence, any changes in transport costs
will have to be passed on directly to the final ac-
tivity, so the extent of the impact on the wider
economy is dependent on the elasticity of de-
mand for that final activity. Since the amount of
transport demand depends directly on the de-
mand for the final activity, the direct user bene-
fits capture all the economic benefits. As mark-
ups increase, there is in effect a wedge driven
between the market for the transport-using activ-
ity and the transport associated with it. Any re-
duction in transport costs from the HSR does not
need to be passed directly on to the customers of
the final activity, but firms can use the opportu-
nity to increase or reduce the mark-up. Reducing
the mark-up by passing on more than the reduc-
tion in transport costs could be a way of increas-
ing a firm’s market area and gaining market ad-
vantage over firms in a more competitive market.
On the other hand, firms may use the fall in
transport costs to increase the mark-up, for ex-
ample to invest so as to reduce other costs and
gain from potential scale economies. It is also


possible that the net impact can be negative. If
the mark-up is negative, for example, where there
are industries with significant subsidies, such as
in economically lagging regions, then the direct
user benefits may overestimate the total econom-
ic benefit. Hence the ultimate impact from any
infrastructure project is likely to be unpre-
dictable, both in terms of magnitude and sign.


5.4.3. TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACT


How then can the total economic impact be as-
sessed? There are three main elements: (1) the
impact on competition in the affected regions,
(2) the impact on the ability to gain benefits from
the change in market power through agglomera-
tion, and (3) the impact on the linkages and, in
particular, on backward linkages, such as the la-
bor market. Once these have been assessed, we
have to identify how to include them in a full
cost-benefit framework.


The impact on competition is ambiguous. In per-
fectly-competitive markets, as we have seen, the
impact of increased competition is essentially
neutral and should be adequately captured by the
direct user benefits. In imperfectly-competitive
markets, the direct effect of any increased com-
petition, resulting directly from lower transport
costs, is also likely to be essentially neutral in its
impact. It is traditionally argued that monopoly
power is derived from the effective barriers to
competition provided by higher transport costs, so
that reductions in such barriers are pro-competi-
tive, reducing monopoly mark-ups and, hence,
there is a wider benefit resulting from the reduc-
tion of prices. On the other hand, such competi-
tive pressures, if they do exist, may also drive
firms out of the market, and the effect of lower
transport costs is to reduce the number of firms
able to compete in the market in the long run. It
is likely that such effects cancel each other out in
most cases, and thus, there is little in the way of
wider economic benefits that can be added.


There may be some exceptions to this conclu-
sion: where new links are created, they have such
a significant impact on transport costs (which are
already very high) that significant market restruc-
turing takes place introducing competition to
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previously protected local monopolies. This is the
unlocking argument advanced by SACTRA
(1999) and reaffirmed in its latest guidance by
the Department for Transport (2005). These are
likely to be rare in most developed market
economies.


Much more significant than the market compe-
tition effects are the agglomeration benefits,
which may result from the change in transport
costs. The argument here is that the rise in
output, which follows from the lower transport
costs, has cumulative effects through the way
in which firms interact in a market. This in-
volves both localization economies, in which
firms within the same industry benefit from
the proximity to each other through such fac-
tors as specialized labor pools or shared R&D,
and urbanization economies, in which firms
obtain a form of public goods benefit from the
existence of an urban infrastructure, including
knowledge, research, and culture as well as
the physical infrastructure. The larger the mar-
ket, the greater the likely net additional im-
pact; the latter arises because there is an ad-
ditional impact on productivity. There is a long
debate over the extent to which urban size and
productivity are related, and the direction of
causality, but there is an increasing consensus
that there is a strong positive relationship be-
tween them, which can have a significant ad-
ditional impact on the benefits from transport
improvements (Fujita and Thisse 2002; Ven-
ables 2004; Graham 2005). It argues that al-
though the lower transport costs may cause
firms to increase the size of their market, such
increased size provides an incentive for the
firm to enjoy scale economies and to benefit
from proximity to other more efficient firms.
Typical productivity elasticities are in the
range of 0.01 to 0.1. Ciccone (2002), using
data for EU regions, finds an elasticity with re-
spect to employment density of 0.05. Graham
(2005) finds for UK industries a weighted av-
erage elasticity of 0.04 for manufacturing, but
significant variations between industries with
some as high as 0.2, and an average of 0.12
for service industries. Graham also identifies
some important variations between regions re-
flecting different degrees of localization of in-
dustry groups.


A further element of this output benefit under
imperfect competition is that, here, since the
productivity increases, the direct user benefits
will be greater than it would be under the per-
fect competition assumption. The largest direct
user benefits from most projects are time sav-
ings, valued relative to the wage level (assum-
ing that wages reflect productivity). The in-
crease in productivity implies that a higher
value of time savings should be applied since
the increased productivity enables firms to in-
crease output (or produce the same output with
fewer workers).


The basic advantage which some regions obtain
in an imperfectly competitive world derives from
a larger market size, which enables firms to in-
crease both output (scale) and productivity. How-
ever it is useful to break up that larger market
size effect into a pure market size effect and the
backward and forward linkages, which are associ-
ated with agglomeration. One of the key back-
ward linkages relates to the labor market. As
transport costs are reduced, labor markets be-
come larger, as commuting times are reduced,
and firms have access to a larger labor supply.
This enables firms to benefit both from wage lev-
els which might be lower than they might be as
result of more competition in the larger market,
and from access to more skilled labor, which will
be more productive for the reasons discussed
above.


Normally one would expect that there would be
a wage premium at the market center reflecting
its greater accessibility, scale and productivity
effects, as well as the wage necessary to attract
labor to commute in from across the wider re-
gion. As transport improves, more workers find it
attractive to work in the market center, both be-
cause such center is a larger catchment area, for
which commuting is feasible, and because more
people find it worthwhile to seek work in the
center rather than elsewhere (or not at all); also
if they are already working in the center, they
will be prepared to work longer hours. Hence
there is an output effect which arises because of
the increased size of the labor market. Where
there is also a productivity effect due to agglom-
eration effects at the market center, the output
effect from the expansion of employment is
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6 For a more detailed analysis of the issues raised in the appraisal of major projects, see Vickerman (2007).


added by the increased output of all existing
workers.


Note that it is not the size of the infrastructure
project which determines the scale of the wider
economic benefits. Large projects are likely to
have a wider impact in terms of greater, direct
user benefits, but the wider benefits are not sim-
ply proportional to the direct user benefits. Some
relatively minor projects, the unlocking projects,
can have disproportionately large wider benefits,
whereas some very large projects may have rela-
tively little impact on the key scale, productivity,
and linkage effects. This is why there is no a pri-
ori reason for applying a simple wider benefits
multiplier. It also demonstrates that seeking a
simple output elasticity, as in the macro analysis,
can be misleading.


5.5. EVIDENCE ON THE WIDER 


ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF HSR


Most of the detailed studies of HSR impacts did
not formalize the analysis to identify the compo-
nents outlined in the previous section. The techni-
cal key to estimating such benefits came from the
application of large scale computer-based models.
There are two main types: advanced land use-trans-
port interaction (LUTI) models and computable
general equilibrium (CGE) models. A number of
models of both have been applied to attempts to
estimate the impact of the development of TEN
networks, and also to specific case studies.6


Both LUTI and CGE models use a detailed de-
scription of the regional economies in the form of
its input-output structure. Each sector can be de-
scribed by its needs for inputs and their origin,
and its markets and their location. Changes in
transport costs, thus, feed into the cost function
of each sector according to its transport intensi-
ty. LUTI models assume that markets clearly and
implicitly assume that all economic agents are in
perfectly competitive markets, so that prices re-
flect marginal costs. A change in transport costs
will, thus, always be passed on in the prices of
the activities using that transport.


CGE models use evidence on the actual mark-
ups observed in a range of economic sectors
and, thus, allow for the differential impacts,
which a given change in transport costs can
have on different regions depending on their
sectoral and competitive structures. The basic
structure of CGE models (see Bröcker 2004;
Gunn 2004, for valuable introductions) involves
a demand system, which expresses final con-
sumers’ preferences over a range of differentiat-
ed goods, a social accounting matrix which ex-
presses the input-output structure of the
economy, and a profit function for firms. Firms
are assumed to be in imperfect competition pro-
ducing differentiated goods. The outputs of the
CGE model are the demands for goods and labor
and the implicit flows between regions from
which these demands generate, and a direct
measure of changes in consumer welfare in
terms of the equivalent variation in income (the
income equivalent to the change in welfare re-
sulting from a change in any input, such as the
cost of transport).


One large-scale application of both of these ap-
proaches is in the SASI model (Wegener and
Bökemann 1998) and the CGEurope model de-
veloped by Johannes Bröcker (Bröcker 2004),
which have been used in a number of research
projects looking at the impact of the Trans-Eu-
ropean Networks (see, for example, Bröcker et
al. 2004a, 2004b). They use a detailed repre-
sentation of the European transport network
mapped onto a detailed regional structure of
Europe at the NUTS3 level. The model gener-
ates three important results. First, it demon-
strates that despite significant changes in
transport costs and accessibility, occasioned by
the development of the TENs (accessibility in
some regions changing by as much as 40 per-
cent, see map 5.A.7), the impact on GDP using
the SASI model is typically less than 4 percent
(map 5.A.8), and on welfare using the CGEu-
rope model even more modest (equivalent typi-
cally to less than 2 percent of regional GDP)
(map 5.A.9). Secondly, it shows that the net-
work as a whole has both positive and negative
impacts, and although the largest positive im-
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pacts relative to regional GDP are in the more
peripheral, poorer regions, it is difficult to
claim that despite significant investment ex-
penditures, the TENs are a major force towards
convergence and cohesion. Thirdly, specific in-
vestments can be seen to have differential im-
pacts both on the specific regions they serve
and in the added value they bring to the Euro-
pean economy as a whole. Thus even using a
fairly aggregated modelling structure, much of
the parameter dependence and variety of im-
pact predicted by the theoretical model can be
identified. This contrasts strongly with the
purely accessibility-based estimates of HSR ef-
fects, which meant much larger benefits. Al-
though the model does allow for the measure-
ment of the impact of each link in the context
of the development of a complete network, it
does not, however, allow for the possible dy-
namic impacts which the development of this
network could have (Laird, Nellthorp, and
Mackie 2005).


A more specific application has been developed
to evaluate the possible impact of a high speed
rail link between the Randstad and the Northern
Netherlands, including the possibility of using an
ultra high speed maglev system (Oosterhaven and
Elhorst 2003; Elhorst, Oosterhaven, and Romp
2004). The Dutch model focuses not just on the
output and welfare implications, but also very
specifically on the labor market since the im-
provement to transport will not just affect the lo-
cation of employment, but also the residential lo-
cation decision. This introduces further
difficulties because it requires not just a balance
of production and consumption in the goods mar-
kets with a potential response through migration
to long-term imbalances, but a period-by-period
balancing of labor markets demands and sup-
plies, zone by zone. Furthermore, once the key
benefiting users of the system are passengers
rather than goods some of the simplifying as-
sumptions used in the typical CGE structure be-
come less plausible. For example, the use of ice-
berg transport costs, in which the cost of
transport of a good is subsumed into the value of
the goods moved such that they are worth less at
the destination than at the origin by the amount
of the cost of transport, is inappropriate for pas-
sengers. Similarly the assumption of constant


costs of transport per unit of distance is even less
appropriate for passenger transport.


Nevertheless the application of a CGE model to
this project produces an interesting set of results.
The wider benefits are shown to vary significantly
as a result of the precise nature of the project and
the region studied (especially core-periphery dif-
ferences), and constitute a higher proportion of
direct benefits than earlier studies suggested, of
the order of 30-40 percent. These wider benefits
are higher than theoretical simulation models
suggested; SACTRA (1999) suggested that a fig-
ure of 10 to 20 percent was a likely range, follow-
ing Venables and Gasiorek’s (1999) conclusion
that 30 percent was a likely to be exceeded in
only a few cases. (It is worth noting, however, that
in the earlier version Oosterhaven and Elhorst
[2003] had produced a figure of 83 percent).
What is clear from Elhorst, Oosterhaven, and
Romp (2004) is that the degree of detail in the
modelling of labor market responses may be cru-
cial here. These employment effects arise by link-
ing areas of labor surplus to those of labor short-
ages, rather than through the productivity effects
arising as a result of agglomeration benefits,
which has been argued before (Venables 2004).


5.6 NATIONAL AND LOCAL IMPACTS 


OF HSR


So far, we have dealt with the impacts at a very
aggregate level, which tends to hide the detail
of local impacts. The development of an inte-
grated network at the national level previously
has been largely confined to France, but the
planned network for Spain will be even larger.


Map 5.A.10 demonstrates the considerable
variation in accessibility to rail within Spain,
and map 5.A.11 shows the very concentrated
nature of rail supply. Map 5.A.12 shows the
level of service of the initial HSR routes in
service in 2006. However, even at this level, it
is very difficult to separate out the specific im-
pacts which further development will have. For
that we shall need to look at individual lines
and even individual sections of those lines.
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5.6.1. SOME LOCAL IMPACTS 1: EVIDENCE 


FROM THE NORTH EUROPEAN HSR 


NETWORK


The North European High Speed Rail Network is
the most developed network of high speed rail
connections in Europe, linking Paris, Brussels,
Cologne, Amsterdam and London, with direct on-
ward linkages to Frankfurt, and via the Paris
Ceinture to the rest of the French TGV network
(map 5.A.13). The first elements of this network
were completed in 1993, and the final stages
should be in operation by the end of 2007. The
network involves five EU member states. Besides
providing high speed rail links between these ma-
jor metropolitan regions in Europe, the network
has opened up new opportunities for other possi-
ble nodes, particularly Lille, but at the same
time, has removed or reduced access to interna-
tional rail services from other towns and cities.
Significantly for our purposes, a number of these
are on or close to international borders, the ef-
fects of which could therefore be reinforced by
the new links.


Excluding the French TGV links (Paris-Lille-
Calais), which were built prior to 1993 and thus
not included as TENs priorities, the total cost of
the remaining links is estimated at €24.9 billion,
of which just under €0.9 billion (to end in 2004)
was from the TEN budget (European Commission,
2005). The projects are being delivered in a num-
ber of ways with both pure public sector projects
managed by the relevant national railway infra-
structure authority, and various models of public-
private partnership. Services on the completed
network will also be provided by a number of joint
venture companies, providing overlapping ser -
vi ces between the main destinations. Thus Thalys
services between Paris-Brussels-Cologne-Amster-
dam compete with SNCF TGV services, with Eu-
rostar (joint UK, French, Belgian services) be-
tween Lille and Brussels, with DB ICE services
between Brussels and Cologne, and with
SNCB/NS services between Brussels and Amster-
dam. Tickets are not interchangeable and not pro-
vided through booking (e.g., between London and
Frankfurt).


This lack of easy booking and the lack of planning
of reliable connections for through services limit


the competitive edge of the network with airlines,
which is one of the major objectives of this devel-
opment. Thus, for example, on a direct competi-
tion between air and rail on the London-Paris seg-
ment, rail captured almost 80% share of the
combined market. Although rail will find it diffi-
cult to make similar inroads on the longest possi-
ble journeys (e.g., London-Frankfurt), even with
through booking and easier connections, there is
a considerable market for modal shift, which will
enable this network to fulfil one of its major ob-
jectives in terms of current EU transport policy. In
late 2005, a joint venture between Eurostar and
Thalys was established to further this aim, and in
2006, the Dutch High Speed Alliance (operator of
the HSL Zuid) and various national rail companies
joined such venture seeking to deliver more seam-
less high speed travel over a wide area of northern
Europe.


As it is clear in map 5.A.13, the development of
the network has required a number of compro-
mises in terms of route choice. For example, the
London-Paris route is significantly longer than
the more direct route between the Channel Tun-
nel and Paris, made necessary by the economic
considerations of combining the infrastructure
with that between Paris and Brussels (this route
is also longer than the more direct traditional
route via Maubeuge and Mons). Here the com-
mercial consideration of serving the Lille metro-
politan area with a population of well over 1 mil-
lion was critical. Less clear in the map, but also
important, was the decision to place the route
through the main railway station of Antwerp, in-
volving a very expensive tunnelling operation, but
ensuring that the rail penetrated the heart of the
city. Similar decisions surrounded the location of
stations in Lille and Rotterdam.


Perhaps some of the local impacts of new TGV
routes are best seen in the context of the impacts
on towns in the border regions, which may either
have new links created or old links removed. On
the Franco-Belgian border, Lille made the most
of its position at the junction of the lines to these
three main cities: London (under 2 hours), Paris
(1 hour), and Brussels (40 minutes). On the oth-
er hand, the traditional (and more direct) Paris-
Brussels route served the smaller town of
Maubeuge and the Belgian city of Mons, both of
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which largely lost their international links.
Maubeuge has irregular direct traditional rail
services to Paris of 2 hours. Services to Brussels
involve a change at Quévy, operate irregularly (es-
sentially morning and evening services) and take
between 1 hour 20 minutes and 2 hours. Belgian
domestic services from Quévy operate every hour
to Brussels. On the Belgian side of the border, in
Mons, as in Maubeuge, through international
services were largely lost, except for one return
Thalys service a day to Paris. This is, however,
some 40 minutes faster than the direct tradition-
al services from Maubeuge, which is just over 20
km away across the border. Otherwise journeys to
Paris involve a change in either Brussels or Lille,
adding at least one hour to the journey time.


In contrast to the Franco-Belgian border, the bor-
der between France and Britain is one where the
completion of the Channel Tunnel and associated
high speed rail links introduced through interna-
tional rail services, where none had existed previ-
ously (except for rail connections to traditional fer-
ry services). Through services by Eurostar between
Ashford in Kent, and Paris and Brussels take 2
hours and 1 hour 40 minutes, respectively. Such
services open new journey possibilities to destina-
tions beyond Paris and Brussels, with changes in
Lille and Brussels, respectively. In the other direc-
tion, the coastal region of Nord-Pas de Calais
gained direct services to London of just 1 hour 20
minutes (reducing to little over 1 hour on the com-
pletion of the high speed line all the way to Lon-
don in 2007). There is an imbalance in these serv-
ices, however. Calais has only three weekday
services to London (and four in the opposite direc-
tion). The stops in Calais, where the station Calais-
Fréthun is actually some way out of the town, tend
to serve the Calais-Paris passenger more than the
Calais-London passenger does. Ashford currently
has 6 weekday services to Paris (7 on Mondays
and Fridays), and 4 to Brussels with 6 in the re-
verse direction. Most Brussels services also stop in
Lille. Oddly, Ashford-Calais has only three services
and Calais-Ashford only two on a regular weekday,
making simple, cross-border journeys by rail the
least attractive option (the tariff also makes this
journey very unattractive).


However, the completion of the UK Channel Tun-
nel Rail Link in 2007 and the opening of a new


station at Ebbsfleet, close to the London Orbital
M25 Motorway, will mean that many services cur-
rently stopping at Ashford will, instead, stop at
Ebbsfleet (map 5.A.14). The Ashford-Paris ser -
vi ce will be reduced by 50% to just three service
per day, and the Ashford-Brussels service with-
drawn completely. This issue of competition be-
tween stations along a line is an often overlooked
problem as cities campaign for a station rather
than looking at the level of service provided.


A third case is that of the Dutch-Belgian border.
This case differs from the previous two in that it
represents a still proposed development of the
network rather than one which has already been
brought into service. Nevertheless it can be seen
from the planning of it that issues were raised
both regarding the precise routing of the new
Brussels-Amsterdam high speed line and regard-
ing the services provided on that link and to towns
not on the link. Thus the agreed route passes
through the Central Station in Antwerp and then,
via Rotterdam, to Schiphol Airport and Amster-
dam, with stops just in these locations. This has
the effect of by-passing the border town of Breda
and also the Hague, which are currently served
not by direct international services, but by inter-
national trains stopping at appropriate junction
stations (Roosendaal and Den Haag HS) with con-
necting services to them. This has led to connec-
tions being provided to the new high speed line so
as to enable the development of services specifi-
cally for these cities. Thus Breda will have two
services an hour to Amsterdam via the high speed
line, and there are proposed eight trains a day be-
tween the Hague, Rotterdam, Breda and Brussels
with additional stops, which will complement the
main inter-capitals service. Such a regional ser -
vice may be the obvious solution for Ashford and
Calais, but currently Channel Tunnel safety regu-
lations and access charges make such a proposi-
tion uneconomic.


This section highlights the key local issues which
arise in the context of HSR development and shows
how HSR services need to be conceived as part of
an integrated network with local rail (and other
connecting) services, and not as a totally indepen -
dent network if the real benefits are to be felt.
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5.6.2. SOME LOCAL IMPACTS 2: 


TGV SOUTH-WEST, THE SPANISH-


FRENCH CONNECTION


The national HSR networks of France and Spain
provide a connection between the two countries,
more specifically between Perpignan and
Barcelona. The project is one of the priority
TENs, or one of the 14 Essen projects, due for
completion by 2010. It will remove a historic
bottleneck due to the lack of interoperability
caused by the difference of rail gauge of the
French and Spanish rail networks (map 5.A.15).


Map 5.A.16 shows how the project will improve
accessibility to HSR suggesting a considerable
increase in accessibility. However one of the
main potential impacts in the case of this project
could be the environmental impact on protected
areas (map 5.A.17).


5.7 CONCLUSIONS


The development of HSR as a new network of
transport has accelerated in many European coun-
tries and become a key element in the priority
TENs. The rationale for it has, however, been
somewhat confusing, so it is not clear whether
HSR is simply an updating of the rail system to
deal with problems of capacity and, thus, help
maintain rail’s market share, whether it is a means
of competing with the rapid growth of air travel for
medium distance journeys in the 400 to 600 km
range, or whether it is a more fundamental agent


of economic change and territorial balance with
impacts on both competitiveness and cohesion.


The analysis here suggests that whilst the wider
economic effects of HSR can be significant, they
are not always obvious or predictable and can vary
significantly between different HSR projects. The
analysis needs, however, to go further. Most of
the analysis does not deal adequately with the
dynamic effects, which the development of a
completely new network could have on patterns of
trip making and economic behavior. These may go
beyond the simple network effects as evidenced
by the rapid growth of that other new network of
low-cost airlines. The next stage in the develop-
ment of HSR is the joining up of the major inter-
national networks with the deve loping of national
networks, and this could imply a step-change in
effects even greater than that experienced by the
first HSR links. Such a step-change does, however,
carry implications for pricing and interconnection
with other modes, including local and regional rail
which need careful consideration. This implies a
need to go back to thinking about appropriate de -
finitions of accessibility change in the light of our
better understanding of the links between acces-
sibility change and the indirect benefits stemming
from HSR developments.


Roger Vickerman
University of Kent


Andreu Ulied
MCRIT
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APPENDIX


Map 5.A.1. Rail network development to 2021
Source: Bröcker et al. 2004a, 2004b
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Rail links Rail projects, cross-border (Scenarios B2, B4, B5)
Rail priority projects (Scenario B1) Objective 1 areas (Scenario B5)
Rail projects, non cross-border (Scenarios B2, B3, B5) Rail ferry links







Map 5.A.2. Rail investment (million € ) to 2015 
Source: Mcrit estimates for ESPON Project 3.2
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0 73.96 - 106.82
0.1 - 8.22 106.83 - 164.34
8.23 - 24.65 164.35 - 271.16
24.66 - 49.30 271.17 - 451.93
49.31 - 73.95 451.94 - 2,095.30







Map 5.A.3. Rail investment (million € ) to 2030
Source: Mcrit estimates for ESPON Project 3.2
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Map 5.A.4. Potential accessibility by rail, 2001
Note: Accessibility (ESPON Space = 100)


Source: Mathis et al. 2004
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Map 5.A.5. Multimodal accessibility (road/rail/air), 2001
Note: Accessibility (ESPON Space = 100)


Source: Mathis et al. 2004


0 < 20 100 < 120
20 < 40 120 < 140
40 < 60 140 < 160
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80 < 100 180 < …







Map 5.A.6. Connectivity to rail stations
Note: Access time


Source: Mathis et al. 2004
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Map 5.A.7. Change in accessibility 2001-2021: all TEN/TINA projects completed
Note: Different from reference scenario in 2021 (%)


Source: Bröcker et al. 2004a, 2004b


45 < … 20 < 25
40 < 45 15 < 20
35 < 40 10 < 15
30 < 35 5 < 10
25 < 30 0 < 5







Map 5.A.8. Change in GDP per capita to 2021 due to changes in accessibility in Map 5.A.7 (using SASI model)
Note: Different from reference scenario in 2021 (%)


Source: Bröcker et al. 2004a, 2004b
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Map 5.A.9. Change in welfare as % GDP per capita to 2021 due to changes in accessibility in Map 5.A.7 (using CGEurope model)
Note: Change of equivalent variation in % GDP


Source: Bröcker et al. 2004a, 2004b
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Map 5.A.10. Accessibility to rail, Spain, 2005 
Note: Minutes to the closest rail stations by road. MCRIT


Source: CEDEX-Ministerio de Fomento


Map 5.A.11. Rail services, Spain, 2006 
Note: Daily passenger train services, all except metropolitan services


Source: Renfe
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Map 5.A.12. HSR Services, Spain, 2006
Note: Daily HSR passenger train services, all except metropolitan services


Source: Renfe


Map 5.A.13. North-West European HSR Network
Source: European Commission, 2005
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Map 5.A.14. Channel Tunnel Rail Link and stations
Source: www.lcrhq.co.uk/content/downloads/ctrlroutemaps.pdf
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Map 5.A.15. TGV South and the France-Spain border region
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Map 5.A.16. Accessibility with and without HSR services
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Scenario 1 (without project). Surface at less than 30 minutes: 4,619 km2
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Scenario 2 (without project). Surface at less than 30 minutes: 6,439 km2
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Map 5.A.17. Impacts of changes in accessibility on protected areas


Scenario1 - Scenario 2: Savings of 458 hours/km2 in the interior of protected areas
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Investment in high speed rail infrastructure has
dramatically modified the position of the railway
within the set of transport alternatives the pas-
senger faces in his travel choices. Although the
decline of the market share of railways has not
changed, high speed trains have contributed to a
substantial recovery of rail market share in medium
distance corridors, where they compete with road
and air transport.


High speed rail generates social benefits, which
come from time savings, increase in reliability,
comfort and safety, and the reduction of conges-
tion and accidents in alternative modes. Releas-
ing capacity in the conventional network, which
can be used for freight transport, is an addition-
al benefit of the investment in the construction
of new lines.


The key question, central to this research proj -
ect, is to determine whether the mentioned so-
cial benefits are greater than the costs the socie-
ty incurs to carry on the construction and
operation of high speed lines. In other words, the
question is not whether we like high speed rail or
not, but whether we are willing to pay its costs.


We analyzed under what circumstances the soci-
ety may benefit from investing in high speed rail,
and when it is worthwhile to delay the invest ment
decision. The high speed rail network can be
built gradually, adding new lines once the eco-
nomic evaluation of projects offers some guaran-
tees for the social profitability of public funds.
The economic appraisal of new lines has to look
carefully to the deviated and generated traffic,
the time savings, any additional benefit, and the
users’ willingness to pay.


It is convenient to reinforce the role of the eco-
nomic appraisal of the new high speed rail proj-
ects, co-financed with European Union funds,
instead of using the rhetoric of regional devel-
opment to support the expansion of the net-
work. High speed rail infrastructure is not good
or bad in global terms. There are socially profit -
able projects, and others which are not. Econo-
mists can help to identify those projects which
are socially worthy, and whose benefits justify
the sacrifice of leaving other social needs unat-
tended. This research project hopes to con-
tribute to this aim.
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Foreword 


The commissioning of this report arose from a chance meeting between Ian Wray and Jim Steer. 


Back in 2014 Sir David Higgins, then Chair at HS2 Ltd, and somebody who has always had an interest 


in strategic spatial planning, had suggested that while HS2 dealt with north-south connectivity, it 


needed to be complemented by better east-west links, especially in northern England.  


Greengauge 21’s own work in 2009, when developing a high-speed rail plan for the country (Fast 


Forward) had come to a similar conclusion. Ian Wray had co-authored a report (High-Speed North - 


Building a Trans-Pennine Mega-City) in response, teaming up with Professor Sir Peter Hall and David 


Thrower. Those of us who knew Peter sorely miss his enthusiasm and prompting (sadly, he died soon 


after the report was written). So, one of the last of his many publications sheds light on how – from 


an urban planner’s perspective built from researching ‘world cities’ (a term he coined) and successful 


models of development across Europe – to successfully implement what was to become known as 


the ‘Northern Powerhouse’.  


With Government looking to ‘level up’ the imbalances in the national economy, Ian and David 


agreed it would be a good idea to re-visit the 2014 report, and here it is: ‘Revisiting High Speed 


North’.  
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Summary 


The Oakervee Report suggested that Phase 2b of HS2 (north of Crewe) should be reviewed in 


conjunction with Northern Powerhouse Rail (NPR), which will connect places on a 'west-east' axis in 


the North of England, as well as with measures proposed in the Midlands. 


Our paper is a contribution to this debate. As they stand, plans for NPR have become intertwined 


with HS2, utilising significant parts of currently proposed HS2 investment north of Crewe. In 


consequence the timescales, uncertainties and risks associated with delivering NPR are now joined 


by the timescales, uncertainties and risks connected with HS2 Phase 2b. Taken together, these 


projects now have a current price tag of circa £80 billion and completion cannot be expected before 


the 2040s. This is just too late. We need to strengthen regional productivity and the economies of 


the North, meet political deadlines for 're-levelling', and respond to the real risks of an economic 


depression with early public works. If we do so we now the private sector will invest as much as 


seven years ahead of high speed service introduction (as demonstrated in France in particular).  


We argue that the current collapse of demand for public transport is a short term phenomenon. Post 


Covid, we contend that demand will return to previous levels and continue to grow, responding to 


structural change in the economy and a new 'centripetal' urban dynamics. The existing network does 


not work, crucially through Manchester, but also in Liverpool, Leeds and Sheffield, where city centre 


stations and lines are at capacity, or in Manchester's case over capacity. Average journey times for 


Trans Pennine freight are as low as 16mph and 17mph. These are 'super critical' issues which cannot 


wait for solution until the 2040s.  


To develop our thoughts we have looked at the lessons to be learned from the North's successful 


1960s and 1970s motorway building programme and returned to a paper published by the late 


Professor Sir Peter Hall and colleagues in April 2014 (some weeks before George Osborne's Northern 


Powerhouse speech). Presciently titled 'High Speed North', it set out a plan for a modular solution to 


the problems we identify. Hall's vision was that: 'By the end of the century the great cities of the 


north, plus many of its major towns, would at last be linked by a truly 21st. century railway system, 


bringing them dramatically closer in terms of journey times. As a new northern mega city is born, the 


benefits to their economies would be incalculable'. It remains valid. 


We have revisited the Hall plan, forensically identifying its strengths, and, with the benefit of 


hindsight, its shortcomings. Our conclusions are that we must have a coherent overall plan that 


makes sense, but one that can be constructed incrementally and in financially digestible chunks. The 


great strength of the Hall plan was that it was modular, with significant improvements achieved 


ahead of turning to mega projects like a Trans Pennine Tunnel. We must make early progress in tying 


together labour markets across the north, bringing fast growing places like Warrington, Leeds and 


Manchester together with more challenging labour markets like St. Helens, Wigan, Huddersfield, and 


Sunderland. The problems are the overloaded Manchester rail network, the need for city terminal 


capacity expansion across the North, and dealing with the future demand for rail freight (which is 


forecast to grow by more than 50% by 2050).  


One element of the Hall plan now needs to be updated. Hall envisaged upgrading the existing Eccles-


Victoria-Stalybridge rail corridor. But the strong desire of Manchester authorities for a 'west-east' 
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through HS2 station at Piccadilly offers the opportunity of expanding the Piccadilly hub further. A 


new tunnel under central Manchester, running west-east from Salford to Piccadilly (parallel to the 


troubled Castlefield corridor) could solve the capacity problem. It would serve fast trains from 


Chester and North Wales, Liverpool, Blackpool, Barrow and Glasgow, with services emerging 


eastwards and across the Pennines to Leeds, Bradford, Sheffield, Hull, York and Newcastle. 


Our revisions to the Hall plan retain its strategic thrust. It is not enough simply to connect big city 


centres with ultra-fast, non-stop, services. We must connect the North's towns into the rail network, 


bringing together all its labour markets, and ensuring that stations act as 'mobility hubs' including 


connecting buses, bike hire, walkways, cycle ways, and provision for electric car charging. 
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1 A Shifting Context  


Has the Virus Changed Everything? 


The corona virus epidemic seems to have turned the world upside down. There are few planes in the 


sky. The demand for public transport has collapsed. Businesses which seemed like anchors of the 


emerging economy like tourism, hotels, restaurants and shops have been closed down and in the 


longer term have big question marks against their revival. Will the revival of city centre living and 


switch away from suburban lifestyles continue, or will a scared population take refuge in the 


suburbs, the private garden, the internet, home delivery and an essentially private future? 


We doubt whether a sea change in long term trends is likely. It is true that we have never before 


seen a corona virus shut down, but we have had major economic recessions as well as serious 


terrorist campaigns, centred on major cities. The physical structure of our cities evolves and changes 


slowly. To take one dramatic example: Liverpool’s economy seemed to fall off a cliff in the 1970s, 


when 32% of its jobs were lost (79,300)1. Liverpool’s population fell from 750,000 in 1961 to 490,000 


at the end of the 1980s. But 50% of those who left the city only moved to other parts of Merseyside2 


and the city region population has been increasing since 20013. Liverpool’s economy had not fallen 


off a cliff, it had merely shifted ground. 


Rail passenger use – which is strongly aligned to travel into, within and between cities - has been 


rising steadily since the late 1990s, from a nadir reached in the 1980s. Similarly total road vehicle 


mileage appears to have reached saturation levels with a turning point in the trend in the late 1980s, 


after which major new road construction came to an end.  City centre and urban living went through 


a similar change of trend in the mid-1980s. And all of this occurred against the backcloth of a rising 


trend in internet use. JANET (Joint Academic Network) was launched in 1983, connecting UK 


universities over a high-speed network, and forming the British part of the global internet for most of 


the next decade.  1983 roughly marks the point at which different national networks across the world 


became the modern interconnected internet. The World Wide Web was introduced at CERN by Sir 


Tim Berners-Lee in 1991, making it easy to view and navigate between websites hosted using 


hyperlinks. 


Centrifugal and Centripetal Urban Dynamics 


What was happening? In effect a new set of urban dynamics was replacing the old. After 1958, when 


the first motorway was opened, the dynamics were centrifugal. We built motorways, used relatively 


uncongested new roads, saw  manufacturing job dispersal and inner city collapse, built new towns 


and low density suburbs, and used growing  (mostly road served) airports. Post 1977, the year of the 


Inner Cities White Paper, a new centripetal policy and urban dynamic began to take effect: roads 


became increasingly congested; there was a modest rail revival, including the faster Inter City 125 


services; this rail revival sharply accelerated rom the mid-1990s; manufacturing jobs were lost rather 


than dispersed; city centre jobs and city centre living grew; urban regeneration replaced new towns 


as the focus for policy; there was something of a city centre cultural renaissance; accompanied by a 


change in values and behaviour, as laptops and smartphones arrived. 
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These changes are deep seated and not simply a British phenomenon. In the USA, the 73 million 


millennials were actually driving less. By the end of the 2000s they drove 20 percent fewer miles than 


at the outset. They have embraced city centre living, cycling, walkable suburbs, and homes close to 


railway stations. Since the mid-1990s median home values per square foot have risen by 325% near 


railroad stations, but only 122% for home values as a whole4.  


It would take a lot to change, rather than readjust, the new and still emerging centripetal dynamic. A 


central reason for this is the rising importance of agglomeration economies in the new knowledge 


and information economy (as opposed to mass production).  As economist Edward Glaeser points 


out, cities are all about proximity, density and closeness. They have grown and prospered world-wide 


even as the wonders of the World Wide Web have unfolded. Transformational IT has not overcome 


the tyranny of distance. In America, workers in metropolitan areas with big cities earn 30% more than 


workers outside metropolitan areas. The physicist Geoffrey West has shown that every doubling in 


city size brings 15-20% increase in wages, patent output and the employment of super productive 


people5. London reflects this urban mathematics. Chape and Wray proposed an explicit policy to 


create and sustain two super cities in the UK, one north, one south, bringing together the big cities of 


Liverpool, Leeds and Manchester, which are only some 65 miles apart, and tying their labour markets 


more closely to the old industrial towns which are between them (like Wigan and St Helens) or nearby 


(like Blackburn, Rochdale, Bradford and Burnley)6.   


This was part of the logic which underlaid George Osborne’s Northern Powerhouse speech in June 


20147. It also underlaid the plan for High Speed North devised by the late Professor Sir Peter Hall with 


Ian Wray and David Thrower - and published in April 2014, some weeks before Osborne’s speech. 


Hall’s plan was modest, realistic, modular and deliverable, and considered the needs of the places 


close to and between their cities as well as the cities themselves. We spell out the wisdom of the Hall 


plan below and consider whether it might be time to return to some of its basic principles. 


Looking Ahead 


 


We cannot be certain of the long term outcome and we might be wrong. These are unprecedented 


circumstances and we are looking through a glass darkly: ‘the virus is really disruptive’ argument 


would be that people will get used to working from home and will stick to it. This would affect city 


centres in particular and mean that past worries about transport capacity pressures are genuinely 


eased. But there is a counter argument.  We may discover that many jobs cannot be carried out 


effectively from home and that these will turn out to be more important than once thought, and will 


continue and re-appear, perhaps with an elevated status and maybe higher pay levels, once the virus 


is defeated. Many jobs – especially high level and creative jobs – need face to face interaction, and in 


America trends show that high skilled jobs are growing fast8. A study of working relationships in 


London’s creative media industry, centred in Soho, found that interpersonal relationships and face 


to face contact were of absolutely central importance : ’Peer regard, partly based on industry gossip 


is a lynchpin of smooth labour market functioning in a fuzzy, fast moving, environment’9. The same 


undoubtedly applies to finance and the City of London. And just as bankers and media people need 


to gossip, musicians have discovered that they cannot rehearse together on line, because of time 
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delays. Still other jobs involve working with physical artefacts, not computer screens, whether these 


are works of art, manufactured products, or simply caring for other people. Still other jobs, further 


down the food chain, involve regular supervision of workers who may not be as self-motivated as 


others. 


One central problem is unlikely to go away, even if the virus is conquered either by natural 


progression, or vaccine, or strict public health measures. That is the unfortunate jolt it has given a 


world economy already overburdened with high levels of private debt and overvalued stock 


markets, risking an economic crash followed by long term economic depression associated with a 


widespread collapse of demand10. With interest rates already at historically low levels there is no 


scope for effective stimulus from that source. 


This suggests that governments will fall back on the traditional remedy – public works – and 


potentially on a very large scale. Governments will want to get the public works programme moving 


within one or two years, to stimulate the economy and make an impression on the problems before 


the next general election. This can either be financed by borrowing or by higher rates of taxation. 


Contrary to popular belief, UK government borrowing as a percentage of GDP is low11 and taxation 


as a percentage of GDP is also low12. We know that the needs for public investment are considerable 


if the UK is to meet a number of wider challenges and enduring problems, including the need to:  


• Develop and strengthen the NHS, its personnel, resources and assets, increasing our national 


resilience to future pandemics  


• Decarbonise the economy, to adapt to and mitigate the impacts of climate change  


• Secure a much better spatial balance of economy activity 


• Rescue the future for many of the old industrial towns left behind by the last few decades of 


rising wealth and inequality 


• Secure much higher levels of national productivity, especially by investing in scientific and 


medical research and other forms of R&D 


This paper is written against this troubling and uncertain backcloth. Within it we want to develop 


proposals for transport investment in the North of England’s rail system designed to meet these 


shifting and enduring strategic challenges with a realistic programme of investment. Before we 


move to the imperatives for future investment, we briefly review the strengths and opportunities of 


the North’s economy, drawing on research in the Northern Powerhouse Independent Economic 


Review13. 


Lessons from the Northern Powerhouse Independent Economic Review (NPIER) 


The NPIER was prepared by SQW consultants in 2016. It is an in-depth study of the north’s economy, 


its strengths, assets and problems. The Review draws attention to the long standing performance 


gap between the north’s economy and the rest of England, as well as London. Over the last thirty 


years the North’s GVA per capita has been 25% below that of the rest of England, including London. 


As well as having fewer people in work, a prime cause of the North’s weakness has been poor levels 


of productivity, which result in differences in earnings. SQW identify several explanations for the 


productivity disparity: low enterprise levels; a lack of skills; a technology gap; lower investment in 


science and technology; and the lack of agglomeration, with northern cities which were too small to 
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take advantage of economies of scale, a problem exacerbated by poor transport links between key 


settlements. 


The Review looked at the North’s sectoral specialisms and the specialisms of particular places, 


identifying four prime capabilities: advanced manufacturing, energy, health innovation, and the 


digital sectors including media. In addition it saw three enabling capabilities: financial and 


professional services; logistics, including ports and airports; and education, especially higher 


education. The Review mapped the distribution of these various activities across the region.  


These maps are instructive for they show very clearly that the strengths are not solely located in the 


big city centres. Advanced manufacturing capabilities are spread across the north with heavy 


concentrations in Cheshire, Teesside, East Lancashire, Humberside and York, as well as others near 


the biggest cities. A similar picture emerges for energy, with big concentrations on the Cumbrian 


coast, between Liverpool and Manchester, on Humberside and in Teesside. Health innovation 


capacity has a closer fit with big cities, but there are also strong concentrations in south Cheshire, on 


Humberside and north of Newcastle. Digital capability shows a stronger relationship with the big 


cities, as might be expected.  


The enabling capabilities, which essentially provide support for the leading sectors (many of which 


will be exporting sectors) have a much closer relationship with the big cities, especially in their 


centres and also at their ports and airports. 


All this has important consequences for transport investment in general and rail in particular. To 


develop agglomeration economies we need to link the employing sites and of course the big city 


centres to their potential labour pool, and to each other. It is not enough simply to link together the 


big city centres. We also need to link them to current and potential commuting locations - and to 


places close to and between the big cities. A network approach is needed. 


Six Imperatives for Rail Investment 


Distilling the discussion above, we can identify six imperatives for rail investment in the north: 


• Speed of delivery, if not in shovel ready projects, then at least in projects which can be 


specified and constructed within five or at most ten rather than twenty or more years 


• Value for Money, tackling immediate problems and demonstrating results 


• Building agglomeration economies not just within the city centres but across the north as a 


whole 


• Using transport investment to overcome the weaknesses of smaller industrial towns and 


cities, not least as they often accommodate some of the most important prime capabilities 


in the region’s economy 


• Tackling real problems rather than merely addressing long term aspirations 


• Promoting a sustainable transport system which supports urban regeneration, rather than 


urban sprawl, and reduces carbon emissions, not least through a switch to electricity (from 


sustainable sources) for power supply 


The rest of this report is developed with these imperatives in mind. But first we turn to the 


construction history of the UK’s motorway system in the 1960s and 1970s, in terms of politics, 
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realism and delivery. It turns out that this earlier national infrastructure achievement, with its long 


incubation period before and after World War Two, has some valuable lessons for the present day. 
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2 Lessons from the Motorway Builders 14 


Government Inaction 


Britain’s first motorway was built in the North of England. But, perhaps surprisingly, the first 


Parliamentary Bill for motorway-style road construction was a private members bill for a new road 


between London and Brighton, dating back to 1906. Restricted to mechanically propelled vehicles 


the proposal would have been a dual carriageway with slip road access. Another private members 


bill introduced in 1923 sought powers to construct a 226 mile northern and western motorway from 


London to Liverpool. Though revived in 1929, this Bill foundered for lack of government support. 


Throughout the 1920s and 1930s the Ministry of Transport held to the view that piecemeal 


improvements to existing routes rather than big freestanding projects should have priority. In 1931 a 


Royal Commission on Transport reached dismissive conclusions on motorways: ‘We feel that new 


roads of this nature are not required’15. In words which might easily have been heard more recently, 


expressing scepticism about high speed railways, the Department’s chief engineer said; ‘In a densely 


roaded (sic) country such as ours, conditions would not permit the construction of motorways’16. His 


Minister readily agreed: ‘I think our task is to improve the system we now have’17. 


Whilst officialdom opposed motorway style roads, local authorities embraced them. The 28 mile 


long Liverpool –East Lancashire road was built close to motorway standards, on a new alignment. 


Liverpool’s city engineer, John Brodie built the UK’s first ring road in the 1920s and was largely 


responsible for the two mile long Mersey Tunnel, one of the greatest engineering feats of the 1930s. 


As with the East Lancs Road, the initiative came from local government, not the Ministry.  


In pre-war Germany it was a different story. Like Mussolini, Hitler saw new roads as a vivid example 


of the unity of the Reich, a public works programme which would reduce unemployment and 


provide essential infrastructure. By 1939 over 2,300 miles of autobahn had been completed. The 


new roads caught the imagination of British local authority engineers who returned from a study 


visit to Germany convinced that motorway style roads were the future. The County Surveyors 


Society established a subcommittee and produced a pre-war plan for a 1,000 mile national 


motorway network.  


Post war, attitudes to state investment and construction began to change – but only slowly. As with 


the reconstruction of blitzed cities, the airfield construction programme led to new skills in massive 


civil engineering projects. In 1939 RAF Bomber Command had 27 grass covered airfields; by 1945 it 


had 126 concrete runway airfields, and government had seen at first hand the quality of the 


autobahnen. 


Even so, government support for new roads was not forthcoming.  Ministers saw a widespread 


system of motorways as lacking justification. Although the post war Labour government announced 


a Ten Year Trunk Road Plan, including 800 miles of motorways, initiative was left entirely with the 


local authorities. There was no new money and the Treasury pursued its traditional role of squeezing 


investment to save what little money there was. 
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Local Government Initiative 


As in the interwar years, initiative lay with local government and specifically with local government 


in Lancashire where the county council’s young and dynamic engineer, James Drake, prepared an 


ambitious ‘Roads Plan for Lancashire’ in 194718. Over the next 50 years a substantial part of Drake’s 


plan was implemented. Shrewdly anticipating the shortage of public funds and anaemic government 


support, Drake realised that the best chance of success was in breaking the big project up into a 


number of smaller free standing schemes which could subsequently be knitted together to form a 


network. The first two schemes built by Drake were deliberately badged as ‘by passes’ rather than 


motorways – the Preston By Pass approved in 1956, and the Stretford By Pass, started in 1957. Both 


were elements in Drake’s big county-wide plan of course.  As historic photographs show, the Preston 


by pass was designed to modest and minimum standards. There was no road lighting, the hard 


shoulder was a grass verge and the outside lanes were both finished as grass reservations. Yet the 


bridges were built to sufficient width for eight lanes, including the hard shoulders. Drake kept his 


staff busy designing schemes for the shelf, so that as soon as government support was forthcoming 


he would be able to move.  


Sir Peter Baldwin, Permanent Secretary at the Department for Transport (and a key ally in the later 


stages of the motorway programme) knew exactly what the game was:  


‘Who built the motorways? What I observe first is the complexity of the task when seen as a 


whole and the uncertainties within it…What was ordered was a system. But it was not 


ordered as a whole. Successive parts of it were ordered with degrees of uncertainty… about 


what would be ordered next and when, if at all’19.  


The political and departmental game playing worked; by 1972 a 1,000 mile national network had 


been built, bearing a remarkable resemblance to the 1938 County Surveyors’ plan. 


The lessons are straightforward. Clear long term aspirational objectives and a visionary ‘badging’ 


concept will ultimately attract popular and political support, especially from voters and local 


government politicians. But start modestly, without needlessly frightening the Treasury, and bag 


some early wins.  Develop a flexible and modular approach to implementation, both in terms of 


scale (start with four lanes instead of eight) and in terms of location (build first where it is politically 


and practically possible to do so) and in terms of need (tackle the obvious problems first), so that 


these build steadily towards realising your long term aspirations and long term plan. We suggest that 


these principles might be applied as much to northern rail investment in the 21st century as to 


northern road investment in the 20th century.  
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3 Northern Freight Under Stress 


The National Picture 


According to Office for National Statistics data published in September 201920, greenhouse gas 


emissions from all road transport make up 21% of UK greenhouse gas emissions. The Department for 


Transport’s Freight Carbon Review 201721 states that, although they make up only 5% of vehicle 


miles, heavy goods vehicles account for as much as 17% of total road transport greenhouse gas 


emissions. A decarbonisation strategy for these vehicles is challenging for two reasons. First, 


technological solutions for electric propulsion for larger HGVs are at an early stage of development. 


Second, the diverse mixture of vehicle configurations, weights and fleets make a single industry-wide 


solution difficult.  


The UK is committed through the 2008 Climate Change Act to a long term and legally-binding target 


of reducing UK emissions by at least 80% on 1990 levels by 2050. In addition, the 2008 Ambient Air 


Quality Directive sets legally-binding limits for concentrations of major pollutants that impact public 


health, including particulate matter (PM10s and PM2.5s) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). 


Moving freight is vital for the economy and, for environmental reasons, there must be a growing 


emphasis on expanding the role of rail freight, powered by electric traction. 


The latest data22 show that total rail freight moved in Q3 was 3.99bn net tonne km; total freight 


lifted was 15.3m tonnes, a 20% decrease over the previous year, reflecting the final run-down of coal 


traffic to power stations. But the last 5 years have seen rail increase its share of domestic intermodal 


(i.e. container) traffic by 13%. The main commodities carried are (in net tonne kms.): intermodal 


1.67bn; construction materials 1.07bn; other commodities, 0.49bn; metals 0.30bn; and oil and 


petroleum 0.25bn. Some flows are reasonably stable, such as containers from South-East ports to 


Doncaster or Trafford Park. Other flows (such as construction materials) may develop and then 


cease when a contract is fulfilled. So the system needs enough spare capacity to accommodate 


short-term flows. 


 Over the past two decades, the North’s rail network has accommodated additional passenger 


services, absorbing much of the remaining network capacity. Speeds of some passenger services 


have increased, making it more difficult to share tracks with freight services. Passenger train lengths 


have also grown, so they are taking longer to clear key junctions, alongside a major increase in 


passengers, resulting in some station dwell times being extended. 


Rail haulage of intermodal traffic and construction materials has grown, as coal haulage has fallen, 


so that the geography of demand has shifted. Some routes have been adapted to accommodate 


bigger containers, to W12 or W10 loading gauge (mostly in the Midlands/South) and this includes 


the East Coast Main Line.  


There has been continued reliance for traction on diesels (with the notable exception of the flows of 


container trains to and from Trafford Park, Manchester). Diesels give operational flexibility, but with 


reduced power and acceleration and increased pollution. If rail is to provide an environmentally 


better alternative to lorry haulage, it will need to use electric traction for diverted freight flows. 
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Growth Forecasts and Slow Speeds 


Freight trains cannot be easily fitted into intensive passenger services and so they are often held in 


passing loops to allow passenger trains to pass. When in loops, or stuck at signals, freight trains lose 


money and thus competitiveness. Many freight services are painfully slow: Liverpool to Drax power 


station has an average speed of only 16mph; Immingham to Eggborough power station, 17mph; 


Immingham to Drax power station, 19mph23 


Transport for the North used the Great Britain Freight Model to forecast future transport flows.  A 


2050 forecast for the North of England, applying NPIER growth projections, indicated that, in tonne-


km, road freight would grow by + 61.8% and rail by + 52.9%. Specific rail freight routes may come 


under pressure driven by increased intermodal traffic 24: strong growth is expected on the West 


Coast Main Line, particularly south of Warrington and the route to Garston and Widnes; on the East 


Coast Main Line south of Doncaster, and on sections of line northwards to Leeds, and between 


Liverpool, Manchester and Leeds.  


The extension of HS2 northwards will set fresh challenges for freight in the North. The extra capacity 


created on the network south of Crewe by HS2 Phase 1/2a is not matched by spare capacity 


available north of Crewe. The gains of HS2, in terms of released capacity for rail freight, risk being 


wasted unless some measures to increase track capacity north of Crewe are made in the period to 


2030. This is likely to involve some four-tracking of the Crewe-Weaver Junction section of the West 


Coast Main Line. It might be associated with the use of digital train control systems, which are likely 


to be needed in any event as a suitable interface with the HS2 systems from Crewe southwards from 


circa 2030 onwards.   


Access to freight terminals is a critical issue. Trafford Park terminal is at present only accessible by 


rail from the east (i.e. by traversing Manchester city centre).  Although this is unhelpful for 


passenger services, enforced closure of the depot would be undesirable. Its location, according to 


Rail Freight Group, is considered ideal for its customers.  


The alternatives are either: 


• A suitable new freight interchange more readily served off the West Coast Main Line 


(Parkside has been a candidate for some years) or  


• An access route from the West Coast Main Line to the Liverpool-Warrington- 


Manchester line, so that the Trafford Park terminal can be accessed from the west. 


Since these trains are electrically-hauled, this would also require electrification of 


this second line between the two major cities via Warrington, which is desirable in 


any event. 


Growth on the East Coast Main Line may be manageable with minor additions to committed 


developments. South of Doncaster, the creation of a parallel freight route via Lincoln is proceeding 


at pace. North of Doncaster, various fixes are available, especially since there has been such a 


decline in coal traffic on this part of the national network. As for trans-Pennine freight, it must be 


anticipated that the Trans Pennine Route upgrade will indicate a suitable solution. But nowhere in 


sight is a coherent rai freight strategy for the North, combining these measures and driving the 


North’s economy forward with a more sustainable freight and logistics system. 
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The messages for the North of England’s economy are clear. If Northern Powerhouse growth 


forecasts for 2050 are reasonable, there will continue to be massive growth both in road freight 


traffic and rail freight in the North of England. The projected growth in road freight will outstrip rail, 


with all the adverse environmental consequences for emissions, noise, accidents and congestion 


that would bring. Significantly increased rail network capacity would be required to accommodate 


projected growth. And, if economic growth is accompanied by environmentally-driven policies to 


further-switch freight from road to rail, even greater rail network freight capacity will be needed. 


Freight by rail is expected to grow strongly in the North – by more than 50% in the next 30 years. If 


freight is successfully decarbonised, a much higher level of growth can be expected as electrified rail 


provides a viable alternative to road haulage across key corridors.  


The likely short, medium and long term investments needed to accommodate desirable rail freight 


growth are set out in the table below. 
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Rail Network Investment Priorities for Freight Across the North 


Short term (2020-2025) rail network investment measures are likely to include: 


• overdue investment to deal with crucial rail-traffic bottlenecks such as Manchester 
Piccadilly 


• implementation of modest capacity improvement schemes such as Dore (south of 
Sheffield) 


• minor local electrification extensions such as Manchester-Stalybridge (to help 
decongest Victoria) 


• further selective main line electrification where this enables further elimination of 
diesel traction and incentivises a move away from diesel only traction 


• extensions of existing passing-loops to accommodate longer (750m) freight trains 


• creation of additional rail freight terminals, with regard to available capacity on access 
routes, including potential network enhancement to support new terminals 


 


Medium term (2025-2035) improvements (for which planning should commence at once: 


• adapting the North’s rail network to accommodate the complex impact of the opening 
of HS2’s initial phase, including implementation of High Speed North initial phases 


• additional electrification to permit further elimination of diesel traction and greater 
operational flexibility/resilience during disruption 


• selective quadruple-tracking to enable intercity passenger services to overtake freight 
(and stopping passenger) trains  


• re-opening of disused routes such as Leamside (Durham) to create more capacity for 
passenger/freight train mix 


• grade separation at key junctions, such as Euxton (merge of WCML and Manchester –
Preston routes) and Newark (flat crossing of ECML) 


 


Long-term (2035 onwards): 


• completion of HSN 


• further quadrupling of tracks on existing routes 


• further infill electrification  


• comprehensive provision of new rail connected distribution depots  


• securing electrified intermodal freight and electrified ‘last five miles’ road distribution 
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4 The Current Plan for High Speed North 


In the Department for Transport’s terminology1, High Speed North is – or rather will be – ‘an 


integrated rail plan for the Midlands and the North’. When Professor Sir Peter Hall and two of this 


report’s authors (Ian Wray and David Thrower) set out a plan called ‘High Speed North’ in June 2014, 


they were focussed on what would now be thought of as part of this integrated rail plan – the east-


west connections between the North’s major cities. This has been variously referred to in the past as 


Crossrail for the North, HS3, and, now, Northern Powerhouse Rail. 


The Integrated Rail Plan 


Here, we examine the DfT integrated plan for High Speed North25, insofar as it can be assessed. 


Terms of reference for a revised plan were published on 21st February 2020 following a 


recommendation in the HS2 Oakervee review,26. This suggested that HS2 Phase 2b should be 


reviewed in conjunction with plans for Northern Powerhouse Rail, as well as the set of measures 


envisaged in the Midlands.  


The new Integrated Rail Plan is set to draw on advice from the Infrastructure and Projects Authority 


(IPA) on lessons that can be learned from HS2 in terms of cost overruns. Parts of HS2 (London – 


Birmingham – Crewe) are going to be taken as a given. There is also to be an input from the National 


Infrastructure Commission (NIC) which is to advise on the ‘rail needs of the Midlands and the North’. 


The integrated plan will be published by the end of the year. 


The scope of the integrated plan is identified as HS2 Phase 2b, Northern Powerhouse Rail (NPR), 


Midlands Rail Hub and ‘other proposed Network Rail projects’. The scope is set wide in relation to 


delivery issues, consenting routes (legislation), governance, project phasing, and ways to reduce cost 


and speed up delivery. It will also cover the question of how best to ‘deliver rail connectivity with 


Scotland’. The Integrated Rail Plan needs to be in line with the Oakervee Review conclusion (which 


includes support for the whole of HS2, in all its phases) and cognisant of fiscal and supply chain 


constraints. 


There is no mention of freight (or indeed passengers) in the terms of reference, which focus on 


infrastructure projects and their efficient delivery, rather than wider objectives, and investment 


appraisal.  This could reflect frustration with the pace of delivery, and a belief that accommodating 


demand does not at this stage require an overall service plan for the new and by passed rail 


infrastructure. Parliamentary Powers have been granted for HS2 Phase 1 and they could be 


forthcoming for Phase 2a by summer 2020. But Phase 2b and NPR are nowhere near ready to build.  


The terms of reference state that: “as well as committing to deliver HS2, the government remains 


strongly committed to Northern Powerhouse Rail.” The test of these slightly differently worded 


commitments is likely to be revealed in conclusions reached on sequencing and delivery timescales 


of project elements. The further into the future, the greater the scope for changes ahead, including 


retraction of earlier commitments. The HS2 Phase 1/2a delivery timescale has slipped to a 


completion date around 2031. Allowing for the current year to develop the Integrated Rail Plan (High 


 
1 The Northern Powerhouse Partnership had used the same term, to a different end, recommending “the 
establishment of HS2 North – a special purpose vehicle working with the private sector to integrate HS2 and 
Northern Powerhouse Rail (NPR)”  
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Speed North), the likely duration of the consenting process, and based on experience to date, Phase 


2b and NPR might be expected to be delivered in the period 2040-45. 


Some parts of the Integrated Plan, especially elements based on upgrading railways, could be 


delivered much sooner than that. Plans for the Trans-Pennine Route Upgrade (TRU) are understood 


to be due for announcement in the near future. And the terms of reference suggest that, in respect 


of one part of the mega-project list, Government wants to proceed quickly: “….will also proceed with 


the legislation to allow for the development of the Western Leg [of HS2] provided it doesn’t 


prejudge any recommendations or decisions that will be taken in this plan”. So a start on legislation 


might be expected as soon as January 2021, but it is unclear whether the ‘Western Leg’ is the Crewe-


Manchester section of HS2 or whether the route northwards to Golborne Junction (near Wigan) is 


also included. 


A Plan Prepared Earlier?  


Over the last few years, DfT, working with Transport for the North (TfN), has looked at ways to mesh 


together the largely east-west trajectory of NPR with the two north-south limbs of the HS2 plan27 . 


The attraction was that parts of HS2 Phase 2b would be operating with spare capacity. So, a new fast 


connection between Sheffield and Leeds, for instance, provided as part of Phase 2b, could also serve 


to meet part of the Northern Powerhouse ambition of faster connections between the major 


northern cities. A series of ‘touch-points’ – connections and junctions between the two projects, and 


with the existing rail network, were examined during 2018-19 to establish if this could be achieved. 


The broad shape of an integrated HS2 and NPR network is therefore known – and is shown below. 


Here, the HS2/NPR ‘touch-points’ are numbered 1-6, HS2 phase 2b is shown in blue/grey, new lines 


built as part of NPR are in yellow, and upgrades to existing lines are shown in purple (TRU) and 


between Leeds and Manchester in black.   
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Current Plans to Interlink HS2 and NPR 


 


Key integration features between HS2 and NPR arise at: 


• Major stations such as Manchester Piccadilly and Leeds 


• Between Liverpool and Manchester where an NPR connection westwards via Warrington is 


added onto the Manchester-Crewe HS2 link (at touchpoints 5/6)  


• Between Sheffield and Leeds, where connections to/from the existing network (touchpoints 


2 and 3) would allow a new fast connection between the two cities. 


The map above does not show North East England, which would be served by NPR largely over 


upgraded existing lines; nor does it show the Midlands, which is also to be covered in the High Speed 


North integrated plan. But the map shows the central east-west corridor in the North, and it is on 


this geography, and especially the western end of the Liverpool-Manchester-Leeds link that we 


focus. 


Candidate variations that have become apparent since the TfN/DfT touch-point plan was published 


include: 


• The possible replacement of the connection at Touchpoint 2 with an extended version of 


Touchpoint 3 to provide a running connection northwards from HS2 to Wakefield and 


Bradford 


• The possible removal of the Golborne spur of HS2 northwards from touchpoint 6   


 


There are also some issues outstanding, including: 


 


• The design at Manchester Piccadilly station 


• The route between Warrington and Liverpool and whether this should be a completely new 


(high-speed) alignment or an upgrade of an existing rail corridor 
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• Whether the NPR route should be routed via Bradford, with an underground through high-


speed station in the city centre. 


In each of these three cases, the scope and capital cost differentials are likely to be very substantial.  


But this is a serious attempt to ensure that the best overall value for money is obtained by ‘piggy-


backing’ fast new train services between the North’s large cities on HS2 infrastructure that would 


not otherwise be fully used. Exactly how this will be achieved, and its likely cost, remains unclear.  


What is clear is that consideration of NPR, as now envisaged, has become inextricably linked with 


HS2 Phase 2b. 


In terms of capital outlay, HS2 Phase 2b (eastern and western limbs) is estimated to cost in total 


between £36.3bn and £40.3bn, in 2019 prices, and NPR has been estimated to cost £39bn. Together 


these components currently have a price tag of circa £80bn, which may not be acceptable post 


Covid. Moreover cost estimates for HS2 Phase 1, made at the stage of development now reached by 


Phase 2b and NPR, increased substantially later.  


Aims, Aspirations, Risks and Shortcomings 


Government’s aims for these projects are expressed in terms of meeting a capacity need in a way 


that enhances connectivity across the nation and addresses the ambition to ‘level up’ the economy.  


The commitment to Phase 1 of HS2, which has a price estimate of £40-43bn in 2019 prices, was 


made before the scale of the Covid 19 and its impact on the national economy became apparent. 


There will be, as a result of Covid-19, very much greater pressures on public finance in the period 


2021-31 when Phase 1 (and potentially Phase 2a) is due to be built - although there may also be 


pressure for a rapid public works programme to avert economic depression. The connectivity 


benefits – and very largely, the capacity benefits – of the project are unlikely to be diminished in a 


post Covid-19 world. Moreover, the merit in expanding high-quality electrified rail network capacity 


should not be overlooked, at a time when the transport sector is facing a de-carbonisation 


challenge. So, while fiscal pressures will be complex, there is no reason to turn against this part of 


the Government’s intended transport sector capital spend.  


As we argued earlier, within and across the North, the need to strengthen the existing transport 


network that links the major cities, both with each other and with the Midlands, Scotland and 


London, remains very strong. We have no difficulty with the longer term economic aspirations that 


have prompted Government support for these investments, nor in their search to ensure that they 


are delivered efficiently. But we see two weaknesses. 


The first is this: completion by the 2040s is simply too late, if the aim is to strengthen regional 


productivity and the economies of the North - and Midlands. It will not meet political deadlines to 


deliver for the North nor respond to the risks of recession. Nor will it provide the assurance and 


incentive for the private sector to commit to new investment in the North. Evidence from high-


speed rail projects elsewhere (France, in particular) has shown that there is a market stimulus, with 


the private sector investing in response to the connectivity gains that HSR brings, as much as 7 years 


ahead of high-speed service introduction. Once there is certainty, businesses are comfortable with 


investing in anticipation. But on the basis of precedents elsewhere, for the North of England, Phase 


2b or NPR-related development might not be visible on the ground until perhaps 2033-5.   
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The second problem is that the ingredients for the new Integrated Rail Plan may not solve problems 


already apparent (which we later term ‘super-critical issues’). The Plan ingredients are focused on 


high speed connections between a relatively small number of larger city centres rather than 


integrating regional labour markets across the Trans Pennine Corridors and beyond, by developing  


mobility hubs in smaller centres, with connecting buses, bike hire, walk and  cycle ways, provision for 


electric car charging and so on. 


 


The Integrated Plan components have been designed to address, in the case of HS2, a future 


capacity problem on north-south rail arteries foreseen 20 years ago, and in the case of NPR, an 


opportunity to create better pan-Northern intercity connectivity identified in 2014. But the 


problems that became apparent on the North’s rail network in 2018-19 need to be addressed 


urgently. They will not be addressed by the Integrated Rail Plan components, even when they come 


on stream, probably in more than 20 years’ time.  


Basically, the North’s rail network is over-loaded, right now. Some solutions may be found in the 


short term, perhaps cutting some services so that those that remain can be operated with 


acceptable levels of reliability. But what comes next? Where is the medium-term plan to address 


the problems of rail network congestion, readily apparent at Manchester, but incipient in other 


major cities where central stations and approaches have inadequate capacity?  


While it is true that other more modest schemes exist that could be delivered earlier (the Trans-


Pennine Route Upgrade (TRU) being the prime example28), they too do not tackle these network 


problems. As a result, none of the possible headline projects, whether medium or long term, will 


solve today’s super critical problems, as discussed below.  


The Integrated Rail Plan will provide a major boost to the North’s economy in due course (the 


2040s), and we intend here to take these plans as a given, recognising that in some respects they 


are still evolving.  But this means that there is a real gap to be addressed: how to bring about the 


pressing improvements needed in the 2025-2035 period. It calls for a modular, incremental 


approach, not unlike the plans develop by local government which successfully delivered the 


North’s motorways some 60 years ago.  
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5 High Speed North: The Hall Plan 


In their paper published in 2014, the late Professor Sir Peter Hall, with David Thrower and Ian Wray, 


set out the vision29  of a 20-year staged programme to create high-speed rail links between the 


major North of England cities. The Hall plan, as we term it, was a response to Sir David Higgins’ paper 


‘HS2 Plus’30. Sir David had summarised the challenge as connectivity between the great Northern 


cities: 


‘The key to improving these, particularly east to west, is to integrate HS2 into the existing 


network to improve connectivity between Liverpool and Manchester, Manchester and 


Leeds, Leeds and Hull…..HS2 and the future of the existing network need to be considered 


together.’ 


In response, the Hall plan first set out the parameters of the investment debate. The UK now has the 


biggest regional disparities in Europe. Greater London is as big as the next six urban areas put 


together. If the national economy is to be rebalanced, it argued, we must create an economic 


counterweight to London, bringing together three great cities only 60 miles apart, Liverpool, 


Manchester and Leeds, continuing to York to connect the North-East, with a new high speed rail link. 


This would be backed-up with electrification and other improvements for key links to places 


currently isolated from the core cities. 


Hall et al went on to argue how fast rail connections could play a huge role in underpinning regional 


economic growth, through creating an integrated high-level labour market and building-up urban 


agglomeration and its consequent economic benefits. The Hall authors saw the ultimate objective of 


what they termed High Speed North as being to cut Liverpool-Leeds journey times to 55 minutes or 


less, initially securing improvement in journey times through the use of tilting Pendolino-type trains, 


and then subsequently through the construction of new lines and the upgrading of existing 


infrastructure.  


A Modular Approach 


In more detail, improvements would be phased as follows: 


Stage 1: Electrification of Liverpool-Manchester (this is now implemented) 


Stage 2: Implementation of the Northern Hub schemes, and electrification of Manchester-Leeds, 


plus introduction of Pendolino trains. The Ordsall Chord, between Victoria and Oxford Road (part of 


the northern Hub plan) has now been implemented, but the re-modelling of Oxford Road and 


Piccadilly remains unresolved, and other elements in the Hub plan are on hold. Details are still 


awaited of how much of Manchester-Leeds will be electrified under the approved £2.9bn Trans-


Pennine Upgrade. New bi-mode (electric/diesel) trains have been introduced in 2020 but these do 


not tilt, cause carbon and particulate emissions, and have the weight penalty of carrying full fuel 


tanks and diesel engines over the Pennines. 
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The Hall Plan for High Speed North, April 2014


 


 


Stage 3: This first stage of major new investment would create 20 miles of new high-speed route out 


of Liverpool, following the M62 motorway. It would form the first stage of any high-speed trans-


Pennine route but would also link into HS2 to give Liverpool a complete high speed link to London. 


Just east of where it crossed the WCML, the new line would re-join an upgraded Chat Moss route. 


There would be a new hub station for the Warrington/St Helens area, “James Drake Parkway”, on 


the site of the former Parkside colliery, near Newton-le-Willows.  


From there on, the eastern half of the present Liverpool-Manchester route is straight and level, 


much of it across Chat Moss, and could readily be four-tracked to give two new high-speed tracks 


into Manchester Victoria. There would be a rail/Metrolink interchange at Eccles to give access to the 


Salford Quays area, requiring a very short extension of Metrolink.  


The section eastwards from Manchester Victoria to Stalybridge would become high-speed-only. The 


local services would be switched to the Guide Bridge and Stalybridge route, and this route and the 


Hadfield/Glossop and Hyde Loop routes converted to tram-train. A replacement for the present 


Ashton station would be created at Ashton Park Parade, on the Guide Bridge-Stalybridge line, and 


the present Metrolink route to Ashton extended to this station, with services continuing to 


Stalybridge where there would be interchange with High Speed North.  
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The Metrolink system would thus reach from the interchange at Eccles station to the interchange at 


Stalybridge station, on the German model. 


Stage 4: A parallel investment for the 20 miles to the west of Leeds, from Huddersfield, using the 


same approach as recommended above for the Chat Moss route. It would involve 14 miles of 


upgrading and electrification from Huddersfield to Wakefield Kirkgate, plus a short 2.5 miles of new 


line to a delta junction with HS2.  


The work could be done in two sub-stages. First, depending on feasibility, a short new link could be 


built to connect into the present Doncaster-Wakefield Westgate-Leeds line, south of Wakefield 


Westgate, giving access to the present Leeds station and with services continuing to York and the 


North East. A second sub-stage would be to connect into the new HS2 line to give continuous high 


speed running into the HS2 terminus at Leeds. There could also be onward running via HS2’s eastern 


arm direct to York and Newcastle. 


Halifax and Bradford, too, were not be forgotten. High speed services from the Manchester direction 


could operate via Huddersfield and the admittedly-slow route via Bradley and Greetland junctions to 


Halifax and Bradford. And from the south, HS2 services on the eastern arm could also operate to 


Wakefield and either Huddersfield, Halifax and Bradford. 


Stage 5: Although there was once a four-track alignment from Marsden eastwards to Huddersfield, 


which could theoretically start back from Diggle if the disused Pennine tunnels were renovated and 


re-tracked, restoring the route to pre-late-1970s condition, this route could never remotely 


constitute a high speed line. The first, low-cost, improvement could thus be some selective four-


tracking and the introduction of Pendolino services – which took 20% off West Coast Main Line 


journey times. 


However, the more radical longer-term high speed solution would involve building a new direct base 


tunnel under the Standedge summit of the Pennines, on the model of the modernisation of the great 


trans-Alpine routes, and similar in length to London’s Crossrail tunnel. This would commence 


immediately north-east of Stalybridge and emerge in the Holme Valley, south of Lockwood, to run 


into Huddersfield on the present four-track alignment. This would complete a high speed railway 


from Liverpool through Manchester to Leeds, dramatically increasing capacity, including capacity on 


the old classic route for better local services and freight. It would also provide continuity of the 


workforce post-HS2 tunnelling. 


HSN was therefore seen as being achievable in five manageable stages, starting with electrification 


of Liverpool-Manchester Victoria (now in place) and following that a carefully-phased and funded 


programme over two decades. 
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6 Solving the Puzzle 


What Professor Sir Peter Hall and his co-authors envisaged was a staged plan to create the high-


speed connections that would allow Liverpool, Manchester and Leeds to combine their economic 


strengths, with an end to end journey time of 55 minutes. Some of the component parts of his plan – 


the North West electrification scheme, and Ordsall chord – have been delivered in the six years since 


the Hall plan was published. More may follow when the Trans Pennine Route Upgrade is finalised. 


And in the longer term, the Northern Powerhouse Rail plans may complete the job. 


But in the last six years much else has changed. Rail usage in the North has grown strongly, new 


services have been introduced, and new train fleets have come into service. But there has been no 


guiding hand ensuring that each improvement contributes to a wider sequential development. 


Those bidding for franchises each sought to maximise revenues; the timetabling of critical route 


sections – and the North has many of these – were made on a bid and offer basis. No wonder service 


delivery has been woeful. 


Lessons from the Hall Plan 


We draw four key lessons, set out below, from the Hall paper. The first is that there has to be an 


overarching plan. Overarching in the sense that each part of the rail system must be considered 


together because it is a network; and also in the sense recognised across Europe (from where Sir 


Peter Hall drew many of his insights) that inter-regional rail services need to be properly integrated 


with city-region networks. It is this latter realisation that allowed the plan to be brave where the rail 


sector is currently timid. The challenge of making sure the benefits of investment are not left to a 


hope that they will ‘trickle down’ to local communities can be addressed by creating new 


interchanges between the inter-city network and city region networks – for which he saw a key role 


for an extended Manchester’s light rail Metrolink system. This, along with the creation of a new park 


and ride facility at Parkside, creates accessibility from towns across the Mersey belt to capitalise on 


new infrastructure that is primarily designed to speed up city-city links.  


This wider approach, thinking about access to, as well as operations along, the main arteries, helps 


address tough decisions that have to be faced: is this part of the network designed for high-speed 


connectivity between cities or to meet local travel demand?  If the answer is both, then in effect two 


railways side by side may well be needed – hence an emphasis on (potentially expensive) four 


tracking in some corridors. 


The second is that there must be a set of phased enhancements that lead to a coherent end-state 


(Hall allowed 20 years to get there, which remains an achievable timescale). In fact there is an ‘end-


state 20-years hence plan’:  its outline is already broadly known as the combination of HS2 Phase 2b 


and Northern Powerhouse Rail. Unfortunately interim steps are notable by their absence – and so it 


is these which we concentrate here, looking back at the 2014 plan. We take as a given Government’s 


resolve to deliver the long term investment.  


Yet the long term vision (illustrated complete with its touchpoints between HS2 and NPR in Chapter 


4) is not the end-state that Peter Hall envisaged, and interim measures identified in 2014 will have to 


be re-shaped accordingly. These interim steps deserve to be brought to decision-makers attention, 
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and considered carefully by the National Infrastructure Commission, because they are entirely 


absent from today’s narrative.  


The third lesson is that it is sensible to combine sections of upgraded lines with brand new high-


speed alignments. This means that careful comparisons are needed of whether new build or 


upgrade is best, and how much of each. This will be fresh territory: it is a subject that has been side-


stepped by the division of possible investments in the North into separate studies of upgrade (Trans 


Pennine Route Upgrade) and new build (Northern Powerhouse Rail). 


The fourth is that it may be possible to adopt successful technology applications from elsewhere. 


The shining example of this in the 2014 paper is the idea that journeys can be speeded up before 


new high-speed lines are built using tilting train technology. This seems to have been given scant 


attention, despite its huge success with the Pendolino (and Voyager) fleet on the West Coast Main 


Line. Another example in the paper is the use of tram-train. 


 


These, then, are key lessons to take forward: 


• an overarching plan 


• with phased enhancements 


• combining sections of upgraded lines with new high-speed alignments 


• adopting successful technology applications from elsewhere. 


 


Some Limitations 


But it is also necessary to recognise some limitations in the 2014 work, and to test whether plans 


that would have worked in 2014 are still applicable today. Since we are focussing on the interim 


steps (rather than the end-product fashioned around NPR and HS2 Phase 2b) it is also essential to 


consider the problems on the North’s railways today, which may not have been foreseeable in 


2014,) and make sure that there are measures to address them.  


The Hall plan implicitly presumed that the major city centre stations across the North would 


accommodate additional services that would inevitably be operated over the new and upgraded 


lines. It is not alone in overlooking the serious limitations that these stations impose on 


accommodating passenger demand growth. So, a new plan must address a reality that became all 


too apparent in 2018/9. 


The Hall plan upgrade Stage 1 (Liverpool-Manchester) has happened in the last few years, with 


electrification of the route. It has also brought about 4-tracking of part of this line, between Huyton 


and Roby. Could this be extended and the extent of new build necessary be reduced, while still 


bypassing the junctions at Earlestown and Newton-le-Willows and creating new connections with 


the West Coast Main Line and a new station at Parkside?  These are key questions to be resolved by 


a detailed new build versus upgrade study. A corridor study is needed. 
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With Stage 2 (Leeds-Huddersfield), does the expected electrification, with limited four-tracking and 


junction improvements where the route crosses the Calder Valley line (part of the TRU project and 


currently subject to a Network Rail consultation) mean that changes should be made to the later 


stages of the  Hall plan in Yorkshire? We must expect that some refinements would be appropriate, 


consistent with the four key lessons noted above.  


Super-Critical Problems Visible Right Now  


As well as looking back at the Hall plan, we need to identify the major problems today for which 


there are as yet neither short term or long term resolutions.  These fall beneath the radar of the 


mega plans (NPR/HS2) and lie beyond the fixes available to timetable planners.  We do not include 


here measures which are merely in the highly desirable category – such as route electrification, 


arguably essential to lower rail’s carbon foot-print. The ‘super-critical issues’ are those that will hold 


back rail service development and undermine the wider contribution it should make to the North’s 


economy. 


 


The super-critical issues are, we suggest: 


• the overload on central Manchester’s rail network 


• the need to expand the main city stations in Liverpool, Sheffield and Leeds 


to accommodate planned service expansion in the longer term 


• the inability to operate east-west freight services between Liverpool and 


Yorkshire/North East England. 


 


These are issues that are not covered by the Hall plan, although to some extent they may have been 


anticipated. We will consider how the Hall plan might be adapted to address them below. The 


problems are as follows. 


First, we cannot efficiently operate the mix of trains that are contained in today’s timetables over a 


single pair of tracks. This is most visibly so on the tracks in Manchester between Deansgate, Oxford 


Road and Piccadilly Stations, where long distance trains such as those between Nottingham and 


Liverpool, or Glasgow and Manchester Airport, must find their place in a welter of commuter 


services from all points of the compass into central Manchester and with the main freight flow for 


the city to Trafford Park.  


Second, the increase in train services to overcome connectivity weaknesses can be expected to grow 


in the years ahead. Some of these have been already brought forward in the Northern and Trans 


Pennine Express franchises, where there is evident passenger demand. Early incarnations such as a 


‘direct’ Lincoln-Leeds service that runs via Sheffield will surely be replaced in the years ahead by a 


direct train one hour faster via Doncaster. Strong travel markets such as Harrogate-Leeds currently 


operate with only 2 trains/hour, but much greater use would be made of a service with doubled 


frequency that becomes close to a ‘turn-up-and-go’ facility.  All of this puts even more pressure on 


the main city centre stations.  
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The central stations in the major northern stations are simply running out of platform space and 


need more capacity and better approaches. 


Third, freight trains are seeking to navigate the urban rail networks of major centres and especially 


Manchester, where passenger service intensity is such that capacity cannot be found. Gauge 


clearance could be addressed by the TRU project but getting freight capacity across city centres is 


not in the remit. It remains unclear whether in the longer term Northern Powerhouse Rail would 


help. That would provide capacity relief to existing trans-Pennine routes, but it does not create cross 


city routes for freight. 


All three problems largely arise in the heart of the North’s largest cities. This should not be 


surprising. Equivalent cities in Europe such as Stuttgart and Zurich have come across similar 


problems. There are solutions; they usually involve tunnelling and they are expensive. But without 


them, new intercity links - let alone expanded city region rail networks - will not work. The challenge 


to be faced in updating the Hall plan, is whether it can be adapted to address these ‘super critical 


problems’ ahead of the arrival of NPR and HS2. 


Updating the Hall Plan 


A question arises as the west-to-east trajectory of the Hall plan approaches Manchester. The 2014 


plan claims that: ‘the eastern half of the present Liverpool-Manchester route……could readily be 


four-tracked to give two new high-speed tracks into Manchester Victoria’. Is this still plausible?  


True, it was once was a 4-track railway, but over the Eccles-Ordsall section much of the track-bed 


was given over to the M602 urban motorway. Either this section must be tunnelled, or one of the 


two M602 carriageways needs to be given up for rail. Did the national motorway plans (described in 


Section 2 above) envisage urban motorways such as this? Is one carriageway now dispensable? 


As urban motorway plans developed worldwide in the 1970s, protest movements grew. With some 


minor exceptions in Birmingham and Leeds, the ideas for motorways within cities were abandoned: 


large cities would have a motorway box instead. In Manchester’s case, the M60 was completed in 


2000, leaving the M602 and the Mancunian Way as the only motorway sections inside Manchester’s 


M60 ring. These two roads are anachronisms. These are essentially left-overs from 1960s plans to 


create a motorway across urban Manchester: so is it time for a motorway slim down?  


Extending the enhanced fast rail line to Victoria rather than Piccadilly as in the Hall plan needs a re-


think. It is still relevant, partly because the roundabout route being considered for the Northern 


Powerhouse Rail link between Manchester and Liverpool will be no faster than today’s connection. 


Manchester’s authorities want high-speed connections to be centred on Piccadilly station and this 


has affected the designs for HS2 and NPR.  


We would argue that a tunnelled approach from Ordsall in Salford to the planned new station at 


Piccadilly station (which would have to be underground) would create a through facility for longer 


distance trains in the desired location at Piccadilly. This route could be connected to the West Coast 


Main Line (as is today’s route, but through rather sub-standard junctions). It could then take all long 


distance fast services west out of Manchester, with destinations as diverse as Glasgow, Edinburgh, 


Barrow, Blackpool, Chester and North Wales – as well as Liverpool. Connected to the existing railway 


on the south east side of the bigger Piccadilly long-distance station, it would provide enhanced 
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connections to Sheffield as well as via the future NPR to Leeds, Hull and Newcastle and via HS2 to 


Manchester Airport, Birmingham and London. The service options and levels of accessibility and 


flexibility created would be enormous. This need not wait until the full Phase 2b and NPR plan comes 


along. 


The tunnel would remove longer distance services from the Castlefield corridor and allow it to 


become focussed on city region rail services. With a unified train fleet in the style of Merseyrail 


Electrics, this corridor could become Manchester’s Thameslink, with computer controlled 24 trains 


per hour through the central section of a wider network.  These operations could be transferred to 


Transport for Greater Manchester in a long-term concession, equivalent to the successful Merseyrail 


electrics operation. True, it needs the underground version of Piccadilly station to be built. But this 


would realise pan-Northern benefits, not least in tying together the more distant labour market 


areas and the centre of Manchester. It would provide a sound resolution of one of our identified 


super critical problems, which just happens to be the most crucial link on the North’s entire rail 


system. Places like Burnley, Accrington, Blackburn, Wigan and Rochdale could then have regular 


frequency and direct links to Manchester’s city centre stations. 


In Yorkshire, the Hall plan cleverly linked to HS2 south of Leeds so that onward routes to 


Hull/York/North East England as well as into the HS2 platforms at Leeds can be made. And it 


provided alternative connections for onward services to Hull and the North East, one using a 


connection that would serve Wakefield Westgate and Leeds en route, the other bypassing Leeds.   


As the Hall plan makes clear, the critical question is how HS2 is connected to the existing network in 


the North. And in Yorkshire, there are outstanding questions for HS2/NPR configuration in both 


South and West Yorkshire. In advance of that, it is difficult to see how to make the Hall plan any 


better. Above all, it serves to emphasise that the integrated plan for HS North needs to be mindful 


not just of HS2, NPR and existing rail plans, but also of the absence of intermediate measures that 


will develop the network ahead of mega-project completion.   


Growing Places and Declining Places 


Although the North is sometimes caricatured as a region with endemic economic problems, the 


truth is more complex. The North does contain some of the weakest urban economies in Britain. 


Research shows that the North has nine of the ten British towns with the highest rate of relative 


decline – Blackpool, Burnley, Blackburn, Bradford, Wigan, Bolton, Hull, Grimsby and Middlesbrough31 


. At the same time it has some of the country’s fastest growing places. In terms of GVA Change 


between 1997 and 2013, Warrington was ranked as the eighth fastest growing place in the UK with 


104.6 per cent growth, just behind Edinburgh with 106.7 per cent. Newcastle, Manchester, Sheffield 


and Leeds also showed healthy growth rates between 92 and 93 per cent, just below the national 


average of 94%. Blackburn and Blackpool again featured at the bottom of the GVA growth rankings 


with 59 per cent and 53 per cent growth rates respectively32. 


It is striking that several of the places with the highest rates of decline are within, or quite close to, 


the metropolitan belt which runs from Liverpool across to Manchester and Leeds, and would be 


served by the enhanced rail services advocated in this paper. This makes it all the more important to 


bring weaker and stronger places together, via mobility hubs and connecting rail services, so that the 


economic benefits of faster growing places can be dispersed across the wider regional economy.  
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There is more to this than simply laying on extra train services or reopening old branch lines. There 


must also be adequate capacity to accommodate these services across the rest of the regional rail 


system and especially in congested locations like city centre stations. And the labour market effects 


are subtle of course. No one expects unskilled workers in Blackpool to commute to jobs in 


Manchester. But more skilled workers can make the journey whether they are attracted to places 


with weaker economies by lower house prices or more likely because they have existing personal or 


family connections with these places. And once there their wages will inject spending power into the 


local economy creating jobs for those on lower wages. This is exactly the pattern which has emerged 


in the more successful US cities, where successful economies create well paid jobs and these in turn 


help to create a buoyant local service economy33 
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7 A Grand Design Which Works 


Our paper is not intended to set out a blueprint but to explore issues in a rapidly changing economic 


and social context. Our starting point in the discussion was Sir Peter Hall’s great paper from 2014 


which set out visionary, yet entirely realistic, aspirations for using rail investment in order to 


restructure the relationships between towns and cities in the North. The aim was not simply to 


improve connectivity, as Sir David Higgins had correctly argued, but to build agglomeration 


economies, widen labour markets, and to start to bring smaller old industrial towns back into the 


mainstream. The Hall  paper concluded that: ’By the end of the century, the great cities of the north, 


plus many of its major towns would at last be linked by a truly 21st century railway system, bringing 


them dramatically closer in terms of journey times. As a new northern mega city is born, the benefits 


to their economies will be incalculable’34. 


The Hall plan was an outstanding example of the sort of integrated planning Britain needs to 


rediscover if it is to break out of ‘siloed’ and disconnected thinking. We have set out our conclusions 


in nine messages, bearing its words in mind. 


First, the lessons from the origins of the UK motorway network, and its subsequent successful 


construction in stages during the 1950s-1980s, are clear. Have a coherent overall plan that makes 


sense, but make sure it can be constructed in financially-digestible chunks. It will take time, but the 


costs become manageable and the phasing of the work fits in with the capacity of the construction 


industry to build it, saving costs. Moreover there is progress on the ground, and that sense of visible 


achievement will help to build momentum. 


Second, HS2 in the North (Phase 2b) and Northern Powerhouse Rail have become intertwined as 


High Speed North.  Phase 2b of HS2, and as it stands, Northern Powerhouse Rail cannot expect to 


be implemented before 2040 - and perhaps later. Yet significant elements of improvement could be 


delivered well before then. A stage-by-stage approach makes sense in terms of financing, in terms of 


working towards High Speed North, and, crucially, getting action on the ground which would build 


confidence and attract much needed private investment.  


 
Third, the North’s rail network is overloaded right now. The network does not work, crucially 


through Manchester but also in other cities such as Liverpool, Leeds and Sheffield, where city centre 


stations and lines are at capacity or in the case of Manchester, over-capacity.  


 


Fourth, because of this overload, rail freight services in the North are underachieving. Average 


journey speed for Trans Pennine freight trains are as low as 16 mph and 17 mph, yet Transport for 


the North forecasts (drawing on the Northern Powerhouse Economic Review) envisage growth in 


freight volume exceeding 50% by 2050. Meanwhile passenger rail travel between the major cities of 


Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds, Bradford, Sheffield, Hull, Newcastle and Sunderland is (apart from 


York-Newcastle) mostly stuck at 1960s speeds. 


 


Fifth, the Hall plan of 2014 set out a staged modular solution to these problems. Stage 1 was 


Liverpool-Manchester electrification, now done. Stage 2 was Northern Hub, only part-done, and 


Manchester-Leeds electrification, still awaiting Trans-Pennine Route Upgrade, plus Pendolino trains, 


apparently not even considered. Stage 3 was a new high-speed line eastwards from Liverpool, 
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connecting with HS2, and an upgraded line onwards to Manchester Victoria and the Stalybridge 


railhead. Stage 4 was a similar mix of new and upgraded line driven westwards from Leeds, bringing 


Bradford, Leeds and Sheffield into the new network via a link with HS2’s line to Leeds. Finally, the 


expensive stage 5, a new tunnel beneath the Pennines to link stages 3 and 4 together, creating a 


largely-new link from Liverpool to Leeds and connecting onwards to Newcastle and to Hull, 


completed the picture.  The important point is that it was a modular plan, with significant 


improvements achieved ahead of turning to major mega projects like a new Trans Pennine Tunnel 


(with all the risks, costs and uncertainties that prevail in mega projects, not least in the current 


environment). 


 


Sixth, with the fundamental issues that led to the Hall plan still confronting us (and some new ones 


added since) there is still the need for (a) an overarching plan for the North’s rail system, (b) a 


phased implementation programme, adopting a strategic mix of new and upgraded lines (as in 


Germany), (c) use of existing proven technology such as Pendolino trains and electrification. Most of 


all,  we need to make early progress on tying together the North’s labour markets, bringing fast 


growing places like Leeds, Warrington and Manchester  together with  more challenging labour 


markets like Wigan, Stalybridge, Huddersfield, Bradford, Sunderland  and St Helens.  


 


Seventh, achievable timescales are crucial. Post-COVID, although finance could be tight, government 


will want to champion public works which quickly deliver on the ground to get the economy 


moving and to demonstrate results on its decarbonisation and re-levelling agendas. The critical 


problems remain the overloaded Manchester rail network, the need for city-terminal capacity 


expansion right across the North, and dealing with the future demand for rail freight. The plan 


should bring higher speeds, but the central need is for greater network capacity, reliability and 


resilience. 


 


Eighth, the Hall plan should be updated in relation to the west-east passage through Central 


Manchester. Hall envisaged using the Eccles-Victoria-Stalybridge corridor, plus some conversion of 


local services to Metrolink or tram-train. But the strong desire of Manchester authorities for a west-


east ‘through’ HS2 station underground at Piccadilly would offer the opportunity for expanding 


the Piccadilly hub even further.  It avoids, too, the turnback problem that would arise in its 


absence.35 A new west-east tunnel under central Manchester could be used by fast trains from 


Chester and North Wales, Liverpool, Blackpool, Barrow and Glasgow, with services emerging 


eastwards and across the Pennines to Leeds/Bradford, Sheffield, Hull, York and Newcastle. 


 


Ninth, we strongly support a system of devolved finances and control to implement rail investment 


in the north. City regions should obviously assume responsibility for their own city region rail 


services. But tracks for local/regional and intercity services need to be segregated so that intercity 


and long distance services (high-speed, conventional and freight facilities) are left to the national 


system operator to develop and alongside separate regional networks for North West, Yorkshire-


Humber and North East. We must connect all of the North’s towns into the network – and ensure 


that stations can serve as mobility hubs with connecting buses, bike hire, walk and cycle ways, 


provision for electric car charging and so on. 
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After the COVID virus the North will not want to return to normal, because in relation to its rail 


network at least, normal was not working. To re-start the North’s economy and stimulate private 


sector investment, we have to see visible progress through the next 5-10 years. There is welcome 


Government commitment to produce an integrated plan for ‘High Speed North’. But based on 


delivery timescales to date for HS2 in the Midlands and South, we are unlikely to see even the first 


fruits of this endeavour before 2040. So a development of Hall’s thinking is even more necessary 


today. We need a plan which provides modular incremental development, better links between 


intercity and metropolitan networks, a way to connect the North’s cities and towns into the 


prosperity that High Speed rail can bring, and, most important,  an investment path through the next 


five, ten and fifteen years. We do need a grand design. But we need a realistic delivery programme 


too. 
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24. April 2020, 11:06 Uhr Verkehr - Fehmarn


Dänemark: Baubeginn für Fehmarnbelt-Tunnel Anfang
2021


Direkt aus dem dpa-Newskanal


Kopenhagen (dpa) - Die Bauarbeiten am neuen Fehmarnbelt-Tunnel zwischen Dänemark und
Deutschland sollen am 1. Januar 2021 auf dänischer Seite beginnen. Darauf haben sich die
politischen Parteien seines Landes mit breiter Mehrheit verständigt, gab der dänische
Verkehrsminister Benny Engelbrecht am Freitag in Kopenhagen bekannt. Es handele sich um
einen Meilenstein in der dänischen Geschichte, der unter anderem bedeute, dass die Reisezeit
zwischen Kopenhagen und Hamburg erheblich verkürzt werden könne, sagte er.


Nach Ministeriumsangaben bedeutet der Beschluss zu dem Milliardenprojekt, dass die
Fehmarnbeltquerung voraussichtlich Mitte 2029 in Betrieb genommen werden kann. Bislang
war laut Zeitplan eine Eröffnung des knapp 18 Kilometer langen Tunnels für 2028 geplant.


Mit dem Auto soll die Strecke zwischen Kopenhagen und Hamburg künftig eine Stunde
schneller zurückzulegen sein, mit dem Zug bis zu zwei Stunden, sagte Engelbrecht. Derzeit
braucht man mit dem Wagen je nach Verkehrslage viereinhalb bis fünf Stunden, mit der Bahn
dauert es im regulären Betrieb auf den schnellsten Verbindungen ähnlich lang.


Die Fehmarnbeltquerung ist umweltpolitisch besonders in Schleswig-Holstein umstritten. Der
Baubeginn für den Tunnel verzögert sich seit mehreren Jahren, vor allem wegen des
aufwendigen Planungsverfahrens für die notwendige Anbindung des Hinterlands in Schleswig-
Holstein. Gegen das Projekt gab es außerdem mehrere Klagen, unter anderem von
Umweltorganisationen sowie den Fährenbetreibern Scandlines und Stena Line. Die EU-
Kommission hatte die von den Fährgesellschaften monierten Staatshilfen für das Projekt jedoch
vor rund einem Monat für rechtens erklärt.
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China. 
Een pdf over de Fehmarnbelttunnel waar de route via Hamburg
perfect op aansluit. 

Deze documenten zal u nodig hebben voor een eigen betere
beeldvorming over het eerste onderzoek door het Rijk over de
Lelylijn de zogenaamde quickscan. Een quickscan is per definitie
incompleet en als daarbij in de quickscan ook nog de verkeerde vragen
gesteld worden bent u nog verder van huis. 

Hoop dat u deze onderliggende documentatie gebruikt voor uw
beeldvorming. 

Met vriendelijke groet,

Frank Menger
Groningen
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DB Regio wins Franconia and South Thuringia concession

May 5, 2020

Written by

Keith Fender

BAVARIAN Railway Company (BEG) has awarded DB Regio the Franconia and South Thuringia contract to operate 5.7 million train-km

annually to connect Nuremberg and Bamberg with Würzburg, Saalfeld, Sonneberg and Erfurt.

Locomotive-powered double-deck trains will be replaced by new Siemens EMUs.

Keith Fender

The concession includes 5.1 million train-km within Bavaria, with the remaining 0.6 million train-km in Thüringen. The new contract, which

incentivies the operator to maximise revenue while BEG takes on the energy and sta� cost risk, will begin in December 2023 and run until

December 2035.

The new contract maintains and expands existing services on the Nuremberg – Bamberg – Würzburg, Bamberg – Lichtenfels – Saalfeld, and

Lichtenfels – Coburg – Sonneberg routes. A half hourly frequency will be introduced between Nuremberg and Bamberg to cope with rising

passenger numbers, which increased by 50% over the last decade.

Regional serves will also be introduced along the full Ebenfurth – Erfurt high-speed line for the �rst time, with �ve train pairs planned daily

from Nuremberg via Coburg to Erfurt. The number of regional trains using the Ebenfurth – Coburg high-speed line will also increase from four

train pairs to eleven, with an expected journey time of 32 minutes.
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DB will order a new �eet of 190km/h partly double-deck Desiro HC EMUs from Siemens to operate the services. The four-car and six-car trains

will seat approximately 395 and 635 passengers respectively, and will be equipped with ETCS.

These trains will replace the existing Bombardier Talent 2 EMU �eet, which does not have the required capacity, along with two sets of double-

deck coaches hauled by leased Railpool Vectron locomotives currently used for services using the Ebenfurth – Coburg high-speed line.

The Bavarian government will provide usage guarantees to underpin the �nancing of the new trains.

For detailed information on rail tenders from around the world, subscribe to IRJ Pro.
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Summary
Resumen

Many countries are taking into consideration the

construction of new high speed rail lines. The Eu-

ropean Commission explicitly deems the expan-

sion of high speed rail as a priority within the

trans-European networks, allocating an important
part of the community funds for its development

with the declared aim of increasing the market

share of rail transport.

High speed rail generates social benefits, which

stem from time savings, increase in reliability,
comfort and safety, as well as from the reduction

of congestion and accidents in alternative modes.

Another benefit of investing in the construction
of new lines is the capacity released in the con-

ventional network, when the latter itself can be

used for freight transport.

The question is not whether users and other pos-

sible beneficiaries of high speed rail would vote

in favor of constructing a new line. The question

is whether they would be willing to pay (regard-

less of what they actually pay) Íor its social

costs. The answer to this question varies widely
depending on the particular characteristics of the

project. An exhaustive review of the economic li-

terature shows that the research efÍort dedicated

to the economic analysis of investing in high spe-

ed railways is insignif icant when compared with
the economic importance of such technology and

its public financing within the transport plans

and budgets of member states and the European

Commission.

The aim of this report is to contribute to the
economic analysis of new high speed rail invest-

ment projects requiring public f unds. The eco-

nomic evaluation of projects can help govern-

ments to obtain a clearer view of the expected

net benef its of different lines of action, as it at-
tempts to identify the projects which really
deserve the sacrif ice of other social needs com-
peting for the same public f unds. We analyze

the circumstances under which society may ben-

efit Írom investing in high speed rail, and

when it is sensible to delay the investment de-

cision. The high speed rail network may be

built gradually, adding new lines once the eco-

nomic evaluation of projects shows a positive

social profitability.

La construcción de líneas ferroviarias de alta ve'

locidad es una opción que está siendo considera-

da por muchos países en el mundo. La Comisión

Europea considera que la expansión de la red de

alta velocidad es una prioridad dentro de las re-

des transeuropeas, destinando una importante
cantidad de fondos comunitarios para su desarro-

llo con el objetivo explícito de aumentar la cuota

de mercado del ferrocarril.

La alta velocidad genera beneficios sociales pro-

cedentes de ahorros de tiempo, mejoras en la f ia'
bilidad, confort y seguridad del servicio de trans-
porte; y de la reducción de la congestión y los

accidentes en los modos alternativos de transporte.

Liberar capacidad en la red convencional, que

puede utilizarse para el transporte de mercancías,

es también un beneficio adicional de Ia inversión

en la construcción de nuevas líneas.
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La cuestión no es si los usuarios y otros potencia-
les beneficiarios votarían a favor de la construc-
ción de nuevas líneas de alta velocidad. La cues-
tión relevante es sl estarían dispuestos a pagar
(con independencia de lo que paguen) /os cosfes
sociales de su puesta en funcionamiento. La res-
puesta a esta pregunta varía ampliamente depen-
diendo de las circunstancias concretas del pro-
yecto. Una exhaustiva revisión de la literatura
económica muestra que el análisis económico de
las inversiones en alta velocidad es insignifican-
te comparado con el papel concedido a esta tec-
nología dentro de los planes de transporte de mu-
chos países miembros y de la propia Comisión
Europea, y más aán si tenemos en cuenta la fi-
nanciación póblica destinada a los mismos.

Este informe pretende contribuir al análisis
económico de los proyectos de inversión en alta
velocidad ferroviaria. La evaluación económica
de proyectos puede ayudar a los gobiernos a
formarse una idea más precisa sobre los bene-
ficios esperados de distintas líneas de actua-
ción que absorben dinero páblico para resolver
un mismo problema de transporte. En este in-
forme tratamos de determinar las circunstan-
cias en las que la inversión en alta velocidad es
socialmente deseable y en que otras la socie-
dad gana posponiendo la inversión. La red de
alta velocidad puede construirse gradualmente,
afiadiendo nuevas líneas una vez que la evalua-
ción económica muestra una rentabilidad so-
cial positiva.
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lntrod uction

The allocation of public resources to the expan-

sion of the high speed rail network is a signifi-
cant element of transport policy in many coun-

tries all over the world. This includes both the
construction of new lines and the upgrading of
part of the conventional network, so that trains
can run at speeds of more than 200 km per hour.

The demand for the new rail transport alternative
comes from deviated traffic from conventional

trains, air and road transport, and also from gen-

erated traffic, thanks to the combination of iime
savings, increased comfort and more price choic-
es associated to this new transport option.

The European Union has explicitly considered

the expansion of high speed rail as a priority

within the trans-European networks, assigning an

important part of Community f unds for its devel-

opment, with the declared aim of changing the
modal split to the benefit of railways. This revt-

talization of railways strategy, as announced by

the European Commission, reflects the relevance

that this transport mode is gaining in Europe in a

context of increased worries about congestion

and traff ic accidents in roads, the delays and dis-
comfort associated with air traff ic, as well as the
negative environmental impacts of these modes.

Although the construction and operation of high

speed rail lines imply significant environmental
costs (land, noise, barrier eÍfects, visual intru-
sion and global warming) the train still retains a

good environmental image, though the actual en-

vironmental balance depends on the volume of

traff ic and its composition.

The interest of the European Commission in high

speed rail is shared by most member state gov-

ernments, and, obviously, by the industrial lobbies

that supply rolling stock and other rail inputs, as

well as by users, who generally enjoy its speed,

comfort and price-three elements responsible

for the dramatic recovery of the railway's market

share over medium distances.

lf users, governments, industries and the Euro-

pean Commission support such a technological op-

tion for passenger travel, we could be in a situation

that economists call Paretian improvemenf, char-

acterized by the existence of winners, indifferent
agents and the inexistence of losers. Neverthe-

less, the price that users pay for high speed rail

infrastructure and services in many routes is far
from covering construction, maintenance and in-

frastructure operation costs. That means taxpay-

ers must contribute financially to the support of

these projects. So there are in fact losers, as in
all public policies and investment projects.

The question is not whether users and other pos-

sible benef iciaries of high speed rail would vote

in favor of the construction of high speed lines.

The question is whether they would be willing to
pay (independently of what they actually pay)

their social costs. The answer to this question

varies widely depending on the local characteris-
tics of the project: routes, crossed urban zones,

required bridges and tunnels, volume of demand,
per capita income, and the level of capacity use

in competing modes.

Social beneÍits of high speed rail mainly accrue

from users' time savings and the willingness to
pay of generated traffic. To these benefits we

should add those that users experience thanks to
the reduction oÍ congestion and accidents in al-
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ternative modes. The benefits obtained from the
release of capacity in the conventional network
should also be added.

The conventional economic evaluation of projects
requires the identification of the benefits and
costs during the life of the project. And once these
have been quantif ied, the next step is to calculate
their net value. When benefits are higher than
costs, the investment is probably socially worthy,
although even with a positive net present value,
there may be other alternative projects providing a

higher social benef it.

What happens when the flow of expected net
benef its is lower than the investment costs of the
project under evaluation? Or, in more intuitive
terms: what happens when the society is willing
to pay a price for a high speed rail line which is
inferior to its cost? The answer is clear: reject the
project.

ln the debate in favor of large infrastructure in-
vestment projects, there is a recurrent argument
which defends the existence of economic bene-
fits greater than those described above. lt also
suggests that the exclusion oÍ these unaccounted
benef its would make the high speed rail line ap-
pear less prof itable than it really is. The identif i-
cation and magnitude of these wider economic
benefits are difficult to determine, and it may
well be that, due to this fact, promoters and
politicians who support high speed lines mention
them frequently when debating the convenience
of building new lines.

The indirect economic benefits are located in
markets other than those directly affected by the
project, or the primary markets. No one doubts
the existence of secondary effects. A city that is
connected to a high speed network may expe-
rience an economic expansion and an increase in
its land value. Unemployment may be reduced as
a consequence of the activity generated thanks to
the construction of the rail line and the genera-
tion of economic activity.

However there are also some other effects to ac-
count for. Someone has to pay for the higher
price oÍ the land; and although there are net ben-
efits, the analyst has to be careful not to count

pure rent transÍers as net benefits, or to see the
increase in land value as something additional to
time savings and other primary benef its. Regard-
ing employment, we ought not to conf use inputs
with outputs. lf there is unemployment, the price
of labor will be reduced in the evaluation to re-
f lect its opportunity cost. Adding it again on the
benef it side would lead to double counting.

Before adding the secondary benef its, it is impor-
tant to distinguish the creation of a new activity
from one that emerges from a simple relocation
of an already existing economic activity. ln gen-
eral, the analysis of indirect economic effects is
more complicated than it may seem at first
glance. Moreover not all of them are positive
while many others reflect already accounted-for
benef its of the primary market.

Even assuming that all the benef its of high speed
rail were adequately measured and compared to its
costs, promoters will frequently argue that these
large infrastructure initiatives (mega-projects) will
have more important, long-term effects on society
than direct economic benef its. Although very dif-
ficult to predict, these effects are usually related
to the regional development benef its of investing
in infrastructure. Nevertheless, thanks to the ef-
forts of new economic geography researchers, we
know that the effects of infrastructure on the lo-
cation of economic activity are ambiguous at
times: occasionally reinforcing the central region
and making the periphery worse off .

lnvestment in building HSR lines and the associ-
ated rolling stock to operate them is very expen-
sive, and their indivisibility and irreversibility in-
crease the cost of errors. Constructing new lines
with an optimistic demand bias translates into a

waste of taxpayer money, because this mode of
transport is being developed in Europe within the
public sector, without private participation and
with revenues far from covering total costs.

What do economists say about the opportunity of
investing in high speed networks in Europe? An
exhaustive revision of the specif ic economic liter-
ature shows that the research effort devoted to
the economic analysis of investing in high speed
railways is almost insignificant considering the
economic significance of this technology within
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the transport plans of member states and the Eu-

ropean Commission, and its share in the state

budgets of many countries.

The aim of this report is to contribute to the eco-

nomic analysis of new high speed rail investment
projects that are waiting for public funds. The

economic evaluation of projects can help govern-

ments to obtain a clearer view of the expected

net benef its of different lines of action, and iden-

tify the projects which really deserve the sacri-
f ice of other social needs competing for the same

public f unds.

Constructing a new high speed rail line may re-

duce congestion and accidents in road and air
transport over medium distances, where the train
competes with the private vehicle and the air-

lines. lf the volume of demand is high enough,

the project may be socially profitable. ln addi-
tion, when a high speed Iine is linked to a net-

work, it multiplies its connectivity, making new

origins and destinations accessible. This factor
and the release of capacity in the conventional

rail network or in congested airports increase the
probability of a positive net present value.

Deciding to reject (or delay) the construction of a

high speed rail line is not necessarily a position

against progress. lf the best information avail-

able ex anfe proves that there are other transport
options with a higher net social benef it, the most

appropriate decision is to select such options
and not the larger, more costly or newest technol-
ogy.

INÍRODUCTION

The social pressure for the construction of high

speed lines is not only explained by its known

benefits but also by an rnstitutional design that
favors the construction of projects without having

to pay for them directly. lncentives today lean to-
wards the approval of mega-projects, which a

country or a region, without supranational or

state funds respectively, would not have under-

taken on its own.

The research papers published in this report be-

gin with the construction of a database from in-
complete and disperse information on high speed

lines all over the world. The report contains an

analysis of the construction costs, maintenance,

and exploitation of the lines in service or under

construction, and it examines the demand data

available. The economic evaluation of investment
in high speed rail under different circumstance
shows the conditions required for a minimum lev-

el of social prof itability.

The texts included here have a common feature,
which is the attempt to answer the question that
motivated this research project: when is the in-
vestment in high speed rail profitable from a so-

cial perspective? The answer, as in so many as-

pects of economy, is not black and white. lt
depends on the local conditions where the new

line is to be built and the expected volume of de-

mand. Choosing an investment option without
comparing it with relevant alternatives is, at best,

contrary to good economic practice. The primary

function of high speed railways is to solve a

transport problem, and their advantage over oth-
er feasible alternatives has to be demonstrated

on a case-by-case basis.
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A Review of HSR Experiences
Around the World

1.1 INTRODUCTION

High Speed Railways (HSR) is currently regarded

as one of the most significant technological
breakthroughs in passenger transportation devel-

oped in the second half of the 20th century. At

the beginning of 2008, there were about 10,000
kilometers of new high speed lines in operation

around the world and, in total (including upgrad-

ed conventional tracks), more than 20,000 kilo-
meters of the worldwide rail network was devoted

to providing high speed services to passengers

willing to pay for lower travel time and quality im-
provement in rail transport.

For the last 40 years in Japan alone, where the

concept oÍ bullet train was born in 1964, 100

million passenger-trips are carried out per year. ln

Europe, traff ic f igures average 50 million passen-

ger-trips per year, although they have been steadi-
ly growing since 1981 by an annual percentage

rate of 2.6. Nowadays, there are high speed rail

services in more than 15 countries,l and the net-

work is still growing at a very fast pace in many

others: it is expected to reach 25,000 kilometers

of new lines by 2O2O (UlC 2005a).

However building, maintaining and operating HSR

lines is expensive; it involves a signif icant amount

of sunk costs and may substantially compromise

both the transport policy of a country and the de-

velopment of its transport sector for decades. For

these reasons, it deserves a closer look, well be-

t Although the def inition of HSR services will be discussed
in section 1.2, the list includes Japan, South Korea,

China, Taiwan, France, Germany, ltaly, Spain, Portugal,

yond the technological hype and the demand fig-
ures. The main objective of this chapter is to dis-

cuss some characteristics of the HSR services from

an economic viewpoint, while simultaneously de-

veloping an empirical framework that should help

us to understand, in more detail, the cost and de-

mand sides of this transport alternative. This un-

derstanding is especially useful for future projects,

since it will lead to a better analysis of the expect-

ed construction and operating costs, and oÍ the

number of passengers to be transported under dif-
ferent economic and geographic conditions.

Such understanding is particularly relevant be-

cause the economic magnitude of HSR invest-

ments and the described prospects for network

expansion are not in accordance with the research

efforts reported in the economic liierature. The

economic appraisal of particular corridors is lim-
ited to some existing and projected lines (see De

Rus and lnglada 1993, 1997; Levinson et al.

1997; Atkins 2003; Coto-lVlillan and lnglada

2OO4; and De Rus and Roman 2005). General as-

sessments are relatively scarce (Nash 1991;Vick-
erman 1997; lVlartin 1997; SDG 2OO4; De Rus

and Nombela 2007; and De Rus y Nash, 2007);
and many other papers were devoted to assess the

regional and other indirect effects of HSR (Bon-

nafous 1987; Vickerman 1995; Blum, Haynes

and Karlsson 1997; Plassard I994, Haynes

1997, and Preston and Wall 2OO7).

Since most of the previous empirical assess-

ments were based on individual country case

Belgium, Netherlands, Norway, United Kingdom, Swe-

den, Denmark, and the United States.
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studies, we will adopt an international compara-
tive perspective. We assembled a database com-
prising all existing HSR projects around the
world at the beginning of 2006.2 lt includes in-
formation about the technical characteristics
and building costs of each project-even for
those still at planning or construction stage,
when available-plus detailed information re-
garding operating and maintenance costs of in-
frastructure and services for the lines already in
operation. A special section devoted to the exter-
nal costs of HSR is included, as well as data re-
garding traff ic, capacity and tariffs on selected
corridors.3

0ur database includes information on 166 proj-
ects in 20 countries; 40 (24%) are projects al-
ready in operation, whereas 4I are currently un-
der construction and 85 are still at planning
stage, some of which pending further approval
and/or funding. The projects in operation and
construction have a total length of 16,400 kilo-
meters, although some of them will not be Íin-
ished before 2015.4

The statistical analysis and data comparisons ob-
tained from such a large number of projects will
allow us to address several questions about HSR

around the world. The first one (section 1.2) is
related to the economic definition of HSR. ln
section 1.3, we try to f ind out (on average) the
cost of building a kilometer of (new) high speed
line, and to identify the reasons why this cost dif-
fers across projects. Section 1.4 is devoted to ex-

tract, from actual data, some of the main charac-
teristics of operating and maintenance costs of
HSR lines in the world, whereas in section 1.5,
we discuss the extended idea of HSR being the
means of transport with the lowest external cost.
Section 1.6 studies how the demand path for
high speed services evolves around the world,

and it tries to look for a pattern to predict how
long it will keep on growing in Europe at the pres-

ent rate. Finally, section 1.7 contains the gener-
al conclusions.

1.2 TOWARDS AN ECONOMIC DEFINITION
OF HIGH SPEED RAILWAYS

For many years it has been customary in the rail
industry to consider high speed just as a techn i-
cal concept related to the maximum speed trains
could reach when running on particular track
segments. ln fact, the European Council Direc-
tive 96i48 specifically established ïha| high
speed infrastructure comprised three difÍerent
types of lines:5

-purposely built high speed lines equipped for
speeds generally equal to or greater than 250
km/h,

-upgraded conventional lines, equipped for
speeds of the order of 200 km/h, and

-other upgraded conventional lines, which have
special features as a result of topographical or
land-planning constraints, on which the speed
must be adapted to each case.

ln theory, these technical definitions are broad
enough to encompass the entire rail infrastruc-
ture capable of providing high speed services. ln
practice, however, speed has not always been the
best indicator, since commercial speed in many
services is often limited due to, for example,
proximity to densely urbanized areas (to ease the
impact of noise and minimize the risk of acci-
dents), or the existence of viaducts or tunnels
(where speed must be reduced to 160-180 km/h
for safety reasons).6

2 The analysis carried out in this chapter and, in particu-
lar, the list of HSR projects are based on public inÍor-
mation mainly provided by ïhe lnternational Union of
Railways (see UIC 2006), and some of the rail compa-
nies currently operating HSR services.

3 lnformation on the demand side (disaggregated trafÍic
figures and prices) is still incomplete and constitutes
the major drawback oÍ our dataset.

a The only comparable database built with a similar pur-
pose is The World Bank Railway Database (available at

www.worldban k.orgltransport/rai l/rd b. htm). However our
data speciÍically focus on HSR projects, not on the over-
all performance of rail operators worldwide.

5 This Directive aims to ease the circulation oÍ high speed
trains through the various train networks of the European
Union. Member States are asked to harmonize their high
speed rail systems in order to create an interoperable Eu-
ropean network (European Commission 1996).

6 The average commercial speed in several (supposedly)
high speed services over the densest areas in North Eu-
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Although HSR shares the same basic engineering
principles with conventional railways-both are

based on the fact that rails provide a very smooth
and hard surface on which the wheels of the
trains may roll with a minimum of friction and

energy consumption-they also have technical
differences. For example, from an operational
point of view, their signalling systems are com-
pletely different: whereas traff ic on conventional
tracks is still controlled by external (electronic)

signals together with automated signalling sys-

tems, the communication between a running
HSR train and the different blocks oÍ tracks is

usually fully in-cab integrated, which eliminates
the need for drivers to see lineside signals.

Similarly, the electriÍication diÍfer: whereas most
new high speed lines require at least 25,000
volts to achieve enough power, conventional lines
may operate at lower voltages. Additional techni-
cal dissimilarities, regarding the characteristics
of the rolling stock and the exploitation of servic-
es, also exist.T

rope is often below the average speed of some conven-
tional lines, running between distant stops through
sparsely populated plain areas. New maximum speed

tests have been recently (2007) announced by the TGV

in France (www.sncf .com/news), but its commercial use

may be restricted.
ln recent years a new technology, based on magnetic levi-

A REVIEW OF HSR EXPERIENCES AROUND ÍHE WORLD

All these differences suggest that, more than the
speed factor, what actually plays a more relevant
role in the economic definition of high speed

services are both the relationship of HSR with ex-

isting conventional services, and the way in
which the use of infrastructure is organized. As

summarized in graph 1.1, four different exploita-
tion models can be identified:

1) The exclusive exploitation modelis character-
ized by a complete separation between htgh

speed and conventional services, each one with
its own infrastructure. This is the model the

Japanese Shinkansen has been adopting since
1964, mostly due to the fact that the existing
conventional lines (built in narrow gauge, 1.067
m) had reached their capacity limits, and it was

decided that the new high speed lines would be

designed and built in standard gauge (1.435 m).

One of the major advantages of this model is that
market organization of both HSR and convention-
al services are Íully independent, something that
later proved to be a valuable asset, when the
public operator (Japan National Railuvays, JNR)

ïalion (maglev) trains that can reach up to 500 km/h,
has been implemented in a limited number of projects
(e.9. Shanghai). ln spite of sharing the adjective hrgh

speed, the services provided by these trains are based

on completely different principles-closer to air trans-
port than to railways-and will not be considered in this
chapter.

Model l: Exclusive exploitation Model 2: Mixed high speed

High Speed Tracks

Model 3: Mixed conventional Model4: Fully mixed

Graph 1.1 HSR models according to the relationship with conventional services

Conventional Trains

Conventional ïracks

High Speed ïrains

High Speed Tracks

High Speed Trains Conventional Trains

Conventional Tracks

Conventional ïrainsHigh Speed Trains

High Speed Tracks Conventional Tracks

High Speed Trains Conventional Trains

Conventional TracksHigh Speed Tracks
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went bankrupt, and integrated rail services and
infrastructures had to be privatized.8

2) ln the mixed high speed model, high speed
trains run either on specifically built new lines or
on upgraded segments of conventional lines. This
corresponds to the French model, whose TGV
(Train à Grande Vitesse) has been operating since
1981, mostly on new tracks, but also on re-elec-
trif ied tracks of conventional lines in areas where
the duplication was impractical. This reduces
building costs, which is one of the main advan-
tages of this model.

3) The mixed conventional model, where some
conventional trains run on high speed lines, was
adopted by Spain's AYE (Alta Velocidad Espafio-
/a). As in Japan, most of the Spanish conven-
tional network was built in narrow gauge, where-
as the rest of the European network used the
standard gauge. To facilitate the interoperability
of international services, a specific adaptive
technology for rolling stock was developed in
I942-i.e., the TALGO trains-to enabte it to
use, at higher than normal speed, the specif ic
HSR infrastructure (built in standard gauge).e
The main advantages of this model are the sav-
ing of rolling stock acquisition and maintenance
costs, and the flexibility for providing intermedi-
ate high speed services on certain routes.

4) Finally lhe fully mixed model allows for the
maximum f lexibility, since this is the case where
both high speed and conventional services can
run (at their corresponding speeds) on each type
of infrastructure. This is the case of German in-
tercity trains (lCE) and the Rome-Florence line in
Italy, where high speed trains occasionally use
upgraded conventional lines, and freight services
use the spare capacity of high speed lines during
the night. The price for this wider use of the in-

8 There are a few exceptions. Some Shlnkansen lines can-
not handle the highest speeds. This is because some
rails remain narrow gauge to allow sharing with conven-
tional trains, reducing land requirement and cost. ln ad-
dition, in the congested surroundings of Tokyo and Osa-
ka,the Shinkansen must slow down to allow other trains
to keep their schedules and must wait for slower trains
until they can be overtaken (Hood, 2006).

e The wheels in TALGO trains are mounted in pairs

f rastructure is the signif icant increase in mainte-
nance costs.

The reasons why each of these models will deter-
mine in a different way the provision of HSR serv-
ices depend on traffic management restrictions,
which can be better understood with the help of
graph L2.

0n the vertical axis, we have represented the dis-
tance (250 km) between origin (O) and destina-
tion (D) rail stations, whereas the horizontal axis
reflects the travel time (in hours). The inclined
dotted lines represent potential time slots for
(non-stop) trains running from O to D.r0 Note that
the slope of the slots and the horizontal separa-
tion between each pair of them depend on the av-
erage commercial speed authorized for the O-D
line (according to its technical configuration,
gradient, number of curves, viaducts, etc.) How-
ever, the actual usage of these slots is mainly de-
termined by the type of service provided to pas-
sengers. For example, high speed services (at
250 kmlh) cover the distance between O and D

in just one hour, whereas a conventional train
would need 2.5 hours.

Distance
(km)

D

Ê

N

0

Iravel time (h)

Graph 1.2 Time slots in railways and the provision of HSR

services

between, rather than underneath, the individual coach-
es. They are not joined by an axle and, thus, the trains
can lightly switch between different gauge tracks.

t0 Note that for each intermediate stop, the dotted lines
would jump to the right for a distance proportional to
the time spent at the stop. ln multiple track lines or in
stations with multiple platforms, faster trains could over-
take slower ones.
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For this reason the network exploitation models

in graph 1.1 now become crucial. The exclusive

exploitation and the mixed high speed models,

for example, allow a more intensive usage of HSR

infrastructure, whereas the other models must

take into account that (with the exception of mul-

tiple-track sections of the line) slower trains oc-

cupy a larger number of slots during more time
and reduce the possibilities for providing HSR

services. ln graph 1.2, aï least four high speed

trains are stopped due to the operation of a sin-
gle conventional train. Since trains of signif icant-
ly different speeds cause massive decreases of

line capacity, mixed-traffic lines are usually re-

served for high speed passenger trains during
daytime, while freight trains operate at night. ln

some cases, nighttime high speed trains are even

diverted to lower speed lines in favor of freight
traff i c.

Since choosing a particular exploitation model is

a decision affected by the comparison of the

costs of building (and maintaining) new infra-
structure versus the costs oÍ upgrading (and

maintaining) the conventional network, the deÍi-
nition of HSR immediately becomes not only a

technical question but also a (very relevant) eco-

nomic one. Three addiiional factors contribute to

the def inition of HSR in economic terms:

-The first one is the specificity of the rolling
sfock, whose technical characteristics must be

adapted to the special features of high speed.

HSR trainsets are designed to run without lo-

comotives (both extremes of a train can f unc-

tion as the initial one), with minimal oscilla-
tions even on curves with elevated radial

velocity, and without the need of tilting to

compensate for the centrifugal push. The ac-

quisition, operating and maintenance costs of

this rolling stock represent a huge long-run in-

vestment for companies (often over 20 years),

and critically determine the provision of high

speed services.

-The second one is the public support enjoyed

by most HSR undertakings, particularly in Eu-

rope where national governments have already

compromised signif icant amounts of f unds in

the development of their high speed networks

during the next decades. At the supranational
level (European Commission 2001) there ex-

A REVIEW OF HSR EXPERIENCES AROUND THE WORLD

ists an explicit strategy for urevitalizing the

railwayso as a (means for shifting the balance

between modes of transport against the cur-

rent dominance of the road,. This is justif ied

in terms of the lower external costs of rail

transport (particularly, HSR) when compared

to road transport with respect to congestion,

safety, and pollution.

-The third reason lies on Lhe demand side for

HSR services. Railways operators in many coun-

tries have widely acknowledged their high

speed divisions as one of the key factors in the

survival of their passenger rail services. ln fact,
HSR has been started to be publicized-partic-
ularly in France and Spain-as a different mode

of transport, as a system with its own right that

encompasses both a dedicated infrastructure

with an increasingly more specialized and tech-

nologically advanced rolling stock. lt brings

with it an improvement over traditional rail

transport (clock-face timetables, sophisticated

information and reservation systems, catering,

on board and station inÍormation technology

services) and, in general, an overall increase in

the added value for the passenger.

All these elements-infrastructure building costs,

operating and maintenance costs, external costs

and demand-will be analyzed in the remaining
sections of this chapter.

1.3 THE COSTS OF BUILDING HSR
INFRASTRUCTURE

Building new HSR infrastructure requires a spe-

cific design aimed at the elimination of all those

technical restrictions that may limit the commer-

cial speed below 250-300 km/h. These basically

include roadway level crossings, frequent stops

or sharp curves unfitted for higher speeds; how-

ever, in some cases, new signalling mechanisms

and more powerf ul electrification systems may be

needed, as well as junctions and exclusive track-
ways in order not to share the right-of-way with
f reight or slower passenger trains, when the inf ra-

structure is jointly exploited (see the models in

graph 1.1).

Such common design features, however, are not

an indication of similarly in HSR construction.
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Just the opposite; the comparison of construction
costs between different HSR projects is difficult
since each technical solution to implement these
features not only differs widely (depending on to-
pography and geography), but also evolves over-
time.

According to U lC (2005b), building new HSR in-
frastructure involves three major types of costs:

- Planning and land cosfs, including feasibility
studies (both technical and economic), tech-
nical design, land acquisition and other costs
(such as legal and administrative fees, licens-
es, permits, etc.) These costs may be substan-
tial in some projects (particularly, when costly
land expropriations are needed), but they of-
ten represent a sunk component of between 5-
IO% of the total investment amount.

- lnfrastructure building costs including all
those costs related to terrain preparation and
platform building. The amount varies widely
across projects depending on the characteris-
tics of the terrain, but usually represents be-
tween 10-25% of the total investment in new
rail infrastructure. ln some cases, the need of
singular solutions (such as viaducts, bridges or
tunnels) to geographic obstacles may easily
double this amount (up to 40-50y", in more
techn ically difficult projects).

- Superstructure costs include rail specif ic ele-
ments such as guideways (tracks) and sidings
along the line, signalling systems, catenaries
and electrification mechanisms, communica-
tions and safety installations, etc. lndividually
considered, each of these elements usually
represents between 5-10% of the total invest-
ment.11

Although these three major types of costs are
present in all projects, their variability is largely
conditioned again by the relationship between
the infrastructures to be built in each case and
the pre-existing one. Attending to this criterion,

rr ln most projects the superstructure costs often include
building standard stations and auxiliary depots which
alone, according to their architectonic characteristics
cannot be considered singular projects. ln some cases,
stations are singular buildings with an architectonic de-
sign and associated costs far beyond the mini-

at least f ive types of HSR projects can be distin-
guished (UlC, 2005b):

- Large corridors isolated f rom other HS lines,
such as the Madrid-Seville AVE;

- Network integrated large corridors, such as

Paris-Lille integrated with Paris-Lyon and the
French high speed network;

- Smaller extensions or complements of existing
corridors, such as Madrid-Toledo or Lyon-Va-
lence, both developed to serve nearby medi-
um-size cities;

- Large singular projects, such as the Eurotun-
nel, the Grand Belt or the bridge over the
Messina Strait; and

-Smaller 
projects complementing the conven-

tional network, including high speed lines that
connect airport with nearby cities, or the im-
provements in conventional infrastructure to
accommodate h igher speed services, as in

Germany or ltaly.

Our database of 166 HSR projects around the
world includes information about all these five
types of projects. However, in the comparison of
building costs, we only considered 45 projects.
We excluded both the large singular projects
and the smaller projects complementing the
conventional network, due to their specific con-
struction characteristics. Projects whose finan-
cial information was incomplete and all those
that are still at planning stage, even when in-
vestment information was available, were ex-
cluded. The reason for the latter exclusion is
that, at such stage, deviation over planned
costs is often substantial, as pointed out in the
literature about it (see Flyvbjerg, Skamris, and
Buhl 2004, for example).

Graph 1.3 summarizes the average cost per kilo-
meter of building HSR infrastructure found in
our database. The values are expressed in euro
million (2005) and include the infrastructure
and superstructure costs, but not the planning

mum required for operating puÍposes. The allocation oÍ
these costs to the HSR line is arbitrary to say the least.
There also are other minor elements (supervision, qual-
ity control, etc.) in each project that may represent be-
tween 1-5% of the total investment.
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and land costs.Overall, the construction cost
per kilometer in the sample of 45 projects varies

between 6 and 45 million (with an average val-

ue of 17.5 million). When the analysis is re-

stricted to projects in operation (24 projects) the
range varies between 9 and 39 million (with a

mean value of 18 million). With the exception of

China, building HSR in Asia seems more expen-

sive than in Europe, according to the data from

Japan, Taiwan and South Korea, although the
costs of these two latter countries include some

items corresponding to upgrading conventional
trac ks. 12

ln Europe, there are two groups of countries:
France and Spain have slightly lower building
costs than Germany, ltaly and Belgium. This is
explained not only by the similar geography and

existence of the less populated areas outside the

major urban centers, but also by construction
procedures. ln France, for example, the cost of

construction is minimized by adopting steeper
grades rather than building tunnels and viaducts.
Because the TGV lines are dedicated to passen-

gers (the exclusive exploitation model of graph

1.1), grades of 3.5Yo, rather than the previous

maximum of 1-1.5% for mixed traffic, are used.

Although the land acquired to build straighter
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lines is more expensive, this is compensated by a

reduction in line construction as well as operat-
ing and maintenance costs. ln the other Euro-

pean countries high speed rail is more expensive

because it is built over more densely populated

areas, without those economies of space.

Finally, with respect to the projects currently
under construction (21 projects, some of them
due to finish by 2007), one can observe that,
in most cases, they are in line with the build-
ing costs of projects in operation.t3 lt is inter-
esting to note that there is no evidence of
economies of experience, particularly in Japan

and France, the countries with a longer history
of HSR projects, though the new projects are

not homogeneous enough to make relevant
com pa risons.

ln Japan, the cost per kilometer (excluding land

costs) in the Tokyo-Osaka Shinkansen (started in

1964) was relatively low (€5.4 million in 2005
values), but in all the projects carried out during
the following years, this figure was tripled or
quadrupled. ln France, each kilometer built for
the TGV Sud-Est between Paris and Lyon, inau-
gurated in 1981, required an investment of

€4.7 million (in construction costs), whereas the

à
.E 40
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AuÍíia Belgiun Gerfrany

sc
Italy

sc
hpan
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Graph 1.3 Average cost per kilometer oÍ new

HSR inÍrastructure

/Voles: S = Lines rn Service; C= Lines under Construc-

tion (2006)

Sourcej HSR Database. Elaborated Írom UIC (2005b).

Data excludes planning and land costs

t2 This is qualiiatively consistent with the comparison per-

formed by SDG (2004), although the costs included in
UIC (2005b) are different. Several individual projects

reported in SDG (2004)-such as the HSL Zuid (Nether-

lands) and the Channel Tunnel rail link-have construc-
tion costs per km in the range of c50-70 million.

13 The only exception in graph 1.3 is ltaly. This is because
the lines under construction are mostly placed in the
north of the country, more densely populated.
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cost per kilometer of the TGV Méditerranée, in-
augurated in 2OO1 was €12.9 million, These
diÍferences-due to intrinsic characteristics of
each project-call once more for a cautious use
of the comparison figures obtained in this and
other papers,

1.4 THE COSTS OF OPERATING HSR
SERVICES

Once the infrastructure is built, the operation of
HSR services involves two types of costs: those re-
lated to the exploÍtation and maintenance of the
infrastructure itself, and those related to the pro-
vision of transport services using that infrastruc-
ture. The different degrees of vertical integration
existing between the infrastructure provider and
the carrier that supplies HSR services are not dis-
cussed here.la ln Europe, Council Directive
911440 set out the objective of unbundling infra-
structure from operations by either full separation
or, at least, the creation of different organizations
or units (with separate accounts) within a holding
company. Outside Europe, many countries have
still opted for the full vertical integration model,
where all the HSR operating costs are controlled
and managed by a single entity.l5

1.4.1 INFRASTRUCTURE OPERATING COSTS

This caiegory includes the costs of labor, energy and
other material consumed by maintenance and day-
to-day operations of the guideways, terminals, sta-
tions, energy supplying and signalling systems, as

well as traffic management and safety systems.
Some of these costs are fixed and depend on opera-
tions routinely performed in accordance with techni-
cal and safety standards. ln other cases, as in track
maintenance, the cost is affected by the traffic in-
tensity; similarly, the cost of maintaining electric
traction installations and catenaries is subjected to
the number of trains running on the infrastructure.
According to the UIC statistics (UlC, 2006), the pro-
portions of the cost of labor within each kind of
maintenance costs are: 55"Á Íor maintenance of
electric traction installations, 45oÁ Íor maintenance
of tracks, and 50% for maintenance of equipment.

The database provides more detailed information
for five European countries (Belgium, France,
Italy, the Netherlands and Spain), where we are
able to disaggregate the infrastructure mainte-
nance costs for a new HSR line into f ive cate-
gories: maintenance of tracks, electrification
costs, signalling costs, telecommunications and
other costs, as shown in table 1.1.16

TABLE Ll: Cost oÍ HSR infrastructures maintenance by country

Bolgium

r42

France

2,638

19,140 673%

4,210 r4.8%

5,070 I7.8%

00
00

28,420 100%

Italy

492

Spain

949Km, oÍ single track

Maintenance oÍ track

tlectrification

Si gna ll ing

Telecommunications

0ther costs

Total maintenance cost

13,841

2,576

3,248

1, 197

10,821

31,683

43.7%

Lr%

10.3%

J.ó /o

34 2%

t00%

5,94 I

2,455

4,522

0

0

12,919

46.0%

19 0%

35.0%

0

0

100%

13,53 1

2,986

8,654

5,637

2,65

33,457

40.4%

8.9y.

25.9%

16.8%

7.9%

100"Á

iloÍer Costs are expressed in 2002 euros per kilometer 0Í single track.

Sorlce; ElaboÍated Írom UIC (2005b).

14 This section deals only with the private costs Íaced by
the infrastructure management agencies and HSR oper-
ators. Section 1.5 is devoted to the discussion of some
of the external costs associated with HSR.

I5 ln countries where inÍrastructure is separately managed, ac-
cess charges may represent an additional operating cost for
operators, but they are mere transfer of funds, when consi-
dered from the perspective of the HSR system as a whole.

For an analysis oÍ the different options to introduce compe-
tition through vertical unbundling while maintaining vertical
integration, see Gómez-lbáiez and De Rus (2006).

16 Note, however, that data comparability may be limited
by other technical factors, very diÍficult to homogenize,
such as required reliability index, the inspection inter-
vals, track geometry, average load, etc., which may dif-
fer across countries and specific lines.
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ln general, in all cases the maintenance of infra-

structure and tracks represent between 40-67%
of total maintenance costs (both in high speed

and conventional network), whereas the sig-

nalling costs vary between 10-35% in HSR, and

between 15-45% in conventional lines. The rela-

tive weight of the electrification costs is almost

the same in both networks.

ln table 1.1the cost of maintaining a high speed

rail line ranges from 28,000 to 33,000 euros
(2000) per kilometer of single track. Taking

30,000 euros as a representative value, the cost

of HSR infrastructure maintenance of a 500-km
HSR line would reach 30 million euros per year.

1.4.2. ROLLING STOCK AND ÏRAIN
OPERATING COSTS

The operating costs of HSR services can be di-
vided into four main categories: shunting and

train operations (mainly labor costs), mainte-
nance of rolling stock and equipment, energy,

and sales and administration. This final cosi
item varies across rail operators depending on

their expected traffic level, since it mainly in-

cludes the labor costs for ticket sales and for
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providing information at the railroad stations.lT
The other three components vary widely across
projects depending on the specific technology
used by the trains.
ln the case of Europe, almost every country has

developed its own technological specificities,
suited to solve their specif ic transportation prob-

lems. ln terms of types of trains employed to pro-

vide HSR services, France uses the TGV Réseau

and the Thalys (for international services with
Belgium, Netherlands and Germany), and in

1996, it introduced the fGl duplex, with double

capacity. ln ltaly, ïhe ETR-500 and the ETR-480

are used, whereas in Spain HSR services are pro-

vided by lhe AVE model. Finally, in Germany

there are f rve different types: ICE-1, ICE-2, ICE-

3, ICE-3 Polycourant and ICE-T.

Each of these train models has different techni-

cal characteristics-in terms of length, composi-

tion, mass, weight, power, traction, tilting fea-

tures, etc.-but table 1.2 itemizes only those

related to capacity and speed, and it gives an es-

timate of the acquisition cost per seat. Apart

from the type of train, shunting (or track-switch-
ing) costs depend on the distance between the

depot and the stations as well as the average pe-

oÍ trainTABL"E 1.2: HSR technology in

Country Type oÍ train
First year

oÍ service

1992

1997

1996

1990

1 996

2001

200 I

1999

I 996

1 99i

1992

Average

distance (km)

495,000

525,000

445,000

500,000

400,000

420,000

420,000

360,000

3 60,000

288,000

47 0,000

Seats'km
(thousands)

Maximum

speed (kmlh)

300 / 320

300 / 320

300 / 320

280

280

330

330

230

300

250

300

Estimated

acquisition cost
(€/ seat)

33 000

6 5,000

37,000

42,300

Seats

377

510

377

627

368

415

404

tt1

590

480

329

186,6 1 5

267,750

167,765

313,500

t47,200

174,300

169,680

128,520

212,400

138,240

154,630

France

Germ any

Italy

Spain

TGV Résea u

IGV Duplex

Íhalys (*)

rcE- 1

tcE-2

rcE-3

ICE 3 Polyc.

ICE-T

ETR 5OO

EÏR 480

AVE

,90rÍre; HSR Database. {*) THALYS is used in France, Belgium, the NetheÍlands and Germany.

17 We do not have detailed information on this item in our

database. However, in some projects it can be estimated
at around 10% of the passenger revenue.
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riod of time trainsets stay at the depot. The re-
maining train operations include train servicing,
driving, and safety and their costs consist almost
exclusively of labor costs. Their amount varies
across countries depending on the operational
procedures used by the rail operator.ls

According to the information included in our data-
base, table 1.3 compares the operating and main-
tenance costs per seat and per seat-km and year of
allthe train types described in table 1.2. On aver-
age, the cost per seat is around €53,000. Besides
the comparison of costs between countries, the
figures expressed in euros per seat-km allow the
calculation of the train operating and maintenance
cost per passenger. For a HSR line of 500 km and

assuming a load factor oÍ lOO percent, the aver-
age train operating and maintenance cost per pas-

senger range from 41.3 euros (2000) for the TGV

duplex to 93 euros (2000) for the German ICE-2.

Finally, the energy costs can be estimated from
the average consumption of energy required per

kilometer, which is a technical characteristic of
each trainset. According to Levinson et al. (1997),

energy consumption per passenger varies with the
speed and increases rapidly when the speed is
over 300 km/h; however, the price of energy at its
source, and the way in which it is billed to the op-
erator, may be relevant. ln our database the ener-
gy consumption of HSR is 5% lower in France
than in Germany, not only because oÍ its cheaper
(nuclear) source, but also because it is directly
acquired by the rail operator instead of being in-
cluded in the infrastructure canon, as in other
countries. When the rail operator can negotiate its
energy contracts, it finds more incentives to
achieve higher energy savings.

I.5 THE EXTERNAL COSTS OF HSR

The environmental costs of high speed rail are

not negligible. Both the construction oÍ high
speed infrastructure and the operation of servic-
es produce environmental costs in terms of land

take, barrier effects, visual intrusion, noise, air
pollution and contribution to global warming. Un-
fortunately, the information on these items pro-

vided by our database of HSR projects is very

France

Gernrany

Italy

Spai n

TGV Réseau

TGV Dupler

Thalys

' rcE-l

tcE-2

tffi-3 '

ICE 3 Polyc.

lcE-ï

tTR 500

EÏR 480

AVE

170

', 20'8

24.8

38.9

26.0

'17.9"

20.4

15..5

34. I

2t,l

23.7

45,902

40,784

65,782

62,041

70,652

as;tl2i

50,495

43;$1,

57,796

a3;958

72.036

0.1026

0.r2r2

.0,-1206

0.1605

0r526

0.1532

4,244

3,137

5,039

4,944

3,804

3,855

4,207

5,052

6,779

o,ooo

8,814

0.008

0.005

0.011

0,009

0.009

0 009

0.010

0.014

0.018

0.023

0.018

Sorrce, HSR Database. Data in 2002 values.

18 For example, in France, train servicing and driving for
the South-East TGV and the Atlantic TGV require two
train companions per trainset and one driver per train

(which may include one or two trainsets). ln other coun-
tries, this configuration is different.
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fragmented. For this reason, this section will rely

on other sources in order to briefly discuss the
most relevant stylized facts regarding the exter-
nal costs of HSR.

The key question regarding environmental costs
is the comparison with other modes. As long as

price does not equal to marginal social costs in

other transport modes, the deviation of traffic
Írom air and road to rail increases eff iciency iÍ
high speed rail has lower external effects.

With regard to pollution, the quantity of polluting
gases generated to power a high speed train for a

given trip will depend on both the amount of en-

ergy consumed and the air pollution from the
electricity plant generated to produce such ener-
gy. Due to the potentially high diversity of primary

energy sources used in each country, it appears to
be relatively complex to make comparisons about
HSR air pollution emissions.

It is generally acknowledged, however, that when

compared to competing alternatives, such as the
private car or the airplane, HSR is a much less
pollutant transport mode. According to lN-
FRAS/IWW (2000), the primary energy consumed
by high speed railways in liters of gasoline per

100 passengers-km was 2.5 (whereas by car and
plane were 6 and 7 simultaneously). Similarly,
the amount of carbon dioxide emissions per 100
passengers-km was 17 tonnes for airplanes and

14 tonnes for private cars, due to the use of de-

rivatives of crude oil. For HSR the figure was just

4 tonnes.le

ln the case of noise, the modal comparison is

less brilliant although still very favorable to HSR.

Railways noise is mostly conditioned by the tech-
nology in use but, in general, high speed trains
generate noise as wheel-rail noise, panto-
graph/overhead noise and aerodynamic noise. lt
is a short time event, proportional to speed,

which burdens during the time when a train pass-

es. This noise is usually measured in dB(A) scale
(decibels). The values obtained from measure-

re To the best of our knowledge, there are no specific stud-
ies relating the extensive use oÍ nuclear power to pro-

duce electricity for the rail system (beiween 30-90% of
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ments of noise level of diÍferent high speed train
technologies ranged from 80 to 90 dB(A), which
are disturbing enough, pariicularly in urban ar-
eas. Levinson et al. (1997) argue that in order to
maintain the (tolerable) 55dB(A) background
noise level aI 280 km/h, a 150 meter corridor
would be required.

This f inal distance is important because it has

been generally omitted in the traditional com-
parisons of land occupancy between HSR and,
for example, a highway, which tend to underesti-
mate the values for railways. As a consequence,
general complaints about the noise of TGVs

passing near towns and villages in France have

led to the construction of acoustic fencing along
large sections of tracks to reduce the distur-
bance to residents.

With respect to safety, any comparison of accident
statistics for the different transport modes imme-
diately confirms that HSR is-together with air
transport-the safest mode in terms of passenger

fatalities per billion passenger-kilometers. This is

so because high speed rail systems are designed to
reduce the possibility of accidents. Routes are en-

tirely grade-separated and have other built-in safe-

ty feaiures. The safety costs are thus capitalized
into higher construction and maintenance costs,

rather than being realized in accidents.

Finally, the same idea applies to other external
costs, such as alteration of landscapes and visu-
al intrusion. These costs are seldom considered
separately since they are always included with
the items related to terrain movement and prepa-

ration. Nonetheless it is quite unlikely that, even

with a proper accounting of these costs, the Ía-
vorable position of HSR with respect to external
costs could be reversed. This is a case-by-case
issue, and the final balance depends on the val-
ue of the geographical area affected.

The f irst environmental protests against the build-
ing of a high speed line in France took place in Mlay

1990 during the planning stages of the TGV

total electricity production in Japan, France and Ger-

many) and the environmental impacts of such source.
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Méditerranée. Protesters blocked a viaduct to com-
plain against the planned route of the line, arguing
that a new line was unnecessary, would serve main-
ly business travellers, and that trains could use ex-

isting tracks. Similarly, the Lyon-Turin line, which is

to connect the TGV to the ltalian TAV network, has

been the subject of demonstrations in ltaly. Similar
concerns have arisen in recent years in the United
States and the United Kingdom, where most HSR
projects have not been completed yet.

Table 1.4 shows a comparison of the marginal ex-
ternal costs between competing modes in two Eu-
ropean corridors. The marginal costs include acci-
dents, noise, air pollution, climate change, urban
effects and upstream/downstream effects, but not
congestion or scarce capacity. High speed rails
between Paris and Brussels have less than a quar-
ter of the external cost of car or air. The higher
load factors mean that high speed rail performs
no worse on this corridor than conventional rail on

the much longer Paris-Vienna corridor; on longer
distances the advantage over air decreases since
most of the environmental cost of air transport is

incurred at take-offs and landings (chapter 3).

passenger traffic, a declining business that had lost
its momentum due to the fierce competition of road

and air transport. ln France or Spain, for example,
high speed divisions are the only business units
within the rail companies that can recover their op-
erating costs (although not the infrastructure ones).

The demand figures for HSR are indisputable.2o Un-
til 2005, the pioneering Japanese Shrnkansen lines
accumulated more than 150 billion of passenger-km

transported; in Korea, the high speed lines inaugurat-
ed in 2004 beat domestic air travel in just two years,

gaining more than 40 million passengers per year.

With respect to Europe, it reached a record of 76
billion of passenger-km in 2005. During the 1994-
2OO4 period, traff ic evolution experienced an aver-

age annual growth of 15.6Y", with two-digit figures
in the initial years and a slight slowdown in more re-

cent years.21 ln addition to other demand driving
forces, namely prices, quality and income, this
growth has been strongly dependent on the progress

in building new HSR infrastructure. This rapid
growth has enabled HSR to account for about 40%
of the total passenger market over medium dis-
tances, with spectacular gains on some corridors.22

Table 1.5 describes in more detail the evolution
of HSR traffic in Europe during the 1994-2004
period in terms of passenger-km. lt can be ob-
served that the largest share of traffic corresponds
to the TGV in France, which represented initially
7O% of all European services (currently, 55%).
French HSR traffic has been growing more inten-
sively in the Paris junction (TGV /nfersecteur) ïhat
connects TGV Nord with TGV Sud,Esf. The other
corridors, particularly the older ones, have experi-
enced a less impressive demand growth.

Such result suggests the possible existence of a

sort of maturity effect common to other products
and services. HSR demand starts growing at a

very fast pace, stealing a lot of market share from
competing modes and possibly inducing new trav-
ellers into the corridor. But after a few years,

2r Compared to an average growth below 1-3% on conven-
tional lines during the same period.

22 For example, on the London-Paris corridor the HSR Eu-
rostar has 7O% oÍ the raillair traffic.

Car 40.2

11.7

tó. I

43.6

10.4

47.5

Rail

Air

Source, INFRAS/IWW (2000).

1.5 HSR DEMAND: EVOLUTION
AND PERSPECTIVES

Since the earliest projects started their commercial
operation in the 1970s, high speed rail has been
presented as a success story in terms of demand and

revenues. lt has been particularly viewed in many
countries as a key factor for the revival of railways

20 As mentioned beÍore, the demand information con-
tained in our HSR projects database is very aggregated,
and the details on the tariffs are Íragmented. The analy-
sis in this section takes into account these restrictions.

TABLE 1.4: External costs oÍ car, rail and air
(euros/I,000 passenger-km)
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1994

1995

I 996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2r,9

2r,4

24.8

27.2

30.6

32.2

34.7

3t.4

39.9

39.6

41.5

-2.3

15.9

9.1

12.5

5.2

7.8

7.8

6.7

-0,8

4.9

ó.t

8.7

8.9

9.3

10.2

11.6

13.9

15.5

15.3

17.5

19.6

6.1

t7

4.5

9.7

13.7

l9.8

11.5

-13

14.4

12,0

0.8

1.1

1.3

2.4

3.6

4.4

5.1

6.8

7.1

v.4

7.9

37.5

18.2

84.6

50.0

22.2

15.9

33.3

4.4

4.7

6.6

0.9

r.2

1.3

i.5

1.5

1.7

2.2

2.4

2.5

2.5

2.8

33.3

8.3

15.4

0.0

13.3

29.4

9.1

4.2

0.0

9.9

0,3

0,4

1.4

2

2,7

2.8

35

3.8

4

4.1

41

.33.3

250 0

42.9

35.0

J./

25.0

8.6

5.3

2;5

0.0

32. t

32.8

37.7

42.4

48.6

52.7

59.4

65.9

68.8

7r.l

75.9

?,2

14.9

12,5

14.6

8.4

12.7

10.9

4.4

3.4

6.8

Soljrce, HSR Database. tlaborated based on UIC (2005b) and companies' information.

when the services are well established and run-

ning at schedule, demand growth rate declines.

The data in table 1.5 cannot be interpreted in

terms oÍ expected annual demand growth for new

HSR lines as long as the growth rate showed in
the table correspond to a network that expanded

during the 1994-2004 period. The data provides

aggregate information of demand trends.

Comparing the evolution of aggregated traffic in
Asia and Europe (graph 1.4), the hypothesis of de-

clining growth rates seems to be confirmed. HSR

services in Japan started operations in 1965 and

enjoyed a sustained traffic growth for the following
20 years (the trend is represented by a dotted

line). During this period it gained around 100 bil-
lion passenger-km. However in the next 2O-year

interval (from 1984 to 2004), accumulated de-

mand growth halved, and only 50 billion addition-
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Graph 1.4: Evolution oÍ accumulated traffic: Asia vs. Europe

Srurcer HSR Database. tlab0rated based on UIC (2005b) and companies'information.
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al passenger-km used lhe Shinkansen. By compar-
ison, most European HSR projects are still in their
first 2)-year period, and therefore it is natural to
expect high growth rates (as confirmed by graph

L4) aI least until the high speed transport mar-
kets start to mature as in Japan.

1.7 CONCLUSTONS

This chapter should be viewed as an attempt to
empirically identify some of the economic char-
acteristics of high speed rail services, by con-
structing and analyzing an exhaustive database
that comprises the relevant technical and eco-
nomic information from all existing HSR projects
in the world: 166 HSR projects from 20 coun-
tries; 40 (24%) are projects already in operation,
whereas 4I are currently under construction, and
85 are still in the planning stage, some of which
pending further approval and/or funding.

With this information at hand, the chapter starts by

discussing the economic definition of high speed
rail showing that it is not speed but rather the net-
work exploitation model what really determines this
concept. Our next step consists in providing what
could be considered a representative cost of build-
ing high speed infrastructure, taking into account
both cost composition and the technicalfeatures of
each. Although there is still a wide range of values,
overall, the construction cost per kilometer (exclud-

ing planning and land costs) varies between 6 and
45 million of euros (in 2005). When the analysis is
restricted to projects in operation (24 projects), the
cost varies between 9-39 million.

To obtain an empirically-based approach to the
true costs of high speed rail, a similar analysis is
carried out regarding operating and maintenance
costs of infrastructure (by country) and services
(by type of train). The results vary again across
projects ranging from 28 to 33 thousand euros (in

2000) per kilometer of single track. Excluding
some extreme cases, the average cost of HSR in-
frastructure maintenance of a 500-km HSR line
equals 3O million euros per year.

With respect to social costs, since the available
information from the projects in our database is
limited, we rely on other sources. HSR compares

well with other transport modes in terms of some
external costs such as pollution and the contribu-
tion to global warming, but the balance depends
heavily on load factors and the primary energy
source. ln the case of noise, the modal compari-
son also favors the HSR but is highly dependent
on the proportion of urban areas crossed by the
HSR line.

HSR appears to be the safest mode in terms of
passenger fatalities per billion passenger-kilome-
ters. Some oÍ the reduction in accident costs is
internalized in higher construction and mainte-
nance costs.

HSR also produces barrier effects, alteration of
landscapes and visual intrusion. Some of these
costs are mitigated and internalized in the con-
struction costs, but the final effects is a case-by-
case issue, and the f inal balance will depend on

the value of the geographical area affected.

Finally we brief ly discuss current demand of HSR

in aggregated terms and try to draw some patterns
about its future evolution, particularly within Eu-
rope. Our hypothesis is that the spectacular
growth experienced by HSR services during its
initial years later declines, as the market is more
and more mature. At least this has been the evo-
lution of lhe Shinkansen in Japan.

ln sum, the main objective of this chaper is to ex-
plain the characteristics of the HSR technology
from an economic viewpoint, providing some in-
formation on the cost and demand sides of this
transport alternative. This understanding will be
particularly usef ul for f uture projects since it will
lead to a better analysis of the expected con-
struction and operating costs, and of the number
of passengers to be transported under different
economic and geographic conditions.

Javier Campos
University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria

Ginés de Rus

University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria

lgnacio Barrón

UIC - Paris
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2
The Cost of Building and Operating a New
High Speed Rail Line

2.1. INTRODUCTION

What is the (approximate) total cost of building,
maintaining and operating a new high speed rail
(HSR) line? Trying to answer this question is the
main objective of this chapter. To address it, we

will make an extensive use of the companion
chapter 1, where a database containing informa-
tion about 166 actual HSR projects in 20 coun-

tries is analysed in detail. This database provides

a rough guide about the typical cost structure of
any HSR project and suggests tentative estimates
for some representative unit values of those costs.
This information, together with some additional
values gathered from other sources (Levinson et

al. 1997; Atkins 2003; SDG 2004, De Rus and

Nombela 20Oi), allow us to perform a simple

simulation exercise capable not only of providing

an answer to the initial question, but also of offer-

ing insights on the relevance of some elements in
determining the total costs of a HSR line.

The cost structure of a HSR project can be gener-

ally divided into two major categories: costs asso-

ciated with infrastructure and costs associated
with rolling stock. lnfrastructure costs include all

the investment in construction and maintenance
of the guideways (tracks), the sidings along the
line, the terminals and stations at the ends of the

line and along the line respectively, the energy

supplying and signalling systems, train control

and traff ic management systems, related equip-
ment, etc. Construction costs are incurred prior to

starting commercial operations (except in the

case of line extensions or upgrades of the existing

network). Maintenance costs are related to the

overhauling of infrastructure and include labor

costs, materials, spare parts, etc. They occur pe-

riodrcally, according to planned schedules related

to the depreciation of assets. ln general, all infra-
structure costs can be considered as fixed, in the

sense that they mostly depend on the overall size

of the infrastructure (line length, number of sta-
tions, etc.) instead of on traff tc f igures.

Rolling stock costs can be divided into three main

subcategories: acquisition, operation and mainte-

nance. With regard to the first one, the price of

HSR trainsets is determined by its technical spec-

if ications, one of whose main factors is the capac-
ity (number of seats). However, there are other is-

sues that affect the final price, such as the

contractual relaiionship between the manufactur-
er and the rail operator,t the delivery and payment

conditions, the specif ic internal conf iguration de-

manded by the operator, etc. With respect to the

operating costs, these mainly include the costs of

labor (personnel) and energy consumed by the

trains, as well as train formation (if it is neces-

sary), in-train passenger services (food, drinks,
etc.) and others, such as insurance costs. All these

costs usually depend on the number of trains
(f leet) operated on a particular line, which in turn,
is indirectly determined by the demand. Since the

technical requirements (for example, crew mem-
bers) of trains may differ according to their size,

sometimes it is preferable to estimate these costs
as dependent on the number of seats or seats-km.
ln the case of the cost oÍ maintaining rolling stock
(including again labor, materials and spare parts),

rsomerailoperatorsuseinternaldepartmentsfordesign- ing their rolling stock; others preÍer contracting out
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it is also indirectly affected by the demand
(through the f leet size), but mainly by the train us-

age, which can be approximated by the total dis-
tance covered every year by each train.

There are other costs involved in a HSR project.
For example, planning costs are associated with
the technical and economic Íeasibility studies
carried out before construction. These (fixed)
costs, as well as those associated with the legal
preparation of the land (expropriation or acquisi-
tion to current landowners), can be somehow in-
cluded in the construction cost category. On the
other hand, there are some operating costs (gen-

eral administration, marketing, internal training,
etc.) that are f ixed and cannot be easily assigned
either to infrastructure or operations. ln most
projects these costs represent only a minimal
fraction of the operating costs and, therefore,
can be globally treated. Finally, it is important to
mention here that we will not address the issue
of external costs to answer the initial question
posed in this chapter. The reason is that, even in
the case that one could reach accurate estimates
of these costs, the distribution of their burden
over the agents involved in a HSR project is not
always clear. This is not the case of the infra-
structure and rolling stock costs, which can be

both safely attributed to the project.

Although the cost structure of most HSR under-
takings corresponds to the one we have just de-
scribed, it is also true that the exact value of
each cost category varies largely across projects
in accordance to their specif ic characteristics.
For this reason, this chapter proposes a general

approach, based on a simulation exercise in
which, departing from several justif iable parame-
ter values (reference case), we calculate (the net
present value oÍ) the total costs oÍ a simple HSR

line (disaggregated into the described infrastruc-
ture and rolling stock costs categories). Then, by

changing the values of the initial parameters, ce-
teris paribus, we can perform comparative stat-
ics, which provide us with useful insights on the
overall validity of our exercise. The information
found in the database of chapter 1 is the corner-
stone of this model.

The use of simulation techniques in applied eco-
nomics has been often criticized as excessively

naïve. Although we acknowledge this criticism, the
simulation exercise performed in this chapter will
always try to remain as close as possible to reality,
minimizing the number of simplifying assump-
tions while simultaneously keeping the numbers
manageable. At the same time, the information
provided in chapter 1 will be treated with caution,
taking into account the observed differences
across projects and countries. Whenever possible,

we will distinguish between best, medium and
worstallernative scenarios, and when in doubt, we

will opt for the most cost-favorable option, so that
our Íinal estimates can be seen in each case as a

lower bound to the actual cost of HSR.

Other papers on HSR use simulation techniques,
either to make estimates about their social prof-
itability (see chapter 3, for example) or to study
counterfactuals that are not currently happening
but could take place in a near Íuture (as in chap-
Ier 4, or lvaldi and Vibes 2005, regarding inter-
modal competition). They all share a basic eco-
nomic model with simplifying assumptions where
data from different sources is plugged into in or-
der to get the simulation results.

After this introduction, the structure of the chap-
ter is as follows. Section 2.2 describes the most
relevant features of the project (the construction
and the Ao-year operation of a single HSR line
connecting two cities without intermediate stops)
and its most significant operating characteris-
tics. Section 2.3 describes demand projections
and how supply is calculated accordingly. ln sec-
ïion 2.4 the infrastructure and rolling stock costs
are simulated under several assumptions on de-
mand, train capacity, speed, and line length,
while simultaneously three alternative scenarios
are considered (best, medium, and worst) for the
estimates of the unit costs. Finally section 2.5 is

devoted to a complete discussion of the results
and their implications.

2.2 PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS

2.2.L OVERVIEW AND TIMELINE

Consider that a new high speed line is going to be

built to connect two similar-sized cities, City O
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(origin) and City D (destination), separated by a
distance of 500 kilometers. Most of the infra-
structure and rolling stock used in this project
will be completely new (it is not an upgrade of an

existing conventional line), although the existing
passenger terminals in both cities will require

only minor refurbishment.

The time needed for the planning and technical
design of a HSR line varies largely across proj-

ects, depending on their specific legal and ad-

ministrative arrangements. ln some projects, with
Íavorable legislation, eff icient contracting proce-

dures and adequate political pressure, it can take
less than one year, whereas in other cases-par-
ticularly when legal conflicts arise on land occu-
pation or there are other issues of public con-
cern-the planning period may be delayed up to
20 years (Flyvbjerg, Skamris, and Buhl 2OO4).

Once the required technical and economic stud-
ies have been carried out, the actual deployment
of the infrastructure and other side works is

mainly conditioned by the characteristics of the
terrain. ln our simulation exercise, we will make

the simplifying assumption that most of the area

covered by the line is f lat countryside, with only
few difficult segments (either mountains or den-

sity and continuously urbanized areas) which
may require viaducts andlor tunnels.2 For that

Construction period

(including planning & land

acqu isition)

THE COST OF BUILDING AND OPERATING A NEW HIGH SPEED RAIL LINE

reason, and assuming that the planning and de-

sign stage is done with the maximum celerity, we

will consider that total construction period (de-

noted as [) is 5 years.3 Once built, the line siarts
commercial operations immediately and operates

during 35 consecutive years, so that the project

total duration is f = 40 years (f rom t = O to I),
as depicted in graph 2.1.

Setting T = 40 is a decision that responds to the
estimated evolution of the HSR technology. While

a shorter period would seem rather uneconomical
(most of the infrastructure costs would be hardly
recovered), a much longer period would be unre-

alistic since the HSR technology is advancing so

fast that in a few decades it is quite likely that the

current equipment will be obsolete. ln the real

world, only a few Japanese Shinkansen lines
(started in 1964) have enjoyed such a large lifes-
pan so far, but during this period they have been

largely improved at least twice (Hood 2006).

Finally, note that the construction (and plan-
ning) period involves much more than track
building. lt requires the design and building of

depots, maintenance and other sites, as well as

hiring and training of personnel, testing of mate-

rial, and many other preparation issues. ln our
project, we will assume that all these tasks are

adequately performed in time, that no major de-

0perating period

T.

01234567 37 38 39 40

2 Note that, as mentioned in section 2.1, this is a cost-re-
ducing assumption that favors the project. A more diÍf i-
cult topography would imply longer construction and
planning period and, subsequently, higher costs.

3 We will also consider that, on average, the same number

5 years

Graph 2.1: Project timeline: c0nstructi0n and operation period

35 years

of kilometers is built every year. ln practice, however,
projects evolve at diÍferent speeds, depending on the
technical limitations, the delivery of materials and the
oÍficial termination dates oÍ each stage.
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lays occur and that the line is ready for commer-
cial use at f .

2.2.2 OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

There are two closely related operational character-
istics of the line-the average speed of the trains
running over it and the total distance covered by
them-that are very relevant from the point of view
of construction and operation, and thus deserve a

closer look. ln addition, the ratio between line
length and speed determines the travel time, which
is a key factor in attracting demand.

a SprEo

0bviously speed is a crucial piece in the charac-
terization of a high speed line. However, the tech-
nical definition of speed is not uniquea since
there are several related terms whose economic
implications have to be separately considered.
First of all there is Ihe maximum track speed, a

technical parameter mainly related to infrastruc-
ture that, in the design stage, determines the ra-
dius of the curves and the gradient of the slopes.
The ability of a train to trace closed curves with-
out derailments or to climb steep mountains or
hills is inversely related to its speed. For that rea-
son, a HSR line faces tougher construction re-
strictions and may require a longer length the
higher the maximum track speed of the project.

A second concept is the maximum operating
speed, which is related to the technical charac-
teristics of the trains and the way in which these
are operated. This operating speed evolves with
the technology and generally increases over time,
only constrained by the maximum track speed.
For example, in its early stages, Ihe Shinkansen
system's main line was hardly capable of speeds
of up to 220 km per hour. But in its latest spec-
if ications, Ihese bullet trains have earned their
name by reaching speeds close to 600 km per
hour (Hood 2006). Today, most European HSR

services operate with trains capable of maximum
speeds in the range of 2BO-300 km per hour.

Under normal operating conditions, and depend-
ing on the incidence of delays and the character-
istics of the terrain, HSR services are usually pro-
vided at average operating speeds oÍ 20-25 km
per hour below their maximum operating speed,
which is the optimal technical speed in relation
to which the useful life of the rolling stock is cal-
culated and the recommended maintenance
plans are designed by the manufacturers.

The f inal (and most widely used) speed concept
is the (average) commercial speed, which is
simply calculated by dividing the total travel
time over the line length. lt should be noted
that this is not only a technical concept (deter-
mined by the operating and track speeds), but
an economic one as well: travel time is not only
affected by technical considerations, but also
by other (non-technical) elements, such as the
commercial schedule, the number of intermedi-
ate stops, the quality assured to customers,5
etc. ln our simulation exercise we will use a

commercial speed (s) of 250 km per hour and
consider that it will not change during the oper-
ating lifespan of the project.6

LeNeru

HSR projects are very diverse across the world,
and their lengths vary accordingly. Most coun-
tries start with single point-to-point lines that are
later expanded by adding new corridors or by
connecting the existing ones to larger networks.
A typical example is the Madrid-Seville AVE (47I
km), which-apart from smaller legs (such as La

Sagra-Toledo, 22 km)-has been recently ex-
panded with the lVladrid-Lleida line (481 km)
and other upcoming ones, all departing from
Madrid (De Rus and Román 2005). The same
centralized structure corresponds to the French
TGV, which started with the Paris-Lyon line (417

a ln chapter 1 we argue that speed rs not just a technical
concept, but also an economic one, since it is related to
the infrastructure exploitation model chosen by the rail
operator.

s For example, when there are punctuality commitments.
ln the Madrid-Seville line, in Spain, commercial speed

is around 210 km per hour, but it can be increased on
certain services to reduce delays.
Whereas this f inal assumption is discussable (since tech-
nology improvements are likely), it is related to the simpli-
fying assumption (see section 2.3.2) Ihal the Íleet is ho-
mogeneous and technology does not change until I=40.
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km) that was later continued (Paris-Marseille,

750 km) and connected to the high speed net-

work (TGV North, TGV Atlantic, etc.).

From the point of view of our simulation exercise,

we have chosen a standard distance of 500 km be-

tween cities O and D by taking into account that
with a commercial speed of 250 km per hour trav-

el time would be approximately of 2 hours. This is

compatible with the results in chapter 4 regarding

the intermodal competitiveness of HSR services.

They f ind that rail market share quickly decreases

when travel time is below t hour (when road trans-
port is much more attractive to passengers) and

over 3 hours (since it would imply a dtstance that
could be covered faster travelling by plane). ln any

case, since the length of the HSR line is a key vari-

able that determines to a great extent the infra-

structure costs, we will test alternative length as-

sumptions in our simulation exercise.

2.3 DEMAND AND SUPPLY

2.3.1 DEMAND ESTIMATION

AND DISTRIBUTION

From a microeconomic point of view, individual
travel demand within the O-D corridor is an en-

dogenous variable that depends on the relative
generalized cost faced by the passengers on each

alternative transport mode. From a broader per-

spective, aggregate demand depends on macro-

economic (such as the populaiion density or the

distribution of personal income) or cultural fac-

tors (traditions and history associated to railtrav-

7 Again, these are cost-reducing assumptions, since the
existence oÍ demand asymmetries would increase the

THE COST OF BUILDING AND OPERATING A NEW HIGH SPEED RAIt LINE

el) related to that corridor. For these reasons, and

assuming that the relevance of intermodal com-
petition in our corridor is minimal, annual traffic
estimates can be simply calculated by projecting

a reasonable initialfigure along the operating pe-

riod of the project.

Chapter I shows that the inrtial demand f igures are

quite different across countries. They are usually

large in Japan and Korea (where the high speed

lines inaugurated in 2004 gained more than 40
million passengers in two years) and exhibit a

more timid start in Europe (between 1.5 and 5

million passengers in the first year, depending on

the line). ln general, chapter 3 proves that the low-

est initial demand value for a 500-km HSR to be so-

cially profitable is around 6-7 million passenger-

trips. For simulation purposes we choose the

slightly more conservative f igure of 5 million pas-

sengers per year (Qo, that is, starting at f= 5), and

consider that only in very densely populated corri-

dors larger figures (10,20 million) will make

sense.

A final but relevant simplifying assumption relat-

ed to the demand is the faci that we consider that
it is completely symmetrically distributed in three

dimensions: between cities O and D, along the

day (no peak-off/peak periods within the day), and

along the year (no peak seasons within the year).1

Wrth respect to the annual growth rates, ref lect-
ing the maturity effect also detected in chap-

ter 4, we can consider that there is an expansion
period (say, the f irst 5 years of operation) where

the initial demand grows at a larger rate (gr= 5"7"

capacity needed on peak periods, which would not be

used in off-peak ones.

0ne-way trafÍic estimate (passengers per day) 
:' 

Annual demand initial assumptlon 
lnitial year (t = 5) After zo years'(t = zs) After 3b years (t = 40)

Qs = 2,500,000 pass. 3,425 6,942 10,B15

Qs = 5,000,000 pass. 6,849 13,884 2i,630

Qs = 10,000,000 pass. 13,699 2l,767 43,26i

Qs = 20,000,000 pass. 27,397 55,535 86,521
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from f = 6 to 11), while growing at a lower rate
(g, = 3o/") afterwards.

With all these values, and departing from four al-
ternative initial annual demand estimates (2.5,
5, 10 and 20 million, respectively), table 2.1
shows the resulting one-way traffic projections
(in terms of passengers per day) at three differ-
ent points: the start of the operating period, 20
years later, and at the end of the project life-
time.8 The variability is large; for example, if the
initial demand is 2.5 million passengers per year,

aI t = 40 it would imply a daily (one-way) traff ic
of 10,815 passengers; 'ior 2O million, the corre-
sponding value would be eight times larger
(86,521).

These differences would be even worse if, alter-
natively, the projections were made ignoring the
maturity effect, that is, under the assumption
that the demand grows at the same rate f rom f = 5
to f = 40 (that is, gt= Ez = 5o/"). Graph 2.2 shows
the corresponding (faster-growing) projections,
where the final daily demands at f = 40 would

300,000

250,000

200,000

150,000

100,000

50,000

^/

^/^1
/

range from 18,890 (starting with 2.5 million
passengers per year) to 151,124 (starting with
20 million). Since these figures seem less realis-
tic, our simulation exercise will be based on the
projections depicted in table 2.1.

2.3.2. SUPPLV PARAMETERS: TRAIN
CAPACITY AND FREQUENCY

lf demand is measured as the daily number of
(one-way) passengers, the corresponding defini-
tion of supply is the number of seats offered
everyday from O to D (or vice versa). Then, train
capacity and frequency become the key factors
that determine the supply of HSR services in our
O-D corridor.

a Tnnu cepnarv

The capacity (number of seats) of a train de-
signed for HSR services depends on both the tech-
nical specifications envisaged by the manufac-
turer and the specific internal conf iguration agreed
with the prospective buyer. Nowadays most train

28 30 32 34 36 38 40

r 20,000,000 pass.

0 2 4 6 8 10 1214 16 18 20222426

r 2,500,000 pass. r 5,000,000 pass. r 10,000,000 pass.

Graph 2.2 One-way traffic projections (under faster growth assumption)

Note:VerIical axis measures the number oÍ passengers per day. Demand grows at 5% (f = 6-40).

8 Daily traffic estimates are simply calculated by dividing
annual demand between 365 days and between 2, since
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models can be easily adapted to project-specif ic

needs (legal requirements, cultural differences,
passenger density, intensity of use, etc.), and

their costs vary accordingly. ln general three sbe
groups can be identified in the existing manufac-

turers catalogues: low-capacity trains (between

200-250 seats), medium-capacity trains (be-

tween 300-400 seats) and high capacity trains
(more than 5OO seats). The f irst group includes,
Íor example, ihe ALARIS and TALGO units in

Spain;the second group includes most models of
the French TGV (including the THALYS), the
Spanish AVE and some German ICE trains, while
the TGV duplex and most Japanese units are in
the last group. For our simulation exercise we as-

sume an average value of 4 = 330 seats.

As mentioned above, there is a relevant simplify-
ing assumption made here: we shall consider that
all trains in the f leet are exactly equal, and that
they all operate in single composition. We ac-

knowledge it is one of our less realistic assump-
tions since in the real world, when demand grows

over time the operator may respond by incorpo-
rating higher-capacity trains or by operating the
existing ones in double composition, thus dupli-
cating its supply. Despite its weakness, the as-

sumption is necessary to keep the supply calcu-
lations simple.e

FnteutNcv

There are several alternative methods to calcu-
late the number of seats (and, given their capac-
ity, the number of trains) that the operator should
provide to service the daily demand. Our calcula-
tions of the number of daily services and their
Írequency (def ined as the number of services per

hour) will be based on an average load factor of

75% (l), which gives us the basic relationship be-

tween supply and demand that will be main-
tained throughout the exercise.

e lt is unclear the net efÍect on costs associated to dropping
this assumption. 0n one hand, with higher-capacity trains,
the total number of trains needed is reduced; but, on the
other hand, their operating and maintenance costs could
be larger, particularly iÍ they are more intensively used.

r0 As a quick reference, ïable 2.2 provides a summary of the
parameter values for the reference case.

ÏHE COST OF BUILDING AND OPERATING A NEW HIGH SPEED RAIL LINE

ln the real world, most existing HSR services are

characterized by relatively high load factors (well

above 7O%), or at least larger than other equiva-

lent rail services. This is explained by the fact
that HSR lines are specif ically designed for pas-

senger trafÍic in dense traff ic corridors, with min-
imal intermediate stops, and a marketing focus

centered on the travel time and price. ln our par-

ticular example-a direct service between O-D

with a very regular and symmetric demand-the
load factor must be large by def inition. However

note that a load factor close to 100%, for exam-

ple, is impractical because it would imply that all

trains would be always f ully booked, and some

travellers could not use them.

Apart from our assumption of / =751", a few oth-

er values are needed. ln particular, we will use

the average commercial speed of s = 250 km per

hour (which yields a travel time of 2 hours per di-
rection), and the train average capacity of

e = 330 seats (which implies that the effective
occupation is 4" - 0.75 . 330 = 248 seats). ln

addition we consider that there is a boarding and

train preparation time before each service of 15

minutes (0.25 hours) and that trains operate 18

hours a day (from 06:00 to 24:00).to

Using these values and departing from our pro-
jections of the (one-way) daily demand (denoted

by q), the total number of daily services per di-
rection is obtained from the raïio qf Q". The fre-
quency (D is then given by:

- @Jq")ts -_ 18 '

in terms of number of services per hour. For ex-

ample, for the reference case, if gu= 6,849 pas-

sengers, Fu= L54 services per hour, which in

turn implies a service every 39 minutes.tl

tt This is a low value when compared to the real world. lt
corresponds to an initial demand of 5,000,000 passen-
gers per year. ln subsequent years, when the demand
grows, the frequency (l) would also increase, reaching
more reasonable values of one service every 15 or less

m inutes.
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Since the demand is symmetric, and total travel
time of a return trip (including boarding times) is

4h 30' (r = 4.5 hours), the (minimum) number of
trains (oÍ capacity q, at speed s, and with a load
factor of 75%) needed daily in the O-D corridor

would be given by the ratio : , that is
IlFt

Q,
T

1gd"

ln order to face unforeseeable contingencies (de-

lays, external damages, breakdowns, etc.) this
minimum number is multiplied by an (exoge-

nous) conflngency factol which we will set in

1.5.12 Thus, the supply (in terms oÍ the number
of trains) would be finally given by:

Graph 2.3 illustrates the supply calculations
results and their evolution under alternative
train capacity assumptions. Note that, for ex-
ample, for the reference case (with q = 330
seats) our HSR service would start its opera-
tions with 11 trains, but in t = 40 the f igure
would be 33 due to the increase in the project-
ed demand. With q = 400 and q = 5OO the cor-
responding initial values would be 9 and 7,
whereas the f inal ones would be 28 and 22, re-
spectively. These figures Íit reasonably well
with international standards, which sets the
number of trains used for lines in the range of
300-500 km (although with intermediate stops
and shorter legs) between 30 and 80 (around

10-15 trains per 100 km of HSR line).

ln practice, actual rolling stock provision in HSR

lines around the world is directly affected by sev-
eral project-specif ic parameters such as the aver-
age commercial speed or the specif ic technology
used in each case. Other elements, such as the
seasonality of demand or the existence of peak
periods, were ruled out from this exercise.

The range of values found in the real world varies from
1.25 to 1.6, depending on the corridor.

q.
RS,= 1L5).r' l8g.

35
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211
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where RS, stands tor rolling stock needed at t

8 10 t2 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

',11 330 seats I 400 seats ,:l 500 seals

Graph 2.3 Number of trains needed under alternative capacity assumptions

0

0246

r2 This factor is quite firm-specific, and it is associated
with the risk of failing to provide services vs. the cost of
acquiring, operating and maintaining an over-sized fleet.
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Graph 2.4 Number of trains needed under alternative speed assumptions
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With respect to the first one, total travel time is
reduced when average commercial speed is in-

creased and vice versa, thus affecting the supply

calculations. Graph 2.4 illustrates these effects
by recalculating the number of trains needed un-

der different speed assumptions. 0bviously, the

figures in the reference case (250 km/h) are the

same as those in graph 2.3 with I = 330. How-

ever, note that if speed is reduced to an average

of 200 kmih (not an unrealistic assumption,

nowadays) the number of trains needed al t= 40
would jump to 41; on the other hand, increasing

the speed to 300 km/h would imply that 28
trains (only f ive less than in the reference case)

would be needed.

Finally, graph 2.5 shows the strong dependence

of the supply calculations with respect to the de-

mand projections. lt shows the number of trains
needed every year under alternative values for
initial annual demand (as in table 2,1). Note, for
example, that departing from 2.5 million passen-

gers per year, we will only need 6 trains in the
f irst year (and 17 at f = 40). But if the initial de-

140
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Graph 2.5 Number of trains needed under alternative initial annual demand assumptions
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mand were 20 million, then the f igures would be

42 and I42. Therefore a wrong demand projec-
tion could be more relevant for supply calcula-
tions than changes in train capacity or in average
speed.

2.4. METHODOLOGY OF COST
CALCULATIONS

2.4.I. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this chapter is to provide
an estimate oÍ the total cost of building, operat-
ing and maintaining a HSR with technical char-
acteristics and the supply and demand condi-
tions described in the previous section. ln order
to provide a qu ick reference to our ref erence
case, table 2.2 summarizes the main parameter
values considered in our analysis.

Although allthese values can be individually mod-
ified upwards or downwards-ceferis paribus-to
illustrate their particular effect on our costs re-
sults, we will restrict our comparative statics ex-
ercises only to changes in the initial demand, the
train capacity, the commercial speed, and the
line length since these four factors summarize
the most salient economic characteristics of any
HSR line.

As described in section 2.1, cost calculations
will be categorized into two main groups: infra-
structure costs and rolling stock costs, respec-
tively denoted as /Cand RSC. Thus, formally, the
total cost (TC) of our HSR project (evaluated at
f = 0) is just given by the net present value:

(2.r)

We now describe the components of each of
these costs, and how each of them was calculat-
ed in our particular example.

2.4.2. INFRASTRUCÏURE COSTS

lnfrastructure costs (lC) can be grouped into con-
struction costs (lCc) and maintenance costs
(/CM). Both of them are relatively independent on

the volume of the traff ic and instead can be cal-
culaied as dependent on the line length (L), just
by multiplying the number of kilometers by an av-

erage unit cost (denoted as c and m, respective-
ly). Construction costs spread out over the con-
struction period whereas the maintenance takes
place during the operating period (see graph

2.I). Formally, the infrastructure costs can be

denoted as

t -$ 
lc'+RSC'

'"-? (1+t)'

tc,= 16,c + tcrM =à !*Ïrl4.
(2.2)

*) m.L
(1.,)t'

t=To+l

where we have additionally assumed that con-
struction costs also include a surcharge (p =
10%) to iake into account planning costs.

The actual values of the average costs per km (c,

m) were estimated from the values found in
chapter 1 database of actual HSR projects. ln
particular, to err on the side of precaution, we did

TABLE 2.2: The reference caset main parameter values

Line length (l) = 500 km

Project timeline: f= 0 to t= 40 (T)

Construction period ([) = 5 years

Operation period (I- D = 35 years

lnitial annual demand (Q) = 5 mill. passengers

Growth rate I (g,) = 5Z (Írom l= 6 to 11)

Growth rate 2 (e,) = 3% (from t = 12 to 40)

Ïrain capacity (q) =330 seats

Load Íactor (l) =75%

0perating hours (daily) = lB hours

Average commercial speed (s) = 250 km/h

Boarding time (between services) =15 minutes

Train contingency Íactor = 50%
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t=6tof=40

500

Period

, Line length (km)

Unit value (€ per km)

Best scenario

Medium scenario

Worst scenario

Planning cost (%)

ïotal value (€ per year)

Best scenario

Medium scenario

Worst scenario

Best scenario

'Medium scenario

Worst scenario

495,000,000

990,000,000

2,145,000,000

f = l to i= 5

500

9,000,000

18,000,000

39,000,000

t0%

990,000,000

1,980,000,000

4,290,000,000

990,000,000

1,980,000,000

4,290,000,000

i2,9 19

35,624

71,650

6,459,500

17,812,000

35,825,000

not considered just one value, but three: the low-

est unit cost in the database (named, the besf
scenario), the highest unit cost in the database
(the r,vorsÍ scenario) and the average value in the

database (ïhe medium scenario).t3

Table 2.3 summarizes the results from these
calculations for the reference case (where the
line length is 500 km). The lowest construction
(maintenance) cost per km is 9 million euros
(I2,9I9 euros, respectively), whereas the high-
est is 39 million and 71,650, respectively.
Note in ïable 2.4 that total infrastructure costs

are f ixed costs that evolve linearly with the
length of the corridor: for the largest case (650
km) construction costs might reach a peak of
€5,517 million per year in the worst scenario.

A f inal element to take into account in the previ-

ous calculations is the residual value of the infra-
structure at f = 40. This amount-once discount-

ed to i = O-reduces the total cost of the infra-
structure. ln general, since there are difÍerent as-

sets (tracks, buildings, etc.), with different use-

ful lives and depreciation rates, it is quite
difficult to provide an accurate value of this
residual value. To simplify calculations, we will
just assume that it will be equal to 30% of the
total construction cost for each particular sce-
nario. Thus for the reference case in the best sce-
nario with a total building costs of €990 x 5

!ê?rS = €4,950 million, the residual value at f =
40 is €1,485 million. The corresponding resid-

ual values Íor the medium and worst scenarios
will be Q,70O and €5,850 million, respectively.

2.4.3. ROLLING STOCK COSTS

Rolling stock costs (RSC) can be grouped into
three categories: acquisition (RSCA), operation
(RSC0) and maintenance (RSCM) of the trains
needed to run the services. With respect to the

3,229,750

8,906,000

17,912,500

6,459,500

i7,812,000

35,825,000

1,287,000,000

2,574,000,000

5,577,000,000

8,397,3 50

23,155,660

46,572,500

TABLE 2.4: Annual infrastructure costs under ditferent line lengths
(euros)

t3 Note that it is equivalent to implicitly assume a probability distribution where the three cases are equally likely.
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acquisition costs they are simply calculated by
multiplying the number of trains bought every
year (RS, - RS,-,) by the unit cost per seat (a) and
their average capacity (g), so that their NPV is

newals or replacements are needed and all the new
acquisitions are related to the growth in demand.

With respect to the effective cost calculations,
the database in the companion chapter 1 pro-
vides three alternative acquisition unit costs in

terms of euros per seat, which again we label as

best scenario (lowest value = €30,000 per seat),
medium scenario (average value = €50,000 per

seat), and worst scenario (highest value =
€65,000 per seat). Graph 2.6 summarizes the
evolution of total acquisition costs from f = 0 to
t = 40 for the reference case (330 seats per
train) under the three alternative scenarios.

Obviously, the peak at Í = 5 corresponds to the ini-
tial acquisition of rolling stock to start operations;
afterwards, there are minor periodical acquisitions.
This pattern is mimicked in graph 2.7, where we

intended to test the potential existence of cost
economies associated with train size. When the ca-
pacity of the trains increase so does their acquisi-
tion cost, but fewer trains are needed. Although the
periodicity of the renewals can be changed (for ex-
ample, a new train is added every three years in-
stead of every two years), these two opposing effect
tend to cancel each other out, thus reducing the
possibility of economies of vehicle size.la

(2.3)

ln practice, the process of contracting, designing,
building, delivering and testing new rolling stock
usually lasts several years; in our example, we will
make the assumption that-since demand projec-
tions are known well in advance-rolling stock is
delivered just-in-time. This implies, for example,
according to our supply calculations, that 11
trains start to operate at t = 5 in the reference
case. At f = 6, since RSu = 11, no new train is
bought; however, aï t = 7 an additional unit is ac-
quired (since RS, = 12), and so on.

RSCÁ = f 
(RS'- RS'-') ' a' q

-a (1 + l)r

Another simplifying assumption is related to the
useful life of the rolling stock. We will consider
that, under adequate maintenance, each trainset is
economically usable Íor at least 40 years (which

corresponds to the average useful life in the indus-
try nowadays). For this reason, no technical re-

ï Best scenario I Medium scenario I Worst scenario

Graph 2.5 Acquisition costs per year under alternative scenarios (€ million)

ra Wei and Hansen (2005) discuss this idea for the case of
aircrafts. Their results also suggest that there are no
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energy. The number of technical crew members
per train depends on its technical specif ications

and is usually set in transport regulations. On the

contrary, there are no minimum standards on

cabin attendants and auxiliary personnel, and

their number depends on the level of service of-

fered to passengers. Energy consumption is cal-

culated in accordance with the technical specif i-

cation of the rolling stock.
For these reasons, in our simulation exercise, we

used the expression:

0

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

Note that in the previous figures we have just

considered the gross acquisition cost. lf we as-

sume that the average useful life of each rolling
stock unit is 40 years, and that its value is re-

duced 1/40 every year (linear depreciation), at t
= 40 there will be some residual values that-
once discounted to f = O-should be reduced

from the acquisition costs. These residual values

depend on the year each particular unit is

bought. For example, in the reference case, the

residual value at t = 40 of the 11 trainset units
acquired at f = 5 will be 5/40 of their acquisition
cost; the additional unit bought at t = 7 will be

worlh 7l4O of its initial cost, and so on.15 By

adding the residual values of all the units bought

from f = 5 to Í = 40 we f inally get the total resid-

ual values (at f = 40) of the rolling stock under

each possible scenario: in the best one, it will be

€149,242,500; in the medium scenario,

Q.48,737,500, and in the worst scenario

€323,358,750.

0n the other hand, the operation and mainte-
nance costs of the rolling stock are heavily de-
pendent on the volume of traffic along the line
which, indirectly, can be measured through the
number of trains. ln the case of the operation

costs (RSo), its main determinants are labor and

(2.4)

where ro is the annual unit operation cost per seat
(and the average train capacity). Once more, the

actual value of ro is obtained from the database in

chapter 1, which provides us with three alternative

estimates: best scenario (ro = €40,000 per seat),

medium scenario (ro = €53,000 per seat), and

worst scenario (ro = €65,000 per seat). The evolu-

tion of total operation costs from f = 0 to t = 40
for the reference case is given in graph 2.8.
lnterestingly, when the train size is increased (up

to 400 and 500 seats), there are no clear cost

advantages, as illustrated in graph 2.9 (drawn for

RSc"=l r''RSr'q
í (1+i)Í

f = 40 has a residual value of 4Ol40 (that is, 100%)

tII

ls Note, for example, that a rolling stock unit bought at
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Graph 2.8 0peration costs per year under alternative scenarios (€ million)
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the medium scenario only). ln some years it is
cheaper to operate larger sized trains, whereas in

other years it is too expensive. lt is important to
recall here our simplifying assumption that all
trains are equal in size, which is somehow unre-
alistic.

Finally, the maintenance costs of the rolling
stock are not only related to traffic (measured

through the number of trains) but also to train in-

600
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r6 This average distance was calculated dividing the total
distance covered by all trains every year (number of

tensity usage. ïhus a better estimate of the NPV

of this cost would be given by

RSC'= ! rr' Dr' RS,
(2.5)

i=5 (1 + r)Í

where r. is the unit maintenance cost per irain and

kilometer, and D,is the average distance travelled by

each train,16 According to chapter I, r,can be esti-
mated around Q.lkm for trains running around 0.5

total annual services multiplied by line length) between
the number of trains.
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Graph 2.9 0peration costs per year under alternative train capacities (€ million)
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Graph 2.10 Maintenance costs per year under alternative train capacities (€ million)
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million kilometers per year. For chapter 1, our refer-

ence case, this value yields a total maintenance cost

of 20,202,020 euros at f = 5 and 63,798,448 eu-

ros at f = 40. Note that, as depicted in graph 2.10,
larger-size trains are cheaper to maintain, since the
average distance they travel is lower.

2.5 CONCLUSTONS

By collecting together all the formulae and calcu-
lations in the previous sections, our estimate of
the total cost (at f = 0) of building, operating and

maintaining a HSR line would be obtained from
the expression (2.1):

* tf r,' D,' RS, 
e.7)

-,u (1 + l)t

Although it just provides a lower bound to the ac-

tual cost, this expression summarizes the critical
factors that must be taken into account when an-

alyzing the costs of HSR lines. These include the
line length (L), the number of trains needed to
respond to the demand (RS), train capacity (q),

average distance (D) and the corresponding unit
costs (c, m, a, ro, r.).

Table 2.5 summarizes the numerical estimates of
this total cost considering a discount rate (r) of
5% under alternative assumptions on initial de-
mand, train capacity, commercial speed and line
length. We also considered three scenarios re-
garding the unit costs obtained from the data-
base in chapter I: Ihe all-the-best scenario al-
ways uses the lowest value of the unit costs in
each case; Ihe all-the-medium scenario always

uses the average value of the unit costs in each

case; and lhe all-the-worsf scenario always uses

the highest value of the unit costs in each case.

The implicit assumption behind these com-
pound-scenarios is that there exists a perfect
positive correlation between all the unit costs: if
a country has a large construction cost, then its
operating cost will be also large, and vice versa.

ln practice, this is not always the case since in

several projects it is observed that the correlation
could be even negative.

r lC.c + lC.M + RSC!
rr.- S I I t

IV - /

í (1 +r)r
(2.6)

RSC,o + RSC,M

(1 + r)t

that is,

To (c.tX1 +p)
(1 + r)t

m.L

-+

(1 +Dt

T

rC=) *)
t=tn1

+
ro .RS,

+
+1 ,)t

{- (Rsr-RSr_r) .a'q
? e*il' -

T

)
t=5

q
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lnitial demand assumptions

2,500,000 pass.

5,000,000 pass.

10,000,000 pass.

20,000,000 pass.

Train capacity assumptions

330 seats

400 seats

500 seats

Commercial speed assumptions

200 km/h

250 km/h

300 km/h

Line lengh assumptíons

250 km

500 km

650 km

6,000,067,777

7,730,285,037

I 1,187,484;570

18,108,860,949

7,730,285,037

7,648,681,646

7,626,652,900

8,390,219,242

7,730,285,037

7,277,305,302

4,080,508,403

7,730,285,037

9,909,604,536

10,785,250, I 18

13,029,676,448

17,5i3,729,139

26,49 1,173,260

13,029,676,448

12,945,753,435

12,940,793,841

13,913,020,245

13,029,676,448

12,423,499,186

6,803,02r,727

13,029,676,448

16,751,534,490

21,065,618,421

23,777,416,675

29,194,942,065

40,041,479,687

23,777,4t6675

23,691,415,005

23,70t,794,35

24,853,968,62 I

23,777,416,675

23,03 1,845,523

12,243,154,507

23,777,4t6,675

30,680,581,170

nrÍei Results in bold correspond to the reÍerence case.

According to table 2.5, the total cost of a 4O-year
HSR project lies between €7 .7 and €23.7 billion
in the reÍerence case, depending on the scenario
(best and worse, respectively). 0n average the
NPV is 13.0 billion, which implies an average es-

timate of €25-30 million per kilometer. Table 2.5
also shows that when the initial demand is halved
with respect to the reference case (that is, only
2.5 million passengers per year), the total cost is
reduced (on average) just by a 20y", but if de-

Best
case

100%

75%

50%

25%

0%

Avge. Worst
case case

Eest Avge. Worst Best Avge. Worst Best Avge. Worst
case case case case case case case case case

2,5 million pass. 5 million pass. I 0 million pass.

ffi Fixed costs ,ê Variable costs

Graph 2.lla NPV cost distribution depending on initial demand
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300 km/h

effects on the supply tend to cancel out. 0n the
contrary, changes in the length of the line are crit-
ical: shorter (larger) lines are dramatically cheap-

er (more expensive) to build and operate when

compared to the reference case.

Worst
case
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case
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Worst

case
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Worst
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case

Best

case

mand is duplicated (10 million passengers) total
cost can increase up to 31%. Similarly, it is inter-

esting to note that neither the increase in train ca-
pacity nor the commercial speed have a large im-
pact reducing the total costs of the project. Their
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Graph 2.1ld NPV cost distribution depending 0n line length

This final result is explained by the fact that
most of the costs of the projects are fixed. This is
confirmed in graphs 2.1la to 2.IId, where the
NPV cost distribution between fixed and variable
costs (under different assumptions) is displayed.
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What Circumstances is lnvestment
HSR Worthwhile?

3.1 INTRODUCTION

By High Speed Rail (HSR) we normally mean rail
technologies capable of speeds of the order oÍ
30Okm/h on new dedicated track. Such systems
offer journey times that are more competitive
with other modes (and particularly air) than tra-
ditional train services, and very high capacity.
But their capital cost is also high. The proposals

of the European Commission for the Trans Euro-
pean Transport Network (TEN-T) envisage expen-
diture of 600 billion euros, of which 250 billion
euros is for priority projects, and a large part of
this expenditure is for high speed rail. Thus it is
extremely important to have a robust appraisal
methodology for these huge investments. lt is

not clear that this has been the case of the Trans

European Networks. lndividual projects are sug-
gested by, and appraised by, member state gov-

ernments, even though they are applying for the

European Commission for assistance with fund-
ing. Research for the European Commission has

appraised the TEN-T network as a whole, but has

not appraised the individual elements of the pro-
gram to ensure that they are all worthwhile (TML

2005).

The aim of this chapter is to consider the
methodology for the appraisal of high speed rail
proposals, and to produce some indication of the
circumstances in which such proposals might be

worthwhile. ln the next section, we present an

overview of the principal costs and benefits
which need to be taken into account in a HSR ap-
praisal. Then we illustrate the process for two
particular contrasting examples: the study of
HSR proposals in Great Britain, and an ex post

evaluation of the lVadrid-Seville line in Spain. ln

section 3.4, we formulate a model to incorporate
the principal parameters influencing the out-
come of an appraisal and in section 3.5, we use

this model to draw conclusions on the circum-
stances in which high speed rail may be justified.

3.2 OVERVIEW OF COSTS AND BENEFITS

3.2.1 oPT|ONS TO CONSTDER

Appraisal requires comparison of a base case

with a series of do-something alternattves. lt is

necessary to be clear what the base case is, and

to ensure that a realistic range of options is ex-

amined. A base case that literally assumes a do-
nothing situation may be very unfavorable, par-

ticularly in the face of growing traffic; on the
other hand the base case should not be padded

out with unnecessary investments. ln general the
base case should be a do-minimum option, and

other likely investments should be examined as

alternative do-something options. These alterna-
tives should be compared on an incremental ba-

sis to see whether the additional cost of moving
to a more expensive option is justified.

ln the case of high speed rail, the base case

should therefore include such investment as it is

necessary to keep the existing service running,
and consideration should be given to how to deal
with any exogenous growth in traff ic. This might
mean investing in additional rolling stock or re-

vising fares structures and levels. More major
changes should be considered as do-something
alternatives. These might include upgrading ex-

isting infrastructure, purchase of a fleet of new
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tilting trains, or indeed construction of addition-
al road or airport capacity. There will also be op-
tions regarding high speed rail-how far to ex-
tend the new line, to which alternative points to
run the new trains, what service frequency and
pricing policy to adopt. lt is essential to examine
sufficient alternatives to be confident that the
best alternative is identif ied.

It is also necessary to consider the timing of in-
vestment. High speed rail might turn out to have
the highest net present value, but if the demand
for HSR and the other benefits Írom it are fore-
cast to grow over time, then it might still be bet-
ter to postpone the investment.

3.2.2 COSTS

HSR involves construction of new lines, stations
etc., and purchase of new rolling stock, and ad-
ditional train operating costs and externalities
(mainly land take, visual intrusion, noise, air pol-
lution, and global warming effects). Because the
f ixed cost of new infrastructure per kilometer is

very high but creates very large capacity (assum-

ing 12 trains per hour with 700 passengers per

train give 8,400 passengers per hour), high
speed rail systems are generally more economic
the higher the traff ic using the system. lt follows
that the strongest case for high speed rail is

where traff ic volumes are high. The traÍf ic on the
new system can be boosted if it is possible to
construct a network such that passengers travel-
ling between a number of city pairs use at least
part of the same route with services, then
branching off on to different high speed or con-
ventional lines. Costs may also be reduced if the
approach to city centers may be made on existing
alignments. Traffic density may also be boosted
by sharing the new capacity with freight traffic,
but the infrastructure requirements for freight
traff ic are so different from high speed passenger

that this adds to costs; in what follows we as-
sume the HSR is built for passenger traff ic alone.

Both construction of rail infrastructure and the
operation of high speed trains lead to environ-
mental costs in terms of land take, visual intru-
sion, noise, air pollution, and contribution to
global warming. The Íirst three of these impacts

are likely to be much stronger where trains go

through heavily populated areas. Since high
speed trains are invariably electrically powered,
air pollution and global warming impacts depend
on the primary fuel used to generate the electric-
ity; in countries with extensive hydro or nuclear
electricity, these impacts will be negligible, whereas
where coal, oil and gas are used they will be more
significant, as will other forms of air pollution.

An estimate of the energy consumption of high
speed rail in comparison with other modes is

shown in table 3.1 (CE Delft 2003). Whilst HSR

may involve twice the energy consumption per

seat km of an average train, it may be substan-
tially offset by higher load factors (the French
TGV operates with an average load factor oÍ 67%,
whereas for conventional trains load factors are

typically no more than an average oÍ 40-45%.
The reason for the difference is that the limited
number of stops of the TGV makes it possible to
enforce compulsory seat reservation and yield
management techniques to a greater extent than
on trains which also handle significant numbers
of short distance passengers.) High speed rail
clearly gives a substantial saving in energy over
air, but the advantage over car, which arises be-
cause high speed railtypically operates at a high-
er load factor than car, is more marginal.

What matters in assessing the overall environmen,
tal impact of the HSR is not only the load factor
but also the source of the traÍfic. For traffic di-
verted from conventional rail, the environmental
impact is likely to be somewhat worse, whilst for
totally generated trips the impact is obviously
worse. (However, to the extent that generated

trips are mainly trips taking advantage of low off-

Gasoline car on highway

Diesel car on highway

Passenger aircraÍt on 500 km Ílight

lntercity Train

High Speed Train

0.47

0.34

1.80

0.22

0.53

rVofe, Based on CE Delft (2003) Appendix A. Graphs for car are based on new cars in

2000 and assume 5 seats per car.

TABLE 3.1: Energy consumption
(MJ/Seat Km)
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peak fares to f ill empty seats, reducing generated

traffic may simply lead to lower load factors and

no improvement in environmental performance.)

For trips diverted from car, and especially air, the
impact is likely to be an improvement (particular-

ly with respect to energy consumption and green-

house gases in the case of air). The benefits HSR

brings from reduced externalities on other modes

are considered further in the next section.

3.2.3 BENEFITS

The principal benefits from HSR are

- time savings;

- additional capacity;

- reduced externalities f rom other modes;

- generated traffic; and

- wider economic benefits.

Each of these elements will be discussed in turn

Compared to a conventional train running at

160 km/h, a high speed train will save some 35
minutes on a journey of 450 km (SDG 2OO4).

Where the existing infrastructure is of poorer

quality or is congested, the time savings may be

substantially greater. When it comes to valuation,
time savings are generally split into business,

commuter and leisure. There is extensive re-

search on the valuation of time savings; the cur-
rent valuations used in rail schemes in Britain
are as shown in table 3.2. The high value for
business time is based on the fact that much

business travel takes place during working hours

and directly reduces labor productivity, although
questions have been raised on whether the full
business value of time should be applied in this
case on two grounds:

-many long distance business trips start and

end outside normal working hours; and

-when travelling by train it is possible to work

on the way (Hensher L977).

However, research has shown that firms are will-
ing to pay the sort of rate deduced from current
valuations even under such circumstances, pre-

sumably because of the benef its they perceive in
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shortening long working days and having staff less

tired (Marks, Fowkes, and Nash 1986).

The most recent review of evidence on values of time

undertaken for the British government (lTS 2003),
and which led to the adoption of the values shown in

table 3.2, gave careful consideration to what was

likely to happen to the value of time over time. The

advice given by the British Department for Transport

is that working time values, which are based on the

wage rate, should rise in proportion to GDP, whilst

non-working time values have an elasticity of 0.8 to
GDP. Thus long term growth of values of time is as-

sumed to be in the range oÍ L5-2% per annum.

Additional capacity is obviously only of value if
demand is exceeding the capacity of the existing
route. But in those circumstances, additional ca-

pacity may be of value not just in allowing for
growth between the cities served by the high

speed line, but also by relieving existing lines of

traffic for other types of service, such as subur-

ban passenger or freight. Where the effect is to
allow rail to carry traff ic, which would otherwise

use other modes, the beneÍits may be quantif ied

as the net user benefits plus net reduction in ex-

ternalities minus the net cost of the change of
mode. There is also clear evidence (Gibson,

Cooper, and Bell 2OO2) that running rail infra-
structure less close to capacity benef its reliabili-
ty; it may also lead to less overcrowding on

trains. Both of these features are highly valued

by rail travellers and especially business trav-

ellers (Wardman 2001). lt should be noted that
capacity constraints also make the alternative of

upgrading existing infrastructure more problem-

atic; for instance, running higher speed tilting
trains on inf rastructure shared with slower traff ic

may not be feasible.

Typically a substantial proportion, but not all, of

the new traffic attracted to rail will be diverted

Leisure

Commutlng

Business

TABLE 3.2: Value oÍ time savings Íor rail passengers in the UK

sorlde: DfT, WEBTAG Unit 3.5.6 (www.webtag.org)

4.46

5i04

39.96
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from other modes-mainly car and air (British
studies, such as Atkins 2003, suggest that this
may be of the order of 5OY", with the remainder
being totally new trips). To the extent that infra-
structure charging on these modes does not cover
the marginal social cost of the traff ic concerned,
there will be benef its from such diversion. Esti-
mation of these benefits requires valuation of
marginal costs of congestion, noise, air pollution,
global warming, and external costs of accidents
and their comparison with taxes and charges.

INFRAS/IWW (2000) provides estimates of mar-
ginal external cost per passenger km for two Eu-
ropean corridors, including accidents and envi-
ronmental cost but excluding congestion. These
are reproduced in table 3.3, and show the high
speed rail between Paris and Brussels to have
less than a quarter of the external cost oÍ car or
air. Higher load factors mean that HSR's per-
formance on such corridor is no worse than that
of conventional rail on the (much longer) Paris-
Viena corridor. 0n longer distances, the advan-
tage over air diminishes since most of the envi-
ronmental costs of air transport are incurred
during take-offs and landings.

ln the case of air, the absence of fuel tax means
that there is normally no charge for environmen-
tal externalities, although this is crudely allowed
for in some countries (including Britain) by a de-
parture tax. (Value added tax [VAT] at the stan-
dard rate should not be seen as an externality
charge since it does not inf luence relative prices,
except when charged on some modes and not
others; in some cases in Europe VAT is charged
on domestic rail and air fares, in some on rail but
not air and in others on neither).

The other key issue for air is charging for slots at
congested airports. The allocation of slots by
grandfather rights and charging structures, based
on average costs of running the airport (or less
where there are subsidies), mean that charges
may not ref lect congestion costs imposed on oth-
er planes, the opportunity cost of slots or the
costs of expanding capacity. A further benefit of
high speed rail may therefore be the release of
capacity at airports for use by other, typically
longer distance flights. Regarding accidents,
there has never yet been a fatality on a purpose-

built HSR, and the record of conventional rail is
much better than car, though not bus or particu-
larly air (Evans 2003).

Generated traffic leads directly to benefits to
users, which are generally valued at half the ben-
efit to existing users according to the rule of a

half. But there has been much debate as to
whether these generated trips ref lect wider eco-
nomic benef its that are not captured in a tradi-
tional cost benefit analysis. Leisure trips may
benefit the destination by bringing in tourist
spending; commuter and business trips reflect ex-
pansion or relocation of jobs or homes or addition-
al economic activity.

The debate on these issues centers on whether
these changes really are additional economic ac-
tivity or whether such activity is simple relocat-
ed. ln a perfectly competitive economy with no

involuntary unemployment, theory tells us that
there would be no net benef it. ln practice, there
are reasons why there may be additional benef its.
Firstly, if the investment relocates jobs to de-
pressed areas, it may reduce involuntary unem-
ployment. The experience of Lille, which has
been regenerated by its location at the crossroads
of high speed lines between Paris, Brussels and
London is often cited as an example. High speed
rail tends to favor central locations, so if the aim
is to regenerate major cities then it may be ben-
ef icial. However, if the depressed areas are at the
periphery, this is the opposite of what is desired.
High speed rail may also allow for expanded mar-
ket areas and the exploitation of economies of
scale, reducing the impact of imperfect competi-
tion, and encouraging the location of jobs in ma-
jor urban centers where there are external bene-
fits of agglomeration (Graham 2005). Any such

Ra il

Air

40.2

1 1.7

287

Paris-Brussels

43.6

10.4

475

/Vrldj ïhe measured externalities include accidenls, noise, air pollution, climate
change, urban eÍÍects, and upstream/downstream eÍÍects, but n0t congestion or

scarce capacity.

.9rrrce, INFRAS/lww (2000).

TABLE 3.3: External costs
(euros/I,000 pass-km)
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impacts are most likely to be found in the case of
service industries (Bonnafous 1987).

Chapter 5 concludes that HSR may have addi-
tional benefits for the above-mentioned reasons,

but that the effects are very variable and diff icult
to predict. They are likely to be much less impor-
tant than the direct transport benef its of HSR;

typically they will also apply to alternative trans-
port infrastructure investments, so that whilst
they improve the case for transport investment as

a whole, they do not necessarily benefit HSR

against other modes.

Another key factor influencing the outcome of an

appraisal is the choice of discount rate. Low dis-
count rates favor capital intensive investments such

as HSR. Practice varies substantially within the Eu-

ropean Union. ln Britain the current practice is to
discount at a pure time preference rate of discount
of 3.5%, reducing to 3% after 30 years, but to al-

low for capital shortages by requiring a benefiticost
ratio of at least 1.5 and preferring projects where it
is at least 2. DG Regio recommends a 5% social dis-
count rate. Given that HSR is very capital intensive

IN WHAT CIRCUIVISTANCES IS INVESïMENT IN HSR WORTHWHILE?

and has a long life with growing benefits over time,
a low discount rate will favor investment in HSR.

3.3 EMPIRICAL EXAMPLES

ln this section we will examine two empirical
case studies, in radically different circumstances
and with widely differing results. Firstly we look

at a study oÍ a new North-South high speed rail
line in Britain, undertaken for the Strategic Rail

Authority by a consortium led by the consultants
W.S. Atkins (SRA). Then we look at a study of the
actual Madrid-Seville line.

3.3.1 BRITISH HSR PROPOSALS

The Atkins study took place in a context of rapid
growth in rail passenger and freight traff ic in re-

cent years (graph 3.1), leading to severe over-

crowding on both long distance passenger servic-
es and London commuter services, and a lack of

capacity for f urther growth in freight. Thus a ma-
jor objective of the scheme was to relieve exist-
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Note'lhe HatÍield accident in 0ctober 2000 led to severe speed restrictions being imposed which temporarily halted traÍÍic growth

Sourcer Transport Trends, 2002 Edition. Departmant Íor Transport and National Rail Ïrends, SRA.
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ing routes, as well as provide faster more compet-
itive services between the major cities. This
rather general remit led to the need to generate
and study a wide range of options. Altogether
some fourteen options were studied in depth, the
main issues being whether to have a single route
north from London which might split further
north to serve cities up the east and west sides of
the country, or to have two separate routes, and
how far north to go. The obvious starting point
would be a new route from London to the heavily
populated West Midlands. The further north the
line was extended, the less heavily used the new
sections would be, but this effect might be offset
by the fact that these extensions attract addition-
al traffic on to the core part of the network. lt is

a characteristic of Britain geographically that a

single line could serve the malor cities of Lon-
don, Birmingham, Leeds, Newcastle, Edinburgh,
and Glasgow, whilst a conventional or high speed
branch would serve Manchester.

It was forecast that the new line, if built to its ex-
tremities, would attract nearly 50 million passen-
ger trips per year in 2015, although most of
these would only use part of the route. This high
figure reflects the high population density of
Britain, and the large number of origin-destina-
tion pairs that the line would serve. Of these
around two thirds would be diverted from existing
rail routes, and the remainder split almost equal-
ly between diversion from other modes and new-
ly generated trips. lVlost of the forecast diversion
occurred from car-the forecast of diversion from
air was surprisingly low given the experience of
the impact of HSR on air traff ic elsewhere.

The original appraisals were undertaken with a life
of 30 years and a discount rate oÍ 6%; the British
government has subsequently modified its prac-

tice to have a life of 60 years and a discount rate
of 3.5%. Despite ihe simultaneous introduction of
a big allowance for optimism bias in the estimates
of costs (67% in the case of capital costs plus a

25Y" program bias), the result is a subsiantially
higher ratio of benefits to costs in subsequent ap-
praisals. Results of the appraisal of two options
are shown in table 3.4. Option 1 (minimum invest-
ment) is the line from London to the West Mid-
lands, which is the obvious f irst phase of any high
speed rail program in Great Britain, and it is seen

to be well justified in its own right. But option 8
(maximum investment), the extension through
Manchester on the West Coast route and right
through Scotland via the East Coast, is also shown
to be justif ied, with an incremental benefit-cost
ratio representing good value for money. lt is obvi-
ously important, however, to examine the issue of
iiming and phasing. The study showed that, if fea-
sible, immediate construciion of the whole line
was the best option.

A number of other factors have added to the case

since the original appraisal. Firstly is the failure to
upgrade the East Coast Main Line, an investment
that was assumed to be part of the base case in the
study. Whilst this should certainly still be consid-
ered as an option, given the delays and cost over-

runs with the upgrading of the parallel West Coast

route compared io the more satisfactory experience
in the construction of the wholly new high speed

line to the Channel Tunnel, it is less likely to be fa-
vored now. At the same time, the government has

announced its intention oÍ introducing nationwide
road pricing within the next ten years, adding to the
forecast high speed rail trafÍic.

Although net revenue more or less covers operat-
ing costs for both optrons, the capital cost can
only be justified by non-f inancial benefits and re-

leased capacity. A breakdown of the composition
of costs and benef its for option 1 is given in

table 3.5. Some 78% of benefits take the form of
time savings and reduced overcrowding with
19% due to increased net revenue and only 3%

Net revenue

Non-f inancial benef its

Released capacity

ïotal benefits

Capital costs

Net operating costs

Total costs

NPV

Btc

0ption I
49

227

20

29.6

8.6

5.7

14.4

15.3

2,07

Option 8

206

644

4.8

89.8

27.1

16.3

44.0

45.7

2.04

Sruffe: Atkins {2003) Summary report, Addendum, table 2.1 with transcription eÍors
corrected.

TABLE 3.4: Appraisal of options I and 8
(fbn, present value)
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taking the Íorm of reduced road congestion and

accidents. The value of the released capacity was

not included in this analysis, but adds some 7Y"

to the overall benef its.

On balance it was thought that the non-quanti-
f ied environmental benef its were slight. lt is an

interesting question whether more of the user

benef its could be captured as revenue by more

sophisticated yield management techniques than

the simple fare structure model. Such yield man-

agement methods are already in use on other
high speed services, including Eurostar services
between London, Paris, and Brussels. They might
also boost benef its by increasing diversion f rom

air; in the study this was found to be rather small

on the assumption that rail fares would on aver-

age exceed those by air for traffic between Lon-

don and Scotland.

ln summary, then, this study of Britain found a

strong case for high speed rail, based on the high
patronage that could be attracted by a single line
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linking most of the major conurbations of Britain,
in the context oÍ growing demand leading to se-

vere overcrowding and shortages oÍ capacity on

ihe existing infrastructure. ln the following sec-

tion we look at a contrasting situation-that of
Spain.

3.3.2 THE SPANISH EXPERIENCEI

The construction of the first high speed line in

Spain was carried out between 1987 and 1993.
The Madrid-Seville line started its operations in

April 1992, with a demand highly influenced by

the Universal Exhibition held in Seville in 1992
(EXP0) and with the pricing policy applied by

RENFE. The lVladrid-Seville corridor includes sev-

eral routes2 (commuting, long-distance and serv-

ices provided to other destinations using high-

speed infrastructure but with Ialgo technology).

High speed train is the transport option with the
lowest generalized cost in this corridor, but not

the fastest mode. Air transport has the lowest

travel time in the Madrid-Seville corridor, after
accounting for access and waiting times. The ad-
vantage of the HSR with respect to air transport
appears when tariffs of both modes are com-
pared. These differences in the generalized costs
have induced changes in the modal split to the
benefrt of HSR. Diverted traffic comes mainly
from conventional train and air transport.

Regarding the impact of the Madrid-Seville HSR

on other transport operators, the main effects
which must be considered are those on air trans-
port (lberia and airports), on conventional rail-
ways, and on road transport. For air transport be-

tween Madrid and Seville, the introduction of the
HSR induced a demand downshift of 50%, di-
minishing the load factor and flight frequency.
The Seville airport suffered a reduction of 25%
in its use, as Madrid-Seville represented 50% of
airport traffic. Given the investments which were

carried out in the airport of Seville to accommo-
date the peak of demand induced by the exhibi-
tion EXPO-92, and more recent investment at

reduction in demand after EXPO closure (in October,
1992). These discounts contributed to higher load fac-
tors.

EeneÍits - Revenue

HSR Revenue

Classic rail revenue

Net rail revenue

Benelits - Users

Journey time/reduced overcrowding

Accidents

lotal User Benefíts

BeneÍits - Non-users

Journey time/veh operating costs

lotal Non-User Benefits

Present Value BeneÍits

Costs

Capital

HSR operating

Classic operating

Present Value Costs

76%

27o

78%

3%

3%

100%

64%

-45%

t9%

69%

4t%

-9%

100%

Sorrce, Atkins (2003) unpublished full report.

See De Rus and lnglada (1993, 1997).
Price discounts of up to 30% (Madrid-Seville) and 50%
(Madrid-Ciudad Real) were introduced to compensate the

TABLE 3.5: Cost benefit analysis results,0ption 1

(% oÍ Total Benefits or Costs)
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Barajas airport in Madrid, it is unlikely that this
diversion will significantly reduce congestion al-
though it will certainly reduce pollution from air
transport.

For conventional railway transport, RENFE was
also affected by the introduction of the new prod-
uct. The Madrid-Seville, Madrid-Malaga and
[/ladrid-Cordoba links were amongst the main
twenty lines of the company. Conventional trains
have lost the major part of their traff ic in this cor-
ridor; therefore an eÍficient solution might be to
consider the closure of the conventional infra-
structure. However, the impossibility of carrying
goods on the new infrastructure makes this sce-
nario unfeasible.

HSR long distance services and bus transport are

hardly substitutes at current prices. ln commuter
services, and taking into account the low prices
introduced by RENFE, bus operators are certain-
ly affected by HSR.

Given the demand volumes in this corridor, the
main benefits obtained from the investment in

high speed rail are derived from time savings ob-
tained when users shift from slower transport
modes, and gains from generated traffic. lt has
also been argued that one of the key benefits of
HSR was the increase of land value in Ciudad
Real. Nevertheless, this benef it is a consequence
of the improvement in accessibility to this city,
which is already accounted for in the reduction of
travel time between Madrid and Ciudad Real. To

include this effect in the analysis would lead to
double counting.

To evaluate the economic effects oÍ HSR, it is re-
quired f irst to have an estimation of the demand
for the period which is going to be considered for
the analysis. To obtain this estimate, surveys car-
ried out by RENFE in the N4adrid-Seville corridor
were consulted, and real data of HSR for the pe-

riod 1992-1994 and four months in 1995 were
used. Additional information was supplied by
lberia, RENFE, and bus companies operating in
the corridor. The main components of the de-
mand (generated and diverted traffic) were ob-
tained for each market segment (commuters,

long distance and Talgo) and each transport
mode.

The evolution of demand for the 30-year project
life (40 years in the sensitivity analysis) is esti-
mated assuming that the Spanish GDP will grow

from 1997 onwards at a rate oÍ 2.5%, the elas-
ticity of demand with respect to GDP is assumed
to be 1.25, and that HSR fares will not be re-
duced below average variable costs.

Using this demand estimation, the social prof-
itability of the HSR was estimated. Benefits of
the HSR are obtained Írom 1992 onwards, after
the starting of the service. Costs and benefit
present values are discounted with a 6% social
discount rate.

The HSR costs have a fixed component (infra-
structure), semi-fixed (trains) and variable (oper-

ating costs). ln this evaluation it is considered
that prices (net of tax) of the infrastructure,
trains and operating costs measure opportunity
costs except in the case of labor. HSR infrastruc-
ture was built between 1987 and 1992, its costs
(including taxes) was 500 billion pesetas at
1996 currency value. HSR beneÍits are mainly
obtained f rom time savings and generated traff ic.

Benefits and costs of the f irst HSR line in Spain
are summarized in Table 3.6. The NPV is -258 bil-
lion pesetas aI 1987 prices, using a social dis-
count rate of 6%. Table 3.5 shows the sensitivity
of results to different assumptions: life of the proj-
ect (40 years); shadow pricing of labor; increase of
25% in generalized costs of car, train and bus;
and GDP growing aI a 3% rate. These changes do
not affect the main findings of this evaluation.

A simple f inancial analysis of the project shows a

NPV of -314 billion pesetas in 1987, which in-
dicates that an economic evaluation of HSR, con-
sidering all social costs and benef its, reveals an

18% improvement on its performance. As table
3.5 shows, the main source of benefits of the
HSR is generated trafÍic (44% of the total bene-
fits of the project).

BeneÍits of diverted traff ic are not limited to time
savings (22.5% of total benefits). The reduction
in operating cost in other transport modes is also
important. The shift to HSR of journeys by car
forms 8.9% of the total benefits; cost savings
from railway and air transport yield benefits of
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ïABLE 3.6: BeneÍits of Madrid-Seville high speed train
(millions of lg87 pesetas)
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lncrease oÍ 25% in

Costs

lnÍrastructure

Residual value

Trai ns

l\4aintenance

0peration

ïme savings derivated tratfic

Conveniional hain

Car

Bus

Air transport

Generated tratfic costs savings

Conventional train

Air transport

Bus

Car operating costs

Congestion

Accidenis

Net present value of HSR

Social bonoÍit

OÍ HSB*

-237,161

17,636

-58,128

41,410

-135,265

GDP growth rate
(3%)

-231 ,76r

18,546

-61,003

41,410

-r40,575

Project liÍe (40

years)

-237,761

5,816

-61,700

45,022

155,216

Shadow prices Íor

labour
generalized costs .

oÍ car, tÍain and bus

-200.575

17,636

-58,128

-41,410

135,265

3 7,665

4,617

1,958

0

85,718

l 8,505

19 020

1,680

r7.412

4,896

4,128

-22r 143

-237,76r

17,636

58, r28

-41,410

-i35,265

3 7,665

4,617

1,958

0

86,718

18,505

19,020

I,680

17,4r2

4,896

4,r28

-258,329

39,950

4,898

2,079

0

92,080

19,629

20,151

1,783

18,471

6,284

4,363

-252,509

44,852

5,469

2,321

0

102,951

21,906

22,460

1,990

20,6 l8

7,486

4,867

-259,533

55,1 19

9,779

2,867

0

92,703

18,505

19,020

1,680

r7,4r2

4,896

4,t28

228,819

* Prolect IiÍe (30 years), GDP growth (2.5%), social discount rate (6%).

9.4 and 9.6% respectively. The savings in bus

operator costs are not signif icant. Benef its from

the reduction in congestion and accidents are

only 4.6% of the benef its.

It has been argued that the linking of the Span-

ish high speed rail with the European HSR net-

work would improve, in a signif icant way, the so-

cial profitability of the project. However, journey

times in HSR from Seville (and even lVadrid) to
many European cities are too long to challenge
the comparative advantage of air transport in
long-d istance journeys.

Construction costs for HSR in Spain are typically
much lower than in Britain due to reduced popu-

lation density. But the key reason for the poor

performance of the Madrid-Sevrlle line is the low

traff ic volume, which has only recently reached

5 million passengers p.a. more than 1O years af-

ter opening. The recognition that traffic volumes

are the key to the case for HSR leads us to exam-

ine the issue of breakeven traffic volumes in

more depth in the next section.

3.4 BREAKEVEN TRAFFIC VOLUMES

3.4.1 THE MODEL

ln this section we outline a simple model de-

signed to give a rough idea of the breakeven traf-
fic volume for HSR and go on to apply it to see

how this volume varies with circumstances.

Let us consider the case of a project consisting of

the construction and operation of a new high
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speed railway line. This project has a life of f
years. The construction firm builds the rail infra-
structure and superstructure, and the operator
buys the rolling stock during some initial period,
which will be considered as the year of reference
(f = 0) and thereafter when it requires replace-
ment. From f = 0 to f = I the railway operator
charges a regulated fare and each year receives Q

users, assumed to be constant during the life of
the project.3

lnvestment costs (construction and the present
value of rolling stock), expressed as opportunity
costs, are equal to /, evaluated in constant terms
of year f= 0. During the life of the project, the op-
erator4 incurs some annual costs of maintaining
and operating the rail track, stations, signalling
and other fixed plants, and the operating costs of
labor and energy consumed in train operation.
Some maintenance costs (track, stations, rolling
stock) are f ixed (Clf)) and thus invariable to the
level of traffic Q, and others are demand related,
depending on the number of users (Cq(O)). All
costs are computed at opportunity costs.

lnvestment in HSR consist of building a new line
and operating high speed rolling stock which re-
duces the time component of the generalized cost
for all passengers switching from the convention-
al mode to the new mode and, thus, affecting oth-
er secondary markets, whose products or services
are complements or substitutes of the HSR serv-
ice, including those users who continue using the
conventional mode,5 road users, for example, be-
cause congestion is eased. This investment gen-

erates some net benefits in the primary market,
and some indirect benef its in secondary markets.

Total costs of the project are

t+ JT {c,+ co(eDe-rt dt , (3.1)

where

We drop this assumption later.
The HSR can be vertically integrated or separated. All
high speed rail lines in the world currently operate as
vertically integrated f irms. Vertical unbundling is one of
the key elements of EU railway policy, and proposals are
under consideration to al low open access for new entrants
into the international rarl passenger market.
We ignore here environmental impacts, such as land-

/: investment costs;

C,: ánÍ'ruál f ixed maintenance and operating cost;

Cn(Q): annual maintenance and operating cost
variable with Q;

I: project life;

r: social discount rate

The introduction of a HSR line means a discrete
reduction of the generalized cost oÍ travel. Given
that HSR is an indivisible investment, the
change in social surplus is the following:6

tw = I] Iii Q@)e-rtdedt + [ wta, - 0o) -

- Ct- Cq(Qr) + Cr(Qo))e"tdt- I+

* > I; SÍqu - qn)eutdt ,

G,2)

where:

go: generalized cost without the HSR project;

gr: generalized cost with lhe HSR project;

p: regulated fare;

Qo: demand without the HSR project;

Q,: demand with lhe HSR project (includes di-
verted and generated traffic);

C,: annual f ixed maintenance and operating cost;

Co(Q): annual maintenance and operating cost
variable with Q;

Cr(Q): annual avoidable cost of the conventional
mode;

take, barrier effect, noise, and visual intrusion, which
should also be accounted for on the cost side of HSR,
as well as on the benefit side when HSR is a substitute
of a highway or an airport.

6 We are not maximizing welfare but obtaining a change
in welÍare when the government decides to build a new
high speed railway line.
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/: infrastructure construction costs;

N: other markets in the economy;

S,: êxc€ss of benefits over costs of a unit change
in qi;

Qr: level of activity in market i without the project;

9,,: level of activity in market lwith the project;

I: project liÍe;

r: social discount rate.

Expression (3.2) shows how the introduction of
the HSR line affects transport users and produc-

ers in the primary markets, with annual benef its
measured by the def inite integral between the
initial generalized cost (go) and the new one (9,),

once the HSR line is introduced. Producer sur-
plus can be measured through annual revenue

and avoidable cost changes. Then, HSR invest-

ment cost (/) has to be deducted from the dis-
counted flows of these benefits.

The demand function for transport Q(g) is a de-

rived demand, and one should be careful when

adding the indirect eÍfects of the reduction in

travel time in competitive markets, where firms
use transport as an input to avoid double count-
ing (see Jara-Díaz 1986); so, we will limit our at-
tention to secondary markets, where products and

services are related to the primary market through
complementarity or substitutability links, or in

the case of monopolistic firms using the HSR

service as an input.

The third line of expression (3.2) accounts for indi-
rect or secondary benefits. There are lV secondary

markets in the economy, which may have their lev-

el of demand affected by the new project. The

change in the level of activity in these secondary

markets would affect the NPV of the project as long

as there is an excess of benefits over costs of a unit

This is especially relevant for freight transport. The
British Department of Transport suggests an additional
6% of net benefits in UK due to the expansion oÍ de-
mand in monopolistic sectors which benef it f rom trans-

IN WHAT CIRCUMSÍANCES IS INVESTMENT IN HSR WORTHWHILE?

change of q, represented by S,which could be pos-

itive or negative (Harberger I972; Mohring 1976).

Therefore the justif ication of adding indirect ef-
fects to HSR primary benefits not only requires

that other markets are affected (Q,r- Q, + 0) but
the change in the level of activity in these mar-
kets has to have a positive sign when S, > 0, and

negative when S, < O. ln the case of S, - O, the
change in the secondary market can be ignored.
It is worth noticing that the signif icance of the
indirect effects in expression (3.2) depends on

the existence of distortions in the economy. Ex-

ternalities, taxes, subsidies, unemployment, and

the existence of market power create additional
sources of benef its (and costs) in secondary mar-

kets. The importance of these indirect effects is
an empirical matter,T which depends on the mag-

nitude and sign of the distortrons and the cross-
effects in secondary markets due to the reduction
in transport costs.s

3.4.2 SIMPLIFYING THE MODEL

HSR technology can be characterized as a faster
transport mode than conventional railway and

road transport, and a more convenient alternative
than air for certain distances. Although the eco-

nomic evaluation of a particular project requires
disaggregate information on passengers shifting
from other modes and generated traffic, it is pos-

sible to simplify the problem working with some

assumptions.

The main purpose of ihese assumptions is to con-
centrate on the HSR benefits derived from time
savings and generated demand, leaving aside the
benefits from the provision of additional rail ca-
pacity and from the net reduction of accidents,

congestion and environmental impacts due to di-
version from road and air modes, which are more

sensitive to the local conditions of each corridor.
The idea is to make the basic model workable
with real data, concentrating efforts on the un-

controversial effects of HSR investment in order

port reduction projects (see Department oÍ Environ-
ment, Transport and the Regions 1999).
These constitute net beneÍits which are yet to be meas-
ured in the primary market.
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to establish some basis for the rational discussion
on the economic desirability of this investment.

The assumptions are the following: indirect ef-
fects (positive and negative) cancel out in the ag-
gregate; the net reduction in externalities is neg-
ligible; f irst year net benef its grow at a constant
annual rate during the project life; producer sur-
pluses do not change in alternative modes; mar-
ket prices are equal to opportunity costs; and
there are no benefits to users other than time
savings and willingness to pay for generated
trips. The condition to be satisfied for a positive
NPV can then be expressed as Íollows:

- 
c' (r-e'\> t
r

Dividing by / and rearranging terms

8(0)-Cq(O) r-0
+

I - t(r e)T

where:

B(Q): annual social benefits of the project;

Cn(Q): annual maintenance and operating cost
variable with Q;

C,: annual f ixed maintenance and operating cost;

/: investment costs;

I: life of the project;

r; social discount rate;

0: annual growth of benefits and costs which de-
pends on Q.

Assuming r > 0, and solving expression (3.3), for
the project to be socially desirable, the following
condition is obtained:

Il wtal - co(Q,l-;u ott dt -

- Ilt,str > t 
'

B(0) - c (0)q (1 - €r(Èe)r) -r-0

(3.5)

Ct r-0 I-ï'r
I-

I r |-e-(t-o)r

The economic interpretation of expression
(3.5) is quite intuitive assuming that the proj-
ect life is very long (f tends to inf inity). ln this
case, the net benefits of the first year (annual

benefits minus variable costs depending on Q)

expressed as a proportion of the investment
costs should be higher than the social discount
rate minus the growth rate of net beneÍits plus
a proportion (r - 0 I r) of fixed annual mainte-
nance costs. ln the case of a finite project life,
the only change is a more demanding bench-
mark for prof itability.e

According to expression (3.5), the economic re-
turn of a HSR is higher: the larger is the first year
net benefit, which depends on the initial de-
mand; the lower are investment, maintenance
and operating costs; the lower is r and the high-
er is 0; the higher is the share of annual fixed
costs (CJ in first year total annual costs (Co + C,);

and the longer is the project liÍe.

The social profitability of HSR infrastructure de-
pends crucially on the net benef it of the f irst year
of the project. When externalities and indirect ef-
fects are not significant, first year annual bene-
f its come mainly from time savings and benefits
from generated traffic,lo net of variable costs.
These net benefits depend on the volume of de-
mand to be served, the time savings on the line

t0 Willingness to pay for the diÍference in comfort is anoth-
er source of benefit, though the empirical evidence is
scarce.

(3.s)

(3.4)

1e _> 1

I-e*'r
>lwhenr>0

l_e.Ír-e)r !_g,ke)r
and 0 < f< rc. Both expressionstend to 1 when T* *.
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with respect to existing modes and the average

user's value of time.

Note that, as commented above, it is important
not just to check that the net present value of the
project is positive, but also that the timing is ap-
propriate. Where benef its grow over time the op-

timal timing is given by the point at which the

first year rate of return first exceeds the rate oÍ

discount. This test corresponds to applying equa-

tion (3.5) but I = O.

The growth rate (0) in expression (3.5) affects
benef its and demand related costs in the same

way. This is an ad hoc assumption only justified
by the lack of better evidence. Another possi-

bility is to introduce a separate variable to ac-

count for changes in the value of time over time
and labor costs. This would require choosing
different growth rates for other cost categories
which are not expected to vary proportionally
with income.

Given the assumptions outlined above, 8(0) -
Cn(0) in equation (3.5) can be expressed as the
change in users' surplus (diverted and generated)

and the producer surplus:

IN WHAT CIRCUIV]SÍANCES IS INVESTMENT IN HSR WORTHWHILE?

Cr: ànnuàl variable cost of the conventional

mode.

By def inition, the generalized cost is g = p + vt.

ïhe change is in the total value of time saved by

the average passenger; therefore, (3.6) can be

expressed as the sum of the total value of time
saved by the diverted demand, plus the willing-
ness to pay of generated trips, plus the net

change in resource cost:

1^Q
vÁfQ + ,,* 

,rnor.n:+ 
ApQo) 

o.
^o+p,Q^--C-.'r'u a" q

Rearranging and multiplying and dividing by Qo:

1

vAfQ + _ (po + vto- p1- tuÍ,)AO +
2

+ p,AQ + C,- Co .

1
vAfQ + C"+ (VvLtQo+ C"+

Since the conventional mode breaks even (as as-

sumed), and costs are f ully avoidable when traff ic

diverts to HSR, then C" = PoQo and p,Q = C"+
lÀplQo; therefore, (3.8) is equivalent to:

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.e)

(3.10)

1

- (co - s,XQ + Q,) + P,Q' -
2

- PoQo - Co+ C, ,

11
vAtQo + C" + (-vAtQo + C"+ -^pQo 

+
22

+lÀplQ) {-c,0"

AQ
Simplifying and letting a represent the ratio 

-:o"

(3.6)

where:

go: generalized cost tvifhouÍ HSR;

gi generalized cost tvifh HSR;

po: price of the conventional mode;

P,: Price of the HSR;

Qo: first year diverted demand to HSR;

Q,: first year total demand (diverted and generat-

ed) wifh HSR;

Co: ênnual maintenance and operating cost vari-

able with Q;

LplQ)a - Cn

Considering that vAf is always greater than Ap
(otherwise the number of passengers would not

increase), (3.10) can be finally approximated by:

tvÀfQ+ CJ(1 + d)- Cq, (3.11)

1

-l2+
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where:

vi average value of time;

Af: average time saving;

Oo: f irst year diverted demand to HSR;

Cr: ànnu?l variable cost of the conventional
mode;

(x: proportion of generated passengers with lhe
project with respect to Qo.

For (3.11) be equivalent to (3.10) it is required
that vAf = lApl and, therefore, (3.11) overesti-
mates the benefit from generated traffic by the
difference vÀf - lApl which, if significant, would
bias the evaluation in favor of the project.

Substituting (3.1 1) back in (3.5) and rearranging
it, it is straightforward to f igure out the minimum
value of Q' which would be necessary for a pos-

itive NPV:

reservation system; and although these costs are

in some way dependent on the volume of traff ic,

they cannot be completely avoided when demand
is lower than expected, and therefore they are

considered f ixed in this chapter.

Besides dedicated infrastructure, investment in

high speed rolling stock is required, as well as

maintenance and operating costs such as energy

and labor expenses needed for having these
trains in operation. These costs are demand-re-
lated but they could be partially considered as

f ixed in the short term. ln this chapter, we will
consider all these costs as variable, i.e., related
to the level of demand.

It is not easy to obtain cost values for HSR proj-

ects because the range oÍ variation is wide, and

costs vary according to local conditions: density of
crossed urban areas, number of tunnels, bridges,

and so forth. We worked with a range oÍ typical
cost values in standard circumstances (based on

the HSR in operation in Europe), and used differ-
ent values of time, from several European studies
in the recent past. Then, we applied a sensitivity
test using the most favorable assumptions regard-

ing key parameters.

Data on infrastructure construction costs shows
how the cost per kilometer varies from €I2 mil-
lion per kilometer in Spain to 32 in Germany and

over 45 in the Netherlands (Department of Envi-

ronment, Transport and the Regions 2004). ln

spite of the diff iculties associated to the limited
evidence concerning cost data, it is possible to
work within certain realistic ranges for standard
projects.ll Table 3.7 shows the actual costs for a

standard 500-km HSR (see Barrón de Angoiti
2004).

The lower value of construction costs in table 3.7
is representative of the line Madrid-Seville (Spain)

or the TGV Atlantique (France); the highest value

would reÍlect the construction costs of lines like
Naples-Rome and Florence-Turin (ltaly); in the
middle lie the TGV Méditerenée (France) and the

projects have cost overruns. Overruns are general in

space and constant for the past 70 years.

1 I r-0
Q->_ l_l+c +-u 

vÀf(1 +a)[ I-tk-o)T q

(3.r2)
r-0 I-s'

+ C,- o)r- Cr(I + a)' r 1-g('

3.4.3 DEMAND THRESHOLDS FOR SOCIAL
PROFITABILITY

We have limited information concerning the actu-
al values oÍ key parameters in (12). Having a

HSR line in operation requires incurring some

f ixed (and partially sunk) costs: the investment
costs in infrastructure, which consists of tracks
and sidings along the line, buildings and techni-
cal equipment for terminals and stations, line
signalling, traffic management and control sys-
tem. These components need maintenance and
operation (energy, materials and labor) and a

1I There is also evidence of a systematic bias in the estima-
tion of costs and demand in large infrastructure projects.
Flyvbjerg, Skamris, and Buhl (2004) found that 90% of
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Cost per unit (€thousand) Unitr Total cost (€million)
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6,000-20,000

600.0

Capital costs

lnÍrastructure construction* (Km)

Rolling stock (Trains)

Running costs (p.a.)

lnÍrastructure maintenance (Km)

Rolling stock maintenance (Trains)

Energy (Trains)

Labor (Employees)

12,000-40,000

15,000

65

900

892

36

500

40

500

40

40

550

aaIJL.J

36.0

357

19.8

* Terminal value = 50% oÍ the investment in inÍrastructure.

Source, UlC.

ICE Frankfurt-Cologne (Germany), which is closer
to the upper limit.

0ne key parameter is the expected average
time saving per passenger (Af). SDG (2004)
provides some evidence from case studies on

HSR development, transport markets and ap-
praisal processes in the UK and six other coun-
tries. The base case is a conventional rail serv-
ice with an operating speed of 130 km/h
(representative oÍ many main lines in Europe).
For distances in the range of 350-400 km, a

typical HSR yields 45-50 minutes savrngs.
When conventional trains run at 100 km/h, po-

tential time savings are one hour or more. On

the other hand, if the conventional train's oper-
ating speed is 160 km/h, time saving is 35
minutes over a distance of 450 km.12

These average values imply that all passengers

travel the whole length of the line. Given the exis-

tence of intermediate stations along the line and

different trip lengths, these values overestimate
the actual time savings. Moreover diverted traff ic
also comes from road and air transport. Time sav-

ings are lower when passengers divert from air
transport, though higher when passengers shift
from road transport. ln this chapter we assume

that the average time saving per passenger goes

from half an hour to an hour and a half, which
probably includes any potential case in Europe.

Other key parameters are the value of time and

the social discount rate. We use average values of
time ranging from 15 to 30 euros. For the sake of
robustness, the maximum value chosen is above

the state-of-the-art values (see, for example,
Nellthorp et al.20O1). This range includes differ-
ent possibilities oÍ trip purposes and initial trans-
port mode combinations, and the possibility of an

extra willingness to pay for quality not included in

the reported values of time. Avoidable costs in the
conventional mode (Cr) are iniiially assumed to
be a half of (C1C) in the high speed train.13 The

social discount rate is 5% in real terms, as recom-
mended by the European Commission for the
evaluation of infrastructure projects.la

Expression (3.i2) allows the estimation of de-

mand thresholds changing the average time sav-

ings, the value of time and other relevant param-

eters. Graphs 3.2a to 3.2d represent isoquants
for particular values of Q that allow a NPV equal
to zero. These values correspond to a 500-km
line, an optimal distance for a HSR project. Any

isoquant shows the level of demand required for
a positive NPV for different vAt and investment
costs (including rolling stock), under alternative

r2 These figures underline the importance of the chosen
base case in cost-benefit analysis.

13 Cost savings in conventional modes were Íound to be

one third oÍ CSCo in the Madrid-Seville evaluation (De

Rus and lnglada 1997).
ra See European Commission (1997).
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scenarios for generated traffic and annual growth
of net benefits.

The isoquants can be interpreted in different
ways, but one interesting approach is to check
which minimum levels of demand are required
for a particular range of expected values of in-
vestment (rolling stock included) and expected
total value of time savings per average passenger.

The isoquants in graphs 3.2a Lo 3.2d show that
for a 500-km line, even in the best cases of low
investment costs, high annual growth of net ben-
ef its and a high proportion of generated passen-
gers, it is diff icult to find a case for a HSR invest-
ment below a first year demand of at least 6
million passengers; in terms of optimal timing,
such investment should not be undertaken until
traff ic has grown to somewhat more than that.

inforce the fact that we only find a case for HSR

at a total demand below 6 million passengers
p.a. in circumstances where low construction
costs and a low discount rate are combined with
high values of time savings per passenger. With
high construction costs but otherwise favorable
circumstances, a total first year demand of at
least 9 million trips p.a. is needed; in unfavor-
able circumstances, the requirement may be

considerably more than that.

Tables 3.8 and 3.9 show a sensitivity test for f irst
year demand thresholds leading to an NPV = 0.
lnvestment costs per kilometer are 12, 20, 30,
and 40 million euros. The average benefit per
passenger is 20, 30, and 45 euros. The percent-
ages of generated demand relative to diverted de-
mand are 20, 30, 40, and 50. Annual growth of
net benef its is 2, 3, and 4"Á. The social discount
rates are 5 and 3% alternatively. These tables re-

As we stress throughout this chapter, the esti-
mated demand thresholds are obtained assuming
that beneÍits come from time savings of diverted
traffic from competing modes. When the provi-
sion of new rail capacity is needed, and there is

significant congestion in roads and airports, ad-
ditional benefits of HSR investment will reduce
the required first year demand for a positive NPV.

The construction of new HSR lines increases ca-
pacity for both passengers and freight, both by
providing the new infrastructure itself and by re-
leasing capacity in existing routes. ln the British
case study, these benefits appear to have ac-
counted for around IO% oÍ the benefits, which
will be equivalent to adding 10% to the level of
demand, so the change they bring is not dramat-
ic. ln those cases where serious bottlenecks

5
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Graph 3.2a First year demand required for NPV = 0 (q = 0.2 0 = 3%).
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Graph 3.2b First year demand required for NPV = 0 (u = 0.2 0 = 4%).
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Graph 3.2d First year demand required for NPV = 0 (s = 0.4 0 = 4%).

lVofe; Qd: diverted demand; Qt, lotal demand Qt=Qd(1+a)j d: prgportign oÍ generated traÍÍic; 0, annual growth oÍ net beneÍits; v: average value 0f time; 
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TABLE 3.8: First year demand thresholds Íor NPV=()
(r=5% T=40 C,=32.5 Co-91.5 C,=62)

14.9 t2.8 10.8 14.6 12,5 10.5 14.3 r2.2 10.2 14.0 11.8 9.9

6.6 5.7 4.8 6.5 5.5 4.7 6.4 5.4 4.5 6.2 5.3 4.4

15.7 13.4 n.2 15.5 13.2 ll.0 15.3 12,9 10.8 15.1 12.7 10.6

34.3 29.1 24.5 33.9 28.8 24.t 33.6 28.5 23.8 33.3 28.2 23.5

15.2 12.9 10.9 15.1 12.8 10.7 15.0 12.7 10.6 14.8 12,5 10.5

30.0 25.5 21.4 29.8 25.3 21.2 29.6 25.0 20.9 29.4 24.5 20.7

Q,: total demand (millions of passenger-trips)

0: annual growth rate of net benefits

^t: 
average time saving per passenger (hours)

r: interest Íate

Cr: annual fixed maintenance and operating costs (e million)

C": annuál variable cost oÍ the conventional mode (€ million)

a: proportion of geneÍated traffic

vi average value of time (c/hour)

l: investment cost per kilometer (construction + NPV of rolling stock, € million)

T: iiÍe of the project (years)

Cq: annual maintenance and operating cost variable with Q (€ million)

C"=1/2(C,+Co)
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IN WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES IS INVESTí!'IENT IN HSR WORTHWHILE?

TABLE 3.9r First year demand thresholds Íor NPV=0

(r*3% T=40 C,=32.5 $o=$1.$ $.=$l)

q

o

50%40%30%20%

0

20

30

45

20

30

45

20

30

45

20

30

45

v^t

t2

20

30

40

2%

11 I

1.4

4.9

172

114

7,6

24.8

16.5

ll0
32.3

216

r4.4

3%

10.0

6.7

44

15.0

10 0

6.7

212

14.2

9.4

27.5

18 3

12.2

4%

7.7

51

3.4

11.8

1.9

5,2

16 9

TI2

75

220

14.6

9.8

2%

10.8

7.2

4.8

16.9

II.2

75

24,4

16.3

10 9

320

21.4

14.2

3o/o

9.7

64

4.3

t47

9.8

65

20.9

139

9.3

272

l8.l

12t

4%

7.4

4.9

3.3

rl cII.J

7.7

51

16.6

1i,0

7.4

216

14.4

96

2%

10.5

7.0

4.1

16 5

11.0

7.4

24.1

16 1

10.7

31,7

21.r

14.1

3%

94

6.2

4.2

14.4

96

6.4

20.6

13.7

9.2

26.9

17 9

I 1.9

4%

1r

4.7

3.2

|.2
7.4

50

16.3

10.8

7.2

21.3

t4.2

9.5

2%

10 2

68

4.5

16 2

10.8

7.2

23.8

159

10.6

31.4

20.9

140

3%

9,1

6.0

4.0

14.1

9.4

6.2

20.3

13.5

90

266

r77

11.8

4%

68

4.5

3,0

10.9

7.2

4,8

15.9

106

1.1

210

14.0

o2

Q,: total demand (millions oï passenger-trips)

0: annual growth rate of net beneÍits

^t: 
average time saving per passenger (hours)

r: inteíest rate

C,: ênnual fixed maintenance and operating costs (€ million)

Cc: annual variable cost of the conventional mode (€ million)

make it very diff icult to introduce upgraded ser-

vices on existing routes, the case for HSR invest-

ment is stronger. The case will also be stronger in

circumstances where high speed rail provides

major environmental benef its or indirect econom-

ic benefits.

3.5 CONCLUSTONS

The case for building new High Speed Rail (HSR)

infrastructure depends on its capacity to generate

social benefits which compensate for the con-

struction, maintenance and operation costs. Deci-

sions to invest in this technology have not always

been based on sound economic analysis. A mix of

arguments, besides time savings-sirategic con-

si derations, envi ron menta I ef f ects, regiona I devel-

opment, and so forth-has often been used with

inadequate evidence to support them.

d: proportion of generated traífic

v: average value of time (€/hour)

l: investment cost per kilometer (construction + NPV of rolling stock, e million)

T: life of the project (years)

Co: ánnu?l maintenance and operating cost variable with Q (€ million)

C.=I/2(Cr+Cq)

Whether HSR investment is socially profitable

depends on the local conditions, which deter-

mine the magnitude of costs, demand levels and

external benefits such as reduced congestion or

pollutron f rom other modes. Given the costs, the

expected net social benefit of the investment in

HSR relies heavily on the number of users and its
composition (diverted and generated passengers)

and the degree of congestion in the corridor af-

fected by the investment. HSR projects require a

high volume of demand with enough economic

value to compensate for the high cost involved in

providrng capacity and maintaining the line. lt is

not only that the number of passengers must be

large, a high willingness-to-pay for the new facil-
ity is required: man! users who obtain high ben-

ef its when switching to HSR or making more jour-

neys.

HSR investment does not only save time but also

increases capacity for passengers as well as for
f reight, both by providing capacity itself and by
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releasing capacity on existing routes. ln those
routes characterized by serious bottlenecks, the
opportunity to upgrade the existing services is a
Íactor which may well increase the added value
of HSR.

We explored under what conditions net welfare
gains can be expected from new HSR projects. ln
this chapter, we use some simpliÍying assump-
tions with the aim of obtaining a benchmark: the
minimum level of demand from which a positive
social net present value could be expected when
new capacity does not provide additional benef its
beyond time savings from diverted and generated
demand.

It appears that only under exceptional circum-
stances (a combination of low construction costs
plus high time savings, perhaps because the ex-
isting rail infrastructure and services on compet-
ing modes are very poor) could a new HSR line be
justif ied with a level of patronage below 6 million
passengers per annum on opening; with more
typical construction costs and time savings a f ig-
ure more like 9 million passengers per annum is

needed.

Judging from the British example, allowing for
the release of capacity on existing lines may only
reduce this f igure by some 1O%; allowing for op-
timal timing may increase it. Of course in a net-
work, individual links may be justif ied with lower
levels of demand, provided that the increase in
traffic density on the network as a whole pro-

duces an equivalent additional traffic volume.

Also the demand thresholds reported in this
chapter assume benefits grow in the same order
as GDP. Where there is both underlying growth in
demand and growth in the value of time savings,
it may understate benefit growth. Signif icant en-
vironmental or indirect economic benef its would
also strengthen the case, but it appears that-
when allowance is made for the increased envi-
ronmental costs of trips diverting from conven-
tional rail-net environmental benefits may be

somewhat marginal, whilst indirect economic
benef its are both highly variable and uncertain.

Our results suggest that, given typical rail de-
mand volumes in Europe, investment in HSR in-
frastructure on a single corridor can rarely be jus-
tified on the basis of time savings and the net
willingness to pay of generated traÍf ic alone. ln-
stead the investment could be justif ied by a com-
bination of factors: the need to bypass bottleneck
sections, the existence of network benefits aris-
ing from serving a variety of traffic flows with a

single link, and the presence of congestion or en-
vironmental problems in competing transport
modes. These are indeed features of much of the
French and German high speed networks and of
proposals for Britain but are less likely to be

found in countries with lower population density
away from the core of Europe.

Ginés de Rus

University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria

Chris Nash

University of Leeds
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4
Measuring the
of High Speed

lntermodal Effects
Rail

4.L INTRODUCTION

From the point of view of the transport system as

a whole, High Speed Rail (HSR) may act as a

substitute or as a complement oÍ other transport
modes. lt acts as a competitor when provides al-
ternative transport services in the same point-to-
point market already served by air companies,
(private or public) road transport, maritime ser-

vices (such as in the Channel Tunnel) or even

conventional rail services. 0n the other hand,

HSR complements other modes when it en-
hances intermodal transport at interchange in-
frastructure (airports, ports, bus stations), be-

having as a feeder/receiver forlfrom transfer
markets (at regional or urban levels) not covered

by HSR. However although both roles become

crucial when evaluating the overall economic
impact of this technology, a larger part of the ex-

isting literature has generally focused on the
competitive edge of HSR (Pavaux 1991).

0n any given city-pair corridor, most of the rela-

tive advantage of high speed rail services is tradi-
tionally attributed to its lower travel time, which

favors direct journeys over medium distances,
whereas larger journeys tend to be dominated by

air transport, and shorter ones are mostly carried

out by road or conventional rail. When the journey

involves more than one mode, the choice of HSR

critically depends on its integration within the

overall transport system.I However, as pointed out

in SDG (2004), uthe exact range of journeys over

which high speed rail is competitive (...) clearly

I These are well-known results in transport demand litera-
ture involving modal choice. An extensive and specific

varies depending on assumptions about time re-

quired for station and airport access, check in,

etc., As a consequence, it may be deduced that
the market advantage of HSR and, presumably, its

effects on other transport modes also varies with
all the components of the generalized cost for
passengers (the relative price of transport, the
quality and reliability of other modes, and the in-

tegration of HSR within the transport system)

which are particular to specif ic routes.

The empirical evidence accumulated after more

than 30 years of operation oÍ high speed lines
(25 years in Europe) should suffice to provide a

complete analysis of the true determinant of the
intermodal effects of HSR. However, apart from

some seminal contributions (e.g., Nash 1991),
the published experiences that have attempted
to provide an integrated framework to explain the
intermodal effects of HSR are relatively scarce
(as compared to what might be expected), most-

ly due to two main reasons: f irstly, operators and

governments are mostly interested in Ihe ex-ante
research to justify these expensive schemes but
seem to lose interest in the evaluation of the
project once it has been constructed, and sec-

ondly, the research f indings are often commer-
cially confidential, particularly in Europe, since

it is expected that national rail markets will be

open to competition in the near future.

Although this gap has been f illed during the last
years, the recent empirical literature analyzing
intermodal effects of HSR is dominated by the

survey of intermodal demand modelling related to high

speed rail can be Íound in chapter 3 of C0ST318 (1998).
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papers by López-Pita (2OOIa, 2001b), López-
Pita and Robusté (2003, 2005) and López-Pita
et al. (2006), which provide a detailed technical
study of the impact of high speed rail on other
modes in terms of market shares for the most rel-
evant corridors. Janic (1993, 2003) compares
the operational performance of HSR and air passen-
ger transport across several countries, insisting
on their substitute vs. complement roles. Levin-
son et al. (1997) analyze the San Francisco-Los
Angeles corridor providing costs estimates for a

potential high speed service. At the European
level, the most comprehensive official document
so far is the COST318 (1998) study, which dis-
cusses several case studies on the interaction be-
tween high speed and air passenger transport.
Park and Ha (2006) analyze the Korean case,
whereas González-Savignat (2004) is one of the
few papers that specif ically focuses on the com-
petition between HSR and private transport.
More recent works have modelled the relation-
ship between HSR on one hand, and traditional
or low-cost airlines on the other, as in Friebel and
Niffka (2005) for Germany, lvaldi and Vibes
(2005), Crisalli et al. (2007) or Adler, Nash, and
Pels (2007). Still, the most data-extensive study
on this issue was carried out by the UIC (2003),
analyzingthe influence of low-cost air companies
and long-distance coaches on the demand of
passenger rail services in several European corri-
dors. Finally, Martín and Nombela (2007) pro-

vide intermodal share estimations for Spain in

the 2O 10-horizon.

The objective of this chapter is to contribute to
this growing literature by providing a formal ap-
proach that could clarify some of the determi-
nants that explain the intermodal effects of HSR.
For that reason, our contribution is twofold. First,
after this introduction, we summarize some of
the most relevant empirical findings related to
the intermodal effects of HSR worldwide, discuss
the substitute/complement role of high speed
and analyze, through examples f rom the existing
routes, the current situation in several countries.
Then, in section 4.3, we provide a theoretical
model that could be viewed as a methodological
approach to be used for carrying out this sort of
intermodal analysis. The model proceeds as fol-
lows: in a first step, as in lvaldi and Vibes
(2005), travellers choose a transport mode and

an operator to travel on a route between an origin
and a destination, which is modelled as a market
with differentiated services competing against
each other. Second, on the supply side, we en-
dogenize the costs oÍ the transport operators,
thus accounting for the various competitive
pressures impinging on their activity, depending
on the type of route they operate. Section 4.4
explains how this model could be solved and em-
pirically implemented, the data requirements
and the limitations it could face. Section 4.5
proposes a simulation exercise where operators'
own-price demand elasticities as well as margin-
al costs and margins are evaluated. We show
how this exercise can be implemented with very
little data, and we suggest that, on the very spe-
cif ic route we consider as example (the Paris-
Amsterdam line), and when compared with oth-
er competing transport modes, HSR faces the
less elastic demand curve and enjoys the high-
est price-cost margins. Section 4.6 is finally de-
voted to conclusions.

4.2 INTERMODAL EFFECTS OF HSR:
A SUMMARY OF EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

When choosing among alternative transport
modes, rational passengers make their deci-
sions by comparing the generalized cost of
each mode. This cost includes not only the fare
and other monetary costs, but also total travel
time, and many other factors related to the per-
ceived quality of the service (such as reliabili-
ty, comfort, amenities, safety, etc.) (see Quinet
and Vickermann 2004). From a broader per-
spective, and when the journey involves more
than one mode, integration within the overall
transport system may also affect the perceived
quality of each mode, and thus, the modal
choice. Rail terminals, for example, are often
well located in terms of accessibility to city
centers and densely populated areas, whereas
airports tend to be on the outskirts of cities,
with worse accessibility. Rail is also in a

stronger position when serving large conurba-
tions, and demand levels are sufficiently high
to warrant frequent services.
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4.2.I THE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

OF HSR: THE EFFECT OF TRAVEL TIME

All these characteristics are particularly relevant

Íor analyzingthe intermodal effects of high speed

rail services, where most existing comparisons
just relate market share to speed and distance.

SDG (2004) states for example that ((...) for
journeys of less than about 150 km, high speed

rail offers little advantage over conventional rail

and may, depending on the location of stations,

be less convenient for most passengers; for jour-

neys of approximately 150-400 km, rail is faster
than air travel even if there is no high speed line,

and HSR will instead serve to make that advan-

tage more robust; for journeys of more than 400
km, high speed is necessary for rail to become

the fastest mode and thereby make significant
mode switches realistic; and for journeys of more

than about 800 km, even with dedicated high

speed infrastructure available for the entire
route, air travel is faster.,

However, as reckoned in several case studies (for

example, Yao and Morikawa 2003), these dis-

Conventional rail

Private car

HSR

200 300 400

Distance (km)

500 600 700

2 We do not include here the (much faster) magnetic lev-

itation technology (maglev), since its commercial use is

still very limited.
3 For private car, graph 4.1 was drawn assuming an aver-

age speed of 110 km per hour on an intercity highway
plus 30 minutes (2x15) of urban traffic congestion. For

MEASURING THE INTERIVIODAL EFFECTS OF HIGH SPEED RAIL

tances are not absolute and may vary slightly
across corridors and along time. ln 1964, the

Tokaido Express Rail (Shinkansen) was operated
as the first high speed train in Japan. ln its ear-

ly stages, the Shinkansen system's main line was

capable of speeds of up to 220 km per hour and

did not offer much advantage over air transport.
But in its latest specifications, Ihe Shinkansen
was the first high speed train to reach the speed

of 591 km per hour,2 and thus become a very at-

tractive alternative even for shorter routes. For

example, in the Tokyo-Nagoya corridor (366 km),

air services have been highly reduced, as total
travel time, including airport dwelling time,
might be approximately 2h 30min by air, and

slightly more than t hour by train.

ln general, as represented in graph 4.1, the
time-distance relationship just reflects the rela-

tive speed of each mode and the range of dis-
tances over which each one implies a lower gen-

eralized cost for the passenger. Only when the
comparison refers to a standardized intercity
door-to-door journey,3 and total travel time is

considered (including access and waiting time),

Airline

Graph 4.1 The modal competitive advantage of HSR

Source, Adapled Írom Sellnick (2006).
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rail (both conventional and high speed), it assumes to-
tal scheduled time plus 30 minutes of access time. ln
the case of air transport, total travel time was consid-
ered as 3 hours regardless of distance since Ílying
time variations for short distances are minimal.
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it can be safely said that HSR has a competitive
advantage (the shaded area) only for medium
distance journeys, in the range of 100-500 km,
depending on the corridor.a ln general, it is very
difficult for air transport services to compete ef-
fectively in the short-haul transport market
against other modes. ln the 500 km-plus long-
haul transport market, however, most air trans-
port services can successfully compete with high
speed rail.

Travel time is indeed the key factor explaining rail
vs. air modal share in most existing studies that
have empirically examined the intermodal effects
of high speed rail. Table 4.1 summarizes some of
the most recent f indings showing that, in general,
where the high speed train offers a journey time
of three hours or less, it captures at least 60% of
the combined rail and air market. Conversely, this
share goes down very sharply as journey time in-
creases beyond three hours.

ln all the corridors in the table, the effect of to-
tal journey time on rail share closely follows the
pattern drawn in graph 4.1, although perhaps the
Brussels-London route might be expected to
achieve a higher share and the Paris-Amsterdam
route a lower share. The strength of air competi-
tion on the first route and the weakness of that
same competition in the second one may explain
these results. lt is also noticeable that rail has

captured virtually the entire market on the Paris-
Brussels route and, in fact, there is very little air
activity between these two airports.

Table 4.1 shows that rail market share is not al-
ways a linear function of absolute travel time.
Other studies have focused instead in travel time
differences with respect to air competitors. This
approach is particularly useful for analyzing the
impact of HSR over different passenger seg-
ments. ln COST3iS (1998) it is stated, for exam-
ple, that nbusiness travellers will hardly consider
the rail alternative over medium distances if it
cannot accommodate the trip in a single day when
air can., This requires a round trip journey time
of less than six hours and a minimal difference in

a Other factors, such as network configuration, conges-
tion, etc. may afÍect the relative generalized costs (see

* Rail market share was calculated with respect t0 the combined air-rail market.

Sourcei Adapted from López-Pita et al. (2006).

access and waiting times. ln France, where rail
has become very competitive with air in many
HSR corridors, the public operator SNCF official-
ly aims at attracting around half of the business
passenger market. On average, in 2002-2005, iï
consolidated a market share (with respect to air)
oÍ 19% ip .professional tripso plus 7"Á in .other
private trips, not leisureu (Bernard 2006).

From the point of view of airlines, they reckon
that the adverse impact of HSR services is initial-
ly severe and often increases during the following
2-5 years. For example, C0ST318 (1998) asserts
that the introduction of the AVE between Madrid
and Seville (47I km) in 1992 reduced in six
months the number of weekly f lights from 71 io
40, and the airlines lost more than 20% of mar-
ket share in one year. The Paris-Lyon south-east
route (450 km) was opened in 198i as the very
f irst route of the TGV, and immediately had a sig-
nificant intermodal impact. By 1997, once other
high speed routes had been also introduced, air-
lines' share in domestic passenger transport mar-
kets had decreased by almost half, from 30% to
16%, especially in medium distance routes (as

predicted in graph 4.1). ln some longer routes the
impact after three years of HSR services was also
significant: in the Paris-Marseille corridor (700
km), the air transport share dropped from 45-55"/,

Corridor (km)

Tokyo-0saka (515)

Tokyo-0kayama (643)

Tokyo-Hiroshima (814)

Tokyo-Fukuoka (1069)

Paris-London (257)

Paris-Amsterdam (5i4)

Brussels-London (204)

Paris-Geneva (339)

Paris-Brussels (183)

Rail sharo (*l-

B1%

E 10/

41%

9%

66%

457.

60%

35%

100%

Ygar

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2004

2005

2003

2006

Travel time

2h 30min

3h 16min

3h 5lmin

4h 59min

2h 40min

4h 10min

2h 20min

3h 30min

th 25min

ïABLE 4.1: Travel time and rail market share on selected
corridors
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Io 35-45%, and in the Paris-Nice route (900 km)

it fell from 55-65% to f igures around 50-60%.

ln the longer run, it has been argued that this re-

trenchment by the airlines, as well as having en-

vironmental and congestion benefits at airports,
will tend to reinÍorce the rail demand effect.
Wilken (2000) points out that in France the in-
troduction of HSR caused a sharp reduction in

the number of regional flights, and there was also

a movement towards smaller planes. ln ihe two
years after HSR introduction rn the Paris-Lyon

corridor, the change in aircraft movements be-

tween their airports was only 0.53% per year,

compared Io a 9.3% increase per year between

Paris and Bordeaux, which at the time had no

high speed services.

Another example corresponds to the Paris-London

corridor, where trains are winning the competition
against aircraÍts. By August 2004, ihe HSR had

captured 68% oÍ this market (Givoni 2005), al-
though the airlines continued to offer about 60
flights a day between Heathrow and Charles de

Gaulle airports. ln general, although the airlines
are likely to lose from this competition, they will
not exit the market if such routes are important at
the network level and are used to feed traffic into

the more profitable (mainly long-haul) routes.

Other alternative will be the low-cost and charter
flights segments, which can possibly compete
more advantageously with HSR.

With respect to the eÍfects of the introduction of
HSR on road and conventional rail market shares,

the comparable evidence across countries is more

limited due to the lack of accurate passenger trav-

el statistics of road users. ln general, as showed

by table 4.2,Ihe impact of high speed trains on

conventional services in Europe, after a decade of
intermodal competition, was almost def initive: on

average their share fell below 47., parlly because

many of them were just suppressed on overlap-
ping corridors, and partly because most of them
were used only by low-income passengers that
could not afford or were not willing to pay for a

seat on HSR services. The change in the road

market share was less impressive but signif icant

in allthree examples depicted in the table. As in

the case of air transport, it was heavily dependent
on ihe amount of travel time reduction, as gener-

* RoadcombinesbusandprivatecarpassengertransportiRailisconventionalrail.

Srulcer Adapted Írom Gallois (2005) and López-Pita et al. (2006).

ally predicted by several empirical studies (see

González-Savignat 2004, for example).

Finally in Japan and Korea, a large part of the
HSR share in many corridors was sfolen from
road transport. Yao and Morikawa (2003) sug-
gest that the increase in speed and frequencies
in HSR services during the last decade has led

to a reduction of at least 10% in the number of
bus travellers nationwide f or d istances below
500 km. Park and Ha (2006) reports a reduc-
tion of 18-25% in express bus services two
years after the introduction of HSR between
Seoul and the cities of Deagu and Busan. ln
both countries the impact of high speed trains
on air travel was also relevant, but not as large

as in Europe.

4.2.2 THE COMPETITIVE PRESSURE

OF OTHER MODES:

THE EFFECT OF PRICES

Although HSR competitive position against other
modes is basically determined by travel time, it is

also affected by other components of the general-

ized cost, which together define the attractive-

Paris'lyon

Road

Rail

HSR

Air

i Madrid-Sevillê

Road

Rail

HSR

Air

Hamburg-Frankfurt

Road

Rail

HSR

Air

Ssfore HSR (1980)

29%

40%

0%

3r%

8eÍore HSR (1991)

44%

I6%

0%

40%

BeÍore HSR (1985)

110/

23%

0%

t0%

After HSR (1997)

L) /o

to/

10%

6%

After HSR (2002)

30%

I/o

6t%

8%

After HSR (2000)

45%

20/

48%

4%

TABLE 4.2: Modal market share before and after HSR

(selected routes)
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ness and availability of a rail service in compari-
son to a rival air service on a particular corridor.

ln most European countries, high speed rail ser-
vices are publicized not only in terms of attrac-
tive fares, but also in terms of higher reliability
(even with pu nctua lity com prom ises) a nd greater
comfort (on-board amenities, distance between
seats, etc.). Table 4.3 shows, for example, that
the ratio of airfares over railfares for comparable
tariffs over selected corridors always favored the
rail, which is on average almost 50% cheaper.

The emergence oÍ low-cost airlines in Europe
during the last f ive years was initially seen as a
serious threat to the price advantage of rail ser-
vices, particularly in the leisure market. Howev-
er, according to an empirical study carried out by

the UIC (2003), most of the risk is limited to
conventional rail services, whereas competition
with HSR services is restricted to a few corridors
in France and Germany. This latter result was re-

cently confirmed by Friebel and Niffka, (2005),
who also point out that most of the low-cost air-
lines' market share is stolen from conventional
airlines. Furthermore, some rail companies have
learned to react to this menace by launching
their own low-cost services, with fewer on-board
services and a greater focus on the price.

With respect to f requency, its increase has been
long identified as one of the best strategies of
railroads against alternative transport modes. ln
most cases, the control of infrastructure and
overall traffic planning by the railways allows
them (in contrast to most airlines in airports) to
adapt their schedules more easily to changing
demand cond itions. Leboeuf (2006) says that,
under no congestion conditions, high speed

trains are apt to be operated like shuttles. ln
Japan, for example, the timetable on main lines
is based on departures every 4 Io 12 minutes
from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m. ln most European HSR

corridors there are more than 25 services per

day, an advantage rarely matched by air com-
petitors due to airport capacity limits and air
traffic congestion.

4.2.3 THE GROWING ROLE OF HSR

AS A COMPLEMENT TO OTHER

TRANSPORT MODES

Although this is a topic that is just emerging in

the literature and, so far, has not been formally
considered in detail, a final element that could
determine the effects of HSR on other transport
modes is the degree of intermodality it allows. As
pointed out by López-Pita and Robusté (2003),
the collaboration between the railways and the
plane wrth respect to airport access goes back to
the 1950s with the establishment of rail links to
facilitate travel by this mode of transport to air-
ports. But the idea of complementarity between
air services and high speed trains at airports is

much more recent, dating back to 1985, when
the French government decided to build the ln-
terconnection high speed line linking the TGV-

South-East, TGV-Atlantic, and TGV-North lines in

the Paris suburbs since it was also intended to
serve Charles de Gaulle airport. This first high
speed station entered commercial service in No-
vember 1994.

From the viewpoint of users, HSR and air trans-
port services are complementary if the combina-
tion instead of a single transport mode is pre-
ferred for travelling between two cities. From
the viewpoint of transport operators, HSR is a

complement to air transport if it replaces short-
haul feeder flights connecting into and out of
long-haul flights by using feeder trains accord-
ing to a compatible (balanced) timetable. Gen-
erally, the literature identifies three types of
complementary networks, if commercially vi-
able, that may exist:

1)HSR may partially replace air transport in col-
lecting and distributing passenger flows be-
tween a hub airport and particular spokes. 0ne

Ratio: AirÍare / RailÍare

Paris-Marsei I I e

Mad rid-Seville

Fra n kÍu rt-Ham bu rg

Rome-Milan

Business
(First class)

]177

r29

L43

a 1a

Í{on-business
(Second class)

263

1 8i

2.r1

2.00

Sdrrcei Adapted from López-Pita and Robusté (2005) and Leboeuf (2006)

TABLE 4.3: Airfares vs. HSR Íares on selected European

corÍid0rs
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such example is Frankf urt airport, where many
short-haul domestic air transport services have

been replaced by equivalent HSR services (see

Grimme 2006).
2) More generally, HSR may completely substi-

tute air transport by providing feeder services
between a hub and spokes, while air transport
exclusively connects hub airports to each oth-

er. One example could take place is the con-
nection between Paris and Rome by air services,

which would be fed by HSR instead of short-
haul air transport services (Givoni and Banis-

ter 2006).
3) Air transport services may connect hub air-

ports with spokes while HSR provides exclu-
sive surface connections between hub airports
themselves. One example of this case is the al-
ready-mentioned HSR line connecting Paris

Charles de Gaulle airport and Lyon airport,
which is partially fed by air passengers.

Although the f igures are promising (4% of pas-

sengers at Paris-Roissy airport currently arrive or

depart by means oÍ high speed trains, according
to López-Pita 2OOG), the arrival of high speed to
some European airports has just begun to devel-

op intermodality in the transport system. An im-
proved connection of airports to the rail network

and a better operational integration between rail-
roads and airlines are still required around the
world. For this reason, in the model developed in

MEASURING THE INTERIVIODAL EFFECTS OF HIGH SPEED RAIL

the next sections we will mainly focus on the role

oÍ HSR as a competing transport mode.

4.3 EXPLAINING THE INTERMODAL
EFFECTS OF HSR: A THEORETICAL
APPROACH

According to the empirical evidence analyzed in
previous sections, the intermodal effects of HSR

depend, from the point of view of passengers, on

the relative generalized cost Íor each mode, a

term which includes not only the fares, but also
the travel time and other elements related to the
overall quality of the service. ln this section, we

depart from the literature on differentiated prod-

ucts to propose a model that describes the pas-

senger's modal and operator choice, the f irms'
price and cost decisions, and the overall equilib-
rium in a market where intermodal competition
plays a disciplinary role on rivals.

4.3.1 TRAVELLERS' MODAL CHOICE

We develop here a model of demand for transport
services that accounts for the type of transport
mode as well as the type of operator offering the
service. Different transport services are seen as

differentiated products offered by operators com-
peting in an oligopolistic market, which is usual-

Road 0therHSR

Traveller's choice

AirlVode

0perator
Rail Traditiona I

airline 1

ïrad itional

airline k

Low-cost

airline I
Low-cost

airline moperator
Bus / Car

Graph 4.2 The traveller's decision among alternative transport modes
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ly a route between two cities. According to what
was described in previous sections, transport
services are differentiated in several dimensions
composing the generalized price, which includes:
(1) travel time, (2) fare, and (3) various quality
variables such as the comfort and amenability,
onboard services and extras, ease of interconnec-
tion, service on board, whether the service is di-
rect or not, etc.

The chain of decisions made by a representative
traveller at the moment of choosing a transport
operator is presented in graph 4.2. Firs| the indi-
vidual chooses among the set of transportation
modes, which includes air transportation, high
speed rail, private car, or an alternative decision.
Note that the alternative decision may be to trav-
el with conventional rail or not to travel at all. ln
a second step, the traveller may choose a specif-
ic operator inside a transportation mode. The air
transportation set includes traditional airline op-
erators as well as low-cost airlines.

This particular decision tree, standard in trans-
port demand literature since McFadden (1975),
suits perfectly to our integrated approach to the
intermodal effects of HSR transport. Depending
on which route is considered, we could as well
consider an additional decision node inside the
airline transportation set, where travellers choose
between traditional and low-cost airlines, and
then choose the type of operator they want to
travel with. This may be potentially relevant on

routes where the share of business travellers is
high, as these passengers are particularly sensi-
tive to the quality of service oÍfered on board.
Since considering a three-step decision proce-

dure would complicate significantly the exposi-
tion, and since its relevance is strongly depen-
dant on the type of data available, we leave this
possibility for further research.

Our theoretical analysis departs from a precise

def inition of the utility of the transport user. lt is
inspired by the literature on differentiated prod-

ucts and oligopolistic markets. ln particular, the
speciÍication closely follows the exposition of the
nested /ogif model in Berry (1994), and the inter-
modal competition model of lvaldi and Vibes
(2005). The key elements of the travellers' utility
are the characteristics of the transport services

they choose as well as the travellers' preferences.

All characteristics and preferences are assumed
to be observed by the participants in the market
but are not necessarily observed by an external
analyst. The researcher only observes the market
outcomes of prices and quantities sold by each
f irm, as well as other service characteristics.

We group the transport decisions 7 into G + 1 ex-

haustive and mutually exclusive sets, where
g = O, I,..., G. Thus a decision consists in trav-
elling from origin to destination for instance with
a particular low-cost carrier, while a transport set
would be for instance air transportation. The out-
side decision, j= O, is assumed to be the only
member of group 0. The utiliiy of traveller i for
transport service 7 depends on the characteristics
of the service and the traveller's. We can denote
this utility as

Ue,, E, p1 (,u, e,,) . (4.1)

The variables in the utility function are as Íol-
lows: x, and E, denote, respectively, observed and
unobserved (by the researcher) service character-
istics. Observed characteristics include those de-
scribed above (i.e., travel time and quality vari-
ables); unobserved ones are those that may be

specif ic to one particular operator, and that can-
not be systematically measured or observed; p, is
the vector of prices; (,, and eu are random vari-
ables reflecting individual i's deviation from the
mean valuation; the term (* is traveller's i utility,
common to all services belonging to group g,

whereas the term e, is traveller's I's utility, spe-
cif ic to transport service 7.

For ease in exposition, we assume that the utili-
ty in (4.1) can be rewritten linearly as

u, = à, * (,r* (1 - o)eu @.2)

where the f irst term, àr, is the mean valuation for
service i, common to all travellers. lt depends on

the price of service i, p' its observed character-
istics, x,, and its unobserved characteristics, l,:

à, = x,0 - api+ Ei (4.3)
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Note that a and B are parameters to be estimated.
A third parameter to estimate, 0 s d s 1, deserves

additional explanations. lt measures the correla-
tion of the travellers' utility across transport ser-

vices belonging to the same group. lf o = 1, there
is perfect correlation of preferences for services
belonging to the same group. ln this case, prod-

ucts are perceived as perfect substitutes. As o de-

creases, the correlation of preferences for services

within the same group decreases. lf o = 0, there
is no correlation of preferences; travellers are

equally likely to switch to services in a different
group as to services in the same group in response

to a price increase. Thus this framework allows
modelling correlation between groups of similar
services in a simple way.

Each traveller chooses the service 7 that maxi-
mizes his/her utility. In particular, a traveller
chooses a travel alternative yfrom group gonly if
u,j > u,j,,V j' =i. lÍ we assume that the expres-
sion (u + (1 - o)eu follows an extreme value distri-
bution, we can write the market share of service

I inside the total group g as

s//s = exp(à, 1tt - ol)lo, , (4.4)

where D" can be written as

D,=2.*n (4,/tr - ol) , (4.5)
ie c.

Similarly the probability of choosing one of the
group g services is

IVIEASURING THE INTERIVIODAL EFFECTS OF HIGH SPEED RAIL

vice is the only member of group zero, i.e., Do=1,
the market share of the outside travel service is
then

1
(4.8)' IDt"

Hence we can write the absolute market share of

service 7 as

To make this model amenable to the data, a prac-

tical procedure suggested by Berry (1994) pro-

ceeds as follows: taking the logs of the market

shares s, and so as well as the group share su in

(4.7), (4.8), and (4.6) respectively, and substi-
tuting, we obtain the following expression that
can be drrectly estimated:

ln (sr) - ln (so) = x,B - ap, + olns* + (i. @.9)

An estimation of o,, B, and o can be obtained us-

ing a simple linear regression of the difference in

log market shares on services characteristics and

the log of the within group share. Note that shares

can be obtained as sl = Q,lq, and si,, = QilQu,

where q, is the demand of service y in tlLe market,
while q denotes the total size of the market, and
qs is the size of the segment g. Note also that de-

mand can be measured directly as the number of

travellers, or the number of travellers-kilometers
carried. Finally note that the within group share,

s,,, is potentially endogenous, suggesting the

need for additional exogenous variables that are

correlated with the group share.

4.3.2 TRANSPORT OPERATORS' PROFITS

Let us now turn to the supply side. Since we have

already seen how travellers make their optimal
travel decision, we need to def ine how transport
operators behave, that is, how they maximize
their prof it to determine their optimal pricing

rule. We will thus obtain a simple economic rule
that ties transport fares to operators' marginal

costs, depending on demand elasticity.

BeÍore entering into these details, we need to in-

troduce the operators' cost f unction. We will as-

sume that transport operators may face different
incentives to reduce operating costs, depending
on the degree of competition they face. Consider
for instance a route that is operated by a HSR op-

s
c

D r-o
c=-

ID t*
(4.6)

(4.7)
.*o (0, /tr - ol)

S.= S..S =
) D r-6Do

Assuming that the mean utility of the outside
travel decision is 0, i.e., ào=0, and that this ser-
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erator and several airlines (traditional and/or low-
cost). The HSR operator competes against group
goperators, while an airline of group gcompetes
at the same time against the HSR operator as

well as the other airlines. We therefore consider
that a transport operator is given higher incen-
tives to reduce operating costs and improve its
technology if more operators of the same type
(group) are present on the same route. This can
be accounted for through the structure oÍ the
cost function.

4.3.2.1 The primal cost function

To produce a volume oÍ service Q,, Íirm 7 requires
quantities of labor, f, materials, m,, and capital,
k. Denote as wt, wn, and w, the price of labor,
materials and capital, respectively. Also denote
by crthe observed operating cost of f irm 7. An im-
portant feature of our model is that the actual op-
erating cost may differ from the minimum oper-
ating cost. lnefficiency may prevent operators
Írom reaching the required output level q, at the
minimum cost, and this may result in upward
distorted costs. Firms can also undertake cost re-
ducing activities to counterbalance their ineffi-
ciency. They can engage in process research and
development; managers may spend time and ef-
fort in improving the location of inputs within the
network. They can as well attempt to find cheap-
er suppliers, bargain better procurement con-
tracts, subcontract non-essential activities, mon-
itor employees, solve potential conflicts, etc.
Whatever these cost reducing activities may be,
we will refer to them as effort. Denote by 0, and

e,firm 7's ineff iciency and effort levels, respec-
tively. Note that these two variables are unob-
serva b le.

Each operator faces a long-run cost function,
conditional on inefficiency and effort, of the
form:

C,(Q, w, z,l e,, 0,, a) , (4.10)

where z,is a vector of service characteristics that
affects operating costs, and to is a vector of pa-

rameters to be estimated. Note Ihaï z, may in-
clude the vector x, i.e., the service characteris-
tics affecting travellers' demand may also affect
operating costs. ln transport economics, the usu-
al variables used by econometricians to capture
the observable heterogeneity across operators'
costs include variables such as the size of the op-
erator's network, and the average stage length. ln
general, which variables will enter vectors x, and

z, depends on data availability. Note also that
while inefficiency 0, is exogenous, cost reducing
effort e, is a choice variable for firm i, and will
therefore depend on the competitive pressures

impinging on the activity of the f irm.

We describe now the f irms' pricing and effort de-
cisions. Before entering into ihe analysis, it is

worth reminding that the pricing structure itself
is independent of the nature oÍ the competitive
pressures impinging on the activity of the firm.5
Thus although prices and effort are determined
simultaneously, the firms' decisions will be pre-

sented separately, for ease of exposition.

4,3.2.2 Competitive pressure

and cost reduction

This section focuses on the construction of the
structural cost function. We propose to account
for the competitive pressures impinging on the
operators' incentives to reduce costs through the
cost f unction (4.10) that is conditional on ineff i-

ciency 0, and the effort level er. Deriving the equi-
librium level of effort and plugging it back into
the conditional cost f unction allows us to derive

a structural cost function that can be estimated.
The aim of this approach is twofold. First, we can
test whether the different transport operators are

involved in different cost reduction activities, de-
pending on which transport mode they operate,
as well as the degree of competitive pressure in-
side the particular market (route) they operate.
Second, accounting for these changes in incen-

The way we incorporate the technical inefÍiciency and
effort parameters allows the incentive-pricing dichoto-
my principle to hold (Laffont and Tirole 1993). This

means that the same pricing formula applies whether
we assume strong or weak competitive pressures.
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tives through the cost structure enables us to re-

duce the source of misspecification, and avoid

biases in the estimation of the technological pa-

rameters.

As mentioned before, a firm can exert effort erto
reduce its operating cost cr. The cost reduction
activity induces an internal cost rJl(e, I p) where
p is a parameter to be estimated. Taking into
consideration the operating cost reduction and

the internal cost of effort, the operator sets the
optimal effort level e, that maximizes its profit.
Firm 7's prof it is the difference between revenue
Ri= ptgr(.) and total cost c,(er) + t(ei I p)'

r,(x,, p1 w, z, @) = pfl,(x, pj, Et d) -
(4.11)

- ci@t w, z,l er 0r, or) - rh(er l u) ,

where @ = (d, o, p.) is a vector of parameters to
be estimated, and z = (Ë,, 0r, er) is a vector of un-

observable (by the econometrician) variables to
be evaluated.

Each operator 7 determines the optimal effort lev-

el erthat maximizes its profit in (4.11). The first
order condition is:

which implies that the optimal effort level is at-
tained by equating the marginal cost reduction
and the marginal disutility oÍ effort.

We now consider two competitive situations. First a

situation M which refers to a situation where an op-

erator is a monopolist inside its group gon a spe-

cific route. Second a situation C which refers to a

framework where more than one firm of the same

mode operate a given market. We expect firms to
provide higher effort levels under competitive pres-

sure, i.e., 
"f 

, ,i'. Note that, to be able to derive

and identify two different closed forms for the cost

function, we need to normalize êj'= O, and let er.c

be determined by condition (4.I2).6

I\4EASURING THE INÏERI\4ODAL EFFECTS OF HIGH SPEED RAIL

Given these two effort levels, we can rewrite the
primal cost expression in (4.10) as

cf @, w, z,l ef ,0r, <r) , (4.13)

where R denotes the type of competitive regime,

that can be either M or C. Note that equation
(4.13) entails two different cost structures that
are conditional on the specif ic market studied.

4.3.2.3 Optimal pricing

Each transport operator in the market is sup-
posed to be a price setter. Each operator 7 deter-
mines the optimal price p,; that maximizes the
profit function:

r,(x, py w, z, @) = pfl,(x, pt Ej, d) -
(4.r4)

- ci'(Qr wj, zjl ejR,0r, <'l) - rf(erR I u) ,

where the associated f irst-order condition is

_ ac,(q,,w,,2,1e,,0,,a) whereMCf=ïc'R(QrwrzileiR,0r,<'l)/áqristhe

ae - = rh'(e; I p) , (4.I2) marginal cost conditional on the type of competi-
tive regime R.

(4.15)

Note that, from section 4.3.1, asf)lapj =

- oasf .)/dàr, so the f irst-order condition (4.15)
can be rewritten as depending on ósr(')/aàj, Dif-
ferentiating s, in equation (4.7), we obtain

s,(x,, p,, 8,, d)
o.= MCR'r ' ut,(xrprErdlap,

1
as,(')/aà, = ,' sj

r-o [t - os^- (1 - ols/ . t+.to)

Hence, the pricing equation (4.15) is reinterpret-
ed as

1-o
O=MC.Rt-'t ' o(1-osrr-(1 -o)sr)

(4.r7)

6 This assumption is justif iable given that what matters in
our analysis is the diÍference ef - {. Note that we

do not force erM to be positive when estimating it.
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lnterestingly, the margin set by the operator de-
pends on the correlation o of the travellers' utili-
ty across transport services belonging to the
same transport group g. As emphasized before, if
d = 0, there is no correlation of preferences and
travellers are equally likely to switch to products
in a different group as to products in the same
group in response to a price increase. To set
prices, the operators care about the market share
sl, but do not care about the market share within
grOup S//s.

As o increases, the market share within group be-
comes more important. When o = 1, operators
face perfect correlation of preferences for servic-
es belonging to the same group, i.e., different
transport services are perceived as perfect sub-
stitutes. ln this case, prices are set equal margin-
al costs. Hence, altogether, prices, market
shares, and market shares within groups allow
identifying d. Note that, from equation (4.I7),
the own-price elasticity of service y demand can
be computed as

4.4 IMPLEMENTING THE MODEL:
A METHOD TO MEASURE
INTERMODAL EFFECTS

We propose now an empirical application of our
model. We f irst consider a Cobb-Douglas technol-
ogy for our cost Íunction. Once the structural
cost form is obtained, our model is ready to be

estimated. We then comment on the estimation
procedure. We suggest that the three demands,
pricing, and cost equations should considered al-
together, and we propose an additional discus-
sion on the information that is required to identi-
fy the model. Finally, we comment on the data
that are needed for the analysis.

4.4.I COBB-DOUGLAS TECHNOLOGY

We assume a Cobb-Douglas specif ication for the
cost f unction presented in (4.13). This specif ica-
tion retains the main properties desirable for a

cost function, while remaining tractable. Alterna-
tive more flexible specifications, such as the
translog function, lead to cumbersome computa-
tions of the f irst order conditions when effort is

unobservable.T The cost Íunction is then speci-
fied as:

cl = 0o w,ï, w,i, wkïk qïs zPz

(4.2r)
exP[ 91 (0, - e/ + à,1 ,

where à, is an error term. We impose homogene-
ity of degree one in input prices, i.e., <rt,+ om + ttlk
= 1. The reader should remember that 0, and e;

are both unobservable. The inefficiency 0, is

characterized by a density function Í(0) defined
over an interval [0., +*1, where 0, denotes the
most eff icient transport operator. Second, the ef-
fort e, is defined as follows. lt has the following
convex cost of effort function, with S(0) = 0,

$'(er) > O, and rJr"(er) > 0,

t(er) =exp(pe,)-1, p>O (4.22)

applying parametric techniques, we need a Cobb-Dou-
glas speciÍication.

\j= sPi
1o

+ 

-s..
J1^1-l/Cr - () r - ()

(4.18)

(4.19)

and, correspondingly, the cross price elasticities
are f inally given by:

aQi Pk
\i.t = -::- O-Qksk ,' dP* ql

jrk, j€9, kê9,

aQi Pk
Ii,l= ^ 

-=aPxSn
' oPt qi

j-k, j,keg

7 ln particular, in order to solve for equation (4.I2), plug
it into equation (4.10), and estimate equation (4.13)

íl jq.tl,
\1-o sk I (+.ZOl
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Using the functional forms of operating costs
(4.2I), the cost oÍ effort (4.22), and the f irst or-

der condition for effort (4.I2), we can express

the effort level for regime C. The first-order con-

dition that determines the effort level ec can now

be written as:

6-= p exp(Ue,) @.23)

Substituting (4.2I) in (4.23), we can solve for ec

dS:

1
ê,'= -:- (o.lo + trlolnq, + co,lnw,. +' r+u ' t 

@.24)
+ cri lnuv + o.r,lnt,v, + a,lnz,+ 0r- lnF + àr) ,mmj rrj

whilee-M=0.

As suggested by the new theory of regulation, the

effort level of a firm increases with 0,, i.e., a more

inefficient operator optimally exerts more efÍort
than a less ineff icient operator, a2cla0,ae, < O.

Moreover operators provide less effort when effort
is more costly, i.e., when the cost reducing tech-
nology parameter p is larger. Substituting back

ef and erM into (4.2I) allows us to obtain the fi-
nal forms to be estimated cc(.) and ctr('). We get:

lncc = co+ ailnw, + a,lnw, + ailnwn *rO.rU,

+ allnq,+ ailnz,+ r0, + ài ,

IiIEASTJRING THE INTERIVODAL EFFECTS OF HIGH SPEED RAIL

lnc,= u,c(6o + or jln w, + ailnw,,* ,ílnwn +

+ ojlnq + a)lnz,+ t0,+ ài) +

+ urM(lnoo + u,lnw, + orln w, + i.lnlnwu +

+ onlnq + a,'lnz,+ 0, + àr) ,

(4.27)

where urc takes value 1 if the competitive regime
is of C type, and O otherwise, while u,.tr takes val-

ue 1 iÍ the competitive regime is of Mtype and 0
otherwise. ln the course of the estimation, sever-

al vectors urc and urM will be assumed, depending
on which market (route) is considered, and there-
fore which competitive regime affects the cost re-

ducing activity of competitors. From equation
(4.27), one obtains immediately the marginal

costs MCrR in equation (4.I7).

4.4.2 ESTIMATION

The system to be estimated is made of the de-

mand equation (4.9), the pricing equation
(4.I7), and the cost equation (4.27). The de-

mand parameters to be estimated are c, B, and o;

those from ihe cost equation are o and p". The

observed variables are demand Q' fares p' serv-

ice characteristics x, affecting the mean valua-

tion, costs c/, input prices uv' and service charac-
teristics z, aÍfecting costs. The econometric error
terms are the parameters €r, 0,, and àr. Note that
0, is at the same time an error term and an inef-
f iciency parameter to be estimated.

Since prices pj and demand q,are potentially en-

dogenous, the system needs to be estimated with
instrumental variables techniques. The cost
function (4.27) includes a non-observable pa-

rameter, 0r, which is, from the viewpoint of the
econometrician, an unobservable random vari-
able in the same sense as àrand Ër. lt plays a cen-

tral role in the analysis since it is at the same

time the parameter measuring operators' ineffi-
ciency and the source oÍ heterogeneity across

them. We assume that 0, is characterized by a

Half-Normal density function Í(0)which needs to
be estimated. The main advantage of such frame-
work is its ease of exposition, which is important
for us, since, on the cost side, we aíe more con-

and

lncM = ln<ro + a,lnw,+ or.ln w^,+ illolnwn,+t I (4.26)
+ onlnq, + a,lnz,+ 0, + à, ,

where "Í = p/1 + Ë, co = r'ro + (1/1 + p)(lnp - oro),

0)' = ï(0, and à' = ïà

It is interesting to note that lim 0)' = cD, suggesting

that, as the cost of effort grows, the effort level

falls, and expression (4.25) converges lo (4.26).
This implies that if effort is not properly identi-
f ied, the estimates of the cost elasticities are bi-
ased. The cost f unction to be estimated is then:
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cerned with the discussion around the cost re-

ducing activity of the operators than with exoge-

nous inefficiency. Note that, when estimating
this cost-f unction, one needs to compute the in-
tegral of the joint density function of 0, and à,

over [0, +cc].8 Finally, note that the system is
identified and all parameters can be recovered,
given the homogeneity of degree l in input
pri ces.

4.4.3 THE REQUIRED DATA

We consider that transport operators may enter
and compete f reely on any route oÍ their choice.
Their pricing policies and cost reducing effort
may change from one route to another, depend-
ing on the competitive environment they face, as

well as other key variables as discussed in the
previous sections. As a result, the degree of com-
petition between different transport mode, or in-
side a specific transport mode may vary from one

route to another.

The relevant observation to conduct the empiri-
cal analysis should therefore be at the route lev-

el. ldeally, the econometrician should gather ob-
servations on several routes where both HSR and

airlines are present. The dataset may be a cross-
section or a panel. ln case of a panel dataset, the
time unit should be the maximum period during
which transport fares proposed by all operators
competing on the same route, demand, and num-
ber of competitors are constant, i.e., the equilib-
rium is unchanged.

As specified above, the minimum information re-
quired to conduct the empirical analysis entails
observing on each route, and for each operator,
fares, demand, marginal costs, the time travel,
and at least one variable on the quality of the
service. As mentioned in section 4.1, these vari-

ables are usually difficult to obtain. While prices
for all operators can nowadays be observed on a
daily basis without much problem, difficulties
start at the moment of obtaining information on

demand. The econometrician may therefore have

to get the data from data directly from the oper-
ators, but making all the data coincide (same

route, same time period) is currently an almost
insuperable task.e

4.5 SIMULATION

The methodology proposed in this chapter serves

as an integrated approach that allows a full
analysis of the intermodal eÍfects of HSR. To

complete it, we propose in this section a simple
simulation exercise on a specific city-pair route,
i.e., Paris-Amsterdam (514 kilometers) in order
to test the results of our economic model.lo We

focus on the pricing, own-price elasticity, and

cross-price elasticities expressions presented in

equations (4.I7 )-(4.20) respectively.

In spite of lacking detailed data on costs and
prices, this route is appropriate to our test since
various transport operators of different modes
compete over the distance. These operators are

Thalys (high speed rail), Vueling (low-cost air-
line), Air France and other companies (tradition-
al airlines), Eurolines (bus), and various conven-
tional rail operators. (SNCF in France, SNCB in
Belgium and NS in the Netherlands). We there-
fore define a group g, of airlines which contains
two services /1 and l, RrovideO by low-cost and

traditional operators. Likewise, we define a sec-

ond group g, of rail services which contains two
services ,b and /4 of HSR and conventional rail.
The bus operator is f inally dropped since we only
have aggregate information at the road level

which does not allow us to disentangle private ve-

hicles from bus transportation activities.

For more details on these issues, the reader should re-
fer to Kumbhakar and Lovell (2000).
Several papers have attempted to overcome these limi-
tations by using calibrations and simulation procedures
(as in lvaldi and Vibes 2005) or by using aggregated
models completed by demand predictions based on
gravity techniques (such as MartÍn and Nombela 2007)
or surveys (as in De Rus and Román 2006).

t0 Ful/ intermodal competition (among all the modes de-
picted in graph 4.2) is still rare, as pointed out by
López-Pita et al. (2006). ln most domestic routes with-
in Europe, HSR have completely replaced conventional
trains, and low-cost competition only exists on selected
international destinations (such as Paris-Amsterdam).
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We have gathered information on prices (average

fares in off-peak season for a one-way seat) and
modal market shares in the Paris-Amsterdam
route for 2005 for both airline and railgroups.tl
The data enable us to evaluate prices, as well as

market shares s, and group market shares s,,, in
equations (4.I7)-(4.20). We however have no in-
formation on marginal costs MQ, the demand
elasticity parameter a, or the parameter o that il-
lustrates the correlation of preferences inside a

transport mode. We need to simulate values for
both parameters c and o. Once this is done, we

are able to provide estimates of marginal costs
MC,, own price elasticities 1,, cross price elastic-
ities 1^ and price-marginal costs margins (pr -
MC,\IO,for each of the four services f defined
above.

We consider that o takes values between O.1 and

1. We can check ex-post which values of o are

more relevant in our context. Likewise, we need

values of o that stick as much as possible to the
reality. We use two sources of information: First,
lvaldi and Vibes (2005) suggest that, on the
Cologne-Berlin route, o may be close to 0.02 for
business passengers and 0.032 for leisure trav-
ellers, respectively. Although these values may

change from one route to another, we consider
them appropriate for our study in the sense that
we test a wider range of possibilities, and inap-
propriate values will be rejected by our model
and our data, as will be shown in more detail be-

low. We therefore consider values between 0.02
and 0.04. As a second source, we can also verify
ex-post which oÍ these values are relevant using
estimates of demand elasticity ri, provided by
previous studies on transportation demand.12

The f irst set of results is presented in table 4.4.
Using the model developed in previous sections,
we compute values of own-price demand elastic-
ities, marginal costs, and price-cost margins for
each service j, depending on the values of o and

o. A higher a implies a more elastic demand

tr The available data are as follows: low-cost auline (Vueling):
price €50, si= 0.3, and sru= 0.47. Traditional airlines (av-

erage values): price e90, si= 0.34, and srr= 0.53. High

speed rail (Thalyd: price €44, s;= 0.3, and s/s= 0.97.
Conventional rail (average values for an international
travel combrning three national operators): price €85,
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with respect to the own price. Likewise, a high-
er o entails a more elastic demand. These re-

sults are coherent with the economic intuition:
ln particular, as o increases, the degree oÍ sub-
stitution between two transport services of the
same group increases, and a price increase of
one of these services increases the willingness
of travellers to switch to the other service of the
same group. Second, marginal costs increase
and margins decrease with a and o. Again, this
result goes in line with the theory: Margins de-
crease if demand is more elastic or if competing
transport alternatives become more homoge-

nous. This provides a much general f ramework to
analyse the impact of intermodal competition
when HSR is involved.

It can be seen that no information is provided for
HSR when q < 0.3. The reason is that we obtain
negative marginal costs for these values of o,
suggesting that, on this particular route, values
of a > 0.3 are certainly more relevant to describe
the intermodal competition between airlines and

HSR. A value of a close to 0.4 is probably the
most indicated. For this reason, we present a f ull
range of o between 0.1 and 1 in this case only.

Note that, in this case, demand elasticities for
airlines are quite high, and the correlation pa-

rameter o should be equal to, or lower than 0.5
in order to obtain elasticity values that remain
close to reality (see footnote 11). This in turn
suggests that low-cost and traditional air servic-
es on one hand, and high speed and convention-
al rai I services on the other hand are Íar from be-

ing considered as homogenous services by the
travellers.

Several additional comments are worth empha-
sizing. Focusing now only on the airl ines group,

our results suggest that low-cost airlines enjoy in
general price margins (marginal cost, respective-
ly) that are at least 50% higher (lower, respec-
tively) than the ones of traditional airlines. This
is not a surprising result since the literature on

si= 0.01, and srr= 0.03. Note that the market shares sug-
gest that all services are almost equally important in the
market.

12 See, Íor example, Goodwin (1992) or Oum, Waters, and
Yong. (1992).
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TABLE 4.4: lntermodal competition effects:own-pÍice elasticities, marginal costs, and price margin simulations
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prrce elastÍcities. Marginal costs IMA are giuen in Euros. Prices and markel shares c0rrespond t0 lh0se in footnote I L

airlines has shed light on this type of discrepan-
cies between low-cost and traditional airlines.
Second, and this is probably the most interesting
result, a comparison of airlines and high speed
rail suggests a clear advantage of the HSR in
terms of demand elasticities and margins. Note
indeed that the HSR demand elasticity is closer
to one than the one of low-cost or traditional air-
lines, suggesting that passengers of this particu-
lar mode are less sensitive to price f luctuations
than the ones travelling on airlines. Note more-

t3 Recall that, after the introduction of Thalys TGV in the
Paris-Amsterdam route, conventional train services on this
route were dropped. For simulation purposes, we built

over that HSR enjoys very high margins. Alto-
gether, these two results may suggest that HSR

has room for the reimbursement of the costs of
infrastructure, although this result requires a

wider analysis across different routes. Finally
note that the results on conventional rail sug-
gest rather low margins and high demand elas-
ticities. These last results should, however, be

considered with caution since the price for con-
ventional services we use in the simulation is
unreal istical ly high. 13

a Paris-Amsterdam service by adding three different na-
tional services (Paris-Belgium border-Brussels-Dutch bor-
der-Amsterdam), which obviously results in a higher price.
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TABLE 4.5: Simulation: cr0ss-price elasticities
(a = 0.04)

Iilt','l iiirt.ii,:ii,llirirl:j llil:jii

rli11;5r;, 'llLl;ii 
r,.rl

iíi;

18.39

Finally table 4.5 presents estimates of cross-

price demand elasticities for low-cost and tradi-
tional airlines, as well as HSR, when o. = 0.04.
Again, we are conf ident that o should be close to

0.5 or lower. The results suggest that the most

important price effects on demand are those of

the traditional airlines on the demand of HSR

(1rrr,, = 7-224), and those of the traditional air-

lines on the demand of low-cost airlines (trr' be-

tween 2 and 3 most probably). On the other

hand, a change of the price of HSR seems to
have a limited effect on the demand oÍ low-cost

and traditional airlines. Hence it seems that the

most important substitution effects are those re-

alized by passengers usually travelling with tradi-
tional air companies. These travellers are more

sensitive to a change in the price of the service

of these companies. Passengers travelling by

HSR and low-cost airlines are less sensitive to
change in prices of their usual transport mode.

These results are in line with our estimates of

own-price demand elasticities presented in the
previous table.

Altogether these results suggest that our eco-

nomic model is quite relevant to describe the

strategic interaction between transport operators

MEASURING THE INTERIVODAL EFFECÍS OF HIGH SPEED RAIL

of the same or drfferent modes. Note that we

have not integrated the cost side of our analysis

in our simulation exercise. To test for the compe-

tition effect between several operators of the

same mode on cost reduction, we would need to

observe at least two different routes (or the same

route in two different points in time) with iwo dif-
ferent competitive structures. This was not possi-

ble in this study and should be accounted for in

future research.

4.6 CONCLUSIONS

Over the past decades, passenger transport mar-

kets have undergone important changes concern-

ing the modal distribution of the demand. The

dominant position that railways enjoyed during the

f irst half of the twentieth century has been quick-
ly eroded by the plane, for long distance trips, and

by the private vehicle, for shorter commuter dis-

tances. This has resulted in the loss of competi-

tiveness of the traditional railway in comparison to

other transport services, mainly originated by trav-

el times far superior to those of alternative modes.

ln this context, high speed rail services (HSR)

have been developed since the 1980s in Japan

and Europe as a new transport mode, as a new op-

portunity for many railroad operators, as a new

technology capable of providing answers to the

transport system in terms of economic viability
and sustainability. ln fact, HSR has already be-

come in many corridors the most convenient

modal choice for a large segment of travellers, who

face in these services a lower generalized cost.

The effects of HSR on other transport modes is
one of the key factors to account for when eval-

uating this apparent success. The interaction
between high speed rail and other modes may

take place in the Íorm of competition and com-
plementarity. Both types are relevant although
the second one has attracted more attention so

far. lntermodal competition usually results in

substitution of operations between modes, driv-
en by their commercial viability, relative market

strength and different institutional and environ-
mental constraints. Alternatively, modal substi-
tution may also improve the internal efficiency
of each particular system (substitution through
competition) and may reduce, in the broadest
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sense, the systems' cumulative burdens/emissions
on the environment (substitution through com-
plementarity).

Taking into account these two definitions, in this
chapter we have reviewed the existing empirical
evidence that quantif ies the intermodal effects of
HSR. We have found, for example, that most
studies place the competitive advantage of high
speed trains in the range of 100-500 km, thai
rail market share is closely related to time and
distance, and that the competitive pressure from
HSR on alternative transport modes affects their
efficiency and their operational strategies, as in
the case of low-cost airlines. ln most cases, these
results were compiled Írom specif ic examples on

separate corridors carried out by different stud-
ies, and an integrated theoretical approach is sel-
dom provided.

To address this limitation, we built a general
framework to study the intermodal effects of
HSR. We developed a model of demand of trans-
port services that accounts for the type of mode
as well as the type of operator offering the ser-
vice. Transport services are seen as differentiat-
ed products offered by operators competing in an

oligopolistic market, a city-pair route, which is
modelled as a market with diÍferentiated services
competing against each other in terms of gener-
alized costs, Competitors are traditional and low-
cost airline carriers, HSR operators, or private ve-

hicles. lntermodal effects are specif ically
considered by assuming that the degree of inter-
modal competition affects each operators' incen-
tive to reduce costs.

Provided that enough data on generalized costs
for each route can be collected, our model allows
the estimation oÍ a system of demand, price and
cost equations by simple econometric proce-
dures. We can then explain each mode's market
share as a function of the elements of general-

ized costs, the behavior of the transport operators
and the overall characteristics of the route. This
methodology has been put into practice through
an example on the Paris-Amsterdam route, one of
the few routes where full intermodal competition
between HSR, conventional rail and airlines (in-

cluding low-cost) do actually exist. Departing
from structural data from prices and current mar-
ket shares, we were able to simulate the behavior
of rail companies and airlines, and their impact
on each other through their respective own-price
and cross-price elasticities.

One oÍ the most interesting results from these ex-
ercise is that air services and HSR services are

not necessarily perceived as homogenous servi-
ces by the travellers, thus creating scope for dif-
ferentiation among them. Furthermore, cross-
price demand elasticities are usually lower than
one. Looking at the interaction between HSR and
low-cost airlines, for example, we see lhal a I%
increase in the price of HSR services (low-cost

airlines, respectively) entails a less than I% in-
crease in the demand of low-cost airlines services
(HSR, respectively), which restricis the possibil-
ities of price competition.

Although we believe that our model is quite in-
sightful to describe the strategic interaction be-
tween transport operators in terms of intermodal
competition attending to the specif ic features of
each mode, our empirical results should be fur-
ther explored with more corridors and better
datasets. 0ur chapter lays oÍf the foundations of
a measurement procedure, but more research on

the intermodal impacts of HSR is still needed.

Javier Campos

University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria

Philippe Gagnepain
University Carlos lll of Madrid and CEPR
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5
lndirect and Wider Economic lmpacts
of High Speed Rail

5.I INTRODUCTION

lndirect impacts, especially on the improved
economic performance at a regional level, are

oÍten used to justify additional benef its from
high speed rail (HSR) projects, sometimes even

to make the difference between a project which
is not justiÍiable on a strict user benef its basis
and viability. Regional authorities are especial-
ly vocal in using this argument in favor of proj-
ects, as for example in the development of the
Schéma Directeur TGV in France. Similar argu-
ments were heard in ltaly or in the recent dis-
cussion for a new north-south line in the UK. ln
Spain, indirect economic impacts and territori-
al balance were key political arguments also
used by different National Governments to
launch very ambitious HSR projects. For most
cities, HSR investments are great opportunities
to start major renewal projects, develop new ter-
tiary centers around new stations or even re-

move the negative impacts of pre-existing rail-
way lines. Even when regional authorities
understand that being connected to a HSR is
not an economic priority for them, short-term
real-estate business opportunities linked to ur-
ban renewal projects provide convincing evi-
dence. Since HSR is mainly financed by Na-

tional and European funds, it is politically
unavoidable that all regional authorities push in
favor of HSR.

The usual economic assumption is that, in the
short term, the time savings made by all trav-
ellers will result in a direct increase in productiv-
ity; and in the longer term the improvements in

accessibility, which the creation of a HSR link
makes, will enlarge market areas, increase the

implicit competitiveness and productivity of
firms in a newly connected region, and attract
new economic activrties, more tourists or new

residents. These assumptions may lead to three
possible outcomes: an overestimation of poten-

tial demand which inÍlates predicted user bene-
fits; an overestimation of non-user or induced
benefits; and an assumption that all potential
non-user benef its accrue to one region, ignoring
any redistribution which the changing pattern oÍ
accessibility brings about. The social and politi-
cal impact of being connected to a HSR tends to
lead to these overoptimistic assumptions.

More recent theories of the role of infrastructure
and transport improvements in regional develop-
ment have stressed the way that transport costs
(and hence accessibility) interact wiih other de-
terminants of economic development, particular-
ly scale economies and the size of market areas,

in an imperfectly competitive world. lmprove-
ments in transport may, thus, benefit f irms in

more developed core regions more than those in

less developed peripheral regions. ïhus transport
improvements to (and within) core city regions
not only provide a direct benef it in terms of the
enhanced productivity of existing workers and an

increase in employment, but through agglomera-
tion effects they raise the productivity differen-
tial of the core city relative to the rest oÍ the
economy. This reflects the positive relationship
between city size and productivity. Transport im-
provements may, thus, be as likely to lead to an

increase in regional disparities as they do to in-
creasing cohesion. This is not a universal or in-
evitable outcome; it will depend on the specific
situation of the region, the initial levels of acces-
sibility and the change in them and the existence
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of other policy measures which may accompany
the transport improvement.

Most analyses tend to be about individual links of
HSR developments, or at most of what are in
most cases simple national networks. As the net-
works developed they begun, in both north-west
Europe and southern Europe, to form internation-
al HSR networks linked to other transportation
and communication networks. This poses new is-
sues for analysis and appraisal. ln this chapter
we begin to address these issues by looking at
the evidence of the impacts on development the
emerging European HSR network has had.

We look in particular at evidence on the links be-
tween changes in accessibility and changes in re-
gional economic activity for a selection of regions,
which have benefited from the introduction of
HSR services. ln doing so, we identify some of
the limitations of existing modelling approaches.
A particular Íocus is on the relationship between
HSR networks and regional and local transport
networks and the role of accompanying policies
towards economic development. We also identify
the way that some intermediate regions may suf-
fer from the introduction of HSR services, which
form a corridor through the region with little or no

benefit and often considerable costs.

The broad conclusion from the chapter is that
HSR can be an element in improving the eco-
nomic performance of regions, but there is no
guarantee that all the impacts on any one region
are positive in the long term, or that regions not
connected to HSR will suffer any evident eco-
nomic competitive disadvantage. This leads to
some suggestions for improvements to the tech-
niques of appraisal for HSR projects.

This refers to what is now conventionally thought of as
HSR, operating on dedicated newly constructed track
with operating speeds oÍ 250 kmlh or above. The Íirst
Japanese Shinkansen was introduced in 1964 with
speeds of around 200 km/h, speeds also achieved in

5.2 THE EMERGING EUROPEAN
HSR NETWORK

High speed rail in Europe has had a 25 year pe-

riod of development from the inauguration of the
f irst French TGV service between Paris and Lyon

in September 1981.t From slow beginnings na-
tional networks have emerged in France, Ger-
many, ltaly, and Spain. An international network
bringing in Belgium, UK, and Netherlands to form
the so-called PBKAL (Paris-Brussels-Cologne-

Amsterdam-London) will be almost complete in

2007, and further international links are planned
or under construction to links the French network
to Germany (via TGV Esf), ltaly (via Lyon-Turin)
and Spain (via Perpignan-Barcelona).

This network (and the rationale for it) has

emerged a little haphazardly. The original lines in

France, Germany, and ltaly were seen largely as a

means of overcoming bottlenecks on the original
classic rail network. Such bottlenecks limited ca-
pacity, caused conflicts between types of traffic
and imposed unpredictability. lncreased speed
was in many respects an accidental by-product of
improved reliability. Constraints on improving ex-
isting, often highly curved and circuitous routes
through mountains or along river valleys led to
the often cheaper option of new construction.2
New construction could take more direct
routes-the rail distance between Paris and Lyon

was reduced by about 120 km or 20 percent-
and take advantage of more eff icient new traction
and rolling stock to employ steeper gradients and
sharper curves (there are no tunnels on the more

than 400 km of TGV between Paris and Lyon).

Taking more direct routes could mean that tradi-
tional centers along the route were no longer
served. This applied to cities such as Dijon on

the TGV-Sud Est, and later similar problems
arose in connection with such towns as Orléans
(on TGV-,4flantique), Amiens (on TGV-Nord and
Metz and Nancy (on TGV-Esf). Attempts to use

the new lines to generate new access points to

both France and the UK by conventional trains on con-
ventional track.

2 lt was estimated that the cost of the new Paris-Lyon TGV
would be about 40% of the cost of upgrading the clas-
sic route, even where this was feasible.
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the high level networks through a range of sta-
tions such as Montchanin-Le Creusot in Bour-
gogne, TGV Picardie (between Amiens and St

Quentin) and TGV Lorraine have not thus far been

a success either in generating traff ic or in provid-

ing a focus for economic development. 0n the
other hand TGV-Esf is linking Reims more close-
ly into the high-level network, and the redevelop-
ment of Lyon-La Part Dieu and Lille-Euralille
shows how accompanying regeneration policies

can be effective. TGV Lorraine is also interesting
in that although as far as 27 km from Metz and

37 km from Nancy, it is relatively close to the re-

gional airport for these two cities. Furthermore

the use of a technology, which enables high

speed trains to travel at normal speeds on con-

ventional rail, enables connection-free services

to penetrate large parts of the rail network.

ln Germany and ltaly, where the lack of a domi-
nant metropolitan focus has led to a more diff use

development of HSR to overcome bottlenecks
without creating a national network, this focus on

the major centers has been less strong until re-

cently. Thus the first German NBS (Neubau-

streckd provided parallel routes over the links
between Góttingen and WUrzburg and Mannheim
and Stuttgart avoiding particularly slow and cir-
cuitous routes. Similarly the Íirst ltalian links
sought to improve journey times on the core Mi-

lano-Bologna-Firenze-Roma route where again

the traditional route suffered from speed penal-

ties due to the topography. Second and third gen-

eration developments have led to a greater con-

centration on key intercity routes rather than

by-passing natural barriers, for example the

Frankf urt-Cologne line and improvements to lines

serving Berlin in Germany, and the eventual
moves to completing a T-shaped network in ltaly
serving all the major cities. The emphasis in Ger-

many has now shifted to more detailed improve-
ments to the network in terms of smaller ABS
(Ausbaustrecke), that is, allowing higher speed.

The success of the early HSR developments in

generating traffic and in switching traffic from

both air and road led to an increasing desire for
regions not to be excluded from the emerging
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network. The early projects carried sufficiently
large estimated rates of return on a financial ba-

sis to make them worthwhile; later projects would
increasingly rely on the need to identify a wider
social benef it to justify the use of public f unds.
Moreover as a network began to emerge, it be-

came more difficult to identify a precise added
value for each new link as the network efÍects be-

came more complex.

Experience with the first HSR in France, TGV-

Sud Esf, showed that for distances of around
400-450 km and a two-hour typical journal time,
HSR was not just competitive with air, it would

completely dominate the market. Even at the
600-800 km range, HSR could be highly com-
petitive given access times, Írequencies and reli-
ability.3 HSR thus started to be seen not just as

a competitor to air for inter-regional journeys, but

as a complement Íor longer international and in-
ter-continental journeys. Thus interconnection of

the HSR network with airports became seen as a

core design feature. The French network serves

Paris Charles de Gaulle and Lyon St Exupéry
(Satolas) directly and a number of smaller region-

al airports by close proximity. The Frankfurt-
Cologne line serves both Frankfurt (Main) and

Cologne-Bonn airports. The Brussels-Amsterdam

line will serve Schiphol airport.

At a European level, the emergence of the con-

cept of trans-European networks (TENs) during
the 1990s led to the designation of a HSR net-

work independent oÍ that for classic rail. As Tur-

ró (2000) explains, this was simply an amalga-

mation oÍ the four main national networks

already referred to, but it went further in two
main areas: the designation of Northern and

Southern European HSR networks. The Northern

network is the star-shaped link of the PBKAL; the
Southern network provides links between the
Spanish, French and ltalian networks. These

have been (or still are being) built on a link-by-
link basis with little or no regard for the overall

network effects, and the by-passing and redis-

tributive impacts are significant.

3 For more details, see chapter 2
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The major problems of the TENs are the duplica-
tion between networks, and the desire of cities
and regions to ensure they are connected to each
network-their perception is that it would be a

serious disadvantage for them not to be connect-
ed when other cities were. ln fact the amount of
central EU funding for each TEN link is relative-
ly small, and although dedication can give rise to
eligibility for Structural and Cohesion Funds, na-
tional, regional and local governments (and the
private sector) have to find the bulk of the fi-
nance; and this can prove to be a long-term bur-
den on the public sector's commitments.

Because the various HSR projects were in a rea-
sonably advanced state of planning, and because
the promotion of a new mode oÍ transport, which
could provide a serious competitive challenge to
the environmentally less attractive road and air
modes (HSR competes with both), was an attrac-
tive proposition, HSR featured strongly in the ini-
tial list of priority projects determined at Essen

in 1994. The extension of the priority list to
around 30 projects following the Van Miert report
of 2003 reveals that there are now six HSR TEN
priority projects of which only three will have

been completed by 2007 (see table 5.1). Of
these the Lyon-Torino-Venezia project has been
broadened to include multiple uses; and arguably,
the West Coast Main Line in the UK is not a true
HSR project, as it involves upgrading rather than
new build and is for maximum speeds well below
300 km/h.

Table 5.1 clearly indicates that the priority TENs
are built on national links to later provide inter-
national networks. ln some cases this is because
the international linkage underwrites the viabili-
ty of the national project and vice versa. For ex-
ample TGV Nord only makes full economic sense
in the context of Paris-Brussels and Paris-London
links. lt would be difficult to justify each of these
lines in its own right without the domestic Paris-
Lille service and the ability to link Brussels-Lon-
don services on the same infrastructure.a Some
similar issues arise in the routing of TGV-Est and

Paris-London via Lille is a longer route than the direct
route f rom Paris via Amiens to the Channel Tunnel. The
latter is listed as a Íuture project in the French Schéma

in the various elements of HSR South West. The
problem is that the intentional impact of HSR

has so far been much less dramatic in traÍfic gen-

eration terms than domestic HSR services. Eu-
rostar services between Paris-Brussels and Lon-

don have only reached about one-third of the
original Íorecast passenger numbers after more
than ten years of operation although the rail
share of the air plus rail market has reached more
than 70 percent.

That HSR has thus become a central plank in the
development of the European transport inf ra-
structure network is not in doubt. What remains
in doubt is the rationale for this. Four broad ob-
jectives can be identif ied:

Proiectsorrections0rproiects ioa:iJffi"*"l
A, Essen List Projects

PP2 High Speed Railway Paris-Brussels-

Cologne-Amsterdam London

PP3 Southern TGV

- Madrid-Barcelona

- Barcelona-Figueres-Perpi gnan

- Madrid-Vitorra-Hendaya

PP4 TGV Est

- Paris-Baudrecourt

- Metz-Luxembourg

- Saarbrlicken-Mannheim

PP6 Lyon-Tori no-Trieste-Tori no-Venezia

PP14 West Coast Main Line (UK)

B. New 2003 Projects

High Speed Railway, South-West

- Lisbon/Porto-llladrid

- Perpignan-Montpellier

- Montpellier-Nimes

- lrÉn-Dax (cross border)

Dax-Bordea ux

- Bordeaux-Tours

Sourcer European Commission (2003).

Directeur, but it is likely to be some time before it be-
comes viable. The failure to serve Amiens remains a per-
sistent point of contentron.
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-A pure transport objective in which HSR is
promoted as a less environmentally damaging
alternative to road and air;5

-A competitiveness objective in which HSR has

both direct impacts on productivity and indi-
rect impacts through agglomeration and scale;

-A cohesion objective in which transport infra-
structure investment impacts on accessibility
and contributes to the process of convergence;

-An industrial and technological objective to re-

inforce European companies in the railsector.

The development of the EU rail network ïo 2O2O

is shown in map 5.A.1, and the estimates of the
level of investment to 2015 and further to 2030
in maps 5.A.2 and 5.A.3. From a European Union
perspective, the real difÍiculty is how to determine
the European added value from these networks,

both from the key cross-border elements and from
the key linkages between cities within member
states (Vickerman 2006). lt is to these issues we

turn in the following part of this chapter.

5.3 DEFINING THE WIDER
EFFECTS OF HSR

Although the primary motivation for the early HSR

lines was, as we discussed above, one of enhanc-
ing capacity, it was also clear that the step change

in speeds involved from the maximum of around
200 km/h, which had been achieved on some

classic lines (and even more so from the ruling
maximum on most of the network of 160 kmih)to
250 kmlh and later to 300 km/h plus, was bound

to have a major impact on both rail's competitive-
ness and on traff ic generation. Greater speed im-
plied lower generalized costs of travel; and lower

costs implied a reduced impedance of distance,
which would raise accessibility and the economic
potential of the major centers served.

5.3.1 ACCESSTBTLTTY

The measurement of potential accessibility typi-
cally involves two elements: an activity f unction

5 Although it is maintained by some that the search for
speed was gained at the expense of environmental
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wh ich assesses the activities that are to be

reached, and an impedance f unction which rep-
resents the cost of reaching them. This can be

summarized in an equation of the form

A,= 
4Wy 

exp(-lc,,) ,

which measures aggregate accessibility at i
based on the availability of activity a, al a series
of locations i, the cost of reaching each 7 being
given by cu. The B is a measure of the relative im-
pedance. The application of such a measure to
the European networks identiÍies a clear concen-
tric pattern for road and rail, less so Íor air (and

potentially for high speed rail). N4ap 5.4.4 shows

the estimated accessibility by rail at the level of
NUTS3 regions in 2001. Of course, taking each

individual mode separately may give a mislead-
ing impression of actual accessibility of a region;
for example accessibility is affected by major

barriers such as sea or mountain ranges which
may make land transport difficult but is compen-

sated by the availability of air transport. To over-

come this most measures of the impact of the de-

velopment of the TENs tends to use a measure of
aggregate multi-modal accessibility where the
relative usage of each mode is used to weight the
individual modal accessibilities as shown in map

5.4.5.

But such measures of accessibility need not only
f urther ref inement to allow for access to the net-
work, which can be very variable (map 5.4.6),
but also more diff icult factors to include on a Eu-

rope wide basis, such as variations in frequency
of service which may have a big impact on per-

ceived accessibility.

Early works on the impacts of HSR focused on

this impact on accessibility. Using conventional
gravity-based models, a series of studies demon-
strated how higher speeds would lead to very pro-

nounced changes in the time-space maps of Eu-

rope (e.g. Spiekermann and Wegener I994;
Gutiérrez, González, and Gómez 1996; Gutiérrez
2001). Changes in accessibility, defined simply
in terms of time, are only a part of the impact.

sustainability (e.9. Whitelegg 1993)
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First there is the problem that although absolute
accessibility may improve, there are improve-
ments in accessibility to all nodes in the network
such that relative accessibility may not change
signif icantly. Vickerman, Spiekermann, and We-
gener (1999) demonstrate, using the same basic
data as Spiekermann and Wegener (1994) but
including access times to the new HSR networks
and allowing for the changes to all nodes, that
the new networks may reinforce the absolute
dominance of the major metropolitan centers. On

the other hand, Ulied (1997) demonstrates that
major HSR impacts (in terms of the relative in-
crease in markets available for daily business
round-trips) will be in small and medium-sized
cities in the center of Europe, where accessibili-
ty improvements are relatively larger than in large
metropolitan areas, especially those located far-
away from the geographic center of Europe.

Small and medium-sized cities in the center will
benefit from the interconnection of conventional
rail and HSR to large metropolitan, ports and air-
ports.

5.3.2. CONNECTTVTTY

ln the late eighties, Turró and U lied developed
an alternative measure of accessibility called
uconnectivity' (ICON). The measure aggregates
the generalized cost of access to the different
transportation networks from a given place, and
the utility these connections may provide, in
terms of effective services to most interesting
destinations. The underlying assumption is that
in territories with relatively dense transportation
networks, and with economic activities well in-
tegrated into global markets, accessibility gains

between origins, and destinations becomes less

relevant than accessibility to networks. Not sur-
prisingly, ICON results, when mapped clearly,
indicate those areas with higher increases in
relative accessibility as it is perceived by local
and regional authorities. But changes in relative
accessib il ity do not im p ly u n am b iguou s

changes in competitiveness and economic per-
formance, a point to which we return in the fol-
lowing section.

5.3.3. THE IMPACTS OF ACCESSIBILITY

CHANGE

lnitial research into the impacts of the French
TGV lines focused on the relative impacts on

Paris and provincial cities. lt suggests that al-
though such services led to a substantial growth
of traff ic, the impact on the local economies of
the cities served was much less certain. Gener-
ally such services cannot be shown to have had

a major impact on the net redistribution of the
economic activity between Paris and provincial
cities, or on the overall rate of growth of these
c ities.

The evidence includes studies of the TGV Sud
Est, Paris-Lyon, opened in 1981 (Plassard and
Cointet-Pinell 1986), the TGV Atlantique, in-
cluding a study of Nantes, opened in 1989
(Klein and Claisse 1997; Dornbusch 1997), and
early studies of the TGV Nord, including studies
of Lille and Valenciennes, opened in 1993 (SES

1998; Burmeister and Colletis-Wahl 1996). All
of these studies demonstrate a considerable
growth in traff ic between Paris and each provin-
cial city since the opening of TGV. The impact on

business traffic is more mixed. ln the case of
TGV Sud EsÍ, there was a substantial growth; in

the case of TGV Atlantique as a whole, there was
a marginal reduction in business traff ic, but the
period immediately after its opening coincided
with a serious recession.

The Paris-Lyon study showed a major impact on

the pattern of mobility, but with changes in both
directions. Essentially many businesses in both
locations modif ied their pattern of working lead-

ing to increases in travel in both directions.
There was no overall net impact on the
economies of the major cities, but there was a
general tendency towards the concentration of
economic activity towards these major cities from
the regional hinterland, especially in Bourgogne
and Rhónes-Alpes regions. This centralizing ef-
fect of high speed rail is now a well-established
impact.

ln the case of TGV Atlantique, the development
of business traffic showed interesting contrasts.
Tours, at 240km (1h 10m) from Paris, showed a

signif icant reduction in business tratfic of 24%
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in total and of 40% in rail traff icl between 1989
and i993. Nantes, 380km (2h 05m) from Paris,

showed a total increase in business traffic be-

tween the two cities of 66%. ln 1989, 73% of
the traÍf ic originated in Nantes, but there was a

much Iarger increase in Paris-originated traffic
(+99%) compared with that originating in Nantes
(+55%). For Toulouse, 700km from Paris (5h

06m), the increase in total business traff ic with
TGV was 2IYo, bu| this increase was totally de-
viated f rom air (+45"/") whilst despite the gain in

time by rail of just over one hour, traffic fell by

58%. ln this case however, most of the increase
in traffic was locally based (+35%) and Paris-
originated traffic actually fell by 5%. However,

much of the driving force behind these changes
was seen to be the business cycle rather than
changes in the supply price of transport. The key

factor here appears to be the differential impacts
on the city located around 2 hours from Paris;

those closer and further away did not benefit as

much. This is consistent with other evidence that
high speed rail has its major impact in the 2-3
hour journey-time band.

ln Nantes there was considerable antrcipation of
the coming of the TGV in the light of some of the
experiences of Lyon. This was mainly felt in prop-

erty development, and relatively little impact on

inward movement of enterprises was identified.
As in the case of Paris-Lyon, there was evidence
of a degree of internal reorganization within firms
to take advantage of changing transport costs for
business travel. Note that the stronger impact on

Paris-originated journeys is consistent with the
relative lack of development realized in Nantes.
Given the general economic situation at the time
of the introduction of the TGV, the impact on

tourist traffic was stronger than that on business
traff ic, and this was ref lected in a large increase
of tourist facilities (an increase of 43% in hotel
rooms in central Nantes, for example, between
1988 and 1993, although some retrenchment
was noted after 1993, and occupation did not
match expectations).

For TGV Nord the distances are too short to
probably make any major impact (Lille is just 1

hour from Paris). Nevertheless total traffic grew

substantially over the first three years of opera-
tion: 5% in the first year, 6% in the second
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year, and II% in the third year. Except in year

two, the growth was stronger for traff ic originat-
ing in Nord Pas de Calais region. What is of in-
terest is that rail showed much stronger growth

in the latter market than for traff ic originating
in the Paris region.

The Lille study suggested that about one-third of
all business travel was changed as a result of the
introduction of TGV (both outward from regional

based enterprises and inward by clients of such

enterprises). However, 90% oÍ enterprises identi-
fied no impact of TGV on their overall activities.
As in the earlier studies, there was evidence of
some internal reorganization, described in this
study as a form of uspatial dualization,. Some

considerable differences were noted between Lille
and Valenciennes: just as in the Paris-Lyon study,

there was some evidence of centralization of ac-

tivity towards Lille, the major regional center, at
the expense of the weaker one, Valenciennes.

The French studies demonstrate the critical im-
portance of time thresholds in the impact which
TGV services will have on the relationships be-

tween major centers. Thus the headline time of
two hours between Paris and Lyon was very sig-
nif icant. This is particularly true in the diversion
of trips from air to rail, but it has also aÍfected
the potential for the creation of new journeys re-

flecting new activity possibilities. A further issue

is that although much of the success of the TGV

in generating new traffic has been caused by pro-

viding services for locations close to the new infra-
structure, the economic spillover for these cen-
ters has not been as great as for the locations on

the main lines.

Not many studies have been made in Spain to as-

sess the regional development impact of HSR. ln
the study conducted by the University of Ciudad
Real, results showed some local impacts in Ciu-
dad Real, and marginal impacts in other cities. ln

the Madrid-Seville, Madrid-Barcelona-Perpignan,
and other lines, a double affect is expected: On

the one hand a relative substitution of air traffic
between major cities, and on the other, an in-
crease in the level of metropolitan integration of
small and medium size cities along the corridor.
ln most cases, there are urban development proj-

ects around new HSR stations.
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5,4, ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF HSR

Recent theoretical work in new economic geogra-
phy provides us with a basis for a deeper under-
standing of the relationship between accessibili-
ty change and economic impacts. lt focuses on

the interrelationship between transport costs,
market size, backward and forward linkages, and
scale economies (Fujita, Krugman, and Venables
1999). The essence of the approach is to recog-
nize that in imperfectly competitive markets for
transport-using activities, there will be no unam-
biguous pred ictable response to changes in
transport costs. This is equally true Íor the move-
ment of goods and people, particularly for the
latter where the movement is for business or
commuting purposes. Thus changes in user ben-
efits will not provide a complete measure of the
change in total economic benef it, as they will not
include these wider economic benefits (Jara-Díaz

1986). Wider economic benef its do not, however,
just constitute a simple add-on or multiplier ef-
fect to the user benefits (SACIRA 1999). More-
over the distribution of those benefits between
the affected regions is an empirical question.

5.4.1. DEFINING WIDER
ECONOMIC BENEFITS

Wider economic benefits can be viewed in two
ways. 0n the one hand, they involve an increase
in total welfare which is greater than the meas-
ured increase in consumers'surplus to users
through time savings, reductions in accident
rates, etc. And on the other, these benefits can
be seen as the increase in GDP which occurs as

a result of the changes in economic activity, de-
riving from the transport change. These represent
different ways of measuring benef its and typical-
ly give different numerical results. For example,
time savings accruing in the course of commut-
ing or leisure travel are welfare gains to the user,
but do not have a direct effect on GDP, unlike
time savings in the course of work. However
where such time savings lead to an overallgain in
productivity, because people can access more
productive jobs more easily, it will be recorded as

a change in GDP. For the economy as a whole,
the overall impact will be broadly similar, but the
ratio of total benef its to user beneÍits will differ.

There could also be important differences in the
impact on individual regions such that the wel-
fare gain accrues in one place but the GDP ben-
ef its accrue in another. lf improved transport in-
frastructure leads to greater concentration of
employment, it can have different relative im-
pacts on central and more peripheral regions.

Wider benef its are those which typically cannot
be recouped from users through charging, and
they arise in a number of ways: through impacts
on the labor market, through direct impacts on
productivity and competition in product markets,
and through changes in patterns of agglomera-
tion. ln each of these cases, the main reasons for
wider benefits occurring are due to the absence
of a perfect competition. As Jara-Díaz (1986)
shows, where there is perfect competition in

transport-using markets, user benef its will be an

accurate and suff icient measure of the total ben-
ef its from transport improvements.

We stress the importance of the labor market, be-

cause it has frequently been ignored in studies of
wider benefits. Labor market effects in imperfect-
ly competitive labor markets arise in three possi-

ble ways: changing participation rates, increased
working hours and moves to more productive jobs
(Department for Transport 2005). lmproved trans-
port can enable access to jobs which would not
otherwise have been possible. lf it enables work-
ers from employment-def icient regions to access
jobs in labor-def icient regions, there will be gains
to the workers, to employers, and to the public
sector, which gains tax revenue and faces lower
social security payments. Similarly if easier com-
muting encourages existing workers to work
longer hours, there will be potential gains to all
three groups, although it might seem more likely
that, in practice, workers would take the gains in

increased leisure rather than in increased work.
Possibly of greatest importance, however, is the
impact on productivity which arises thorough
workers being able to move more easily from less
productive to more productive jobs. HSR has the
important effect of creating a potential step-
change in the size of labor markets, not just for
daily commuting, but also for reinforcing the pos-

sibility of long-distance, weekly commuting where
the constraints of housing or personal circum-
stances prevent job-related migration.
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5.4.2. IMPERFECT COMPETITION

AND WIDER BENEFITS

Jara-Díaz (1986) recognized that if the degree oÍ

monopoly was different in ihe two regions con-
nected by a new infrastructure, there could be

differential effects. ln an imperfectly competitive
world, there will be agglomeration forces which

enable firms, that have larger markets and enjoy
scale economies, to take more advantage of any

reduction in transport costs. Hence reductions in

transport costs can lead to more agglomeration
and to unequal impacts on regions connected by

the same infrastructure (Venables and Gasiorek

1999). However the nature of this approach is

that the impact of any particular reduction of

transport costs cannot be determined a priori. lt
will depend on the initial level of transport costs,
the degree of agglomeration already present, the

size of each market, the extent of scale

economies, and on the backward and forward

linkages within that market (Fujita, Krugman,

and Venables 1999; Fujita and Thisse 2OO2).

The key factor is the extent of the mark-up over

marginal cost in the transport-using activities,
whether these are industries or labor markets. ln
perfectly-compeiitive sectors, there is no mark-

up and, hence, any changes in transport costs
will have to be passed on directly to the final ac-

tivity, so the extent of the impact on the wider
economy is dependent on the elasticity of de-

mand for that f inal activity. Since the amount of

transport demand depends directly on the de-

mand for the f inal activity, the direct user bene-
f its capture all the economic beneÍits. As mark-

ups increase, there is in effect a wedge driven

between the market for the transport-using activ-
ity and the transport associated with it. Any re-

duction in transport costs f rom the HSR does not

need to be passed directly on to the customers of

the final activity, but f irms can use the opportu-
nity to increase or reduce the mark-up. Reducing

the mark-up by passing on more than the reduc-

tion in transport costs could be a way of increas-

ing a firm's market area and gaining market ad-

vantage over firms in a more competitive market.

On the other hand, firms may use the fall in

transport costs to increase the mark-up, for ex-

ample to invest so as to reduce other costs and
gain from potential scale economies. lt is also
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possible that the net impact can be negative. lf
the mark-up is negative, for example, where there
are industries with significant subsidies, such as

in economically lagging regions, then the direct
user beneÍits may overestimate the total econom-
ic benefit. Hence the ultimate impact from any

infrastructure project is likely to be unpre-
dictable, both in terms of magnitude and sign.

5.4.3. TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACT

How then can the total economic impact be as-

sessed? There are three main elements: (1) the
impact on competition in the affected regions,
(2)the impact on the ability to gain benef its from

the change in market power through agglomera-

tion, and (3) the impact on the linkages and, in
particular, on backward linkages, such as the la-

bor market. 0nce these have been assessed, we

have to identify how to include them in a full
cost-benef it f ramework.

The impact on competition is ambiguous. ln per-

fectly-competitive markets, as we have seen, the
impact of increased competition is essentially
neutral and should be adequately captured by the
direct user benefits. ln imperfectly-competitive
markets, the direct effect of any increased com-
petition, resulting directly from lower transport
costs, is also likely to be essentially neutral in its
impact. lt is traditionally argued that monopoly
power is derived from the effective barriers to

competition provided by higher transport costs, so

that reductions in such barriers are pro-competi-

tive, reducing monopoly mark-ups and, hence,

there is a wider benefit resulting from the reduc-

tion of prices. On the other hand, such competi-
tive pressures, if they do exist, may also drive

firms out of the market, and the effect of lower

transport costs is to reduce the number of f irms

able to compete in the market in the long run. lt
is likely that such effects cancel each other out in
most cases, and thus, there is little in the way of

wider economic benefits that can be added.

There may be some exceptions to this conclu-
sion: where new links are created, they have such

a signif icant impact on transport costs (which are

already very high) that signif icant market restruc-

turing takes place introducing competition to
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previously protected local monopolies. This is the
unlocking argument advanced by SACTRA
(1999) and reaffirmed in its latest guidance by
the Department for Transport (2005). These are
likely to be rare in most developed market
econom ies.

Much more signif icant than the market compe-
tition eÍfects are the agglomeration benefits,
which may result from the change in transport
costs. The argument here is that the rise in

output, which follows f rom the lower transport
costs, has cumulative effects through the way
in which firms interact in a market. This in-
volves both localization economies, in which
f irms within the same industry benef it from
the proximity to each other through such fac-
tors as specialized labor pools or shared R&D,
and urbanization economies, in which firms
obtain a form of public goods benef it from the
existence of an urban infrastructure, including
knowledge, research, and culture as well as

the physical infrastructure. The larger the mar-
ket, the greater the likely net additional im-
pact; the latter arises because there is an ad-
ditional impact on productivity. There is a long
debate over the extent to which urban size and
productivity are related, and the direction of
causality, but there is an increasing consensus
that there is a strong positive relationsh ip be-
tween them, which can have a significant ad-
ditional impact on the benef its f rom transport
improvements (Fujita and Thisse 2OO2; Yen-
ables 2004; Graham 2005). lt argues that al-
though the lower transport costs may cause
f irms to increase the size of their market, such
increased size provides an incentive for the
f irm to enjoy scale economies and to benef it
from proximity to other more eff icient Íirms.
Typical productivity elasticities are in the
range of O.O1 to 0.1. Ciccone (2002), using
data for EU regions, f inds an elasticity with re-
spect to employment density of 0.05. Graham
(2005) f inds for UK industries a weighted av-
erage elasticity of 0.04 for manufacturing, but
significant variations between industries with
some as high as 0.2, and an average of O.I2
for service industries. Graham also identifies
some important variations between regions re-
flecting different degrees of localizaiion of in-
dustry groups.

A f urther element of this output benef it under
imperfect competition is that, here, since the
productivity increases, the direct user benefits
will be greater than it would be under the per-
fect competition assumption. The largest direct
user benefits from most projects are time sav-
ings, valued relative to the wage level (assum-
ing that wages reflect productivity). The in-
crease in productivity implies that a higher
value of time savings should be applied since
the increased productivity enables firms to in-
crease output (or produce the same output with
fewer workers).

The basic advantage which some regions obtain
in an imperfectly competitive world derives from
a larger market size, which enables Íirms to in-
crease both output (scale) and productivity. How-
ever it is useful to break up that larger market
size efÍect into a pure market size effect and the
backward and forward linkages, which are associ-
ated with agglomeration. One of the key back-
ward linkages relates to the labor market. As

transport costs are reduced, labor markets be-
come larger, as commuting times are reduced,
and f irms have access to a larger labor supply.
This enables firms to benef it both from wage lev-
els which might be lower than they might be as

result of more competition in the larger market,
and f rom access to more skilled labor, which will
be more productive for the reasons discussed
above.

Normally one would expect that there would be

a wage premium at the market center ref lecting
its greater accessibility, scale and productivity
effects, as well as the wage necessary to attract
labor to commute in from across the wider re-
gion. As transport improves, more workers f ind it
attractive to work in the market center, both be-
cause such center is a larger catchment area, for
which commuting is feasible, and because more
people find it worthwhile to seek work in the
center rather than elsewhere (or not at all); also
if they are already working in the center, they
will be prepared to work longer hours. Hence
there is an output effect which arises because of
the increased size of the labor market. Where

there is also a productivity effect due to agglom-
eration effects at the market center, the output
effect from the expansion of employment is
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added by the increased output of all existing
workers.

Note that it is not the size of the infrastructure
project which determines the scale of the wider
economic benefits. Large projects are likely to
have a wider impact in terms of greater, direct
user benef its, but the wider benefits are not sim-
ply proportional to the direct user benef its. Some

relatively minor projects, the unlocking projects,

can have disproportionately large wider benef its,
whereas some very large projects may have rela-
tively little impact on the key scale, productivity,

and linkage effects. This is why there is no a pri-

ori reason for applying a simple wider benefits
multiplier. lt also demonstrates that seeking a

simple output elasticity, as in the macro analysis,
can be misleading.

5.5. EVIDENCE ON THE WIDER
ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF HSR

Most of the detailed studies of HSR impacts did

not formalize the analysis to identify the compo-

nents outlined in the previous section. The techni-
cal key to estimating such benefits came from the
application of large scale computer-based models.

There are two main types: advanced land use-trans-
port interaction (LUTI) models and computable
general equilibrium (CGE) models. A number of
models of both have been applied to attempts to
estimate the impact of the development of TEN

networks, and also to specif ic case studies.6

Both LUTI and CGE models use a detailed de-

scription of the regional economies in the form of
its input-output structure. Each sector can be de-

scribed by its needs for inputs and their origrn,
and its markets and their location. Changes in

transport costs, thus, feed into the cost function
of each sector according to its transport intensi-
ty. LUTI models assume that markets clearly and

implicitly assume that all economic agents are in
perfectly competitive markets, so that prices re-

Ílect marginal costs. A change in transport costs
will, thus, always be passed on in the prices of
the activities using that transport.
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CGE models use evidence on the actual mark-
ups observed in a range of economic sectors
and, thus, allow for the differential impacts,
which a given change in transport costs can

have on different regions depending on therr
sectoral and competitive structures. The basic
structure of CGE models (see Brócker 2OO4;

Gunn 2004, for valuable introductions) involves
a demand system, which expresses final con-
sumers' preferences over a range of differentiat-
ed goods, a social accounting matrix which ex-
presses the input-output structure of the
economy, and a prof it f unction for f irms. Firms
are assumed to be in imperfect competition pro-

ducing differentiated goods. The outputs of the
CGE model are the demands for goods and labor
and the implicit f lows between regions from
which these demands generate, and a direct
measure of changes in consumer welfare in
terms of the equivalent variation in income (the

income equivalent to the change in welfare re-
sulting Írom a change in any input, such as the
cost of transport).

One large-scale application of both of these ap-
proaches is in the SASI model (Wegener and
Bókemann 1998) and the CGEurope model de-
veloped by Johannes Brócker (Brócker 2OO4),
which have been used in a number of research
projects looking at the impact of the Trans-Eu-
ropean Networks (see, for example, Brócker et
al. 2OO4a, 2004b). They use a detailed repre-
sentation of the European transport network
mapped onto a detailed regional structure of
Europe at the NUTS3 level. The model gener-
ates three important results. First, it demon-
strates that despite significant changes in

transport costs and accessibility, occasioned by

the development of the TENs (accessibility in

some regions changing by as much as 40 per-

cent, see map 5.A.7), the impact on GDP using
the SASI model is typically less than 4 percent
(map 5.A.8), and on welfare using the CGEu-

rope model even more modest (equivalent typi-
cally to less than 2 percent of regional GDP)
(map 5.A.9). Secondly, it shows that the net-
work as a whole has both positive and negative
impacts, and although the largest positive im-

6 For a more detailed analysis of the issues raised in the appraisal of major projects, see Vickerman (2007)
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pacts relative to regional GDP are in the more
peripheral, poorer regions, it is difficult to
claim that despite signif icant investment ex-
penditures, the TENs are a major force towards
convergence and cohesion. Thirdly, specific in-
vestments can be seen to have differential im-
pacts both on the specific regions they serve
and in the added value they bring to the Euro-
pean economy as a whole. Thus even using a

fairly aggregated modelling structure, much of
the parameter dependence and variety oÍ im-
pact predicted by the theoretical model can be
identified. This contrasts strongly with the
purely accessibility-based estimates of HSR ef-
fects, which meant much larger benefits. Al-
though the model does allow for the measure-
ment of the impact of each link in the context
of the development of a complete network, it
does not, however, allow for the possible dy-
namic impacts which the development of this
network could have (Laird, Nellthorp, and
Mackie 2005).

A more specif ic application has been developed
to evaluate the possible impact of a high speed
rail link between the Randstad and the Northern
Netherlands, including the possibility of using an

ultra high speed maglevsystem (Oosterhaven and
Elhorst 2003; Elhorst, Oosterhaven, and Romp
2004). The Dutch model focuses not just on the
output and welfare implications, but also very
specifically on the labor market since the im-
provement to transport will not just affect the lo-
cation of employment, but also the residential lo-
cation decision. This introduces further
diff iculties because it requires not just a balance
of production and consumption in the goods mar-
kets with a potential response through migration
to long-term imbalances, but a period-by-period
balancing of labor markets demands and sup-
plies, zone by zone. Furthermore, once the key

benefiting users of the system are passengers

rather than goods some of the simplifying as-
sumptions used in the typical CGE structure be-
come less plausible. For example, the use oÍ ice-
berg Iransport costs, in which the cost of
transport of a good is subsumed into the value of
the goods moved such that they are worth less at
the destination than at the origin by the amount
of the cost of transport, is inappropriate for pas-

sengers. Similarly the assumption of constant

costs of transport per unit oÍ distance is even less
appropriate for passenger transport.

Nevertheless the application of a CGE model to
this project produces an interesting set of results.
The wider benefits are shown to vary significantly
as a result of the precise nature of the project and
the region studied (especially core-periphery dif-
ferences), and constitute a higher proportion of
direct benefits than earlier studies suggested, of
the order of 30-40 percent. These wider benef its
are higher than theoretical simulation models
suggested; SACTRA (1999) suggested that a fig-
ure of 10 to 20 percent was a likely range, follow-
ing Venables and Gasiorek's (1999) conclusion
that 30 percent was a likely to be exceeded in
only a few cases. (lt is worth noting, however, that
in the earlier version Oosterhaven and Elhorst
t20031 had produced a figure of 83 percent).
What is clear from Elhorst,Oosterhaven, and
Romp (2004) is that the degree of detail in the
modelling of labor market responses may be cru-
cial here. These employment effects arise by link-
ing areas of labor surplus to those of labor short-
ages, rather than through the productivity effects
arising as a result of agglomeration benefits,
which has been argued before (Venables 2004).

5.6 NATIONAL AND LOCAL IMPACTS
OF HSR

So far, we have dealt with the impacts at a very
aggregate level, which tends to hide the detail
of local impacts. The development of an inte-
grated network at the national level previously
has been largely confined to France, but the
planned network for Spain will be even larger.

Map 5.4.10 demonstrates the considerable
variation in accessibility to rail within Spain,
and map 5.A.11 shows the very concentrated
nature of rail supply. Map 5.A.12 shows the
level of service of the initial HSR routes in
service in 2006. However, even at this level, it
is very difficult to separate out the specific im-
pacts which f urther development will have. For
that we shall need to look at individual lines
and even individual sections of those lines.
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5.6.1. SOME LOCAL IMPACTS 1: EVIDENCE

FROM THE NORTH EUROPEAN HSR

NETWORK

The North European High Speed Rail Network is
the most developed network of high speed rail

connections in Europe, linking Paris, Brussels,

Cologne, Amsterdam and London, with direct on-

ward linkages to Frankfurt, and via the Paris

Ceinture to the rest of the French TGV network
(map 5.A.13). The first elements of this network

were completed in 1993, and the final stages

should be in operation by the end of 2007. The

network involves f ive EU member states. Besides
providing high speed rail links between these ma-
jor metropolitan regions in Europe, the network

has opened up new opportunities for other possi-

ble nodes, particularly Lille, but at the same

time, has removed or reduced access to interna-

tional rail services from other towns and cities.
Signif icantly for our purposes, a number of these

are on or close to international borders, the ef-
fects of which could thereÍore be reinforced by

the new links.

Excluding the French TGV links (Paris-Lille-

Calais), which were built prior to 1993 and thus
not included as TENs priorities, the total cost oÍ

the remaining links is estimated at 4.4.9 billion,
of which just under €0.9 billion (to end in 2004)
was from the TEN budget (European Commission,

2005). The projects are being delivered in a num-

ber of ways with both pure public sector projects

managed by the relevant national railway infra-
structure authority, and various models of public-
private partnership. Services on the completed
network will also be provided by a number of joint

venture companies, providing overlapping ser-

vices between the main destinations. Thus Thalys

services between Paris-Brussels-Cologne-Amster-
dam compete with SNCF TGV services, with Eu-

rostar (joint UK, French, Belgian services) be-

tween Lille and Brussels, with DB ICE services

between Brussels and Cologne, and with
SNCB/NS services between Brussels and Amster-

dam. Tickets are not interchangeable and not pro-

vided through booking (e.g., between London and

Fra n kfu rt).

This lack of easy booking and the lack of planning
of reliable connections for through services limit
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the competitive edge of the network with airlines,
which is one of the major objectives of this devel-

opment. Thus, for example, on a direct competi-
tion between air and rail on the London-Paris seg-

ment, rail captured almost 80% share of the

combined market. Although rail will find it diffi-
cult to make similar inroads on the longest possi-

ble journeys (e.g., London-Frankfurt), even with

through booking and easier connections, there is
a considerable market for modal shift, which will
enable this network to fulfil one oÍ its major ob-
jectives in terms of current EU transport policy. ln
late 2005, a joint venture between Eurostar and

Thalys was established to f urther this aim, and in
2006, the Dutch High Speed Alliance (operator of

the HSL Zuid) and various national rail companies
joined such venture seeking to deliver more seam-

less high speed travel over a wide area of northern

Europe.

As it is clear in map 5.A.13, the development of

the network has required a number of compro-
mises in terms of route choice. For example, the

London-Paris route is signif icantly longer than

the more direct route between the Channel Tun-

nel and Paris, made necessary by the economic

considerations of combining the infrastructure
with that between Paris and Brussels (this route

is also longer than the more direct traditional
route via Maubeuge and Mons). Here the com-

mercial consideration of serving the Lille metro-
politan area with a population of well over 1 mil-
lion was critical. Less clear in the map, but also

important, was the decision to place the route

through the main railway station of Antwerp, in-

volving a very expensive tunnelling operation, but

ensuring that the rail penetrated the heart of the

city. Similar decisions surrounded the location of

stations in Lille and Rotterdam.

Perhaps some of the local impacts of new TGV

routes are best seen in the context of the impacts

on towns in the border regions, which may either
have new links created or old links removed. On

the Franco-Belgian border, Lille made the most

of its position at the junction of the lines to these

three main cities: London (under 2 hours), Paris
(1 hour), and Brussels (40 minutes). On the oth-

er hand, the traditional (and more direct) Paris-

Brussels route served the smaller town of

Maubeuge and the Belgian city of Mons, both oÍ
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which largely lost their international links.
Maubeuge has irregular direct traditional rail
services to Paris of 2 hours. Services to Brussels
involve a change at Quévy, operate irregularly (es-

sentially morning and evening services) and take
between t hour 20 minutes and 2 hours. Belgian
domestic services from Quévy operate every hour
to Brussels. On the Belgian side of the border, in

Mons, as in Maubeuge, through international
services were largely lost, except Íor one return
Thalys service a day to Paris. This is, however,

some 40 minutes faster than the direct tradition-
al services from Maubeuge, which is just over 20
km away across the border. Otherwise journeys to
Paris involve a change in either Brussels or Lille,
adding at least one hour to the journey time.

ln contrast to the Franco-Belgian border, the bor-
der between France and Britain is one where the
completion of the Channel Tunnel and associated
high speed rail links introduced through interna-
tional rail services, where none had existed previ-
ously (except for rail connections to traditional fer-
ry services). Through services by Eurostar between
Ashford in Kent, and Paris and Brussels take 2
hours and t hour 40 minutes, respectively. Such
services open new journey possibilities to destina-
tions beyond Paris and Brussels, with changes in

Lille and Brussels, respectively. ln the other direc-
tion, the coastal region of Nord-Pas de Calais
gained direct services to London of just t hour 20
minutes (reducing to little over t hour on the com-
pletion of the high speed line all the way to Lon-
don in 2007). There is an imbalance in these serv-
ices, however. Calais has on ly three weekday

services to London (and four in the opposite direc-
tion). The stops in Calais, where the station Calais-
Fréthun is actually some way out of the town, tend
to serve the Calais-Paris passenger more than the
Calais-London passenger does. Ashford currently
has 6 weekday services to Paris (7 on Mondays

and Fridays) , and 4 to Brussels with 6 in the re-

verse direction. Most Brussels services also stop in

Lille. Oddly, Ashford-Calais has only three services
and Calais-Ashford only two on a regular weekday,
making simple, cross-border journeys by rail the
least attractive option (the tariff also makes this
journey very u nattractive).

However, the completion of the UK Channel Tun-
nel Rail Link in 2OO7 and the opening of a new

station at Ebbsf leet, close to the London Orbital
M25 Motorway, will mean that many services cur-
rently stopping at Ashford will, instead, stop at
Ebbsf leet (map 5.A.14). The Ashford-Paris ser-
vice will be reduced by 50% to just three service
per day, and the Ashford-Brussels service with-
drawn completely. This issue of competition be-
tween stations along a line is an often overlooked
problem as cities campaign for a station rather
than looking at the level of service provided.

A third case is that of the Dutch-Belgian border.
This case differs from the previous two in that it
represents a still proposed development of the
network rather than one which has already been

brought into service. Nevertheless it can be seen

from the planning of it that issues were raised
both regarding the precise rouiing of the new

Brussels-Amsterdam high speed line and regard-
ing the services provided on that link and to towns
not on the link. Thus the agreed route passes

through the Central Station in Antwerp and then,
via Rotterdam, to Schiphol Airport and Amster-
dam, with stops just in these locations. This has

the effect of by-passing the border town of Breda

and also the Hague, which are currently served
not by direct international services, but by inter-
national trains stopping at appropriate junction

stations (Roosendaal and Den Haag HS) with con-
necting services to them. This has led to connec-
tions being provided to the new high speed line so

as to enable the development of services specif i-
cally for these cities. Thus Breda will have two
services an hour to Amsterdam via the high speed
line, and there are proposed eight trains a day be-
tween the Hague, Rotterdam, Breda and Brussels
with additional stops, which will complement the
main inter-capitals service. Such a regional ser-
vice may be the obvious solution for Ashford and
Calais, but currently Channel Tunnel safety regu-
lations and access charges make such a proposi-

tion uneconomic.

This section highlights the key local issues which
arise in the context of HSR development and shows
how HSR services need to be conceived as part of
an integrated network with local rail (and other
connecting) services, and not as a totally indepen-
dent network if the real benefits are to be felt.
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5.6.2. SOME LOCAL IMPACTS 2:
TGV SOUTH-WEST, THE SPANISH-

FRENCH CONNECTION

The national HSR networks of France and Spain
provide a connection between the two countries,
more specifically between Perpignan and

Barcelona. The project is one of the priority
TENs, or one of the 14 Essen projects, due for
completion by 2010. lt will remove a historic
bottleneck d ue to the lack of interoperability
caused by the difference of rail gauge of the
French and Spanish rail networks (map 5.A.15).

Map 5.A.16 shows how the project will improve
accessibility to HSR suggesting a considerable
increase in accessibility. However one of the
main potential impacts in the case of this project
could be the environmental impact on protected

areas (map 5.A.17).

5.7 CONCLUSTONS

The development of HSR as a new network of
transport has accelerated in many European coun-
tries and become a key element in the priority
TENs. The rationale for it has, however, been

somewhat confusing, so it is not clear whether
HSR is simply an updating of the rail system to
deal with problems of capacity and, thus, help
maintain rail's market share, whether it is a means

of competing with the rapid growth of air travel for
medium distance journeys in the 400 to 600 km

range, or whether it is a more fundamental agent
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of economic change and territorial balance with
impacts on both competitiveness and cohesion.

The analysis here suggests that whilst the wider
economic effects of HSR can be significant, they
are not always obvious or predictable and can vary

significantly between different HSR projects. The

analysis needs, however, to go further. Most of
the analysis does not deal adequately with the
dynamic effects, which the development of a

completely new network could have on patterns of
trip making and economic behavior. These may go

beyond the simple network effects as evidenced
by the rapid growth of that other new network of
low-cost airlines. The next stage in the develop-
ment of HSR is the joining up of the major inter-
national networks with the developing of national
networks, and this could imply a step-change in
effects even greater than that experienced by the
first HSR links. Such a step-change does, however,

carry implications for pricing and interconnection
with other modes, including local and regional rail
which need caref ul consideration. This implies a

need to go back to thinking about appropriate de-

f initions of accessibility change in the light oÍ our
better understanding of the links between acces-

sibility change and the indirect benefits stemming
from HSR developments.

Roger Vickerman
University of Kent

Andreu Ulied
MCRIT
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APPENDIX
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Map 5.4.4. Potential accessibility by rail, 2001

/Vole, Accessibility (ESP0N Space = 100)
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Map 5.4.12. HSR Services, Spain, 2006

/yrte, Daily HSR passengeÍ lÍain services, all except melropolitan services

Source: Renfe

Map 5.A.13. North-West European HSR Network
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Map 5.Á.14. Channel Tunnel Rail Link and stations

Source' www. lcrhq.co. u k/content/down loa ds/ctrl route ma ps. pdí
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Map 5.4.15. TGV South and the France-Spain border region
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Scenariol - Scenario 2: Savings oÍ 458 hours/km2 in the interior oÍ protected areas
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Conclusions

lnvestment in high speed rail infrastructure has

dramatically modified the position of the railway
within the set of transport alternatives the pas-

senger faces in his travel choices. Although the
decline of the market share of railways has not
changed, high speed trains have contributed to a

substantial recovery of rail market share in medium
distance corridors, where they compete with road

and air transport.

High speed rail generates social benef its, which
come from time savings, increase in reliability,
comÍort and safety, and the reduction of conges-
tion and accidents in alternative modes. Releas-

ing capacity in the conventional network, which
can be used for freight transport, is an addition-
al benef it of the investment in the construction
of new lines.

The key question, central to this research proj-

ect, is to determine whether the mentioned so-

cial benefits are greater than the costs the socie-
ty incurs to carry on the construction and

operation of high speed lines. ln other words, the
question is not whether we like high speed rail or

not, but whether we are willing to pay its costs.

We analyzed under what circumstances the soci-
ety may benef it from investing in high speed rail,
and when it is worthwhile to delay the investment
decision. The high speed rail network can be

built gradually, adding new lines once the eco-
nomic evaluation of projects offers some guaran-

tees for the social prof itability of public f unds.
The economic appraisal of new lines has to look

carefully to the deviated and generated traffic,
the time savings, any additional benef it, and the
users' willingness to pay.

It is convenient to reinÍorce the role of the eco-
nomic appraisal oÍ the new high speed rail proj-
ects, co-financed with European Union funds,
instead of using the rhetoric of regional devel-
opment to support the expansion of the net-
work. High speed rail inf rastructure is not good

or bad in global terms. There are socially prof it-
able projects, and others which are not. Econo-
mists can help to identify those projects which
are socially worthy, and whose benefits justify
the sacrif ice of leaving other social needs unat-
tended. This research project hopes to con-
tribute to this aim.
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Foreword 

The commissioning of this report arose from a chance meeting between Ian Wray and Jim Steer. 

Back in 2014 Sir David Higgins, then Chair at HS2 Ltd, and somebody who has always had an interest 

in strategic spatial planning, had suggested that while HS2 dealt with north-south connectivity, it 

needed to be complemented by better east-west links, especially in northern England.  

Greengauge 21’s own work in 2009, when developing a high-speed rail plan for the country (Fast 

Forward) had come to a similar conclusion. Ian Wray had co-authored a report (High-Speed North - 

Building a Trans-Pennine Mega-City) in response, teaming up with Professor Sir Peter Hall and David 

Thrower. Those of us who knew Peter sorely miss his enthusiasm and prompting (sadly, he died soon 

after the report was written). So, one of the last of his many publications sheds light on how – from 

an urban planner’s perspective built from researching ‘world cities’ (a term he coined) and successful 

models of development across Europe – to successfully implement what was to become known as 

the ‘Northern Powerhouse’.  

With Government looking to ‘level up’ the imbalances in the national economy, Ian and David 

agreed it would be a good idea to re-visit the 2014 report, and here it is: ‘Revisiting High Speed 

North’.  
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Summary 

The Oakervee Report suggested that Phase 2b of HS2 (north of Crewe) should be reviewed in 

conjunction with Northern Powerhouse Rail (NPR), which will connect places on a 'west-east' axis in 

the North of England, as well as with measures proposed in the Midlands. 

Our paper is a contribution to this debate. As they stand, plans for NPR have become intertwined 

with HS2, utilising significant parts of currently proposed HS2 investment north of Crewe. In 

consequence the timescales, uncertainties and risks associated with delivering NPR are now joined 

by the timescales, uncertainties and risks connected with HS2 Phase 2b. Taken together, these 

projects now have a current price tag of circa £80 billion and completion cannot be expected before 

the 2040s. This is just too late. We need to strengthen regional productivity and the economies of 

the North, meet political deadlines for 're-levelling', and respond to the real risks of an economic 

depression with early public works. If we do so we now the private sector will invest as much as 

seven years ahead of high speed service introduction (as demonstrated in France in particular).  

We argue that the current collapse of demand for public transport is a short term phenomenon. Post 

Covid, we contend that demand will return to previous levels and continue to grow, responding to 

structural change in the economy and a new 'centripetal' urban dynamics. The existing network does 

not work, crucially through Manchester, but also in Liverpool, Leeds and Sheffield, where city centre 

stations and lines are at capacity, or in Manchester's case over capacity. Average journey times for 

Trans Pennine freight are as low as 16mph and 17mph. These are 'super critical' issues which cannot 

wait for solution until the 2040s.  

To develop our thoughts we have looked at the lessons to be learned from the North's successful 

1960s and 1970s motorway building programme and returned to a paper published by the late 

Professor Sir Peter Hall and colleagues in April 2014 (some weeks before George Osborne's Northern 

Powerhouse speech). Presciently titled 'High Speed North', it set out a plan for a modular solution to 

the problems we identify. Hall's vision was that: 'By the end of the century the great cities of the 

north, plus many of its major towns, would at last be linked by a truly 21st. century railway system, 

bringing them dramatically closer in terms of journey times. As a new northern mega city is born, the 

benefits to their economies would be incalculable'. It remains valid. 

We have revisited the Hall plan, forensically identifying its strengths, and, with the benefit of 

hindsight, its shortcomings. Our conclusions are that we must have a coherent overall plan that 

makes sense, but one that can be constructed incrementally and in financially digestible chunks. The 

great strength of the Hall plan was that it was modular, with significant improvements achieved 

ahead of turning to mega projects like a Trans Pennine Tunnel. We must make early progress in tying 

together labour markets across the north, bringing fast growing places like Warrington, Leeds and 

Manchester together with more challenging labour markets like St. Helens, Wigan, Huddersfield, and 

Sunderland. The problems are the overloaded Manchester rail network, the need for city terminal 

capacity expansion across the North, and dealing with the future demand for rail freight (which is 

forecast to grow by more than 50% by 2050).  

One element of the Hall plan now needs to be updated. Hall envisaged upgrading the existing Eccles-

Victoria-Stalybridge rail corridor. But the strong desire of Manchester authorities for a 'west-east' 
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through HS2 station at Piccadilly offers the opportunity of expanding the Piccadilly hub further. A 

new tunnel under central Manchester, running west-east from Salford to Piccadilly (parallel to the 

troubled Castlefield corridor) could solve the capacity problem. It would serve fast trains from 

Chester and North Wales, Liverpool, Blackpool, Barrow and Glasgow, with services emerging 

eastwards and across the Pennines to Leeds, Bradford, Sheffield, Hull, York and Newcastle. 

Our revisions to the Hall plan retain its strategic thrust. It is not enough simply to connect big city 

centres with ultra-fast, non-stop, services. We must connect the North's towns into the rail network, 

bringing together all its labour markets, and ensuring that stations act as 'mobility hubs' including 

connecting buses, bike hire, walkways, cycle ways, and provision for electric car charging. 
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1 A Shifting Context  

Has the Virus Changed Everything? 

The corona virus epidemic seems to have turned the world upside down. There are few planes in the 

sky. The demand for public transport has collapsed. Businesses which seemed like anchors of the 

emerging economy like tourism, hotels, restaurants and shops have been closed down and in the 

longer term have big question marks against their revival. Will the revival of city centre living and 

switch away from suburban lifestyles continue, or will a scared population take refuge in the 

suburbs, the private garden, the internet, home delivery and an essentially private future? 

We doubt whether a sea change in long term trends is likely. It is true that we have never before 

seen a corona virus shut down, but we have had major economic recessions as well as serious 

terrorist campaigns, centred on major cities. The physical structure of our cities evolves and changes 

slowly. To take one dramatic example: Liverpool’s economy seemed to fall off a cliff in the 1970s, 

when 32% of its jobs were lost (79,300)1. Liverpool’s population fell from 750,000 in 1961 to 490,000 

at the end of the 1980s. But 50% of those who left the city only moved to other parts of Merseyside2 

and the city region population has been increasing since 20013. Liverpool’s economy had not fallen 

off a cliff, it had merely shifted ground. 

Rail passenger use – which is strongly aligned to travel into, within and between cities - has been 

rising steadily since the late 1990s, from a nadir reached in the 1980s. Similarly total road vehicle 

mileage appears to have reached saturation levels with a turning point in the trend in the late 1980s, 

after which major new road construction came to an end.  City centre and urban living went through 

a similar change of trend in the mid-1980s. And all of this occurred against the backcloth of a rising 

trend in internet use. JANET (Joint Academic Network) was launched in 1983, connecting UK 

universities over a high-speed network, and forming the British part of the global internet for most of 

the next decade.  1983 roughly marks the point at which different national networks across the world 

became the modern interconnected internet. The World Wide Web was introduced at CERN by Sir 

Tim Berners-Lee in 1991, making it easy to view and navigate between websites hosted using 

hyperlinks. 

Centrifugal and Centripetal Urban Dynamics 

What was happening? In effect a new set of urban dynamics was replacing the old. After 1958, when 

the first motorway was opened, the dynamics were centrifugal. We built motorways, used relatively 

uncongested new roads, saw  manufacturing job dispersal and inner city collapse, built new towns 

and low density suburbs, and used growing  (mostly road served) airports. Post 1977, the year of the 

Inner Cities White Paper, a new centripetal policy and urban dynamic began to take effect: roads 

became increasingly congested; there was a modest rail revival, including the faster Inter City 125 

services; this rail revival sharply accelerated rom the mid-1990s; manufacturing jobs were lost rather 

than dispersed; city centre jobs and city centre living grew; urban regeneration replaced new towns 

as the focus for policy; there was something of a city centre cultural renaissance; accompanied by a 

change in values and behaviour, as laptops and smartphones arrived. 
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These changes are deep seated and not simply a British phenomenon. In the USA, the 73 million 

millennials were actually driving less. By the end of the 2000s they drove 20 percent fewer miles than 

at the outset. They have embraced city centre living, cycling, walkable suburbs, and homes close to 

railway stations. Since the mid-1990s median home values per square foot have risen by 325% near 

railroad stations, but only 122% for home values as a whole4.  

It would take a lot to change, rather than readjust, the new and still emerging centripetal dynamic. A 

central reason for this is the rising importance of agglomeration economies in the new knowledge 

and information economy (as opposed to mass production).  As economist Edward Glaeser points 

out, cities are all about proximity, density and closeness. They have grown and prospered world-wide 

even as the wonders of the World Wide Web have unfolded. Transformational IT has not overcome 

the tyranny of distance. In America, workers in metropolitan areas with big cities earn 30% more than 

workers outside metropolitan areas. The physicist Geoffrey West has shown that every doubling in 

city size brings 15-20% increase in wages, patent output and the employment of super productive 

people5. London reflects this urban mathematics. Chape and Wray proposed an explicit policy to 

create and sustain two super cities in the UK, one north, one south, bringing together the big cities of 

Liverpool, Leeds and Manchester, which are only some 65 miles apart, and tying their labour markets 

more closely to the old industrial towns which are between them (like Wigan and St Helens) or nearby 

(like Blackburn, Rochdale, Bradford and Burnley)6.   

This was part of the logic which underlaid George Osborne’s Northern Powerhouse speech in June 

20147. It also underlaid the plan for High Speed North devised by the late Professor Sir Peter Hall with 

Ian Wray and David Thrower - and published in April 2014, some weeks before Osborne’s speech. 

Hall’s plan was modest, realistic, modular and deliverable, and considered the needs of the places 

close to and between their cities as well as the cities themselves. We spell out the wisdom of the Hall 

plan below and consider whether it might be time to return to some of its basic principles. 

Looking Ahead 

 

We cannot be certain of the long term outcome and we might be wrong. These are unprecedented 

circumstances and we are looking through a glass darkly: ‘the virus is really disruptive’ argument 

would be that people will get used to working from home and will stick to it. This would affect city 

centres in particular and mean that past worries about transport capacity pressures are genuinely 

eased. But there is a counter argument.  We may discover that many jobs cannot be carried out 

effectively from home and that these will turn out to be more important than once thought, and will 

continue and re-appear, perhaps with an elevated status and maybe higher pay levels, once the virus 

is defeated. Many jobs – especially high level and creative jobs – need face to face interaction, and in 

America trends show that high skilled jobs are growing fast8. A study of working relationships in 

London’s creative media industry, centred in Soho, found that interpersonal relationships and face 

to face contact were of absolutely central importance : ’Peer regard, partly based on industry gossip 

is a lynchpin of smooth labour market functioning in a fuzzy, fast moving, environment’9. The same 

undoubtedly applies to finance and the City of London. And just as bankers and media people need 

to gossip, musicians have discovered that they cannot rehearse together on line, because of time 
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delays. Still other jobs involve working with physical artefacts, not computer screens, whether these 

are works of art, manufactured products, or simply caring for other people. Still other jobs, further 

down the food chain, involve regular supervision of workers who may not be as self-motivated as 

others. 

One central problem is unlikely to go away, even if the virus is conquered either by natural 

progression, or vaccine, or strict public health measures. That is the unfortunate jolt it has given a 

world economy already overburdened with high levels of private debt and overvalued stock 

markets, risking an economic crash followed by long term economic depression associated with a 

widespread collapse of demand10. With interest rates already at historically low levels there is no 

scope for effective stimulus from that source. 

This suggests that governments will fall back on the traditional remedy – public works – and 

potentially on a very large scale. Governments will want to get the public works programme moving 

within one or two years, to stimulate the economy and make an impression on the problems before 

the next general election. This can either be financed by borrowing or by higher rates of taxation. 

Contrary to popular belief, UK government borrowing as a percentage of GDP is low11 and taxation 

as a percentage of GDP is also low12. We know that the needs for public investment are considerable 

if the UK is to meet a number of wider challenges and enduring problems, including the need to:  

• Develop and strengthen the NHS, its personnel, resources and assets, increasing our national 

resilience to future pandemics  

• Decarbonise the economy, to adapt to and mitigate the impacts of climate change  

• Secure a much better spatial balance of economy activity 

• Rescue the future for many of the old industrial towns left behind by the last few decades of 

rising wealth and inequality 

• Secure much higher levels of national productivity, especially by investing in scientific and 

medical research and other forms of R&D 

This paper is written against this troubling and uncertain backcloth. Within it we want to develop 

proposals for transport investment in the North of England’s rail system designed to meet these 

shifting and enduring strategic challenges with a realistic programme of investment. Before we 

move to the imperatives for future investment, we briefly review the strengths and opportunities of 

the North’s economy, drawing on research in the Northern Powerhouse Independent Economic 

Review13. 

Lessons from the Northern Powerhouse Independent Economic Review (NPIER) 

The NPIER was prepared by SQW consultants in 2016. It is an in-depth study of the north’s economy, 

its strengths, assets and problems. The Review draws attention to the long standing performance 

gap between the north’s economy and the rest of England, as well as London. Over the last thirty 

years the North’s GVA per capita has been 25% below that of the rest of England, including London. 

As well as having fewer people in work, a prime cause of the North’s weakness has been poor levels 

of productivity, which result in differences in earnings. SQW identify several explanations for the 

productivity disparity: low enterprise levels; a lack of skills; a technology gap; lower investment in 

science and technology; and the lack of agglomeration, with northern cities which were too small to 
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take advantage of economies of scale, a problem exacerbated by poor transport links between key 

settlements. 

The Review looked at the North’s sectoral specialisms and the specialisms of particular places, 

identifying four prime capabilities: advanced manufacturing, energy, health innovation, and the 

digital sectors including media. In addition it saw three enabling capabilities: financial and 

professional services; logistics, including ports and airports; and education, especially higher 

education. The Review mapped the distribution of these various activities across the region.  

These maps are instructive for they show very clearly that the strengths are not solely located in the 

big city centres. Advanced manufacturing capabilities are spread across the north with heavy 

concentrations in Cheshire, Teesside, East Lancashire, Humberside and York, as well as others near 

the biggest cities. A similar picture emerges for energy, with big concentrations on the Cumbrian 

coast, between Liverpool and Manchester, on Humberside and in Teesside. Health innovation 

capacity has a closer fit with big cities, but there are also strong concentrations in south Cheshire, on 

Humberside and north of Newcastle. Digital capability shows a stronger relationship with the big 

cities, as might be expected.  

The enabling capabilities, which essentially provide support for the leading sectors (many of which 

will be exporting sectors) have a much closer relationship with the big cities, especially in their 

centres and also at their ports and airports. 

All this has important consequences for transport investment in general and rail in particular. To 

develop agglomeration economies we need to link the employing sites and of course the big city 

centres to their potential labour pool, and to each other. It is not enough simply to link together the 

big city centres. We also need to link them to current and potential commuting locations - and to 

places close to and between the big cities. A network approach is needed. 

Six Imperatives for Rail Investment 

Distilling the discussion above, we can identify six imperatives for rail investment in the north: 

• Speed of delivery, if not in shovel ready projects, then at least in projects which can be 

specified and constructed within five or at most ten rather than twenty or more years 

• Value for Money, tackling immediate problems and demonstrating results 

• Building agglomeration economies not just within the city centres but across the north as a 

whole 

• Using transport investment to overcome the weaknesses of smaller industrial towns and 

cities, not least as they often accommodate some of the most important prime capabilities 

in the region’s economy 

• Tackling real problems rather than merely addressing long term aspirations 

• Promoting a sustainable transport system which supports urban regeneration, rather than 

urban sprawl, and reduces carbon emissions, not least through a switch to electricity (from 

sustainable sources) for power supply 

The rest of this report is developed with these imperatives in mind. But first we turn to the 

construction history of the UK’s motorway system in the 1960s and 1970s, in terms of politics, 
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realism and delivery. It turns out that this earlier national infrastructure achievement, with its long 

incubation period before and after World War Two, has some valuable lessons for the present day. 
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2 Lessons from the Motorway Builders 14 

Government Inaction 

Britain’s first motorway was built in the North of England. But, perhaps surprisingly, the first 

Parliamentary Bill for motorway-style road construction was a private members bill for a new road 

between London and Brighton, dating back to 1906. Restricted to mechanically propelled vehicles 

the proposal would have been a dual carriageway with slip road access. Another private members 

bill introduced in 1923 sought powers to construct a 226 mile northern and western motorway from 

London to Liverpool. Though revived in 1929, this Bill foundered for lack of government support. 

Throughout the 1920s and 1930s the Ministry of Transport held to the view that piecemeal 

improvements to existing routes rather than big freestanding projects should have priority. In 1931 a 

Royal Commission on Transport reached dismissive conclusions on motorways: ‘We feel that new 

roads of this nature are not required’15. In words which might easily have been heard more recently, 

expressing scepticism about high speed railways, the Department’s chief engineer said; ‘In a densely 

roaded (sic) country such as ours, conditions would not permit the construction of motorways’16. His 

Minister readily agreed: ‘I think our task is to improve the system we now have’17. 

Whilst officialdom opposed motorway style roads, local authorities embraced them. The 28 mile 

long Liverpool –East Lancashire road was built close to motorway standards, on a new alignment. 

Liverpool’s city engineer, John Brodie built the UK’s first ring road in the 1920s and was largely 

responsible for the two mile long Mersey Tunnel, one of the greatest engineering feats of the 1930s. 

As with the East Lancs Road, the initiative came from local government, not the Ministry.  

In pre-war Germany it was a different story. Like Mussolini, Hitler saw new roads as a vivid example 

of the unity of the Reich, a public works programme which would reduce unemployment and 

provide essential infrastructure. By 1939 over 2,300 miles of autobahn had been completed. The 

new roads caught the imagination of British local authority engineers who returned from a study 

visit to Germany convinced that motorway style roads were the future. The County Surveyors 

Society established a subcommittee and produced a pre-war plan for a 1,000 mile national 

motorway network.  

Post war, attitudes to state investment and construction began to change – but only slowly. As with 

the reconstruction of blitzed cities, the airfield construction programme led to new skills in massive 

civil engineering projects. In 1939 RAF Bomber Command had 27 grass covered airfields; by 1945 it 

had 126 concrete runway airfields, and government had seen at first hand the quality of the 

autobahnen. 

Even so, government support for new roads was not forthcoming.  Ministers saw a widespread 

system of motorways as lacking justification. Although the post war Labour government announced 

a Ten Year Trunk Road Plan, including 800 miles of motorways, initiative was left entirely with the 

local authorities. There was no new money and the Treasury pursued its traditional role of squeezing 

investment to save what little money there was. 
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Local Government Initiative 

As in the interwar years, initiative lay with local government and specifically with local government 

in Lancashire where the county council’s young and dynamic engineer, James Drake, prepared an 

ambitious ‘Roads Plan for Lancashire’ in 194718. Over the next 50 years a substantial part of Drake’s 

plan was implemented. Shrewdly anticipating the shortage of public funds and anaemic government 

support, Drake realised that the best chance of success was in breaking the big project up into a 

number of smaller free standing schemes which could subsequently be knitted together to form a 

network. The first two schemes built by Drake were deliberately badged as ‘by passes’ rather than 

motorways – the Preston By Pass approved in 1956, and the Stretford By Pass, started in 1957. Both 

were elements in Drake’s big county-wide plan of course.  As historic photographs show, the Preston 

by pass was designed to modest and minimum standards. There was no road lighting, the hard 

shoulder was a grass verge and the outside lanes were both finished as grass reservations. Yet the 

bridges were built to sufficient width for eight lanes, including the hard shoulders. Drake kept his 

staff busy designing schemes for the shelf, so that as soon as government support was forthcoming 

he would be able to move.  

Sir Peter Baldwin, Permanent Secretary at the Department for Transport (and a key ally in the later 

stages of the motorway programme) knew exactly what the game was:  

‘Who built the motorways? What I observe first is the complexity of the task when seen as a 

whole and the uncertainties within it…What was ordered was a system. But it was not 

ordered as a whole. Successive parts of it were ordered with degrees of uncertainty… about 

what would be ordered next and when, if at all’19.  

The political and departmental game playing worked; by 1972 a 1,000 mile national network had 

been built, bearing a remarkable resemblance to the 1938 County Surveyors’ plan. 

The lessons are straightforward. Clear long term aspirational objectives and a visionary ‘badging’ 

concept will ultimately attract popular and political support, especially from voters and local 

government politicians. But start modestly, without needlessly frightening the Treasury, and bag 

some early wins.  Develop a flexible and modular approach to implementation, both in terms of 

scale (start with four lanes instead of eight) and in terms of location (build first where it is politically 

and practically possible to do so) and in terms of need (tackle the obvious problems first), so that 

these build steadily towards realising your long term aspirations and long term plan. We suggest that 

these principles might be applied as much to northern rail investment in the 21st century as to 

northern road investment in the 20th century.  
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3 Northern Freight Under Stress 

The National Picture 

According to Office for National Statistics data published in September 201920, greenhouse gas 

emissions from all road transport make up 21% of UK greenhouse gas emissions. The Department for 

Transport’s Freight Carbon Review 201721 states that, although they make up only 5% of vehicle 

miles, heavy goods vehicles account for as much as 17% of total road transport greenhouse gas 

emissions. A decarbonisation strategy for these vehicles is challenging for two reasons. First, 

technological solutions for electric propulsion for larger HGVs are at an early stage of development. 

Second, the diverse mixture of vehicle configurations, weights and fleets make a single industry-wide 

solution difficult.  

The UK is committed through the 2008 Climate Change Act to a long term and legally-binding target 

of reducing UK emissions by at least 80% on 1990 levels by 2050. In addition, the 2008 Ambient Air 

Quality Directive sets legally-binding limits for concentrations of major pollutants that impact public 

health, including particulate matter (PM10s and PM2.5s) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). 

Moving freight is vital for the economy and, for environmental reasons, there must be a growing 

emphasis on expanding the role of rail freight, powered by electric traction. 

The latest data22 show that total rail freight moved in Q3 was 3.99bn net tonne km; total freight 

lifted was 15.3m tonnes, a 20% decrease over the previous year, reflecting the final run-down of coal 

traffic to power stations. But the last 5 years have seen rail increase its share of domestic intermodal 

(i.e. container) traffic by 13%. The main commodities carried are (in net tonne kms.): intermodal 

1.67bn; construction materials 1.07bn; other commodities, 0.49bn; metals 0.30bn; and oil and 

petroleum 0.25bn. Some flows are reasonably stable, such as containers from South-East ports to 

Doncaster or Trafford Park. Other flows (such as construction materials) may develop and then 

cease when a contract is fulfilled. So the system needs enough spare capacity to accommodate 

short-term flows. 

 Over the past two decades, the North’s rail network has accommodated additional passenger 

services, absorbing much of the remaining network capacity. Speeds of some passenger services 

have increased, making it more difficult to share tracks with freight services. Passenger train lengths 

have also grown, so they are taking longer to clear key junctions, alongside a major increase in 

passengers, resulting in some station dwell times being extended. 

Rail haulage of intermodal traffic and construction materials has grown, as coal haulage has fallen, 

so that the geography of demand has shifted. Some routes have been adapted to accommodate 

bigger containers, to W12 or W10 loading gauge (mostly in the Midlands/South) and this includes 

the East Coast Main Line.  

There has been continued reliance for traction on diesels (with the notable exception of the flows of 

container trains to and from Trafford Park, Manchester). Diesels give operational flexibility, but with 

reduced power and acceleration and increased pollution. If rail is to provide an environmentally 

better alternative to lorry haulage, it will need to use electric traction for diverted freight flows. 
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Growth Forecasts and Slow Speeds 

Freight trains cannot be easily fitted into intensive passenger services and so they are often held in 

passing loops to allow passenger trains to pass. When in loops, or stuck at signals, freight trains lose 

money and thus competitiveness. Many freight services are painfully slow: Liverpool to Drax power 

station has an average speed of only 16mph; Immingham to Eggborough power station, 17mph; 

Immingham to Drax power station, 19mph23 

Transport for the North used the Great Britain Freight Model to forecast future transport flows.  A 

2050 forecast for the North of England, applying NPIER growth projections, indicated that, in tonne-

km, road freight would grow by + 61.8% and rail by + 52.9%. Specific rail freight routes may come 

under pressure driven by increased intermodal traffic 24: strong growth is expected on the West 

Coast Main Line, particularly south of Warrington and the route to Garston and Widnes; on the East 

Coast Main Line south of Doncaster, and on sections of line northwards to Leeds, and between 

Liverpool, Manchester and Leeds.  

The extension of HS2 northwards will set fresh challenges for freight in the North. The extra capacity 

created on the network south of Crewe by HS2 Phase 1/2a is not matched by spare capacity 

available north of Crewe. The gains of HS2, in terms of released capacity for rail freight, risk being 

wasted unless some measures to increase track capacity north of Crewe are made in the period to 

2030. This is likely to involve some four-tracking of the Crewe-Weaver Junction section of the West 

Coast Main Line. It might be associated with the use of digital train control systems, which are likely 

to be needed in any event as a suitable interface with the HS2 systems from Crewe southwards from 

circa 2030 onwards.   

Access to freight terminals is a critical issue. Trafford Park terminal is at present only accessible by 

rail from the east (i.e. by traversing Manchester city centre).  Although this is unhelpful for 

passenger services, enforced closure of the depot would be undesirable. Its location, according to 

Rail Freight Group, is considered ideal for its customers.  

The alternatives are either: 

• A suitable new freight interchange more readily served off the West Coast Main Line 

(Parkside has been a candidate for some years) or  

• An access route from the West Coast Main Line to the Liverpool-Warrington- 

Manchester line, so that the Trafford Park terminal can be accessed from the west. 

Since these trains are electrically-hauled, this would also require electrification of 

this second line between the two major cities via Warrington, which is desirable in 

any event. 

Growth on the East Coast Main Line may be manageable with minor additions to committed 

developments. South of Doncaster, the creation of a parallel freight route via Lincoln is proceeding 

at pace. North of Doncaster, various fixes are available, especially since there has been such a 

decline in coal traffic on this part of the national network. As for trans-Pennine freight, it must be 

anticipated that the Trans Pennine Route upgrade will indicate a suitable solution. But nowhere in 

sight is a coherent rai freight strategy for the North, combining these measures and driving the 

North’s economy forward with a more sustainable freight and logistics system. 
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The messages for the North of England’s economy are clear. If Northern Powerhouse growth 

forecasts for 2050 are reasonable, there will continue to be massive growth both in road freight 

traffic and rail freight in the North of England. The projected growth in road freight will outstrip rail, 

with all the adverse environmental consequences for emissions, noise, accidents and congestion 

that would bring. Significantly increased rail network capacity would be required to accommodate 

projected growth. And, if economic growth is accompanied by environmentally-driven policies to 

further-switch freight from road to rail, even greater rail network freight capacity will be needed. 

Freight by rail is expected to grow strongly in the North – by more than 50% in the next 30 years. If 

freight is successfully decarbonised, a much higher level of growth can be expected as electrified rail 

provides a viable alternative to road haulage across key corridors.  

The likely short, medium and long term investments needed to accommodate desirable rail freight 

growth are set out in the table below. 
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Rail Network Investment Priorities for Freight Across the North 

Short term (2020-2025) rail network investment measures are likely to include: 

• overdue investment to deal with crucial rail-traffic bottlenecks such as Manchester 
Piccadilly 

• implementation of modest capacity improvement schemes such as Dore (south of 
Sheffield) 

• minor local electrification extensions such as Manchester-Stalybridge (to help 
decongest Victoria) 

• further selective main line electrification where this enables further elimination of 
diesel traction and incentivises a move away from diesel only traction 

• extensions of existing passing-loops to accommodate longer (750m) freight trains 

• creation of additional rail freight terminals, with regard to available capacity on access 
routes, including potential network enhancement to support new terminals 

 

Medium term (2025-2035) improvements (for which planning should commence at once: 

• adapting the North’s rail network to accommodate the complex impact of the opening 
of HS2’s initial phase, including implementation of High Speed North initial phases 

• additional electrification to permit further elimination of diesel traction and greater 
operational flexibility/resilience during disruption 

• selective quadruple-tracking to enable intercity passenger services to overtake freight 
(and stopping passenger) trains  

• re-opening of disused routes such as Leamside (Durham) to create more capacity for 
passenger/freight train mix 

• grade separation at key junctions, such as Euxton (merge of WCML and Manchester –
Preston routes) and Newark (flat crossing of ECML) 

 

Long-term (2035 onwards): 

• completion of HSN 

• further quadrupling of tracks on existing routes 

• further infill electrification  

• comprehensive provision of new rail connected distribution depots  

• securing electrified intermodal freight and electrified ‘last five miles’ road distribution 
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4 The Current Plan for High Speed North 

In the Department for Transport’s terminology1, High Speed North is – or rather will be – ‘an 

integrated rail plan for the Midlands and the North’. When Professor Sir Peter Hall and two of this 

report’s authors (Ian Wray and David Thrower) set out a plan called ‘High Speed North’ in June 2014, 

they were focussed on what would now be thought of as part of this integrated rail plan – the east-

west connections between the North’s major cities. This has been variously referred to in the past as 

Crossrail for the North, HS3, and, now, Northern Powerhouse Rail. 

The Integrated Rail Plan 

Here, we examine the DfT integrated plan for High Speed North25, insofar as it can be assessed. 

Terms of reference for a revised plan were published on 21st February 2020 following a 

recommendation in the HS2 Oakervee review,26. This suggested that HS2 Phase 2b should be 

reviewed in conjunction with plans for Northern Powerhouse Rail, as well as the set of measures 

envisaged in the Midlands.  

The new Integrated Rail Plan is set to draw on advice from the Infrastructure and Projects Authority 

(IPA) on lessons that can be learned from HS2 in terms of cost overruns. Parts of HS2 (London – 

Birmingham – Crewe) are going to be taken as a given. There is also to be an input from the National 

Infrastructure Commission (NIC) which is to advise on the ‘rail needs of the Midlands and the North’. 

The integrated plan will be published by the end of the year. 

The scope of the integrated plan is identified as HS2 Phase 2b, Northern Powerhouse Rail (NPR), 

Midlands Rail Hub and ‘other proposed Network Rail projects’. The scope is set wide in relation to 

delivery issues, consenting routes (legislation), governance, project phasing, and ways to reduce cost 

and speed up delivery. It will also cover the question of how best to ‘deliver rail connectivity with 

Scotland’. The Integrated Rail Plan needs to be in line with the Oakervee Review conclusion (which 

includes support for the whole of HS2, in all its phases) and cognisant of fiscal and supply chain 

constraints. 

There is no mention of freight (or indeed passengers) in the terms of reference, which focus on 

infrastructure projects and their efficient delivery, rather than wider objectives, and investment 

appraisal.  This could reflect frustration with the pace of delivery, and a belief that accommodating 

demand does not at this stage require an overall service plan for the new and by passed rail 

infrastructure. Parliamentary Powers have been granted for HS2 Phase 1 and they could be 

forthcoming for Phase 2a by summer 2020. But Phase 2b and NPR are nowhere near ready to build.  

The terms of reference state that: “as well as committing to deliver HS2, the government remains 

strongly committed to Northern Powerhouse Rail.” The test of these slightly differently worded 

commitments is likely to be revealed in conclusions reached on sequencing and delivery timescales 

of project elements. The further into the future, the greater the scope for changes ahead, including 

retraction of earlier commitments. The HS2 Phase 1/2a delivery timescale has slipped to a 

completion date around 2031. Allowing for the current year to develop the Integrated Rail Plan (High 

 
1 The Northern Powerhouse Partnership had used the same term, to a different end, recommending “the 
establishment of HS2 North – a special purpose vehicle working with the private sector to integrate HS2 and 
Northern Powerhouse Rail (NPR)”  
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Speed North), the likely duration of the consenting process, and based on experience to date, Phase 

2b and NPR might be expected to be delivered in the period 2040-45. 

Some parts of the Integrated Plan, especially elements based on upgrading railways, could be 

delivered much sooner than that. Plans for the Trans-Pennine Route Upgrade (TRU) are understood 

to be due for announcement in the near future. And the terms of reference suggest that, in respect 

of one part of the mega-project list, Government wants to proceed quickly: “….will also proceed with 

the legislation to allow for the development of the Western Leg [of HS2] provided it doesn’t 

prejudge any recommendations or decisions that will be taken in this plan”. So a start on legislation 

might be expected as soon as January 2021, but it is unclear whether the ‘Western Leg’ is the Crewe-

Manchester section of HS2 or whether the route northwards to Golborne Junction (near Wigan) is 

also included. 

A Plan Prepared Earlier?  

Over the last few years, DfT, working with Transport for the North (TfN), has looked at ways to mesh 

together the largely east-west trajectory of NPR with the two north-south limbs of the HS2 plan27 . 

The attraction was that parts of HS2 Phase 2b would be operating with spare capacity. So, a new fast 

connection between Sheffield and Leeds, for instance, provided as part of Phase 2b, could also serve 

to meet part of the Northern Powerhouse ambition of faster connections between the major 

northern cities. A series of ‘touch-points’ – connections and junctions between the two projects, and 

with the existing rail network, were examined during 2018-19 to establish if this could be achieved. 

The broad shape of an integrated HS2 and NPR network is therefore known – and is shown below. 

Here, the HS2/NPR ‘touch-points’ are numbered 1-6, HS2 phase 2b is shown in blue/grey, new lines 

built as part of NPR are in yellow, and upgrades to existing lines are shown in purple (TRU) and 

between Leeds and Manchester in black.   
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Current Plans to Interlink HS2 and NPR 

 

Key integration features between HS2 and NPR arise at: 

• Major stations such as Manchester Piccadilly and Leeds 

• Between Liverpool and Manchester where an NPR connection westwards via Warrington is 

added onto the Manchester-Crewe HS2 link (at touchpoints 5/6)  

• Between Sheffield and Leeds, where connections to/from the existing network (touchpoints 

2 and 3) would allow a new fast connection between the two cities. 

The map above does not show North East England, which would be served by NPR largely over 

upgraded existing lines; nor does it show the Midlands, which is also to be covered in the High Speed 

North integrated plan. But the map shows the central east-west corridor in the North, and it is on 

this geography, and especially the western end of the Liverpool-Manchester-Leeds link that we 

focus. 

Candidate variations that have become apparent since the TfN/DfT touch-point plan was published 

include: 

• The possible replacement of the connection at Touchpoint 2 with an extended version of 

Touchpoint 3 to provide a running connection northwards from HS2 to Wakefield and 

Bradford 

• The possible removal of the Golborne spur of HS2 northwards from touchpoint 6   

 

There are also some issues outstanding, including: 

 

• The design at Manchester Piccadilly station 

• The route between Warrington and Liverpool and whether this should be a completely new 

(high-speed) alignment or an upgrade of an existing rail corridor 
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• Whether the NPR route should be routed via Bradford, with an underground through high-

speed station in the city centre. 

In each of these three cases, the scope and capital cost differentials are likely to be very substantial.  

But this is a serious attempt to ensure that the best overall value for money is obtained by ‘piggy-

backing’ fast new train services between the North’s large cities on HS2 infrastructure that would 

not otherwise be fully used. Exactly how this will be achieved, and its likely cost, remains unclear.  

What is clear is that consideration of NPR, as now envisaged, has become inextricably linked with 

HS2 Phase 2b. 

In terms of capital outlay, HS2 Phase 2b (eastern and western limbs) is estimated to cost in total 

between £36.3bn and £40.3bn, in 2019 prices, and NPR has been estimated to cost £39bn. Together 

these components currently have a price tag of circa £80bn, which may not be acceptable post 

Covid. Moreover cost estimates for HS2 Phase 1, made at the stage of development now reached by 

Phase 2b and NPR, increased substantially later.  

Aims, Aspirations, Risks and Shortcomings 

Government’s aims for these projects are expressed in terms of meeting a capacity need in a way 

that enhances connectivity across the nation and addresses the ambition to ‘level up’ the economy.  

The commitment to Phase 1 of HS2, which has a price estimate of £40-43bn in 2019 prices, was 

made before the scale of the Covid 19 and its impact on the national economy became apparent. 

There will be, as a result of Covid-19, very much greater pressures on public finance in the period 

2021-31 when Phase 1 (and potentially Phase 2a) is due to be built - although there may also be 

pressure for a rapid public works programme to avert economic depression. The connectivity 

benefits – and very largely, the capacity benefits – of the project are unlikely to be diminished in a 

post Covid-19 world. Moreover, the merit in expanding high-quality electrified rail network capacity 

should not be overlooked, at a time when the transport sector is facing a de-carbonisation 

challenge. So, while fiscal pressures will be complex, there is no reason to turn against this part of 

the Government’s intended transport sector capital spend.  

As we argued earlier, within and across the North, the need to strengthen the existing transport 

network that links the major cities, both with each other and with the Midlands, Scotland and 

London, remains very strong. We have no difficulty with the longer term economic aspirations that 

have prompted Government support for these investments, nor in their search to ensure that they 

are delivered efficiently. But we see two weaknesses. 

The first is this: completion by the 2040s is simply too late, if the aim is to strengthen regional 

productivity and the economies of the North - and Midlands. It will not meet political deadlines to 

deliver for the North nor respond to the risks of recession. Nor will it provide the assurance and 

incentive for the private sector to commit to new investment in the North. Evidence from high-

speed rail projects elsewhere (France, in particular) has shown that there is a market stimulus, with 

the private sector investing in response to the connectivity gains that HSR brings, as much as 7 years 

ahead of high-speed service introduction. Once there is certainty, businesses are comfortable with 

investing in anticipation. But on the basis of precedents elsewhere, for the North of England, Phase 

2b or NPR-related development might not be visible on the ground until perhaps 2033-5.   
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The second problem is that the ingredients for the new Integrated Rail Plan may not solve problems 

already apparent (which we later term ‘super-critical issues’). The Plan ingredients are focused on 

high speed connections between a relatively small number of larger city centres rather than 

integrating regional labour markets across the Trans Pennine Corridors and beyond, by developing  

mobility hubs in smaller centres, with connecting buses, bike hire, walk and  cycle ways, provision for 

electric car charging and so on. 

 

The Integrated Plan components have been designed to address, in the case of HS2, a future 

capacity problem on north-south rail arteries foreseen 20 years ago, and in the case of NPR, an 

opportunity to create better pan-Northern intercity connectivity identified in 2014. But the 

problems that became apparent on the North’s rail network in 2018-19 need to be addressed 

urgently. They will not be addressed by the Integrated Rail Plan components, even when they come 

on stream, probably in more than 20 years’ time.  

Basically, the North’s rail network is over-loaded, right now. Some solutions may be found in the 

short term, perhaps cutting some services so that those that remain can be operated with 

acceptable levels of reliability. But what comes next? Where is the medium-term plan to address 

the problems of rail network congestion, readily apparent at Manchester, but incipient in other 

major cities where central stations and approaches have inadequate capacity?  

While it is true that other more modest schemes exist that could be delivered earlier (the Trans-

Pennine Route Upgrade (TRU) being the prime example28), they too do not tackle these network 

problems. As a result, none of the possible headline projects, whether medium or long term, will 

solve today’s super critical problems, as discussed below.  

The Integrated Rail Plan will provide a major boost to the North’s economy in due course (the 

2040s), and we intend here to take these plans as a given, recognising that in some respects they 

are still evolving.  But this means that there is a real gap to be addressed: how to bring about the 

pressing improvements needed in the 2025-2035 period. It calls for a modular, incremental 

approach, not unlike the plans develop by local government which successfully delivered the 

North’s motorways some 60 years ago.  
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5 High Speed North: The Hall Plan 

In their paper published in 2014, the late Professor Sir Peter Hall, with David Thrower and Ian Wray, 

set out the vision29  of a 20-year staged programme to create high-speed rail links between the 

major North of England cities. The Hall plan, as we term it, was a response to Sir David Higgins’ paper 

‘HS2 Plus’30. Sir David had summarised the challenge as connectivity between the great Northern 

cities: 

‘The key to improving these, particularly east to west, is to integrate HS2 into the existing 

network to improve connectivity between Liverpool and Manchester, Manchester and 

Leeds, Leeds and Hull…..HS2 and the future of the existing network need to be considered 

together.’ 

In response, the Hall plan first set out the parameters of the investment debate. The UK now has the 

biggest regional disparities in Europe. Greater London is as big as the next six urban areas put 

together. If the national economy is to be rebalanced, it argued, we must create an economic 

counterweight to London, bringing together three great cities only 60 miles apart, Liverpool, 

Manchester and Leeds, continuing to York to connect the North-East, with a new high speed rail link. 

This would be backed-up with electrification and other improvements for key links to places 

currently isolated from the core cities. 

Hall et al went on to argue how fast rail connections could play a huge role in underpinning regional 

economic growth, through creating an integrated high-level labour market and building-up urban 

agglomeration and its consequent economic benefits. The Hall authors saw the ultimate objective of 

what they termed High Speed North as being to cut Liverpool-Leeds journey times to 55 minutes or 

less, initially securing improvement in journey times through the use of tilting Pendolino-type trains, 

and then subsequently through the construction of new lines and the upgrading of existing 

infrastructure.  

A Modular Approach 

In more detail, improvements would be phased as follows: 

Stage 1: Electrification of Liverpool-Manchester (this is now implemented) 

Stage 2: Implementation of the Northern Hub schemes, and electrification of Manchester-Leeds, 

plus introduction of Pendolino trains. The Ordsall Chord, between Victoria and Oxford Road (part of 

the northern Hub plan) has now been implemented, but the re-modelling of Oxford Road and 

Piccadilly remains unresolved, and other elements in the Hub plan are on hold. Details are still 

awaited of how much of Manchester-Leeds will be electrified under the approved £2.9bn Trans-

Pennine Upgrade. New bi-mode (electric/diesel) trains have been introduced in 2020 but these do 

not tilt, cause carbon and particulate emissions, and have the weight penalty of carrying full fuel 

tanks and diesel engines over the Pennines. 
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The Hall Plan for High Speed North, April 2014

 

 

Stage 3: This first stage of major new investment would create 20 miles of new high-speed route out 

of Liverpool, following the M62 motorway. It would form the first stage of any high-speed trans-

Pennine route but would also link into HS2 to give Liverpool a complete high speed link to London. 

Just east of where it crossed the WCML, the new line would re-join an upgraded Chat Moss route. 

There would be a new hub station for the Warrington/St Helens area, “James Drake Parkway”, on 

the site of the former Parkside colliery, near Newton-le-Willows.  

From there on, the eastern half of the present Liverpool-Manchester route is straight and level, 

much of it across Chat Moss, and could readily be four-tracked to give two new high-speed tracks 

into Manchester Victoria. There would be a rail/Metrolink interchange at Eccles to give access to the 

Salford Quays area, requiring a very short extension of Metrolink.  

The section eastwards from Manchester Victoria to Stalybridge would become high-speed-only. The 

local services would be switched to the Guide Bridge and Stalybridge route, and this route and the 

Hadfield/Glossop and Hyde Loop routes converted to tram-train. A replacement for the present 

Ashton station would be created at Ashton Park Parade, on the Guide Bridge-Stalybridge line, and 

the present Metrolink route to Ashton extended to this station, with services continuing to 

Stalybridge where there would be interchange with High Speed North.  
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The Metrolink system would thus reach from the interchange at Eccles station to the interchange at 

Stalybridge station, on the German model. 

Stage 4: A parallel investment for the 20 miles to the west of Leeds, from Huddersfield, using the 

same approach as recommended above for the Chat Moss route. It would involve 14 miles of 

upgrading and electrification from Huddersfield to Wakefield Kirkgate, plus a short 2.5 miles of new 

line to a delta junction with HS2.  

The work could be done in two sub-stages. First, depending on feasibility, a short new link could be 

built to connect into the present Doncaster-Wakefield Westgate-Leeds line, south of Wakefield 

Westgate, giving access to the present Leeds station and with services continuing to York and the 

North East. A second sub-stage would be to connect into the new HS2 line to give continuous high 

speed running into the HS2 terminus at Leeds. There could also be onward running via HS2’s eastern 

arm direct to York and Newcastle. 

Halifax and Bradford, too, were not be forgotten. High speed services from the Manchester direction 

could operate via Huddersfield and the admittedly-slow route via Bradley and Greetland junctions to 

Halifax and Bradford. And from the south, HS2 services on the eastern arm could also operate to 

Wakefield and either Huddersfield, Halifax and Bradford. 

Stage 5: Although there was once a four-track alignment from Marsden eastwards to Huddersfield, 

which could theoretically start back from Diggle if the disused Pennine tunnels were renovated and 

re-tracked, restoring the route to pre-late-1970s condition, this route could never remotely 

constitute a high speed line. The first, low-cost, improvement could thus be some selective four-

tracking and the introduction of Pendolino services – which took 20% off West Coast Main Line 

journey times. 

However, the more radical longer-term high speed solution would involve building a new direct base 

tunnel under the Standedge summit of the Pennines, on the model of the modernisation of the great 

trans-Alpine routes, and similar in length to London’s Crossrail tunnel. This would commence 

immediately north-east of Stalybridge and emerge in the Holme Valley, south of Lockwood, to run 

into Huddersfield on the present four-track alignment. This would complete a high speed railway 

from Liverpool through Manchester to Leeds, dramatically increasing capacity, including capacity on 

the old classic route for better local services and freight. It would also provide continuity of the 

workforce post-HS2 tunnelling. 

HSN was therefore seen as being achievable in five manageable stages, starting with electrification 

of Liverpool-Manchester Victoria (now in place) and following that a carefully-phased and funded 

programme over two decades. 
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6 Solving the Puzzle 

What Professor Sir Peter Hall and his co-authors envisaged was a staged plan to create the high-

speed connections that would allow Liverpool, Manchester and Leeds to combine their economic 

strengths, with an end to end journey time of 55 minutes. Some of the component parts of his plan – 

the North West electrification scheme, and Ordsall chord – have been delivered in the six years since 

the Hall plan was published. More may follow when the Trans Pennine Route Upgrade is finalised. 

And in the longer term, the Northern Powerhouse Rail plans may complete the job. 

But in the last six years much else has changed. Rail usage in the North has grown strongly, new 

services have been introduced, and new train fleets have come into service. But there has been no 

guiding hand ensuring that each improvement contributes to a wider sequential development. 

Those bidding for franchises each sought to maximise revenues; the timetabling of critical route 

sections – and the North has many of these – were made on a bid and offer basis. No wonder service 

delivery has been woeful. 

Lessons from the Hall Plan 

We draw four key lessons, set out below, from the Hall paper. The first is that there has to be an 

overarching plan. Overarching in the sense that each part of the rail system must be considered 

together because it is a network; and also in the sense recognised across Europe (from where Sir 

Peter Hall drew many of his insights) that inter-regional rail services need to be properly integrated 

with city-region networks. It is this latter realisation that allowed the plan to be brave where the rail 

sector is currently timid. The challenge of making sure the benefits of investment are not left to a 

hope that they will ‘trickle down’ to local communities can be addressed by creating new 

interchanges between the inter-city network and city region networks – for which he saw a key role 

for an extended Manchester’s light rail Metrolink system. This, along with the creation of a new park 

and ride facility at Parkside, creates accessibility from towns across the Mersey belt to capitalise on 

new infrastructure that is primarily designed to speed up city-city links.  

This wider approach, thinking about access to, as well as operations along, the main arteries, helps 

address tough decisions that have to be faced: is this part of the network designed for high-speed 

connectivity between cities or to meet local travel demand?  If the answer is both, then in effect two 

railways side by side may well be needed – hence an emphasis on (potentially expensive) four 

tracking in some corridors. 

The second is that there must be a set of phased enhancements that lead to a coherent end-state 

(Hall allowed 20 years to get there, which remains an achievable timescale). In fact there is an ‘end-

state 20-years hence plan’:  its outline is already broadly known as the combination of HS2 Phase 2b 

and Northern Powerhouse Rail. Unfortunately interim steps are notable by their absence – and so it 

is these which we concentrate here, looking back at the 2014 plan. We take as a given Government’s 

resolve to deliver the long term investment.  

Yet the long term vision (illustrated complete with its touchpoints between HS2 and NPR in Chapter 

4) is not the end-state that Peter Hall envisaged, and interim measures identified in 2014 will have to 

be re-shaped accordingly. These interim steps deserve to be brought to decision-makers attention, 
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and considered carefully by the National Infrastructure Commission, because they are entirely 

absent from today’s narrative.  

The third lesson is that it is sensible to combine sections of upgraded lines with brand new high-

speed alignments. This means that careful comparisons are needed of whether new build or 

upgrade is best, and how much of each. This will be fresh territory: it is a subject that has been side-

stepped by the division of possible investments in the North into separate studies of upgrade (Trans 

Pennine Route Upgrade) and new build (Northern Powerhouse Rail). 

The fourth is that it may be possible to adopt successful technology applications from elsewhere. 

The shining example of this in the 2014 paper is the idea that journeys can be speeded up before 

new high-speed lines are built using tilting train technology. This seems to have been given scant 

attention, despite its huge success with the Pendolino (and Voyager) fleet on the West Coast Main 

Line. Another example in the paper is the use of tram-train. 

 

These, then, are key lessons to take forward: 

• an overarching plan 

• with phased enhancements 

• combining sections of upgraded lines with new high-speed alignments 

• adopting successful technology applications from elsewhere. 

 

Some Limitations 

But it is also necessary to recognise some limitations in the 2014 work, and to test whether plans 

that would have worked in 2014 are still applicable today. Since we are focussing on the interim 

steps (rather than the end-product fashioned around NPR and HS2 Phase 2b) it is also essential to 

consider the problems on the North’s railways today, which may not have been foreseeable in 

2014,) and make sure that there are measures to address them.  

The Hall plan implicitly presumed that the major city centre stations across the North would 

accommodate additional services that would inevitably be operated over the new and upgraded 

lines. It is not alone in overlooking the serious limitations that these stations impose on 

accommodating passenger demand growth. So, a new plan must address a reality that became all 

too apparent in 2018/9. 

The Hall plan upgrade Stage 1 (Liverpool-Manchester) has happened in the last few years, with 

electrification of the route. It has also brought about 4-tracking of part of this line, between Huyton 

and Roby. Could this be extended and the extent of new build necessary be reduced, while still 

bypassing the junctions at Earlestown and Newton-le-Willows and creating new connections with 

the West Coast Main Line and a new station at Parkside?  These are key questions to be resolved by 

a detailed new build versus upgrade study. A corridor study is needed. 
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With Stage 2 (Leeds-Huddersfield), does the expected electrification, with limited four-tracking and 

junction improvements where the route crosses the Calder Valley line (part of the TRU project and 

currently subject to a Network Rail consultation) mean that changes should be made to the later 

stages of the  Hall plan in Yorkshire? We must expect that some refinements would be appropriate, 

consistent with the four key lessons noted above.  

Super-Critical Problems Visible Right Now  

As well as looking back at the Hall plan, we need to identify the major problems today for which 

there are as yet neither short term or long term resolutions.  These fall beneath the radar of the 

mega plans (NPR/HS2) and lie beyond the fixes available to timetable planners.  We do not include 

here measures which are merely in the highly desirable category – such as route electrification, 

arguably essential to lower rail’s carbon foot-print. The ‘super-critical issues’ are those that will hold 

back rail service development and undermine the wider contribution it should make to the North’s 

economy. 

 

The super-critical issues are, we suggest: 

• the overload on central Manchester’s rail network 

• the need to expand the main city stations in Liverpool, Sheffield and Leeds 

to accommodate planned service expansion in the longer term 

• the inability to operate east-west freight services between Liverpool and 

Yorkshire/North East England. 

 

These are issues that are not covered by the Hall plan, although to some extent they may have been 

anticipated. We will consider how the Hall plan might be adapted to address them below. The 

problems are as follows. 

First, we cannot efficiently operate the mix of trains that are contained in today’s timetables over a 

single pair of tracks. This is most visibly so on the tracks in Manchester between Deansgate, Oxford 

Road and Piccadilly Stations, where long distance trains such as those between Nottingham and 

Liverpool, or Glasgow and Manchester Airport, must find their place in a welter of commuter 

services from all points of the compass into central Manchester and with the main freight flow for 

the city to Trafford Park.  

Second, the increase in train services to overcome connectivity weaknesses can be expected to grow 

in the years ahead. Some of these have been already brought forward in the Northern and Trans 

Pennine Express franchises, where there is evident passenger demand. Early incarnations such as a 

‘direct’ Lincoln-Leeds service that runs via Sheffield will surely be replaced in the years ahead by a 

direct train one hour faster via Doncaster. Strong travel markets such as Harrogate-Leeds currently 

operate with only 2 trains/hour, but much greater use would be made of a service with doubled 

frequency that becomes close to a ‘turn-up-and-go’ facility.  All of this puts even more pressure on 

the main city centre stations.  
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The central stations in the major northern stations are simply running out of platform space and 

need more capacity and better approaches. 

Third, freight trains are seeking to navigate the urban rail networks of major centres and especially 

Manchester, where passenger service intensity is such that capacity cannot be found. Gauge 

clearance could be addressed by the TRU project but getting freight capacity across city centres is 

not in the remit. It remains unclear whether in the longer term Northern Powerhouse Rail would 

help. That would provide capacity relief to existing trans-Pennine routes, but it does not create cross 

city routes for freight. 

All three problems largely arise in the heart of the North’s largest cities. This should not be 

surprising. Equivalent cities in Europe such as Stuttgart and Zurich have come across similar 

problems. There are solutions; they usually involve tunnelling and they are expensive. But without 

them, new intercity links - let alone expanded city region rail networks - will not work. The challenge 

to be faced in updating the Hall plan, is whether it can be adapted to address these ‘super critical 

problems’ ahead of the arrival of NPR and HS2. 

Updating the Hall Plan 

A question arises as the west-to-east trajectory of the Hall plan approaches Manchester. The 2014 

plan claims that: ‘the eastern half of the present Liverpool-Manchester route……could readily be 

four-tracked to give two new high-speed tracks into Manchester Victoria’. Is this still plausible?  

True, it was once was a 4-track railway, but over the Eccles-Ordsall section much of the track-bed 

was given over to the M602 urban motorway. Either this section must be tunnelled, or one of the 

two M602 carriageways needs to be given up for rail. Did the national motorway plans (described in 

Section 2 above) envisage urban motorways such as this? Is one carriageway now dispensable? 

As urban motorway plans developed worldwide in the 1970s, protest movements grew. With some 

minor exceptions in Birmingham and Leeds, the ideas for motorways within cities were abandoned: 

large cities would have a motorway box instead. In Manchester’s case, the M60 was completed in 

2000, leaving the M602 and the Mancunian Way as the only motorway sections inside Manchester’s 

M60 ring. These two roads are anachronisms. These are essentially left-overs from 1960s plans to 

create a motorway across urban Manchester: so is it time for a motorway slim down?  

Extending the enhanced fast rail line to Victoria rather than Piccadilly as in the Hall plan needs a re-

think. It is still relevant, partly because the roundabout route being considered for the Northern 

Powerhouse Rail link between Manchester and Liverpool will be no faster than today’s connection. 

Manchester’s authorities want high-speed connections to be centred on Piccadilly station and this 

has affected the designs for HS2 and NPR.  

We would argue that a tunnelled approach from Ordsall in Salford to the planned new station at 

Piccadilly station (which would have to be underground) would create a through facility for longer 

distance trains in the desired location at Piccadilly. This route could be connected to the West Coast 

Main Line (as is today’s route, but through rather sub-standard junctions). It could then take all long 

distance fast services west out of Manchester, with destinations as diverse as Glasgow, Edinburgh, 

Barrow, Blackpool, Chester and North Wales – as well as Liverpool. Connected to the existing railway 

on the south east side of the bigger Piccadilly long-distance station, it would provide enhanced 
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connections to Sheffield as well as via the future NPR to Leeds, Hull and Newcastle and via HS2 to 

Manchester Airport, Birmingham and London. The service options and levels of accessibility and 

flexibility created would be enormous. This need not wait until the full Phase 2b and NPR plan comes 

along. 

The tunnel would remove longer distance services from the Castlefield corridor and allow it to 

become focussed on city region rail services. With a unified train fleet in the style of Merseyrail 

Electrics, this corridor could become Manchester’s Thameslink, with computer controlled 24 trains 

per hour through the central section of a wider network.  These operations could be transferred to 

Transport for Greater Manchester in a long-term concession, equivalent to the successful Merseyrail 

electrics operation. True, it needs the underground version of Piccadilly station to be built. But this 

would realise pan-Northern benefits, not least in tying together the more distant labour market 

areas and the centre of Manchester. It would provide a sound resolution of one of our identified 

super critical problems, which just happens to be the most crucial link on the North’s entire rail 

system. Places like Burnley, Accrington, Blackburn, Wigan and Rochdale could then have regular 

frequency and direct links to Manchester’s city centre stations. 

In Yorkshire, the Hall plan cleverly linked to HS2 south of Leeds so that onward routes to 

Hull/York/North East England as well as into the HS2 platforms at Leeds can be made. And it 

provided alternative connections for onward services to Hull and the North East, one using a 

connection that would serve Wakefield Westgate and Leeds en route, the other bypassing Leeds.   

As the Hall plan makes clear, the critical question is how HS2 is connected to the existing network in 

the North. And in Yorkshire, there are outstanding questions for HS2/NPR configuration in both 

South and West Yorkshire. In advance of that, it is difficult to see how to make the Hall plan any 

better. Above all, it serves to emphasise that the integrated plan for HS North needs to be mindful 

not just of HS2, NPR and existing rail plans, but also of the absence of intermediate measures that 

will develop the network ahead of mega-project completion.   

Growing Places and Declining Places 

Although the North is sometimes caricatured as a region with endemic economic problems, the 

truth is more complex. The North does contain some of the weakest urban economies in Britain. 

Research shows that the North has nine of the ten British towns with the highest rate of relative 

decline – Blackpool, Burnley, Blackburn, Bradford, Wigan, Bolton, Hull, Grimsby and Middlesbrough31 

. At the same time it has some of the country’s fastest growing places. In terms of GVA Change 

between 1997 and 2013, Warrington was ranked as the eighth fastest growing place in the UK with 

104.6 per cent growth, just behind Edinburgh with 106.7 per cent. Newcastle, Manchester, Sheffield 

and Leeds also showed healthy growth rates between 92 and 93 per cent, just below the national 

average of 94%. Blackburn and Blackpool again featured at the bottom of the GVA growth rankings 

with 59 per cent and 53 per cent growth rates respectively32. 

It is striking that several of the places with the highest rates of decline are within, or quite close to, 

the metropolitan belt which runs from Liverpool across to Manchester and Leeds, and would be 

served by the enhanced rail services advocated in this paper. This makes it all the more important to 

bring weaker and stronger places together, via mobility hubs and connecting rail services, so that the 

economic benefits of faster growing places can be dispersed across the wider regional economy.  
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There is more to this than simply laying on extra train services or reopening old branch lines. There 

must also be adequate capacity to accommodate these services across the rest of the regional rail 

system and especially in congested locations like city centre stations. And the labour market effects 

are subtle of course. No one expects unskilled workers in Blackpool to commute to jobs in 

Manchester. But more skilled workers can make the journey whether they are attracted to places 

with weaker economies by lower house prices or more likely because they have existing personal or 

family connections with these places. And once there their wages will inject spending power into the 

local economy creating jobs for those on lower wages. This is exactly the pattern which has emerged 

in the more successful US cities, where successful economies create well paid jobs and these in turn 

help to create a buoyant local service economy33 
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7 A Grand Design Which Works 

Our paper is not intended to set out a blueprint but to explore issues in a rapidly changing economic 

and social context. Our starting point in the discussion was Sir Peter Hall’s great paper from 2014 

which set out visionary, yet entirely realistic, aspirations for using rail investment in order to 

restructure the relationships between towns and cities in the North. The aim was not simply to 

improve connectivity, as Sir David Higgins had correctly argued, but to build agglomeration 

economies, widen labour markets, and to start to bring smaller old industrial towns back into the 

mainstream. The Hall  paper concluded that: ’By the end of the century, the great cities of the north, 

plus many of its major towns would at last be linked by a truly 21st century railway system, bringing 

them dramatically closer in terms of journey times. As a new northern mega city is born, the benefits 

to their economies will be incalculable’34. 

The Hall plan was an outstanding example of the sort of integrated planning Britain needs to 

rediscover if it is to break out of ‘siloed’ and disconnected thinking. We have set out our conclusions 

in nine messages, bearing its words in mind. 

First, the lessons from the origins of the UK motorway network, and its subsequent successful 

construction in stages during the 1950s-1980s, are clear. Have a coherent overall plan that makes 

sense, but make sure it can be constructed in financially-digestible chunks. It will take time, but the 

costs become manageable and the phasing of the work fits in with the capacity of the construction 

industry to build it, saving costs. Moreover there is progress on the ground, and that sense of visible 

achievement will help to build momentum. 

Second, HS2 in the North (Phase 2b) and Northern Powerhouse Rail have become intertwined as 

High Speed North.  Phase 2b of HS2, and as it stands, Northern Powerhouse Rail cannot expect to 

be implemented before 2040 - and perhaps later. Yet significant elements of improvement could be 

delivered well before then. A stage-by-stage approach makes sense in terms of financing, in terms of 

working towards High Speed North, and, crucially, getting action on the ground which would build 

confidence and attract much needed private investment.  

 
Third, the North’s rail network is overloaded right now. The network does not work, crucially 

through Manchester but also in other cities such as Liverpool, Leeds and Sheffield, where city centre 

stations and lines are at capacity or in the case of Manchester, over-capacity.  

 

Fourth, because of this overload, rail freight services in the North are underachieving. Average 

journey speed for Trans Pennine freight trains are as low as 16 mph and 17 mph, yet Transport for 

the North forecasts (drawing on the Northern Powerhouse Economic Review) envisage growth in 

freight volume exceeding 50% by 2050. Meanwhile passenger rail travel between the major cities of 

Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds, Bradford, Sheffield, Hull, Newcastle and Sunderland is (apart from 

York-Newcastle) mostly stuck at 1960s speeds. 

 

Fifth, the Hall plan of 2014 set out a staged modular solution to these problems. Stage 1 was 

Liverpool-Manchester electrification, now done. Stage 2 was Northern Hub, only part-done, and 

Manchester-Leeds electrification, still awaiting Trans-Pennine Route Upgrade, plus Pendolino trains, 

apparently not even considered. Stage 3 was a new high-speed line eastwards from Liverpool, 
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connecting with HS2, and an upgraded line onwards to Manchester Victoria and the Stalybridge 

railhead. Stage 4 was a similar mix of new and upgraded line driven westwards from Leeds, bringing 

Bradford, Leeds and Sheffield into the new network via a link with HS2’s line to Leeds. Finally, the 

expensive stage 5, a new tunnel beneath the Pennines to link stages 3 and 4 together, creating a 

largely-new link from Liverpool to Leeds and connecting onwards to Newcastle and to Hull, 

completed the picture.  The important point is that it was a modular plan, with significant 

improvements achieved ahead of turning to major mega projects like a new Trans Pennine Tunnel 

(with all the risks, costs and uncertainties that prevail in mega projects, not least in the current 

environment). 

 

Sixth, with the fundamental issues that led to the Hall plan still confronting us (and some new ones 

added since) there is still the need for (a) an overarching plan for the North’s rail system, (b) a 

phased implementation programme, adopting a strategic mix of new and upgraded lines (as in 

Germany), (c) use of existing proven technology such as Pendolino trains and electrification. Most of 

all,  we need to make early progress on tying together the North’s labour markets, bringing fast 

growing places like Leeds, Warrington and Manchester  together with  more challenging labour 

markets like Wigan, Stalybridge, Huddersfield, Bradford, Sunderland  and St Helens.  

 

Seventh, achievable timescales are crucial. Post-COVID, although finance could be tight, government 

will want to champion public works which quickly deliver on the ground to get the economy 

moving and to demonstrate results on its decarbonisation and re-levelling agendas. The critical 

problems remain the overloaded Manchester rail network, the need for city-terminal capacity 

expansion right across the North, and dealing with the future demand for rail freight. The plan 

should bring higher speeds, but the central need is for greater network capacity, reliability and 

resilience. 

 

Eighth, the Hall plan should be updated in relation to the west-east passage through Central 

Manchester. Hall envisaged using the Eccles-Victoria-Stalybridge corridor, plus some conversion of 

local services to Metrolink or tram-train. But the strong desire of Manchester authorities for a west-

east ‘through’ HS2 station underground at Piccadilly would offer the opportunity for expanding 

the Piccadilly hub even further.  It avoids, too, the turnback problem that would arise in its 

absence.35 A new west-east tunnel under central Manchester could be used by fast trains from 

Chester and North Wales, Liverpool, Blackpool, Barrow and Glasgow, with services emerging 

eastwards and across the Pennines to Leeds/Bradford, Sheffield, Hull, York and Newcastle. 

 

Ninth, we strongly support a system of devolved finances and control to implement rail investment 

in the north. City regions should obviously assume responsibility for their own city region rail 

services. But tracks for local/regional and intercity services need to be segregated so that intercity 

and long distance services (high-speed, conventional and freight facilities) are left to the national 

system operator to develop and alongside separate regional networks for North West, Yorkshire-

Humber and North East. We must connect all of the North’s towns into the network – and ensure 

that stations can serve as mobility hubs with connecting buses, bike hire, walk and cycle ways, 

provision for electric car charging and so on. 
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After the COVID virus the North will not want to return to normal, because in relation to its rail 

network at least, normal was not working. To re-start the North’s economy and stimulate private 

sector investment, we have to see visible progress through the next 5-10 years. There is welcome 

Government commitment to produce an integrated plan for ‘High Speed North’. But based on 

delivery timescales to date for HS2 in the Midlands and South, we are unlikely to see even the first 

fruits of this endeavour before 2040. So a development of Hall’s thinking is even more necessary 

today. We need a plan which provides modular incremental development, better links between 

intercity and metropolitan networks, a way to connect the North’s cities and towns into the 

prosperity that High Speed rail can bring, and, most important,  an investment path through the next 

five, ten and fifteen years. We do need a grand design. But we need a realistic delivery programme 

too. 
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Dänemark: Baubeginn für Fehmarnbelt-Tunnel Anfang
2021

Direkt aus dem dpa-Newskanal

Kopenhagen (dpa) - Die Bauarbeiten am neuen Fehmarnbelt-Tunnel zwischen Dänemark und
Deutschland sollen am 1. Januar 2021 auf dänischer Seite beginnen. Darauf haben sich die
politischen Parteien seines Landes mit breiter Mehrheit verständigt, gab der dänische
Verkehrsminister Benny Engelbrecht am Freitag in Kopenhagen bekannt. Es handele sich um
einen Meilenstein in der dänischen Geschichte, der unter anderem bedeute, dass die Reisezeit
zwischen Kopenhagen und Hamburg erheblich verkürzt werden könne, sagte er.

Nach Ministeriumsangaben bedeutet der Beschluss zu dem Milliardenprojekt, dass die
Fehmarnbeltquerung voraussichtlich Mitte 2029 in Betrieb genommen werden kann. Bislang
war laut Zeitplan eine Eröffnung des knapp 18 Kilometer langen Tunnels für 2028 geplant.

Mit dem Auto soll die Strecke zwischen Kopenhagen und Hamburg künftig eine Stunde
schneller zurückzulegen sein, mit dem Zug bis zu zwei Stunden, sagte Engelbrecht. Derzeit
braucht man mit dem Wagen je nach Verkehrslage viereinhalb bis fünf Stunden, mit der Bahn
dauert es im regulären Betrieb auf den schnellsten Verbindungen ähnlich lang.

Die Fehmarnbeltquerung ist umweltpolitisch besonders in Schleswig-Holstein umstritten. Der
Baubeginn für den Tunnel verzögert sich seit mehreren Jahren, vor allem wegen des
aufwendigen Planungsverfahrens für die notwendige Anbindung des Hinterlands in Schleswig-
Holstein. Gegen das Projekt gab es außerdem mehrere Klagen, unter anderem von
Umweltorganisationen sowie den Fährenbetreibern Scandlines und Stena Line. Die EU-
Kommission hatte die von den Fährgesellschaften monierten Staatshilfen für das Projekt jedoch
vor rund einem Monat für rechtens erklärt.
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